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INTRODUCTION
1.1

Needs Addressed by the Training Program

The emphasis of this two-week training program is twofold:
the improvement of community sanitation' in rural and pen-urban settings, and
the design and construction of latrines.
The dual emphasis of the program is based on the generally accepted research finding that the
availability of latrines does not guarantee use, nor does it guarantee health improvement.
Latrine technologies used in rural areas can also be used in pen-urban areas, subject to the
same constraints. However, the constraints are much more prevalent in pen-urban areas.
They commonly consist of lack of space, uns~itablesoil types, high population density, user
uncertainty about continued residential status, and so on. Thus, the implementation of latrine
construction programs is much more problematic in pen-urban areas, if possible at all.
This training guide provides systematic skill development for local development agents in the
steps and techniques necessary for developing or upgrading a sanitation improvement and
laMne constructfon program-a program that involves the community from the start in
clarifyingthe problem and choosing the appropriate interventions. The guide presents the role
of the development agent-the training program participant-as that of sanitation educator,
community facilitator and catalyst, and resource for identifying latrine options and supervising
latrinls construction and maintenance.
To equip the development agent with the right skills and values for success, the program
devotes consic!erable time to developing specific skills in identifying excreta disposal behaviors,
selecting the appropriate latrine design, planning, supervising construction, assessing and
upgrading existing latrines, and making sanitation education interactive.
The training program does not address construction skills, however. For example, it does not
teach participants how to mix and pour cement. What it does provide is the necessary skills
to oversee latrine construction. It assumes that the actual construction will be carried out at
the community level by a b-ailder, or by the families a builder has trained, and not by the
development agent.

'In this training course, sanitation refers specifically to disposal of human excreta.
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1.2

Overall Goals of the Tralnin9 Pr~gram

The overall goals of the training program describe what participants will learn by the end of
this 10-day program. The workshop schedule at the conclusion of this introduction (Figure
A) illustrates ~ G W
the days are structured to achieve the learning goals.
At the end of this training program, participants will be able to:
describe appropriate approaches for developing a sanitation improvement program
in the community;
identify the excreta disposal behaviors in a community and the impact of those
behaviors on health;
collect information to assist in the development of a sanitation improvement strategy;
analyze critical factors in determining appropriate latrine selection;
describe the design requirements for four types of latrines;
develop a material, labor, and transport plan for a latrine program; supervise
construction; and assess existing latrines for possible upgrading:
apply appropriate preparation and delivery techniques to sanitahn education;
m d ~ y o rand evaluate sanitation interventions; and
develop an action plan to implement a sanitation improvement program "back home."

1.3

Approach of the Training Guide

This training guide uses a "program approach" to improving community sanitation and latrine
construction. Its primary focus is neither strictly technical training nor community development
training, but a blend of the two. The sessions provide all the basic steps necessary to develop
and cany out a program-from problem ciarification, to determining the appropriate
interventions, to monitoring and evaluation.
The emphasis of the training program is on sanitary practices. Depending on the community,
the attainment of appropriate sanitarj practices may or may not require new latrines. In most
cases it does, hence the focus in the training program on latrine design and supervis?on of
constrciction. Participants in the program are exposed to four types of latrines and to the
critical factors that go into choosing the right design. These factors include personal
preferences of the users, design feasibility, and cost. By understanding these factors, the
participant will be better able to assist the community in making the choke and less tempted
to prescribe the choice.
In order to present this training program successfully, the trainer(s) will have to have access
to a typical community. The trainers will also have to supervise the construction of a latrine
viii

concurrently with the training program. Several sessions require participants to supervise
aspects of construction, ever. though they will not be doing the actual construction themselves.
The construction will have to be carried out by a master builder (see 1.6.5).
The training could be conducted exclusively in a classroom setting, but it would become a
theoretical exercise and result in significantly reduced skill development. The assumption is
that actual practice will provide better opportunities for leaming how to develop and implement
a community sanitation improvement program.

1.4

Trainers and Participants

1.4.1 Trainers

These training materials have been designed to be used by trainers experienced in sanitation
and excreia disposal and in the training of adults. The guide is designed for use by a twoperson team with technical and training skills.
At least one of the trainers should be skilled in the design and construction of latrines and
should have some training experience. At least one of the two must have prior training
experience. He or she should have participated in training-of-trainer workshops and
conducted workshops using active leaming techniques. This trainer must be skilled in
facilitating group leaming, have experience in community development work, and be
comfortable with technical material. (One trainer could handle 10 or fewer participants.
However, he or she would need both the training and technical skills described above.) All
trainers who use this guide must be oriented toward practical training.

1.4.2 Participants

The assumption of all of these training materials is that a district-leveldevelopment agent (such
as a district health officer responsible for several communities) will be able to guide the
development of a community sankation program if he or has assistance with latrine
construction from local raaster builders.
This training program does not assume that a district-level development agent will be able to
learn-or needs to learn-all the skik necessary to become a master builder. He or she
should understand, however, all the steps necessary to guide the process Participants should
be selected with this understanding in mind. They should be involved in community
promotion activities, be able to learn a certain amount of technical material, and be willing to
work with their hands to demonstrate techniques and assist local builders.

1.5

Session Organization and Methodology

1.5.1

Organization

Each training session is organized according to a standardized foxmat, which provides the
trainer with the information necessary to conduct the training. This format is as follows:
Objectives

Each session includes specific objectives, which are measurable and
which indicate most of the session's content.

Overview

The ovendew provides a rationale for the session and states what the
session intends to accomplish within the framework of the overall
program and the preceding and subsequent sessions.

Procedures

In this section of the session format, the trainers are given specific
instmctions on what to do and say at each step in the session.
Suggested times are provided for each prucedure.
Throughout the procedures, and at the errd of a session design, trainer
notes are provided to preseilt trainers. with session options or to
provide helpful suggestions.

Trainer Notes

Materials

At the end of a session design, a list of handouts, flipcharts, and other
m;.;erials required in the session is provided.

Handouts

Handouts, if required for a session, are provided at the end of the
session design. A set of all the handouts is also provided at the end
of the guide to facilitate photocopying.

1.5.2 Methodology
The successful use of this training guide depends on the active involvement of participants.
ParHdpants must be willing to try out activities, reflect on arid analyze or "process* those
activities, and derive generalized learning from the session activities that can be applied later
in their work setting.
The training activities are designed to be practical, hands-on work, that is, activities that are
the same as, cr nearly the same as, the actual work that will be done on the job. The trainers
act as guides or coaches, which enables the participant to try out the skill first and then learn
from the experience. The trainers provide theoretical or informational input through interactive
lecturettes and handouts.

A real community provides the practice arena for several of the sessions. This allows the
training program to take local conditions into account and provide a tailored approach to the
many different physical, cultural, and economic conditions that may be encountered
throughout the world, or even within a comty. However, this approach also creates special

planning responsibilities for the trainers and the organization that sponsors and arranges for
the training program.

1.5.3 Suggestions for Co-Training
This course will be most effective if the two trainers co-train each session. Rather than each
,trainer taking responsibility for specific sessions, both trainers would share responsibility for
each session. This shared responsibility would include preparaiion as well as delivery. By cotraining, the trainers are better able to link key themes from session to session, because they
both have been part of ezch session. They are also ablz to help each other out more--with
examples, another follow-up question, and recording ideas on a flipchart. And finally, cotraining gives the trainers a break from 'up-frontn training, which enables each to collect his
or her thoughts before the next procedure.
A suggested approach for dividing responsibility for a session follows:

E ~ a r n ~ l eSession
:
2
Procedure 1

- Introduction

Trainer #1

Procedure 2

- Lecturette

Trainer #2

Procedure 3 - Small Group Task

Trainer #1

- Large Group Discussion
Procedure 5 - Conclusions

Trainer #1

Procedure 4

1.6

Trainer #2

Planning for the Training Program

There are a number of considerations in planning to conduct this training program. They are
discussed below in chronological order.

1.6.1 Selecting the Training Site
This training program is designed to be conducted in a rural or peri-urban residential training
location with ready access (preferablyby foot) to a community with inadequate and/or a range
of sanitation facilities. A large meeting room should be available during the entire program-daytime and evening. Participants meet as a total group (approximately 20), as well as in
smaller work groups. Ideally, more than one meeting room will be available.

1.6.2 Organizing Materials for Participants
The materials (handouts, flipcharts, and so on) to be used in a session are listed at the end
of the session design. The handouts can be taken out of the training guide, copied for
distribution, and then put back in the guide for the next time the course is given.
The trainers can distribute handouts in one of two ways. One way is to distribute each
handout at the conclusion of the lecturette that covers the information in the handout. The
other way is to assemble all the handouts and put them into participant notebooks prior to the
workshop. Then, on the first day, notebooks containing the handouts for the entire course
can be distributed to the participants. Both methods work effectively, and the training staff
should choose the preferred method.

1.6.3 Ordering Materials
L i e d below are the materials needed for classroom training and the construction materials for
the demonstration latrine. These materials must be ordered and ready ahead of time.
Classroom Supplies
Notebooks, writing pads, and pencils.
Flipchart stands (at least two) and flipchart paper (at least 300 sheets).
Four tables for participants, each with five or six chairs, depending on the number of
participants.
Flipchart markers.
Four or five calculators to be shared by participants.
Demonstration Latrine Construction Materials
Materials will have to be secured to construct the demonstration latrine. The kinds of materials
and their quantities will be determined by the type of latrine construction to be demonstrated.

1.6.4 Selecting the Demonstration Latrine Type
The purpose of the demonstration latrine is to give participants firsthand exposure to an actual
construction project and the opportunity to interact with the master builder in much the same
way they would during an actual sanitation program.
It is suggested that the ventilated improved pit (VIP) latrine be chosen as the demonstration
latrine. It is considered to be the best all-around latrine for a variety of conditions, for the
following reasons:

It has the fewest limitations with regard to soil type.
It has proved to be a popular design in many diverse situations.
It requires no water supply.
Construction Suggestions
Construction suggestions for the VIP latrine are provided below.
Construct the latrine at the training site for ease of participant accesz.
Dig the pit before training begins.
Be sure the latrine is correctly sited. (See Handout 7-6, "Siting of Latrines.")
Make the slab of concrete with reinforcement.
Line the pit, even if the conditions at the training site do not require it. The lining
should be of easily available local material, such as bamboo or timber.
Construct the superstructure with the typical housing construction materials of the area.
It is important that the entire demonstration latrine be completed during the training program.
The participants can best learn by observing each step in the construction process. Seeing a
completed latrine aids not only in learning the cczect procedures but also in the visualization
and demonstration of maintenance activities.
See Appendix B, "VIP Latrine Design and Material Checklist," when planning for construction.

1.6.5 Selecting a Master Builder
The selection of the master builder for the demonstration latrine is an important consideration
for this training program. Ideally, this individual should not only be a skilled builder, but also
an individual who is interested and willing to interact with the participants.
It would be best for the trainers if the master builder were fully capable of managing the work
crew, the resource requirements, and the time schedule. The trainers will be fully occupied
with delivering the course and cannot afford to take time out to manage the latrine
constmction.
At various points in the training program, session activities will be held at the demonstration
site (see 1.6.7). For this reason, the master builder will have to coordinate construction steps
with the training activities.

1.6.6 Constructing the Demonstration Latrine
As noted earlier, the construction of a demonstration latrine concurrently with the training

program will enable participants to leam the details of construction and construction
supervision within the context of an actual situation. To facilitate ease of access, the
demonstration latrine should be constructed within a short walk of the classroom.
As noted, the training program does not give participants hands-on experience in the actual
construction of a latrine. ' It is assumed that the participants in this program would not do the
actual construction back at their work site, but rather that they would be responsible for overall
supervision and quality control of construction.
The following sessions include scheduled activities at the latrine demonstration site:
Sesslon 7:

Latrine Concepts

As part of Session 7, which occurs on the afternoon of Day 3, the participants visit the latrine
construction site to supervise slab construction (see Session 7, Procedure 6).
Session 10:

Details of LaMne Design

In Session 10 the participants visii the demonstration site to analyze specific details of latrine
design. This activity occurs on the afternoon of Day 6.
Sesslon 14:

Sustained O&M and Upgrading Existing LaMnes

In this session, participants carry out a field activity in which they assess the operation and
maintenance (O&M)of six latrines. As part of this exercise, they will also be asked to visit the
demonstration latrine to assess the quality of its construction.

1.6.7 Preparing the Community
The community should be prepared well ahead of time for the arrival of the participants. Key
community members should understand the purpose and goals of the training program, and
they should be willing to cooperate with the trainers. Details on the specific community
preparation needed for the program can be found in the following sessions:
Session 5:
Conductfng a Survey of Excreta Disposol Practices
In this session, paxticipants will go into the community to observe hygiene behaviors.
Session 9:
Information Collection Reld Exercise
This session includes a three-hour activity in the community. Participants interview selected
community members about hygiene and sanitation issues.

*F;* a l a i i e training program that does give participants hands-on experience in actual
construction, see WASH Technical Report No. 25, A Workshop Design for Latrine
Construction.
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Sessfon 14:

Sustafned O&M and Upgrading Exfstfng Latrlnes

During this session, participants visit the site of existing htrines to assess O&M and
recommend options for upgrading the latrines.
Sessfon 16:

Sanftatfon Educatfon Presentatfons

It is recommended in this session that participants give presentstions on sanitation topics to
community audiences.

1.6.8 Preparing for Training Sessions
The trainers must carehlly read through all the training sessions well in advance of the
workshop and double-check all of the materials needed (needs will vary with local conditions).
The trainers must also prepare their presentations and write the task instructions for the group
activities and the key points of lecturettes on flipchart paper.
Each session is designed as a guide for the trainers. Trainers may have to adapt the sessions
in some way to the reality of the available time and resources or their personal training style.

1.6.9 Organizing the CIassroom Seating Arrangement
Figure B provides a suggested classroom seating arrangement. It requires four tables large
enough to seat six people comfortably. With this seating anangement, participants can quickly
be assigned small group tasks. The seating anangement also promotes more active
participation by the trainees because everyone is able to see one another without much effort.
It is recommended that table groups be reassigned e v e y two or three days to provide
opportunities for padcipants to work with different people in small groups, not only to
facilitate the sharing of participant experiences, but also to promote team building.

DAY

-

W

1

1. Introduction to
the Training Course
(1 hr., 50 min.)
2. Approaches to
Improved Excreta
Disposal Mgmt .
(1 hr., 45 min.)

DAY

W

4. Skills for Conducting
Behavioral Surveys
(3 hr.)

5. Conducting a
Survey
of Excreta Disposal
Practices (4 hr.)

5. Conducting a Survey
-continued (2 hr.)
6. Determining
Appropriate
Interventions
(4 hr., 20 min.)

7. Latrine Concepts
-coniinued
(4 hr., 5 min.)

9. Information
Collection Field
Exercise (7 hr., 10
min.)

8. Factors in Latrine
Choices (2 hr.,
50 min.)

7. Latrine Concepts
(1hr., 10 min.)

3. Problem
Clarification
(3 hr., 25 rnin .)
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1. Details of Latrine
Design (7 hr.)

11. Planning a Latrine
Construction
Program (7 hr.)

12. Supervision of
Construction (2 hr.)
13. Sanitation
Education Methods
(4 hr., 15 min.)

14. Sustained O&M
and Upgrading
Existing Latrines
(5 hr., 30 min.)

15. Monitoring and
Evaluation
(3 hr., 40 min.)

AGURE A
Workshop Schedulo

16. Sanitation Education
Presentations (3 hr.,
55 min.)
17. Action Planning
(2hr., 15 min.)

18. Training Program
Evaluation (1hr., 10
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Session

1

IN7.RQDUCTION TO
THE TFMINING COURSE

1 hour, 50 minutes

Objectives
By the end of this session, the participants will have
become acquainted,
clarified their expectations about the course, and
reviewed the course goals and schedule.

Overview
The overall purpose of the opening session is to set the tone for the entire workshop. After
the official opening comments and introductions, the participants are given the opportunity to
discuss their expectations about the workshop in a small group exercise and with the full
group. This is intended to demonstrate that the trainers value the concerns and hopes of
participants while showing how participation will be encouraged in the workshop.
The trainers present the workshop's goals and schedule and review them i.1 light of
participants' expectations. Any reactions to the workshop schedule can be discussed at that
time. Trainers should discuss with participants which of their expectations will be met and
which ones may fall outside the scope of the workshop. Finally, trainers discuss the norms of
behavior intended to create a positive learning atmosphere througho~tthe workshop.

Procedures

1.

Official Opening Comm ,sats

25 minutes

Trainers should plan this activity in coordination with the sponsoring agency and appropriate
government and community officials. The guests should be given a total of 20 minutes for their
speeches. Trainers will need 5 minutes to introduce themselves and explain the purpose of the
workshop.

The trainers should discuss the goals of the workshop with the speakers prior to this session
so that their opening comments are consistent with the purpose of the workshop. Trainers may
wish to share the following information with the speakers:
The overall purpose of this workshop is to improve the skills of district-level
development agents for conducting community sanitatic~activities, particularly the
construction and use of latrines. These activities are aimed at influencing behaviors to
maximize the health benefits of safe water supplies and sanitation structures.
In order for community sanitation activities to succeed, the community must work in
close collaboration with development agents. Together, they must identdy and plan
actions that will result in excreta disposal practices that improve the health of
community members.
E

This workshop draws upon the extensive practical field experience of participants. It
is therefore structured to involve participants actively in the learning process. This
structure includes classroom and field exercises that enable participants to share their
current knowledge and skills as they learn new ideas and develop new skills.

Thank the guests and permit them to leave so that the workshop may begin.

Pair Intemiews

10 minutes

Instruct the participants to form g r ~ u p of
s two. Explain that this exercise is a way for everyone
to meet by making introductions less formal. Add that each person in the pairs will interview
his or her partner for about five minutes. When the interview is over, each participant should
be prepared to introduce his/her partner to the rest of the group.
Display the following flipchart and ask pariicipants to use the questions listed in their
interviews:

Flipchart A: Pair interview Questions
What is your name and what do you like to be called?
Where are you from?
Where have you been working, and for how long?
What are the easy and the difficult aspects of your job?
Interview your co-trainer while participants interview each other.

3.

Introductions

15 minutes

Start by introducing your co-trainer in a light, relaxed manner in less than one minute. Your
co-trainer will then introduce! you. Then, ask participants to introduce their partners in less
than one minute.
When the introductions are over, tell the participants that they make up a very interestin,.!
group with a rich background of practical experience. Explain that this exercise was just tl-. .
start of getting to know each other and that participants will get to know each other much
better over the course of the workshop.

4.

Participant Expectations

20 minutes

Describe the importance of discussing the participants' expectations of the workshop. Explain
that you now wish to discuss what they hope to accomplish during the workshop so that you
and your co-trainer can assess which parts of the workshop will meet their needs and which
expectations may either not be addressed or not be dealt with in much depth. In addition,
knowing their expectations will help you to identify which topics should be particularly stressed.
Ask them to take a few minutes to think about their work in the field and how this workshop
can help them be more effective in their work. Give them a few minutes to think and write
down what they expect to accomplish or get out of this workshop. Present the following task:

Ripchart B: Expectations Task
At your table, share your expectations.
Agree on two expectations that you all share.
Select someone to present your two expectations to the entire group.

'I

m Take 15 minutes.
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5.

Presentations of Expectations

15 minutes

Start by taking one expectation from each group, then go back and take a second expedation
from each group, and so on. Record the expectations on a flipchart. Do n*jt repeat
expectations already listed, but note the one being repeated with a mark. After all the groups
have reported,
point out the most cemmonly held expectations;
ask groups to explain unclear expectations; and
if an expedation is outside the purpose of the workshop, ask if everyone wants to
spend some time on it during the evenings, or if they can meet it on their own (see
Trainer Notes for more on this type of situation).

Explain that you will now present the workshop goals and compare them with the participants'
expectations.

6.

Overall Workshop Goals and Schedule

20 minutes

Distribute Handout 1-1: "Workshop Goals." Post the same list of goals on Flipchart C:
"Workshop Goals." Ask the participants to read along as you present the goals. Clardy any
goals that were unclear and refer to the list of expectations to show where they are covered
by a goal.
Explain that you will now tum to the workshop schedule to show when participants'
expectations and the workshop goals will be met over the course of the workshop.
Distribute Handout 1-2: "Workshop Schedule." Go over the session headings in the schedule.
Point out the following while going over the schedule:
time frames
classroom sessions
field exercises
small and large group discussions to encourage active participation
use of presentations in combination with case studies, stories, and practical tasks to
create an active learning environment
Refer to the goals and expectations and show in which sessions they will be met.

7.

Workshop Norms

5 minutes

Display the following flipchart:
Ripchart D: Workshop Norms
Share responsibility for learning.
Participate actively in all session exerckos.
Start and end sessions on time.
I

Respect the views of other participants.
Help one another.
Refrain from smoking in the training room.

Explain that so far you have hoked at what participants will leam. However, in order to
accomplish the workshop goals within the scheduled time, everyone must agree on how that

learning can be done most effectively. Tell the participants that you propose these norms to
help everyone work and learn better together as a group.
Ask participants if they agree with the norms and have any others to add. Discuss the norms
and seek a consensus on following them.
Introduce the next session by saying that it will provide an overall framework for the entire
workshop.

Trainer Notes
It is important that the participants think about and express their expectations before reviewing
the workshop goals and schedule. In this way, you can be frank with them on the first day as
to which of their expectations will be met and which may not be met.
Do not spend a lot of time discussing those expectations that are outside the purpose of the
workshop. It is important to discuss those expectations and to try to adapt the workshop to
meet them if possible, but only small changes in the goals or schedule should be made at this
time.
The discussion of the participants' expectations can be made easier by providing the intended
participants with information about the puYpose and structure of the workshop before they
anive .
Keep the flipcharts of the goals, schedule, and norms posted in the classroom throughout the
workshop so that you can refer to them when it is necessary.

Materials
Welcoming package for participants, with pads and pencils
Handout 1-1: Workshop Goals
Handout 1-2: Workshop Schedule
Rlpchart A: Pair Interview Questions
Flipchart B: Expectations Task
Ripchart C: Workshop Goals
Flipchart D: Workshop Norms

Handout 1-1

Workshop Goals

Describe appropriate approaches for developing a sanitation improvement program
in the community.
Identify the excreta disposal behaviors in a community and their impact on health.
Collect information to assist in the development of a sanitation irr~provementstrategy.
Analyze critical factors in determining appropriate latrine selection.
Describe the design requirements for four types of latrines.
Develop a material, labor, and transport plan for a latrine program; supervise
construction; and asszss existing latrines for possible upgrading.
Apply appropriate preparation and delivery techniques to sanitation education.
Monitor and evaluate sanitation interventions.
Develop an action plan to implement a sanitation improvement program "back home."

Previom Page El-k

Workshop Schedule
DAY
W

1

2

3

1. Introduction to
the Training Course
(1hr., 50 min.)

4. Skills for Conducting
Behavioral Surveys
(3 hr.)

5. Conducting a Survey
-continued

(2 hr.)

9. Information

7. Latrine Concepts
-continued
(4 hr., 5 min.)

Collection Field
Exercise (7 hr., 10
min .)

6. Determining
2. Approaches to
Improved Excreta
Disposal Mgmt.
(1 hr ., 45 min.)

Survey
of Excreta Disposal
Practices (4 hr.)

Appropriate
Interventions
(4 hr ., 20 min .)

8. Factors in Latrine
Choices (2 hr.,
50 min.)

7. Latrine Concepts
(1hr., 10 min.)

3. Problem
Clarification
(3 hr., 25 rnin.)

1

PfJ
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5. Conducting a
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DAY

1. Details of Latrine
Design (7 hr.)

11. Planning a Latrine
Construction
Program (7 hr.)

12. Supervision of
Construction (2 hr.)

13. Sanitation
Education Methods
(4 hr., 15 min.)

14. Sustained O&M
and Upgrading
Existing Latrines
(5 hr., 30 min.)

15. Monitoring and
Evaluation
(3hr., 40 rnin.)

i

16. Sanitation Education
Presentations (3hr.,
55 min.)
17. Action Planning
(2 hr., 15 min.)

18. Training Program
Evaluation (1hr., 10
min .)

Session

2

APPROACHES TO IMPROVED
EXCRETA DISPOSAL MANAGEMENT

1 haur, 45 minutes

Objectives
By the end of this session, the participants will be able to
explain the importance of proper excreta disposal and water supply to overall health
improvement in the community,
define the terms behavior and behavioral change,
give a working definition of the proper management of excreta disposal,
describe a three-part model for developing or upgrading a sanitation improvement
program, and
identdy some current obstacles to effective excreta disposal.

Overview
The purpose of this session is to piovide participants with a program approach to improved
.excreta disposal that will help to frame the two-week training course.
The session begins with a lecturette establishing the equal importance of proper management
of excreta disposal and proper water supply and usage to community health
improvement-that one without the other will likely not result in an improved health status for
the community. Behavior, behavioral change, and management of excreta dsposal are then
defined, and a three-part model for developing a sanitation improvement program is
presented.
Following the lecturette, participants are asked to work in small groups to identify what they
perceive to be the current obstacles to improved management of excreta disposal at the local
level. The obstacles are then discussed by the full group. The two exercises will help the
participants-as well as the trainers-take stock of the information and perceptions that
participants are bringing to the course; they should also help clarify the different levels of
experience in the group. By the end of the session, participants will understand how the threepart model provides the basis for the entire course.

Procedures

1.

5 minutes

Introduction

Explain that in this session they will be looking at an overall program approach to sanitation
improvement they can use in working with the community.
Display Flipchart A: "Session 2 Objectives." Read the objectives and ask if they are clear.

Lecturette: Program Framework for Effective h c r e t a Disposal

45 minutes

Introduce the lecturette by saying:
Recent findings indicate that safe excreta disposal, a safe water supply, and proper use
of water (for personal and domestic hygiene) outweigh provision of safe water itself in
their effect on community health.
It is now believed that potable water and safe excreta disposal must be equally
considered in bringing about community health benefits.
Present Flipchart B.

Improved Community Health

Safe Excreta Disposal
Behaviors

Proper Water Usage
Behaviors and Safe Water Supply

Hygiene Education

Emphasize the following points:
Although this course will focus on the proper management of excreta disposal, safe
excreta disposal behaviors are equally as importan{;as proper water usage behaviors
and a safe water supply in achieving long-term health tenefit sone without the others
will likely not result in an improved ihealth status for the community.
The development of a sanitation improvement program in the community should be
camed out in conjunction with water usage and water supply programs. For example,
the community sanitation committee and the community water committee should
engage in active collaboration.

In the past, sanitation programs have often centered on the provision of latrines. But
there is ample evidence that the provision of new latrines does not guarantee usage
or health improvements.
Say that now you want to define behavior and behavioral change because they are key
elements in the overall framework for improved community health.
Present the definitions for behavior and behavioral change, Flipchart C.
Flipchart C: Behavior and Behauloral Change
Behavior: One's observable activity
Behavioral Change: The modification one's observable activity
Emphasize the following points:
Behavior in this training course refers specifically to the things a person does-his or
her actions.
For example, excreta disposal practices involve a set of specific individual actions,
or behaviors: where one goes to defecate, and what one does after defecating i.e.,
isolating feces, anal cleansing, and hand washing. This definition applies to a man,
a woman, or a child.
Behavioral change in this training course refers to permanently modified behavior.
For example, improved excreta disposal practices may require that individuals
modify specific individual behaviors or actions, such as where one defecates and
what one does after defecation. These improved practices would result from
permanent behavioral change-they would not vary from morning to night, from
location to location, or from season to season.
Stress the following:
Changing people's behavior can be very difficult, and understanding the baniers to
change is important.
Knowing the religious, cultural, srxial, and other baniers to behavioral change is a key
aspect of understanding the problem.
It is also important to know what is in the power of the individual to change, and what
needs other inputs or help fcr change to occur.

If the participants are to have an impact in changing behaviors, they will need to
develop strong observational skills.

Say that before you go any further, you want to be sure that everyone has the same definition
for proper management of excreta disposal. Present Flipchart D.
Flipchart D: Proper Management of Excreta Disposal
The isolation of human excreta in ways that prevent excreta from becaming a threat to
health, that are acceptable to all members of the local population, and that are sustainable.
Discuss key points from this section of Hancl.aut 2-1: "A Program Framework for Improved
Community Health."
Explain that there are three key parts to developing an effective excreta disposal management
program. Present Flipchart E.
Flipchart E: Three-Part Model of an Effective Excreta Disposal Management Program

1. Problem Clarification
2. Appropriate Interventions

3. Monitoring and Evaluation

Briefly define each part as outlined in Handout 2-1. Pass out Handout 2-1, and tell
participants that they will be revisiting this model throughout the course.

3.

Small Group Task: Obstacles to Effective Excreta Disposal

20 minutes

Explain to participants that you want to discuss current obstacles to effective excreta disposal,
and that the discussion will begin in small working groups.
Present the following small group task.
Flipchart F: Small Group Task
In your table group:
Review the definition of proper management of excreta disposal and the three-part
model.
Discuss: What do you think the current obstacles are at the local level to improved
management of excreta disposal?
Reach consensus on the three greatest obstacles (at the local level).
Be prepared to report to the rest of the class. Select a spokesperson.
Take 15 minutes.

Trainer Note: You may want to assign the participants to the small groups. For example, you
may want participants from the same-sized communities to work together-people from periurban areas in one group, people from medium-sized communities in another, and so on.

4.

Large Group Discussion

20 minutes

Ask for one obstacle from each group. Then get a second obstacle from each group, and then
a third. Record the obstacles on a flipchart.
Point to the obstacles on the list and ask the full group one or both of the following questions:
How does this obstacle affect excreta disposal?
How does this obstacle affect an excreta disposal program?

Conclusions

10 minutes

Review highlights of the session. Ask participants to reflect for a few minutes on the following
question (on Flipchart G):
Rfpchart G: Conclusions
What conclusions have you drawn in this session about developing an excreta management
program in the community?
Then, ask for responses to the question. Record their responses on a flipchart, and read back
through them once all responses have been volunteered.

6.

Wrap-up

5 minutes

Ask participants:
What do you especially want to remember to do when you return home?
Summarize the main learning points of the session. Review the session objectives and ask if
they were achieved. Link this session to the next one by telling the participants they will be
looking in detail at the first part of the three-part model, Problem Clarification, in Session 3.

Materials
Handout 2-1: A Program Framework for Improved Community Health
Flipchart A: Session 2 Objectives
Flipchart B: Improved Community Health
Flipchart C: Behavior and Behavioral Change
Flipchart D: Proper Management of Excreta Disposal
Flipchart E: Three-Part Model of an Effective Excreta Disposal Management Program

Flipchart F: Small Group Task
Flipchart G: Conclusions
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A Program Framework for Improved Community Health

A. Equal Consideration to Safe Excreta Disposal
Although the 1980s saw the provision of safe water to thousands of communities worldwide,
health benefits have not lived up to expectations. It is now widely recognized that potable
water alone cannot bring about the health benefits anticipated from the Water Decade (19801990).
Recent findings provide convincing evidence that safe excreta disposal is equally as important
as proper water usage and safe water supply in achieving long-term health benefits-one
without the others will likely not result in an improved health status for the community. These
findings suggest that much more attention should be given to developing or improving
community-level excreta management programs. They also suggest that such programs should
be carried out in conjunction with water usage and water supply programs, and not at their
expense.

Improved Community Health

Safe E x c r e t a Disposal

Behaviors

Proper Water Usage
Behaviors and Safe Water Supply

Hygiene Education

Note: This handout is based on WASH Technical Report No. 72, Rethinking Sanitation:
Adding Behavioral Change to the Project Mix. Prepared by May Yacoob, Bam Braddy, and
Lynda Edwards. July 1992.
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B. Understanding the Problem in Light of Excreta Disposal Behaviors
Failures in past sanitation programs have been blamed on many reasons. In some cases, blame
has gone to the excessive emphasis that was placed on technological
improvements-constructing new latrines, for example-at the expense of behavioral
considerations, such as latrine usage and upkeep and general hygienic practices. In other
cases, blame has gone to the lack of understanding by program planners of the religious and
cultural context within which the latrine or other sanitation promotional activities took place.
Regardless of the reasons, many inappropriate latrines were constructed-inappropriate in
terms of the type constructed, where they were constructed, or for whom they were
constructed. Consequently, there is ample evidence that the provision of new latrines does not
guarantee usage or improved health.
Most experts agree that understanding excreta disposal behaviors is a prerequisite to
determining the appropriate intervention. The progression of understanding could be viewed
as follows:
Influence of Envlronment
on Behavior

Health Conditions Relevant
to Sanitation

Indicators of
Behavioral
Change

Interventions
--

free-roaming domestic
animals
children defecating
indiscriminately

rn pathogen-related illness
(e.g., diarrhea)

rn application
for latrine
attending
sanitation
sessions
teaching
children
to use
latrines

rn sanitation

education

rn latrines

policy
changes
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In this progression, solutions to health problems are linked to specific behaviors. What are the
individual behaviors that are contributing to the problem? What steps should be taken to help
change those behaviors? If children are defecating indiscriminately-behavior that causes
pathogen-related illness- how can that behavior be changed? One part of the solution might
be to teach children how to use latrines. Another part of the solution might be to have older
children accompany younger children to the latrine, especially if they are frightened by it.
Building more latrines may or may not be part of the solution. The important point is that until
the excreta disposal behaviors of children and adults are dearly understood, and thus the
behavioral changes required to improve health conditions, one can never be certain that the
best, most appropriate solution has been identified.

-

-

C. Definition of Proper Management of Excreta Disposal
Taking the lessons learned from the past into account, the following definition is proposed for
the proper management of excreta disposal:
The isolation of human excreta in ways that prevent excreta from becoming a threat
to health, that are acceptable to all members of the local population, and that are
sustainable.
The key terms in understanding this definition are:
Isolation
Human excreta must be isolated to prevent oral-fecal contamination. There are many ways
to isolate human excreta effectively, including low- and high-technology options.
Acceptable
If a percentage of the community's population is not isolating its excreta, oral-fecal
contamination can occur and can adversely affect everybody in the community, including
those who are isolating their feces. Therefore, ways must be found for safe excreta disposal
that all members of a community-men, women, children-are willing to adopt.
Sustainable
If lasting improvements in community health are to be achieved, the ways selected for
feces isolation must not only be appropriate and acceptable to all members of a given
community, but they must also be readily affordable and maintained by the local users.
This definition is intended to take into consideration the technology introduced, the individual
behavior of users, and the religious and cultural context within which the promotion of an
excreta disposal management program is to take place.
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D. Three-Part Model- An Effective Excreta Disposal Management Program
To achieve effective excreta management, as defined above, the following three-part model
is recommended:

1. Problem Clarification

2. Appropriate Interventions

3. Monitoring and Evaluation

In general this model signifies the following:
Effective excreta management is an ongoing process of clarifying the problem,
introducing appropriate interventions, and then monitoring and evaluating those
interventions and the resulting behavioral changes, if any, to clardy additional
problems.
Planners should first clarify the problem in order to detemine what changes in excreta
disposal can reasonably be introduced within the community, and only then choose
the technologies and supporting interventions to be implemented.
If Part 1 was not well executed, Part 2 of the model will likely not result in the best
interventions for the right problems.
Specifically, the three parts of this model are delineated as follows:
Problem Clarification
What is the prevailing oral-fecal contamination route?
What are the contributing environmental conditions?
What are current excreta disposal behaviors?
What are bamers to modifying behaviors?
Appropriate Interventfons
What is the problem(s)?
What do people say they need? What are they interested in?
What has been done before?
What local or national policies impinge on sanitation practices or latrine choices?
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What interventions would help reduce or eliminate high-risk behaviors associated with
excreta disposal?
latrines
sanitation education, referring specifically to isolation of human excreta
local and national policy changes
What are the technological options?
What interventions would help overcome religious or other barriers to changing
behavior?
What human and organizational resources are available to ensure program
sustainability?
Monitoring and Evaluation
To what extent are the interventions resolving the excreta disposal problems?
current versus desired excreta disposal behaviors
contributing environmental conditions
Which interventions are working well? Why?
indicators of success exhibited
Which are not working well? Why?
indicators of success not exhibited
What additional problems have been uncovered?
With this model, the basis for future problem solving in the management of excreta
disposal is based on
knowing what the existing hygiene behaviors and practices are, and
knowing what behavioral changes the community must undertake to achieve better
health.
This three-part model presents development and change as a process of modification that
solves problems relating to what people currently do, rather than as a means by which "newern
and "betterntechnologies replace existing practices and arrangements. If this process is adhered
to in planning new or improved excreta disposal management programs, the chances for
program success and better community health wiU be improved.

Session

3

PROBLEM CLARIFICATION

3 hours, 25 minutes

Objectives
By the end of this session, the participants will be able to
describe the cause and effect of oral-fecal contamination,
cite examples of cultural, religious, and social bamers to behavioral change,
identify high-risk observable behaviors related to excreta disposal, and
determine some indicators for change.

Overview
The purpose of this session is to help participants understand the key elements of problem
clarification, Part 1 of the three-part model for developing or improving an excreta disposal
management program. These elements were introduced in Session 2.
The session begins with a review of the problem clarification part of the model, followed by
case studies and discussions to illustrate the cause and effed of oral-fecal contamination. Next,
the tenns "behavior," "behavioral change," and "high-risk behaviorn are examined through an
activity and discussion. The concept of cause and effed and a clear understanding of the
definitions for behavior and behavioral change introduced in the previous session are important
for participants to understand if they are to become skillfull in identifying a community's
current excreta disposal practices.
Participants then explore bamers to behavioral change, using an exercise on AIDS prevention.
The purpose of this exercise is to help participants relate in a personal way to the difficulties
in changing one's behavior, even when the health consequences are known. Behaviors for
excreta disposal are then identified and discussed, as are some examples of desired excreta
disposal behaviors. To close the discussion, participants are asked to identify some indicators
that high-risk behaviors have been modified.
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Procedures
1.

Introduction

10 minutes

Begin by referring participants back to Flipchart E in Session 2, "Three-P3rt Model of an
Effective Excreta Disposal Management Program." Say that in this session they will focus on
the first part of the three-part model: przblem clarification.
Ask participants for some examples of excreta disposal behaviors in their communities:
0

What percentage of families in your communities use latrines?
Do all members of families use latrines? babies? children?
What other means of excreta d3posal are common?

Say that the purpose of this session is to explore and discuss why the answers to questions
such as these are vital in developing an appropriate excreta disposal management program in
a community.
Present a brief overview of the session in your own words and present the objectives on
Flipchart A: "Session 3 Objectives." Ask if the objectives are clear.

Lecturette: Problem Clarification

10 minutes

Refer to the problem clarification questions presented in Part D of Handout 2-1. Explain that
in Part 1 of the model, development agents should be tying to do the steps outlined below
(Ripchart B).

Flipchart B: Key Steps in Problem Clarfficaff on
In Part 1 of the model, it is important to
m

understand the extent of oral-fecal contamination in a community,
identify current high-risk behaviors associated with excreta disposal in the community,
identify indicators of modified behavior, and
identify the barriers to changing high-risk behaviors.

Add points from Handout 3-1:"Key Steps in Problem Clarification." Tell the participants they
will be working on the four steps in problem clarification in the next three sessions-through
Session 6, "Determining Appropriate Interventionsw-so there will be ample opportunity for
them to become clear about the steps. Pass out Handout 3-1.

i

3.

35 minutes

Small Group Task: oral-~e-1 Contamination

Tell participants that they will now examine the first step in Part 1 of the model-gaining a
clear understanding of the cause and effect of oral-fecal contamination.
Tell them that you want to examine the cause and effect of oral-fecal contamination by using
a case study. Say that the case study is based on a real place, but this place is not any of their
communities. Explain that because they come from different communities and situations, using
a case smdy will give them a common situation within which to discuss and share their
experiences. Say that after the case study, you will give them an opportunity individually to
examine their own community and situation.

Trainer Note: Using a case study initially can also be less threatening to participants who
might not be ready to admit that there is oral-fecal contamination in their communities.
Distribute Handout 3-2: "Case Study-Cause and Effect of Oral-Fecal Contaminationn. Ask
participants to read the case study individually (5minutes).
Then, describe their small group task using Flipchart C: "Case Study Task" as follows:
Flipchart C: Case Study Task

1. Break into groups of four or five people.

2. Discuss the answers to the following questions:
What are three cause-and-effect relationships in this case study?
What is the likely impact of each relationship?
What are ways in which each impact could be lessened?

3. Take 30 minutes.
Keep close track of the time, and tell them when they have a few minutes left.

4.

Large Group Discussion: Oral-Fecal Contamination

25 minutes

When participants have completed their small group work, lead a discussion of their answers
by asking for the answer to the first question from all groups, then move to question two,
starting with a different group. Then ask if other groups have additional information, and
repeat the process with question three. This discussion should move quickly; do not take the
time to write any answers on a flipchart. Some points to highlight in the discussion follow:
Unprotected wells contaminated by rope having fecal matter on it can result in
diarrheal and parasitic infections. One can rectify this situation by devising a winch
system to keep the rope and bucket off the ground, followed by a one-time purification
of the well. Boiling of contaminated water will kill all disease organisms, but experience

has shown that due to the time and fuel needed to boil water, it is not in reality a
practicable solution in many cases.
A child coming into contact with other people's feces can get diarrheal and parasitic
infections. One needs to educate the rest of the community in appropriate disposal
techniques.

Fishermen come intc contact with schistosomes indirectly from f e ~ e and
s the cycle of
parasitic infection is completed. One needs to educate a community about parasitic
infections and treat the community.
Questioning Hawa alone would not have given an accurate picture of the overall
situation.

5.

Case Errample: Large Group Discussion

15 minutes

Tell the participants that you want them to practice identifying oral-fecal contamination some
more. Distribute Handout 3-3, "Case Examples," and ask them to read the first situation.
Then, briefly discuss. Do the same with situations 2 and 3. Move through these quickly.

6.

IndividuallPair Task: Cause and Effect

25 minutes

Ask them to reflect on their own community and to write down som2 notes in response to the
following question (5 minutes) :

fllpchart D: lndiuidual Task
In your community, what are three cause-and-effect relationships?
Say that you want to give them a chance to discuss the relationships they identified with one
other participant.

Nlpchart E: Pair Task
Pair up with another participant.
Share the three cause-and-effect relationships that you identified in your community.
Take 15 minutes.
Ask for some examples of cause-and-effect relationships they heard. As a way to summarize
and close this activity, pass out Handout 3-4: "Cause-and-Effect Relationships in Oral-Fecal
Contaminationn and briefly highlight the key points. Stress again that the benefits of good
excreta disposal practices can be negated by bad practices nearby.

Small Group Activity: Exploring Barriers to Behavioral Change

40 mlr~utes

Say that you want to spend some time exploring barriers to behavioral change and that you've
chosen a topic area that most pmple car1 relate to: AIDS prevention. Explairi that exploring
cultural, social, and other barriers to AIDS prevention may help them understand the barriers
that other people have to improved excreta disposal practices.

Trainer Note: If AIDS as a topic is too culturally sensitive an issue, see the alternative activity
on smoking in the Trainer Notes at the end of this session.
Tell the participants they will be working in :small groups again. Present Flipchart F.
Flipchart F: Exploring Behavioral Change in AlDS Prevention
In your table group,
Iden*

the high-risk behaviors associated with contracting AIDS.

Choose two high-risk behaviors and, identtfy the modified behavior that is advocated
by AIDS prevention experts.
Identdy the barriers that keep people from modifying these behaviors.
cultural reasons
social reasons
other reasons
8

Take 20 minutes.

Ask groups to first report out high-rkik behaviors and the corresponding mod.ified behavior
desired. Record the behaviors on a flipchart. Ask the group if all the responses meet the
definition of behavior. Delete those that do not.
Examples would include
having multiple sex partners
not using condoms
re-using disposable needles
Then ask people to identify the barriers to changing the high-risk behaviors. For example, Why
might men not use condoms? Explore whether the barriers are cultural, social, or other.
Emphasize the point, if not already made, that even when we know certain behaviors could
potentially harm our health-and, in the case of AIDS, kill us-we often resist modifying our
behavior for a variety of reasons. Stress that
Education-giving knowledge-may not be enough. Doing what needs to be done to
change behavior is the real challenge.

8.

Large Group Discussion: Citing High-Risk Behaviors
in Excreta Disposal and Some Indicators for Change
Tell participants they've had a chance to explore the difficulties of beha-~ioral
change in an area
that concerns many people in a personal way. Now, you want them to look at hign-risk
behavior associated with excreta disposal.
Define high-risk behauic.;. related to excreta disposal as follows:
Fllpchart G: High-Risk Behavior
High-risk behavior related to excreta disposal is behavior that allows exposure to excreta.
Ask participants for some examples of high-risk behaviors related to excreta disposal. Record
their responses on a flipchart.
Review the list and ask.ifthe responses all meet the definition of behavior. Add other high-risk
behaviors if not volunteered by the group, including the followir..l;:
children defecating indiscriminately
individuals leaving exposed feces in fields o r other areas adjacent to the community
or individual houses
individuals not covering latrine holes if a basic latrine is used
indiviauals leaving wiping paper (or other wiping material) exposed
individuals not washing their hands with soap and water after defecation

Ask participants what the desired or modified behaviors might be for some of the high-risk
bet., ,viors cited.
Then say that they obviously will not be able to verify many of the modified behaviors
firsthand through observation, but ask,
What would indicate to you that behaviors have changed?
Give the following examples if not volunteered:
seeing people using the soap and water available at the latrine
latrine holes covered in basic latrines
feces and wiping paper not visible
children can demonstrate the proper use of a latrine
Tell participants they will continue to explore these questions in Sessims 4 and 5.

9.

Conclusions

10 minutes

Summarize key points for the session and ask participants to reflect for a few minutes on the
following question (on flipchart):
Flipchart H: Conclusions
What insights did you gain from this session?
Then ask for responses to the question and record them on a flipchart. Read back through
them once all responses have been volunteered.

10.

Wrap-up

5 minutes

Ask:
What do you especially want to remember to do when you return home?
Review the session objectives and ask if they were achieved. Link this session to the next one
by saying that problem clarification requires considerable skillfulness, and they will be working
with two of the ski!] areas that are essential to problem clarification-observation skills and
facilitating skills.
Distribute Handouts 3-5, 3-6, and 3-7 as additional reference material for participants. Ask
that they read these handouts as a hcmework assignment. The information they contain will
be helpful in upcoming sessions.

Trainer Notes
1. If participants come tc tF.e training course with strong knowledge and experience in the
information contained in Handouts 3-5, 3-6, and 3-7, it may not be necessary to distribute
these handouts. On the other hand, if participants in the training course are "generalists"
with little knowledge and experience in disease transmission, you may want to consider an
optional evening session, using Handouts 3-5, 3-6, and 3-7 as the basis of a lecturette.

2. Alternative activity on smoking for Procedure 7: Say that you want to spend some time
exploring barriers to behavioral change, and that you've chosen a topic area that many
people can relate to: how to quit smoking tobacco. Ask how many participants smoke. Ask
what they see as the medical dangers in smoking. Explain that exploring cultural, social,
and other barriers to quitting smoking may help them understand the barriers that other
people have to improved excreta disposal practices. Say that they'll be working in small
groups again. Present Flipchart F.
Ripchart F: Exploring Behavioral Change in Smoking
In your table group,
Identify the baniers that keep people who smoke from quitting.

cultural reasons
social reasons
other reasons
Take 20 minutes.
Continue with Procedure 7 as outlined, making appropriate changes to accommodate this
alternative topic.

Materials
Handout 3-1: Key Steps in Problem Clarification
Handout 3-2: Case Study-Cause and Effect of Oral-Fecal Contamination
Handout 3-3: Case Examples
Handout 3-4: Cause-and-Effect Relationships in Oral-Fecal Contamination
Handout 3-5: Problems of Sanitation
Handout 3-6: Disease Transmission
Handout 3-7: Blocking Transmission Routes
Flipchart A: Session 3 Objectives
Flipchart B: Key Steps in Problem Clarification
Flipchart C: Case Study Task
Flipchart D: Individual Task
Flipchart E: Pair Task
Flipchart F: Exploring Behavioral Change in AIDS Prevention (or Smoking)
Flipchart G: High-Risk Behavior
Flipchart H: Conclusions

Handout 3-1

Key Steps in Problem Clarification

1. Understand the extent of oral-fecal contamination in a community.
2. Identify current high-risk behaviors associated with excreta disposal in the
community.
High-risk behaviors are actions by men, women, and children that allow exposure to
human excreta.

3. Identify indicators of modified behavior.
An indicator is an observation or a verbal response that would prove or suggest that a
high-risk behavior has been modified or eliminated. Examples are observing that lids cover
latrine holes, and seeing a soap dish with soap and a bucket of water next to the fanlily
latrine and observing family members use the soap to wash their hands after defecating.

4. Identify the barriers t o changing high-risk behaviors.
A barrier is a belief, a norm, an attitude, or a condition that either reinforces the high-risk
behavior or limits the modified behavior. Bamers can be religious, cultural, social,
economic, or technological in nature; and they may not be readily observable.'
For example, a crumbling slab or a dark latrine are conditions that may cause people to
fear using the latrine; or religious beliefs may dictate that women and men cannot use the
same latrine; or it may be a community norm that a certain abandoned field or lot is an
acceptable place for children to defecate. These are all examples of barriers to changing
behaviors.

Handout 3-2

Case Study- Cause and Effect of Oral-Fecal Contamination

Hawa lives in a community of about 100 families. The government installed two wells many
years ago. Both wells were well constructed and provided with hand pumps. One pump broke
down a while back and the people in the village took it out and now get water from it by
dropping a bucket on a rope down the well. The area around this well is always wet, and the
animals in the village often come to drink from the puddles.
Hawa understands about hygiene and tries very hard to keep her family clean and healthy.
She dug a latrine near her house sometime ago and trains her children to use it as soon as
they are big enough. Hawa has had eight children, two of whom died very young after severe
bouts with diarrhea. She has been very careful with her most recent child, who is now two
years old.
For the,first year, the youngest child did very well, only suffering minor bcuts of diarrhea that
cleared up very quickly. However, the child now seems to be sick more and more, and nearly
always with diarrhea. Hawa works hard at keeping the child clean and is doing well in iraining
her to always use a chamber pot for defecation.
Hawa is very upset about her daughter, because it seems to her that no matter what she does
the child still gets sick. In fact, it seems that the more mobile the child gets, the more often she
gets sick.

If this wasn't enough, Hawa has noticed that her husband and eldest son, both fishermen at
the nearby lake, seem to have less energy and interest in things than they used to have. The
son also seems to be getting a swollen belly, almost like a lopsided pregnancy. Hawa talks to
her husband, who confirms that he is indeed feeling tired a lot.
Not everyone in Hawa's community is as enlightened as she. In fact, the majority of the
people use the sunounding bush and lakeside for defecation, and small children are allowed
to go almost anywhere. As Hawa's daughter gets older, she comes into greater contact with
other children and animals, and possibly their feces. Both Hawa's husband and son are
suffering from cholera, a common disease when infected people defecate near fresh water.

Handout 3-3
Case Examples

1. The people of Dombashawa traditionally defecate in the bush. They are aware of the
dangers of fecal contamination and always bury their feces. They use a small hoe-like
implemsnt for this purpose and always carry it with them when going to relieve
themselves.
Is this an appropriate means of waste disposal?

2. Bambung is a village close to a river. The people have built defecation platforms over the
river. Mothers throw their children's feces into the river. Health workers have tried to
convince the people to start using latrines, but the people are not interested and say that
their current method is much better. They talk of the smell from latrines and point out that
they cannot come i ~ t ocontact with fecal matter by using their current method. The
incidence of typhoid and dysentery infection is very high in the community.
Is this an appropriate means of excreta disposal?

3.

At Bhaktapur in Nepal, community members thought themselves to be healthy. A
deworming campaign was carried out, which included a competition to produce the
greatest number of ascarides-roundworm that are large ;i2d easily seen in feces.
Mothers were shocked to discover that their children ~ccducedthe greatest number of
worms. The health workers explained that the wonns were caused by improper
defecation habits.
Why were the children the most infected?

Handout 3-4

Cause-and-EffectRelationships in Oml-Fecal Contamination

Interaction between a rractice and its effects:
It is important to :emember that the effect of a practice may not be "seenn for a very
long time, if at all. It can be very difficult for people to understand the link between
things-for example, defecating in lakes today and a swollen abdomen from
schistosomiasis five years later.
Feces and water contamination:
It is important to understand that water is an ideal medium for the transmission of
most pathogens. Once pathogens enter a water source, they have a greater chance
of infecting a large number of people.
Feces and direct transmission of disease:
The above point refers to this issue: Harmful organisms will cause disease once
ingested by a new host. Discase organisms cannot be seen on hands. and even if
hands do not appear to be dirty, they may well be contaminated.
Feces and indirect transmission through animals:
Disease organisms are tiny and can live a long time in the mouth of a dog that has
been touching feces. Many disease organisms, for example, schistosomes, spend part
of their life in another animal (intermediate host), then leave that animal and enter a
new, human host.
Contamination of food by poor personal hygiene behavior:
Otherwise clean hands may well harbor disease organisms if not washed after
defecation. Food is also an excellent medium for the growth and reproduction of most
disease orgaliisrns.
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Problems of Sanitation

A. Isolation of Fecal Matter
Throwing waste in rivers or lakes does not guarantee isolation.
Many diseases are perpetuated by animals-pigs, snails, fish, for example-coming
into contact with excrement.
The need to isolate the feces of small children often goes unaddressed. It is a
misconception that children's feces are not dangerous.
Latrines are not the only method of isolation.

B. Personal Cleanliness
The crucial times for handwashing are
0

after defecation,
before preparing food,
before offering food,
before eating, and
before and after attending to babies.

It is important to use soap.
Small children should be bathed daily, and their hands should be washed with soap
before they eat.

C. Contact with Excreta
Direct contact:
touching or treading in your own or other people's feces.
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Indirect contact:
feces on food,
flies on food,
dogs licking people,
animals eating feces, then being eaten by people-pigs,

cows, fish, and

coming into contact with parasites that came from feces, for example, guinea
worm.

D. Consequences of Sanitation Problems
death,
pathogen-related diseases,
economic loss-cost of treatment, loss of productivity, and
constant illness among children: they will put almost anything in their mouths.
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Disease Transmission

A disease-causing organism is known as a pathogen. Four types of pathcgens cause disease:

Viruses-Many viruses infect the intestinal tract of people and can be passed on in
feLs. They can survive outside the body in an inactive state. They can infect a new
human host by ingestion or inhalation.
Bacteria-They are found almost everywhere. They can enter a new host by
ingestion (in water, food, or dirt), inhalation, through the eye (rubbing eye with fecally
contamii~atedfingers), or by contact with an open wound. Di:~nginfection, large
numbers of bacteria will be passed in feces, thus allowing the spread of infection.
Protozoa-They are often found in the intestinal tracts of humans and animals.
Infective forms are passed as cysts in feces. They can often survive in this state for a
long time until ingested by a new host.
Helminths(worrns)-They have massive powers of reproduction, producing great
numbers of eggs, which are often passed in feces and which help to guarantee
infection of a new host.
Main methods of disease transmission:

1. Fecal-oral, either directly or through water and food, for example, diarrhea, cholera,
typhoid, and poliomyelitis. Example: Water in a protected well may be contaminated from
a latrine that is situated too close to the well.
2. Fecal-oral, or through the skin, requiring a length of time outside the body in a suitable
environment (usually warm, moist soil). For example, with ascaris (roundworm), trichuris
(whipworrn), and Ancylostoma (hookworm), infective larvae penetrate unbroken skin,
usually the foot.
3. Infections requiring intermediate hosts-three main types:
Infections with aquatic intermediate hosts.
Schistosomiasis. Excreta from an infected person enters water. Eggs of parasite
hatch and enter snail (intermediate host); parasite develops into infectious stage,
leaves snail, and penetrates human skin.
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Guinea worm. Eggs break .out of skin of infected person in water and enter
Cyclops (intermediatehost, a tiny water crustacean). Cyclops ingested by humans
when drinking.
Clonorchiasis (liver fluke). Infected excreta enter water, parasite enters snail (first
intermediate host). Snail is eaten by fish (second intermediate host). Undercooked
fish eaten by humans.

Infections with land animals as intermediate hosts.
Taenia (pig and cow tapeworms). Pig or cow (intermediate host) ingests parasite
eggs from infected person's feces; undercooked pork or beef is eaten by human.
Infections with insects as intermediate hosts.
Most of these insects are water related, because the insects involved need water
to breed, for example, plasmodium (malaria),Onchocerca (river blindness), filaria
(elephantiasis in severe cases). Parasite passed from infected human to
intermediate hosts-mosquito (malaria,filariasis) or blackfly (riverblindness) when
insects take a blood meal. Insects infect the next person they feed on.

Handout 3-7

Blocking Transmission Routes

This handout gives several examples of the ways certain contaminating activities can be
blocked.

Object: Hmds
Means of Contarninatlon

Means of Blocking Transmission

1. Touching Feces

Wash hands after defecation
Isclate feces
Wash hands after attending to babies

2. Contact with fecally
contaminated soil

Wash hands
Stop defecation in fields

3. Contact with dogs' mouths

Wash hands after touching dogs
Avoid touching dogs

Object: Food
Means of Contarninatlon

Means of Blocking Transmission

1. Touched by hands

Wash hands before preparing, offering, or
eating food

2. Touched by animals

Keep food in protected place

3. Touched by dirty utensils

Clean all utensils before cooking and eating

4. Contaminated in the field

Wash all fruits and vegetables thoroughly

5. Contaminated by parasites

Cook all meat and fish very well isolate feces
so animals and fish cannot come into contact
with them

Session

4

SKILLS FOR CONDUCTING BEHAVIORAL SURVEYS

3 hours

Objectives
By the end of this session, the participants will be able to
cite key considerations in using observation as a technique for gathering information
on excreta disposal practices in a community,
use four specific facilitative skills that are important for conducting individual interviews
and community meetings, and
'

practice observational skills.

Overview
The basis for determining appropriate interventions to improve excreta disposal practices is to
first identify current excreta disposal practices. Two skill areas are key in strengthening the
capability of development agents to identify current practices accurately: observational s k i s
and facilitative skills.
This session defines the two skill areas within the context of conducting behavioral surveys,
which the participants will do in the next session. But these skills-facilitative skills, in
particular-are also the essential skills needed when acting as a facilitator or meeting leader.
By introducing these skills early in !he workshop, the training course provides ample
opportunities for participants to practice using them-in the small group activities during the
course, during the community survey activities in Sessions 5 and 9, and in the sanitation
education practice exercises in Session 13.

Procedures
Introduction

10 minutes

Begin this session by asking,
What are the possible consequences of not understanding excreta disposal practices
when starting a new program?
Expect answers such as having latrines people do not use; only a few people using latrines;
poor latrine maintenance; and continued fecal-bome disease.

Say that in this session tney are going to work on some specific skills that will help them
effectively "clarrfy the problem," as discussed in the previous session.
Present the session objectives, Flipchart A: "Session 4 Objectives," and provide an overview
of the session.

Skills in Observing Excreta Disposal Practices

25 minutes

Discuss the advantages of collecting information by "informal" means, such as observation,
rather than informal meetings and interviews, especially as an initial approach to a community.
Use the main points from Handout 4-1: "Using Observation to Collect Informationnto highlight
these advantages. Distribute Handout 4-1.
Then distribute Handout 4-2: "Case Example: Observing Excreta Disposal Behavior." Ask the
participants to read the case. Then ask the f~llowingquestions:
What are the proper excreta disposal behaviors?
[Answer: Sweeping the courtyard; washing herszlf and child with soap.]
What are the improper excreta disposal behaviors?
[Answer: Disposal of feces into the drainage ditch; washing pants without soap;
discarding dirty water near cooking area.]
D

Why is the mother behaving in this way?
[Answer: She is perhaps too busy first thing in the morning making breakfast; it is a
habit; she doesn't think about it; and so on.]
How much of this information can be obtained through observati~n?
[Answer: All.]
Any r e ~ t i o n sto the questionnaire survey results?
[Answer: The mother may have good intentions, and mostly follow through, but may
also get distracted by the many things she is trying to manage; or perhaps the survey
was insensitively administered.]

Emphasize again that observation can be a very powerful data-gathering technique, depending
on how good one's "lensesn are. Surveys are only as good as the survey taker.

Ask (on flipchart),
Flipchart B: Key Consfderations In Usfng Observation
What are key considerations in using observation as a technique for gathering
information on excreta disposal practices in a community?

Record responses. Say that in a few minutes they will have a chance to use their observer
"lensesn when they practice facilitative skills.

3.

Lecturette: Facilitative Skills

30 minutes

Tell participants that facilitative skills are the basic skills that are needed in conducting
community meetings, interviews, sanitation education lessons, and training sessions. They are
the skills that will help participants effectively elicit information and encourage the participation
and interaction of their audiences.
Explain that these skills are being introduced here to help with the data collection in the next
session and in Session 9. But perhaps ma.,!important, they are being introduced here on Day
2 of the course to give participants ample opportunity to practice these skills over the next. two
weeks and to become very good "facilitators." In many respects, their role in developing an
excreta disposal management program will be one of a facilitator.
Tell participants that in this course, facilitative skills will be important in the team leader and
team member roles they take on in the different course assignments. They will also be
important in delivering the community sanitation education sessions toward the end of the
course.
Present the facilitative skills on Flipchart C:
Flipchart C: Facilitation Skills
Paraphrasing
Summarizing
Asking questions
Using encouragers
Explain that everyope uses these skills to some extent, but that as facilitators they will have to
be extra good at them, and much more aware of thinking about when to use them.
Focus on tF.2 key points highlighted on Handout 4-3: "Facilitative Skills." Those key points
should be outlined on a flipchart.
Make the following key points:
Parap hrasfng
Demonstrate the process of paraphrasing by asking for a volunteer to discuss a subject
of your choosing, for example, How is the work going in your region? As you talk
with the participant, make a conscious effort to paraphrase at appropriate times using
the phrases noted in Handout 4-3.

Ask participants to identify the phrases you used to introduce paraphrasing and write
them down on a flipchart. Ask them for other examples of introductory phrases.
Summarizing
Ask the group to define summarizing. Draw out a definition from the group and write
it on a flipchart: "Summarizing is.. .."
Be aware that every group may define summarizing using slightly different words. It
is important for the group to try to come up with its own definition. It may be
something like, "Summarizing is recalling and stating in a few words the essence or

most important points in a conversation." Explain the contrast with paraphrasing,
which is reflecting one statement in your own words.
Provide examples of two or three starter phrases, such as
These seem to be the key ideas you have expressed ....

If I understand you, you feel this way about the situation ....
Ask them to add their own examples of starter phrases znd write them on a flipchart.
Asking Quesff ons
Explain the difference between closed and open-ended questions, and then ask them
to share briefly some of their own experiences with each type of question. Then ask
for suggestions of ways that could help them remember to ask open-ended questions.
Some examples might be: writing them down before asking them; thinking about
question words before asking someone a question; and deciding what kind of answer
they want, and whether the question will elicit the desired response.
Using Encouragers
Explain that encouragers are verbal and nonverbal expressions, such as those listed in
Handout 4-3, that help to keep a discussion going.

4.

Demonstration: Facilitative Skills

20 minutes

Explain that you and your co-trainer will conduct a brief demonstration of facilitative skills.

Trainer Note: In modeling facilitative skills, as such, you should be well prepared. The survey
questions found in Handout 5-1 may be helpful in preparing for this demonstration.
Tell participants that they will be practicing their observer skills by noting the use and impact
of all the facilitative skills you have been discussing: asking questions, paraphrasing,
summarizing, and using encouragers. Point out that the use of facilitative skills is a behavior.
They are now being asked to make behavioral observations.

Have one trainer play the role of a development agent asking a community person for
information about hygiene practices. The second trainer plays the role of the
community member.
The community person should be a bit resistant at first, but open up as the
development agent asks open-ended questions and uses the other facilitation skills.
The answers given by the community person should be brief and a bit vague in order
to give the development agent the opportunity to use all of the facilitation skills.
The entire demonstration should last no longer than five or six minutes.
After the demonstration, ask participants:
What were some of your thoughts as you observed this demonstration? Were
questions about hygiene and sanitation asked in a sensitive way? Why or why not?
Which facilitative skills did you observe being used? Examples? What was the impact
of their use on the conversation?
In the discussion, highlight the importance of being neutral when paraphrasing and
summarizing in order to reflect accurately what the other person has said. Warn that adding
your own opinion or asking leading questicns can contaminate the information you collect by
changing it from its original intent.

5.

Individual Task: Preparation for Facilit~ive
and Observational Skills
Explain that you want to give them an opportunity to practice their facilitative skills and their
observational skills.
This situation is one in which they will be trying to convince a community committee president
that the survey they want to conduct in his communX!~is worthwhile. Although the practice
session will not be an interview, say that it is one they arz kely to encounter before doing
interviews and that it will put their skills to the t:!st.
Distribute Handout 44: "Extension Agent Role Play Sheet." Give them the following
individual task on Flipchart D:

Flipchart D:Individual Task
Read the extension agent role description.
Decide what your strategy will be in approaching the committee president. For
example, what open-ended questions will you ask?
8

Review Handout 4-3, and think abo
conversation.

aw you will paraphrase and summarize in the

Take 10 minutes.

6.

Practicing Facilitative and Observational Skills

50 minutes

Break the participants into two groups with an equal number of participants in each group,
preferably in different rooms, one group per trainer. Take a short break before the two
subgroups convene.
During the break, identify one participant per subgroup who can play the role of the
committee president, and give those two people Handout 4-5: "Committee President Role
Play Sheet." Give them time to read the role, and then explain that they should a d as
naturally as possible without trying to trap the other person.
Begin the roie play in each subgroup by asking for a volunteer to play the role of the extension
agent.
Ask those not playing the roles to be observers and to take notes on all the facilitative skills
used. Remind the person playing the role of the extension agent that the goal of the activity
is to practice facilitative skills.
Allow the role play to last about five minutes, then conduct a brief feedback session, asking
!he observers which skills they saw and what their impact was on the conversation. Ask the
role players for their reactions. Add your own observations, stressing the positive as much as
possible.
Repeat for a second volunteer and, if possible, for a third volunteer.

Debriefing Practice

20 minutes

Bring the entire group together and briefly share your observations, and those of your cotrainer, on how the facilitztion practice session went. Use this discussion as an opportunity to
reinforce the points made in the earlier presentation about effective communication. Say again
that these skills are key skills in their role as facilitator.
Then ask,
For those of you who were observers, how successful were you at observing others?
How did it feel observing others?

Far those of you who were observed, how did it feel to be observed?
Haw might being observed have changed behavior?
What will be important to do or keep in mind in preparing your observation protocol?
(Add responses to Flipchart B list.)

8.

Wrap-up

10 minutes

Pass out Handout 4-6: "Facilitative and Observational Skills," and ask participants to jot down
some of their thoughts regarding the questions for future reference.
Review the session goals and ask if they were met. Tell participants that in the next session
they will have a chance t c apply some of the s k i s they have just learned.

Materials
Handout 4-1: Using Observation to Collect Information
Handout 4-2: Case Example: Observing Excreta Disposal Behavior
Handout 4-3: Facilitative Skills
Handout 4-4: Extension Agent Role Play Sheet
Handout 4-5: Committee President Role Play Sheet
Handout 4-6: Facilitative and Observational Skills
Flipchart A: Session 4 Objectives
Flipchart B: Key Considerations in Using Observation
Flipchart C: Facilitative Skills
Flipchart D: Individual Task

Handout 4-1

Using Observation to Collect Information

Information collection by observation can prove as valuable as more formal means of
information collection-meetings and interviews,for example-especially as an initial approach
to a community.
Using observation to collect information is important, for the reasons outlined below.
I

Observation can easily be carried out during initial visits while you are getting to know
the community and they are getting to know you.
Information gathered will help to direct a more formal survey to be carried out at a
later date.
Observation may yield information that people are reluctant to give if asked formally.
Observation gives "true" information. In more formal meetings and interviews, people
sometimes respond to questions with answers that they think the questioner wants to
hear, or with information about what they indeed sometimes do when the situation is
right-for example, when they are close to a latrine, when they have time, when
they're not occupied doing something else.
For these reasons, especially, observation is important in determining children's
behaviors and mothers' behaviors with small children.
Observation allows you to see the community interacting and to see who is respected
and influential.
Because observation provides "true" information on practices, it can give a starting
point for modifying excreta disposal behaviors.
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Handout 4-2

Case Example: Observing Excreta Disposal Behavior

A development worker collecting data on the disposal of children's feces paid an early morning
visit to the young mother of a one-year-old child. She has visited with the young mother in
the past, and they have had general discussions on infant care.
Arriving just after dawn, the development worker found that the mother had already lit the
fire and swept the terrace in front of the house. When the mother noticed that her child had
defecated on the ground, she covered the feces with sand, swept them up, and threw them
in the dry drainage channel behind the courtyard.
The mother then dressed the child in a pair of light cotton pants, in which the child again
defecated. The mother rinsed off the child with plain water and rinsed the pants in plain water,
as well. The dirty water was then thrown on the ground in a comer close to the cooking area.
The mother then went to wash herself with soap, dressed herself in clean clothing, and bathed
the child with medicinal soap.
The same mother, in an earlier questionnaire survey, had responded to a question about
children's feces disposal by saying that the child defecated in a pot, whose contents were
thrown in a latrine.

Note: This case example is based on an actual occurrence. From WASH Technical Report
No. 72, Rethinking Sanitation: Adding Behavioral Change to the Project Mlx. Prepared by
May Yacoob, Barri Braddy, and Lynda Edwards. July 1992.

Handout 4-3, Page 1
Facilitative Skills

A. Introduction
Communication seems like a simple process of sending and receiving information among
people:

RECEIVER

SENDER

El
SENDER

RECEIVER

But it is one of the more complex things that humans do. We may think we are sending a
clear message, but the person who receives it hears it differently from the way it was intended.
Sometimes we are distracted and do not "hear" or listen very carefully. One way to ensure
that effective communication is really taking place is to use the skills of paraphrasing,
summarizing, and question asking-facilitative skills.

B. Facilitative Skills Contribute t o Effective Meetings
Meetings can be called for a variety of purposes. Some are held simply as a means to pass
information. But, when held for the purpose of planning or problem solving, or whenever
group participation is required, meetings need special leadership. For such meetings,
development agents must be able to use facilitative skills competently. In addition to
encouraging participation, using facilitative skills ensures that communication will be clearer
and more accurate.
When a meeting leader or chairperson uses facilitative skills well, people contribute, meetings
are productive, and the leader's work appears effortless. It looks natural. Because it looks so
natural, people often assume that meeting leaders are born and not made. Although there is
some truth in this, certain meeting leadership skills can be learned, and those skills will
significantly improve your ability to lead meetings.

Handout 4-3, Page 2

There are three very important facilitative skiils that a meeting leader must use effectively:
paraphrasing, asking questions, and summarizing. These skiils are simple in concept and
simple to understand, but they are not necessarily simple to carry out. With continued practice,
one can become very adept in their use, however.

C. Paraphrasing
Paraphrasing is "capturing the meaning of a statement and saying it back to the other person
in your own wordsn:

SENDER

original messageb
-,

paraphrase

RECEIVER

I

Paraphrasing usually begins with such phrases as,

..."
"In other words ..."
"I gather that ..."
"You are saying

[then say in your own words what has been said]

"If I understood what you are saying ..."
U Ymean
~ ~..."
The best way to paraphrase is to listen very intently to what the other person is saying. If,
while the other person is talking, you wony about what you are going to say next or are
making mental evaluations and critical comments, you are not likely to hear enough of the
message to paraphrase it accurately.
It is helpful to paraphrase, so that you develop a habit of doing s o YOUcan even interrupt
to d o so, since people generally don't mind interruptions that co
:icate understanding.
For example, "Pardor. my interruption, but let me see if I understand what you are saying. ..."

Handout 4-3, Page 3

Example:
Person A

-

Person B -

It seems the basic problem is that some of the people don't know how
to use the survey worksheet.
In other words, you see the problem as lack of know-how.

Another example:
Person A

-

1 think the most important thing is to help people understand clearly
how current practlces are contrlbutfng to the problem.

Person B

-

So you are saying it's important to tell the people directly what kind of
impact their behavior is having on the problem.

D. Asking Questions
Asking questions is a critical facilitative skill. Questions can be asked in two ways-as closed
questions and as open-ended questions.

Closed Questfons
Closed questions generally result in yes/no or other one-word answers. They should only be
used when you want precise, short answers. Otherwise, they tend to inhibit discussion. The
closed question can be answered with one word.
Example:
Meeting leader:

Do you think that recommendaffon will work?

Participant:

No.

Open-Ended Quesffons
The open-ended question requires elaboration. Asking, "What do you like about that
recommendation?" seeks information. How? What? Why? are words that often begin openended questions.

Handout 4-3, Page 4

Examples:
Meeting leader:

What did you like about that recommendation?

Participant:

I think it is a good strategy for resolving the issue, one that can
be implemented without expending a lot of resources.

Meeting leader:

What kind of progress are you making against your financial
goals for this quarter?

Participant:

Let's consider the first one a minute
follows.. ..

... our cumbers are as

E. Summarizing
The purpose of summarizing is to
pull important ideas, facts, or dat+ logether;
establish a basis for further discussion, or to make a transition;
review progress; or
check for clarity and agreement.
By using summarizing in a meeting, you can encourage people to be more reflective about
their positions as they listen for accuracy and emphasis.
Summarizing requires that you listen carefully so you can organize and present information
systematically. Summarized information ensures that everyone in the meeting is clear about
what transpired in the just-completed portion of the discussion.
For example, as a meeting leader, you may summarize to ensure that participants remember
what has been said or to emphasize key points made during a group discussion. Or, perhaps
most important, you may use summarizing as a way to reach a decision or bring dosure to a
topic acd move the meeting on to the next agenda item. In these instances, summarizing is
very useful. The following are some starter phrases to help you begin a summa&:
There seem to be some key ideas expressed here.. ..
I f I understand you, you feel this way about the situatior, ...

I think we agree on this decision -what we are saying is that we intend to.. ..

Handout 4-3, F age 5

An important value of summarizing is that it gives you the opportunity to check for agreement.
If people do not agree, it is better for you to know during the meeting than to find out later
when a task is not completed or a deadline is missed. One of the most common meeting
complaints is that some meeting participants think an agreement has been reached, yet later
things do not occur as planned. In many instances that is because there was not really
agreement during the meeting.
As an example of summarizing, assume that someone named Joseph has talked for three or
four minutes, and you summarize as follows:
Let me see if I have it straight, Joseph. Rat, you say the work Is behind schedule, not
carefully supervised, and finally, you are concerned about the number of hours laborers are
taking to do the work, correct?
As another example, the meeting discussion has gone on for several minutes and you
summarize as follows:

In talking about this issue, we have come up with three main points.. ..
In summary, this facilitative skill is a deliberate effort on the part of a meeting leader to pull
together the main paints made by the person or persons involved in the discussion.

F. Other Facilitative Skills
There are a number of other helpful facilitative skius, some verbal, some nonverbal. Examples
are
8

nodding one's head
picking up on the last word or two of someone else's sentence

8

repeating a sentence, or part of a sentence

8

saying, "That's good-anybody
saying, "Uh-huhn

else have anything to add?"

Handout 4-4

Extension Agent Role Play Sheet

You are an extension agent from the Community Development Agency of the Ministry of
Public Health. One of the communities where you work is Koulika, where the Community
Sanitation Committee has worked very hard to promote the construction of family latrines.
You want to begin a sanitation education program in Koulika to make sure that people in the
community will maintain the new latrines and make proper use of them.
You think that it is very important to carry out a survey of current excreta disposal practices
in the community in order to plan appropriate sanitation education activities. The committee
president thinks he knows that information already; you think he is not in touch with ma2y
parts of the community, and do not trust the information he claims to have. You think the
survey should be conducted in a very organized manner, and you have specific ideas about
what should be done and who should help you do it.
You want to do this survey next week, starting on Tuesday. It will take five days. On each of
these days you will need two people to accompany you to translate and take notes, two to
inspect existing family latrines for general maintenance and cleanliness practices, and two to
spend time observing excreta behavior practices in each section of the community. You have
to conduct the survey on these days because you are committed to work in another
community the following week.
You are about to meet with the committee president to gain his support for the survey.

Handout 4-5

Committee President Role Play Sheet

You are the president of the Community Sanitation Committee in Koulika. You and others
on the committee have worked very hard to promote the construction of family latrines in your
community. You are one of the elders in the community, and your role as president has made
you very popular with other people in the community.
You have been working with a young extension agent from the Ministry of Public Health to
prepare for sanitation education activities. He is well intentioned, but his suggestions always
seem unnecessarily complicated. For example, before receiving approval for ministry funding
to support some of the latrine construction costs, he insisted on nzeting not only with your
committee, but with several other individuals in the community. He asked these people a lot
of questions you thought were not important. In any case, you could have given him all of
the information he needed, saving everyone a lot of time and trouble.
Now, this extension agent wants to start some kind of an educational pragram. You do not
see the need to educate people about latrines, since they obviously know how to use themthey have been very excited about the new latrines. But you are willing to let him organize a
few sessions, just to keep him happy. After all, it is important to maintain good relations with
the Ministry of Public Health. However, he insists on talking to several people once again,
even before he starts the educational program.
You are annoyed with this insistence, and you plan to talk him out of bothering more people
in the community with a bunch of questions. You would be willing to give him all the
information he needs yourself, since, after all, you represent the community, and they trust
you.
You are about to meet with the extension agent to discuss your views on what he wants to
d o to prepare for the educational program.

Handout 4-6

Facilitative and Observational Sicills

Reflection Questions
1.

What d o you want to especially remember to do or keep in mind when using
observational techniques?

2. What are the important things ycia want to remember about using facilitative skills in this
cousre and in your work?

Session

5

CONDUCTING A SURVEY OF
EXCRETA DISPOSAL PRACTICES

6 hours

Objectives
By the end of the session, the participants will be able to
develop an observation and interview protocol to identify specific excreta disposal
practices in a community, by both children and adults, and
apply observational skills and facilitative skills to gather information about community
,excreta disposal practices and the perceived needs of people.

Overview
This session provides participants the opportunity to prepare for and conduct a community
survey.
Collecting and analyzing information in a community prior to designing an excreta disposal
management program will enable development agents to understand better important factors
in the community. These factors include prevalent high-risk behaviors; beliefs, norms, and
other potential barriers; and the perceived needs and interests of people. The combination of
these and other factors will influence the interventions selected to address the problem.
Participants involve community members in this process by working with local counterparts.
The counterparts contribute to information collection as informants and also benefit from the
activity by discovering problems and seeing the human and physical habits in their comwmity
in a new light.
Participants travel to a nearby community to conduct the survey with the assistance of
community counterparts. When they return to the classroom, participants report on their initial
findings. The next session, Session 6, helps participants draw conclusions about sanitary
practices in the community.

Procedures
1.

5 mlnutes

Introduction

Start by asking participants for some ideas about what they would like to know about a
community before starting an excreta disposal management program. Review the key elements
of problem clarification, Part 1 of the three-step model for developing an excreta disposal
management program.
Discuss the importance of collecting information from the community by focusing on the need
to avoid making too many assumptions about beliefs and practices; to base activities on
realities; to establish baselines against which to measure improvements in excreta disposal
practices; and to help community members discover problems on their own.
Present the objectives on Flipchart A, "Session 5 Objectives," and ask if they are clear.
Explain that this session has three major parts:
Preparation for the field exercise - 1 hour
Field exercise - 3 hours
Debriefing the field exercise

- 2 hours

Large Group Discussion: Observation and Question-Asking Protocol
20 minutes
Explain that participants now have some time to prepare for gathering information on excreta
disposal practices in a nearby community. Say that this activity will require a combination of
observation and informal questioning.

Ask participants,
What are your experiences in conducting community interviews or surveys?
What approaches have you found to be effective?
Emphasize (if not already mentioned) the delicacy of asking questions about topics that are
personal and private.
Distribute Handout 5-1: "Information Collection Worksheet on Human Excreta Disposal
Practicesn and Handout 5-2: "Sample of Completed Page of Information Collection
Worksheet." Ask participants to read them. Explain that when planning to collect information
in a community, one must decide
what type of information to collect
from whom

which method of data collection to use

Ask them to take a few minutes to review the first column in the sample worksheets: "What
information to collect." Answer any clarifying questions. Then ask them to review the other
column in the worksheet: "From whom/where." Answer any clarifying questions.
Say that the items on this worksheet are not meant to be exhaustive. Ask,
What are some different ways to get the information identified in the worksheet?
Challenge participants as to the pros and cons of the various ways to get information. Stress
that the three hours they will have in the community to gather information are for practicing
observational and facilitative skills-that is, in their own communities they might collect the
information over several months. The key is getting the right information.
Explain that they will be conducting the survey in three-person teams. Discuss the best way
to approach people-introductions, greetings, politeness, friendliness, and explaining what
they are doing in the community. Add that each team will work with a community
counterpart, who will help guide the team members through the community.

Ask which facilitative skills will be most important in this activity. [All of them are important!]

3.

Team Task: Preparing an Observation and Question-Asking Protocol
40 minutes

Ask each team to do the following (Flipchart B):
Ripchart B: Preparation for Information-Gathering Task
Review with your teammates the information you will collect.

Discuss how you will approach and interact with your community counterpalt.
Prepare for your field exercise:
0

What questions might you ask?

0

What might you try to observe, and where?

0

Who might you by to ask questions of, and how?

0

What problems might you expect to encounter?

Agree among the team members who will take the lead for each question area. Try
to memorize the questions and avoid note-taking during the field exercise.
Take 35 minutes.
Divide the participants into teams of three people each. Move among the teams to answer
questions and provide assistance.

4.

3 hours

Set Up a n d Conduct Field Exercise

Describe each step in the field exercise and the amount of time allotted. Explain where each
team will be in the community and how it can get there (or how it will get there if
transportation is needed and provided).' Travel time to the site should be estimated at 15 to
20 minutes.
Once at the site, each team will spend about 15minutes reviewing its proposed approach with
the community counterpart who will be accompanying it. At this point, the trainers are still
available for last-minute questions or comments.
The time allotted for collecting the information is 2.5 hours.
Trainer Note: It will be important that participants visit market areas, churches and mosques,
and taxi stations. These sites offer good opportunities for observation.
Trainer Note: It is suggested that you break for the day here at the conclusion of the fiel,l
exercise.

5.

Debriefing t h e Exercise

1 hour, 30 minutes

Give each team 30 minutes to record the information they collected. Then ask each group to
share one answer from its list. Write their answers on Flipchart C: "Worksheet Grid" (Handout
5.1 on flipchart). Go around again until the grid is filled with as much information as is
reasonable.
Discuss the following:
How did it feel to ask people these kinds of questions?
What was easy/difficult about canying out the observation?
Where does there seem to be agreement in the information collected?
Which kind of data are easier to collect? Which are more difficult? Why?
Where are the gaps in information, and what are the best ways of filling them?
What were the advantageddisadvantages in working with a community counterpart?

6.

Conclusions

15 minutes

Ask the participants to review the flipcharts generated by the teams and think about what they
learned from the field exercise about collecting sanitation information in a community. Ask the
following question:

Flipchart D: Conclusions
What are the most important things you leamed about methods for collecting
information in a community?

Wrap-up

10 minutes

Summarize what the participants leamed about the field exercise. Then ask,
How might you apply what you learned in this exercise in your own community?
Say that information gathering is a process; survey taking is just part of it. Before deciding on
any solirtions, there's additional information to collect, which they'll have a chance to gather
in Session 9.
Return to the session objectives and ask if they were reached. Say that in the next session,
"Determining Appropriate Interventions," participants will analyze their data further, and in
particular identify the high-risk behsviors related to excreta disposal that they observed during
the field exzrcise.
Tell participants that they will also review their data in Session 15, "Monitoring and
Evaluation," so they should save their notes.

Trainer Notes
Prior preparation of the community for this field exercise is essential. The community should
understand the purpose and structure of the field exercise and what is expzded of them. Six
to eight members of the cominunity (if possible) should be designated to work with the teams,
one per three-member team.
Given the tight schedule of the field exercise, it is recommended that a representative of the
training staff visit the community the night before the field exercise to remind people of the
exercise and when it will start. It would also be helpful for the same person to return to the
community an hour before tne scheduled start of the field exercise.

Materials
Handout 5-1: Information Collection Worksheet on Human Excreta Disposal Practices
Handout 5-2: Sample of Completed Page of Infomation CollectLonWorksheet
Flipchart A: Session 5 Objectives
Flipchart B: Preparation for Information-Gathering Task
Flipchart C: Worksheet Grid
Flipchart D: Conclusions

Handout 5-1, Page 1

Information Collection Worksheet
on Human ficreta Disposal Practices
What Information
to Collect

From WRom/Where

How to Collect It

1 . Accepted Behovior '

a. Places where people
defecate
Men

B

Women

Children

Infants

b. Places where infant
diapers/feces are
disposed of

'The word accepted implies that the behavior is a general community noxm.

Previous Page Blank

Data Collected

Handout 5-1,Page 2

Handout 5-1, Page 3

What Information
to Collect
b. Types of anal
cleansing materials

c. Existing sanitation
facilities/systems

d. What d o people describe
as good sanitation
practices?

e. What d o people say they
need?

f. What d o people believe
regarding the danger of
feces?
adult feces

child/infant feces

From WhomIWhere

How to Collect It

Data Collected

Handout 5-2

Sample of Completed Page of Information Collection Worksheet
What Information
to Collect

From Wlrom / Where

How to Collect It

Data Collected

Medchildren

Ask/observe

In farm fields

1. Accepted Behavior
a . Places where people
defecate
Men

In special area by
river
Women

Women/children

Asls/otrserve

In farm fields
In special area by
river

Children

Women/children/men

Ask/observe

In trash heaps

Infants

Mothers/children

Ask/observe

In courtyard

b. Places where infant
diapers/feces are
disposed of

Mothers/children

Ask/observe

In trash heaps

I

Session
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DETERMINING APPROPRIATE

INTERVENTIONS

4 hours, 20 minutes

Objectives
By the end of this session, the participants will be able to
analyze excreta disposal practices observed in a community survey and clanfy
high-risk behaviors that are difficult and less ditficuit to change,
indicators of adequately modified behaviors, and
0

bamers that keep people from modifying their behavior;

describe the difference between a problem and a need;
list the potential interventions and combinations of interventions that can help reduce
the incidence of high-risk behaviors in a community; and
identify the additional information needed in choosing the appropriate intervention(s).

Overview
This session presents Part 2 of the three-part model for excreta disposal management
introduced in Session 2. Part 2 of the model, determining appropriate interventions, builds on
the effort initiated in Part 1, problem clarification-that is, once development agents or
planners know what the current excreta disposal practices are in a community or pen-urban
area, they are ready to determine what it will take to modify those practices in ways that
reduce the high-risk behaviors associated with excreta disposal.
This session begins with further analysis of the community survey conducted in the previous
session. The survey teams meet to identify the high-risk behaviors they discovered in the
community, the specific indicators that would suggest that a particular high-risk behavior has
been modified, and the bamers to modifying those high-risk behaviors.
Next, participants explore the possible "bridgesn over some of the bamers they previously
identified. The trainers introduce additional possibilities for "bridgesn-that is, appropriate
interventions, including latrines, sanitation education, and policy changes. Participants then
clarify the additional information that would help them determine the appropriate interventions
for the community they surveyed.

Procedures
1.

Introduction

10 mlnutes

Begin by referring participants back to Flipchart E in Session 2, "Three-Part Model of an
Effective Excreta Disposal Management Program." Say that in this session they will be
focusing on the second part of the three-part model for excreta disposal management:
determining appropriate interventions.
Stress that Part 2 builds on the tuork of Part 1. If Part 1 were not well executed, hoviever,
Part 2 of the model will likely not result in the best interventions for the right problems.
Ask participants for some examples of instances in the past in which the intervention
introduced did not appropriately match the problem. Solicit several examples, including
examples from other sectors, such as agriculture and energy.
Tell participants that the purpose of this session is to explore how best to rnatch the problem
and the interventions-an essential capability in developing an appropriate excreta
management program in a community.
Present a brief session overview in your own words and present the objectives on Flipchart A:
"Session 6 Objectives." Ask if the objectives are clear.

Survey Team Task I: Identifying High-Risk Behaviors

35 mlnutes

Explain that in this activity participants will further analyze their data from the community
surveys conducted in Session 5. In particular, they will try to clarify the following (Flipchart B):

Flipchart B: Analyzing tjte Survey Data
Your survey information should help you clarify
the high-risk behaviors prevalent in the community,
the indicators that high-risk behaviors have been modified or eliminated, and
some of the barriers to modifying high-risk behavior.
Remind participants that high-risk behavior associated with excreta disposal is defined as
behavior that allows exposure to excreta. Review the definition of behavior.
Emphasize that securing this information, and being confident that it is accurate, can
sometimes require several excursions into the community.
Explain that this activity will involve three consecutive team tasks, following which teams will
have an opportunity to display the results of their analysis.
Say that now they will return to their survey teams to first identify. the high-risk behaviors
prevalent in the community. Present the following team task (Flipchart C):

Flipchart C: Survey Team Task I
Review your team's data.
List on a flipchart all high-risk behaviors that you discovered in the community-either
through observation or interviews.
Circle those behaviors you think will be very difficult, if not impossible, to change.

m

Underline what you see as the three most serious high-risk behaviors. (Be prepared
to say why they are the most serious.)
Take 30 minutes.

After 25 minutes, bring the teams back together to say that next you are going to ask them
to determine indicators of changed behavior.

Trainer Note: It will be necessary to circulate among the t e a m to ensure that all parti~ipants
understand the definition of a high-risk behavior and that they are listing human behaviors.
For example, "smelly latrines with flies" is not a behavior; it is a bamer that discourages people
from using latrines. Barriers are discussed in Procedure 4 below.

3.

Team Task 11: Identifying Indicators of Modified Behavior

35 minutes

Remind participants that in Session 3 they had a chance to identify some indicators of
modified behavior. Review the definition of an indicator (Flipchart D).
Flfpchart D: Indicators of Modified Behavior
An observation or a verbal response that would prove or suggest that a high-risk behavior
has been modified or eliminated.
Ask for an example. One example, for instance, of an indicator of modified behavior would
be seeing people use the soap dish and water provided at the latrine. Another example would
be seeing a parent accompanying a child to the latrine.
Say that now they will return to their survey team to identify indicators of modified behavior
(Flipchart E) .
FIlpchart E: Team Task 11
For the three most serious high-risk behaviors identified in Team Task I,
Discuss what you would have to see ox learn in a future community visit to indicate
that these high-risk behaviors have been modified or eliminated.
List on a flipchart "indicators" for each of the three high-risk behaviors.
Take 30 minutes.

Trainers should circulate among the teams to assist with any difficulties of understanding.
After 30 minutes, say that they will now look at bamers to changing behavior.

4.

Team Task 111: Barriers to Modifying Behavior

30 minutes

Remind participants that in Session 3 they had a chance in the AIDS prevention activity to
explore some of the bamers to changing behavior. Review the definition of a barrier from
Handout 3-1.

Flipchart F: Barriers to Changing Behavior
A belief, a norm, an attitude, or a condition that either reinforces the high-risk behavior
or limits the modified behavior. These barriers can be religious, cultural, social, economic,
or technological in nature, and they may not be readily observable.
Say that now they w91 return to their survey team to identify bamers to moddying behaviors
(Flipchart G).

Flipchart G: Team Task 111
For the three most serious high-risk behaviors identified in Team Task I:
Discuss the possible barriers to modifying these high-risk behaviors.
List on a flipcha "barriersn for each of the three high-risk behaviors.

Take 25 minutes.
Trainers should circulate among teams to assist with any difficulties of understanding.
After 25 minutes, asl; teams to post their flipcharts around the room.

Team Reports

30 minutes

Tell participants to take a few minutes to go around the room and read the displayed
flipcharts.
Trainer Note: Trainers should also review the flipcharts to take note of (1) any listed
behaviors that are not behaviors, (2) the differences among the teams, especially in the highrisk behnviors circled or underlined and tha hdicatoxs and baniers identified, and (3) any
points with which you disagree.
After 10 minutes, bring the participants hzc:.\':~);!eti~e.~.
Lead a discussion of the team results by riskins r ;ic *g;icrwing questions:
What were some of the accepted behav:nx, !roti detelmincd to be low-risk behaviors?
Why is it important to know the lo.:./-risk behaviors prel~alentin a community?

[Two reasons: to capitalize on those behaviors in developing an excreta management
program; and to know what you don't need to emphasize in sanitation education
sessions.]
Compare and contrast circled behaviors among the teams. Challenge circled responses
if you or others disagree. Why do people see them as impossible behaviors to change?

Compare and contrast underlined responses among the teams. Why did teams see
different high-risk behaviors as more serious?
Compare and contrast the indicators of modified behavior identified by the teams. Are
any indicators missing from the team reports?
Compare and contrast the baniers identified by the teams. Which bamers will be more
difficult or less difficult to bridge?
Emphasize that overcoming barriers or changing conditions is no guarantee that behaviors will
be changed as a result.
Say that they'll be going back to this question of "overcoming barriers" when they move into
the discussion of appropriate interventions.

Ask participants as a group to summarize briefly the results of Part 1, Problem Clarification,
for the community they've just surveyed.
6.
i

Small Group Task: Distinguishing Problems and Needs

30 minutes

Ted the participants that the above analysis of their survey data has helped to clarify the
problem, which is a key requirement in moving to Part 2 of the model, determining
appropriate interventions. Before they move to Part 2, however, you want them to discuss the
distinction between problems and needs and to compare the needs people expressed during
the survey with their clarification of the problem.
Briefly highlight the differences between problems and needs. Stress that problems are always
complex situations; they have more than one cause or are affected by several conditions and
therefore have several possible solutions. Needs express a solutbn to an underlying problem.
"We don't have enough latrines" is not a problem, but more latrines is a possible solution to
the underlying problem of exposed human excreta in the community.
Explain that development agents must help communities understand the difference between
problems and needs before they start identifying their problems. Say that this next activity will
give them a chance to practice distinguishing between probl?ms and needs.
Distribute Handout 6-1: "Problems and Needs Exercise." Present the small group task on
Flipchart H.

Flipchan ,-I: Instructions for Problems and Needs Exerclse
In your table group,
Read Handout 6-1: "Problems and Needs Exercise."
Complete the task as a group and as described in the handout.
Take 25 minutes.

7.

Large Group Discussion: Problems and Needs

30 minutes

Display Flipchart I: "Problem and Need Statements"; the numbers of all the problem and need
statements from Handout 6-1 sl?ould be iisted on the left. Go through the list of statements
on the handout one at a time and ask each group to statc whether they thought it described
a problem or a need. Reach agreement on each one and write "P" or "N" next to that
number.
The first few statements are relatively simple and most groups will probably get them right. The
rest are more difficult and there may be a difference of opinion. Use Handout 6-2:
"Distinguishing Problems from Needs" to discuss each statement that is unclear to participants.

How do you distinguish between a problem and a need?
What were som, of the needs that were expressed to you during the community
survey?
Record responses to the second question on a flipchart. Stress that
'The high-risk behaviors identified in the community constitute the problem.
Development work is aimed at addressing the problems.
Responding to a need may or may not solve the problem.

How well do people's perceptions of their needs match our clarification of the
problem?
Emphasize that mismatches often suggest the need for education. Then ask participants why
it is important for a community to be able to distinguish between a problem and a need.

At the end of this discussion, distribute Handout 6-2.

8.

Large Group Discussion: Determining Appropriate Interventions

40 minutes

Now that high-risk behaviors-the problem-have been clarified, we're ready to determine
appropriate interventions, including interventions that help uovercomenbarriers.
Briefly review the elements of Part 2 of the model from Handout 2-1 on Flipchart J.
Hipchart J: Determining Appropriate Interventions
8

What is the problem(s)?
What do people say they need? What are they interested in?

8

What has been done before?
What local or national policies affect sanitation practices or latrine choices?

u What interventions would help reduce or eliminate high-risk behaviors associated with
excreta disposal?
latrines
sanitation education, referring specifically to isolation of human excreta
local and national policy changes
What are the technological options?
What interventions would help bridge religious or other barriers to changing behavior?
What human and organizational resources are available to ensure program
sustainability?
Tell participants that two of the interventions-latrines and sanitation education-will be the
focus of the remainder of this course. Refer to the course schedule.

Trainer Note: Keeping school latrines locked on weekends is an example of a local policy
that affects sanitation practices. Children playing on the school soccer field over the weekend
might defecate in an adjacent Lrea as a result of this policy.
Ask participants for which of the above questions do they still lack information on for the
community they surveyed. Discuss how they could go about getting that information. For
example,
rn

Who could they interview to find out what's been done before?
How can they determine what human and organizational resources are available to
ensure program sustainability?

Point out that Session 9, "Information Collection Field Exercise," will provide them with an
opportunity to gather this information.

Say that you now want them to look more closely at the question, What interventions would
help overcome religious or other barriers to changing behavior?
Refer to one of the circled examples from the team flipcharts on high-risk behaviors that would
be difficult to modify. Ask,
What are possible ways to overcome or sidestep this barrier?
Take one of the uncirded examples of high-risk behaviors that would be less difficult to
change. Ask the same question. Repeat this procedure as time permits.
Emphasize in closing the d i i i o n that if one is creative and searches hard enough, there are
usually bridges over most barriers.

9.

Conclusions

10 minutes

Summarize the key points far the session and ask participants to reflect for a few minutes on
the following question (Flipchart K):
Ripchart K: Conclusions
What insights did you gain from this session?
Then ask for responses to the question. Record the responses and read bsck through them
once all responses have been volunteered.

10.

Wrap-up

10 minutes

What do you especially want to remember to do when you return home?
Take a few responses. Review the session objectives and ask if they were achieved. Link this
session to the next one by saying that next participants will be looking a! latrines as a possible
appropriate intervention.

Materials
Handout 6-1: Problems and Needs Exercise
Handout 6-2: Distinguishing Problems from Needs
Flipchart A: Session 6 Objectives
Fliihart B: Analyzing the Survey Data
Flipchart C: Survey Team Task I

-

Flipchart D: Indicators of Modified Behavior
Flipchart E: Team Task I1
Flipchart F: Baniers to Changing Behavior
Flipchart G: Team Task 111
Flipchart H: Instructions for Problems and Needs Exercise
Flipchart I: Problem and Need Statements
Flipchart J: Determining Appropriate Interventions
Flipchart K: Conclusions

Handout 6-1

Problems and Needs Exercise

Developrilent agents must to be able to distinguish between community problems and needs
so that they can help the community identify its real problems and not just its needs. Review
the following list of statements and write " P next to the problems and "N"next to the needs.

- 1.

Eighty percent of the adults in our communi-iydefecate in the community woodlot,
leaving feces exposed.

- 2.

Most of the children 10 years old and under defecate indiscriminately in the
community.

- 3.
- 4.

There is no health professiotlirl in the community.
We need one latrine for each family in the community to improve sanitary
conditions.

- 5.

Twenty-five percent of the children in the community die before they are five
years old. We need better health care.

- 6.

There is no place to buy oral-rehydration solution (ORS) in the community, so
children suffer from diarrhea.

- 7.

Our children die of measles because the immunization team did not come to
vaccinate the babies last year.

- 8.

Women are collecting drinking water from the swamp during the rainy season, and
they do not boil it. We need clean water in the community. The closest good
water is 5 kilometers away.

- 9.

We do not eat enough meat to stay healthy.

-10.

Latrines attract flies and snakes. That is why some families don't want latrines near
their homes.

Handout 6-2, Page 1
Distinguishing Problems from Needs

Here are some answers to the problems and needs exercise.
The first four statements are easy to distinguish. The first two are problems and the next two
are needs. That 80 percent of adults defecate in the community woodlot and that children
defecate indiscriminately within the community are dearly problems. Both can have several
causes and several solutions. The lack of a health professional in the community is a need that
can be met by getting a health professional to work in the community. The lack of sanitary
conditions in the community may be a generalized problem, but the need for a latrine for each
house can be met by building one for each house. Whether this solution will provide sanitary
conditions for the community depends on all the ~ t h e reasons
r
for the unsanitary conditions
of the community.
The remaining statemenis are less dear and may be opqn to different points of view. In the
opicion of the author,
Statement 5 is a consequence of one or more problems-one of which may be
improper excreta disposal. Possible solutions cannot be identified until the problem is
further clarified-that is, why children are dying before they are five years old.
Statement 6 is a need because the situation can be improved by having someone sell
oral-rehydration solution (ORS) in the community. Even if ORS is available in the
community, children will still suffer from diarrhea, because using ORS is only one of
the things that people can do to resolve the prevalence of diarrhea. The lack of ORS
is not a problem.
Statement 7 is also a need because it focuses on the absence of the immunization
team as a cause of the problem of measles.
Statement 8 is a problem. The high-risk behavior identified is that women collect
drinking water from the swamp and do not treat or boil it to make it safe for drinking.
The statement describes a problem, for which the solution is to eliminate or modify the
behavior-getting people to boil or treat the water before drinking it or bringing dean
water closer to the community.
Statement 9 is a need because all that has to be done is to provide more meat in
people's diet. The stateme;:! that they need meat to stay healthy is not describing the
problem that people are not healthy. Eating more meat may not in fad result in
healthier people if the people are exposed to excreta and consequently suffer from
dysentery, typhoid, and other diseases.

Handout 6-2, Page 2

Statement 10 describes a bamer to proper excreta disposal. The issue is not the
location of latrines near the family home, but the perception that latrines attract flies
and snakes. The presence of flies and snakes is caused by a number of situations that
can be addressed; ways can be found to keep flies and snakes away from latrines.

Session
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LATRINE CONCEPTS

5 hours, 15 minutes

Objectives

By the end of this session, the participants wiIl be able to
explain the purpose of latrines,
m

identify four bzsic variations of latrines and how they work,

m

list the important siting considerations, and
identify slab preparation variations.

Overview
This session provides an introduction to the most important concepts pertaining ta latrines. The
primary purpose of latrines is to isolate excrement in order to interrupt disease transmission
routes. Latrines should be built so that leaching into water sources is kept to a minimum and
to allow decomposition to take place.
The basic types of latrine described in this session are the following: a simple latrine with
cover, a ventilated improved pit (VIP) latrine, a waterseal/pour flush latrine, and a raised
platform pit latrine. The slab preparation variations discussed in this session are reinforced
concrete, ferrocemenf, Sanplat, wooden, and waterseal trap. The importance of siting,
including knowledge of soil types, is also highlighted, both in the classroom and in a field visit
to the latrine construction site.
It will be important to complete Procedure 3 by the end of Day 3, although doing so will mean
a longer day than usual-approximately 7.5 hours of session time as opposed to 7 hours on
most other days.

Procedures
1.

Introduction

10 minutes

Ask participants what types of latrines they know and what types are most commonly found
in their communities. Then ask what they know about the siting of latrines. Do not try to
explain siting considerations at this point. Instead, this discussion will give you an idea of how

much participants already know and enable you to use examples from their responses during
your presentations in this session.
Present a brief session overview in your own words, and present the objectives on Flipchart
A: "Session 7 Objectives."

Lecturette: Purpose of Latrines
and How They Work

20 minutes

Ask participants,
m

What is the purpose of latrines?

After getting some answers from participants, focus on the primary purpose of fsolating
excreta. Refer to the discussions in Sessioa 3 and Session 6 and to page 1of Handout 3-5:
"Problems of Sanitation," the points under "contact with excreta."
Other purposes are privacy, comfort, and convenience. Explain that these other purposes
create a suitable environment for ensuring that the primay purpose is met. These other
purposes may well be the primary motivating factor behind the individual desire for a latrine.
Ask,
What happens to the excrement inside the pit?
Explain the need for isolating the excreta and that it should remain untouched, without the
addition of fresh excreta, for an extended period of time. This time period is a function of the
latrine technology used, climatic conditions, and pathogens present in the excreta. All
pathogens, with the possible exception of helminth eggs, will be inviable after an undisturbed
period of one year. This concept is especially important so that people understand the process
fresh excreta must undergo before it is considered "safe."
Display Flipchart B: "Latrine Diagram," drawn from the simple latrine with cover on page 1
of Handout 7-2. Use it to explain the following points:
The Leaching Process
Infiltration of soil surrounding the pit by the liquid of the interior. Leaching,
along with decomposition, will reduce the volume of the pit contents.
m

Extensive Leaching
Mows pathogens to travel into the soil surrounding the pit; they can travel
much farther in saturated soil.

w

Preventing Leaching
Le,achingwill not occur in latrines that are watertight, and it will be significantly
reduced if the bottom of the pit is an impermeable layer; decomposition does
take place.

Distribute Handout 7-1: "Leaching Problemsn and discuss. Explain that placing a latrine at a
lower elevation than a water source will reduce the probability of contamination. ?'hen,
distribute Handout 7-2: "Basic Types of Latrines."

Lectmrette: Basic Variations of Latrine

40 minutes

Make the following key points:
¤

Several variations of common latrine types exist.

w

The components of the latrine types can be similar.
Conshuction of the slab is usually the most challenging technical aspect of the
overall latrine construction.

Distribute Handout 7-3: "Basic Variations of Latrinesn and introduce the basic variations of
latrines, using sketches on Flipchart C: "Basic Variations of Latrinesnfor reference. Point out
the differences in the components each system. The handout is organized with key points for
each of the following latrines:
I.
11.
111.
IV.

Simple Latrine with Cover
VIP (Ventilated Improved Pit)
Waterseal/Pour Flush
Raised Platform Pit Latrine

Explain the components of latrines: All of the latrines have some common aspects (or
components). Understanding the similarities will allow the participants to devote more time to
understanding the differences of latrine technologies.

Trainer Note: The discussion of the slab component will be more detailed because it will
include the differences in slab types. The reason for emphasizing slab types and construction
in this session is that the slab for the demonstration latrine must be constructed at this phase
of the training to give it sufficient time to cure so the latrine can be completed by the end of
the training course.

Tell the participants that latrines have some blsic components in common:
shelter
pit
slab and. iixtures
Distribute Handout 7-4: "Latrine Components" and ask participants to read it. Discuss and
clarify.
Conclude the day, and tell the participants that tomorrow they will start with a small group
activity comparing different latrines.

4.

Small Group Activity: Comparing Different Latrines

1 hour, 10 minutes

Ask the participants to form three or four groups, and assign each one a different latrine
variation to study. Use four groups if you choose to study all latrines presented above. Ask
them to do the following (Flipchart D):
Flipchart D: Small Group Task- Studying Latrine Types

Study the diagram assig~edto your group and read the description.
What arz its principal advantages and disadvantages?
What would be the difficulty in building certain slab types in your community?
Choose a spokesperson for your group.

'

Take 35 minutes for this task.
Ask each group to make a brief presentation of no more than three or four minutes.
Distribute Handout 7-5: "Advantages/Disadvantages of Latrine Typesn after the discussion.
Ask participants to read it and then answer any questions they have.

5.

Large Group Discussion: Siting Consideratious

25 minutes

Refer to the previous discussion and mention the question of leaching. If the groups included
leaching in their presentations of advantages and disadvantages, reinforce their points; if not,
remind them that it is an important consideration. If the pit is at or near the water table, there
is a greater chance of contaminatins i. nearby well, especially a well located below the gradient
of the pit.
Dispiay Flipchart E: "Siting," drawn from the map that shows thz siting of a latrine in relation
to a well, river, house, slope, and so on (Handout 7-6). Explain that waterborne systems must

be located farther from a groundwater source than "dry" latrines since the pathogens will travel
farther.
Ask what the important concerns are in siting latrines. Answers:
Water Table

Infiltration of the water table by leachate, which could
contaminate the water.

Water Sources

Location in relation to groundwater sources. For example,
wells-leachate could contaminate water source.

Ope's House,

Neighbor's House

Latrine pit could undermine house foundations; disagreeable
smell.

Soil Type

Locate latrine in an area where the soil can be excavated and
does not cause a leachjng problem.

Land Aoallablllty

In crowded peri-urban areas, land availability may be so limited
that it could affect the latrine type, and even whether latrines
are an appropriate intervention. Latrines are usually not
feasible at populaiion densities above 350 people per hectare,
and rnost peri-urban areas have more than 350 people per
hectare.

Explain why these siting considerations are important using the information in Handout 7-6:"
Siting of Latrines."
Soil type has perhaps the most significant impact on siting. The following soil types cause
problems in the functioning and the ease of construction of a latrine. Soil suitability will be
discussed in more detail in Session 8.
Rocky Soil

u Clay Soil
Sandy Soil

Difficult/impossible to excavate.
Will not allow the liquid contents of the pit to infiltrate into the
surrounding soil, which will cause the latrine to fill faster.
Mows the liquid contents of the pit to infiltrate to surrounding
soil too quicklv and too far, which could contaminate a water
source.

P i u s s the distances that are involved in sithg. How far should the latrines be located from
the wells, rivers, houses, and so on? Why? Why does the distance vary for some latrine types?
D i b u t e Handout 7-6.

6.

View Latrine Demonstration Site

1 hour, 40 minutes

Explain that participants will now go to the latrine demonstratiorl site. The purpose of this visit
is to leam what is involved in site preparation and to view the actual slab construction.
Distribute Handout 7-7: "Latrine Site Observatiorl Questions" and ask participants to be
prepared to answer the questions.
Organize participants in trios and ask that only cne person per trio ask questions of the builder.
Explain that they do not want to overwhelm the builder by having several people asking
questions at once.

Trainer Note: The preparation for the slab construction will have to be managed to ensure
that participants are able to sce the actual constnlction during this activity.

7.

Large Group Discussion: Siting a Second Latrine

30 minutes

Explain to participants that you want them to practice recognizing the variables and constraints
that are involved in siting based on what they learned in this session.
Take participants to a second nearby site and say that you have chosen the site for a latrine.
Ask why they think you picked the site. Repeat for an additional site if time permits.

8.

Conclusions

15 minutes

Review key points for the session.
Ask,
What are the most important insights you gained in the session?

9.

Wrap-up

5 minutes

Summarize participants' conclusions and the session objectives. Aslc if the objectives were
reached. If there are additional questions at this point, write them down and plan to address
them later if appropriate. Make a transition to the next session on factors in latrine choices.
Return to the classroom.

Trainer Note: The latrine should be located ;n such a manner that some/all siting .criteria
are well manifested. Construction of the slab should be planned for this session. All materials
should be made ready and the builder notified.

Materials
rn

Handout 7-1: Leaching Problems
Handout 7-2: Basic Types of Latrines
Handout 7-3: Basic Variations of Latrines
Handout 7-4: Latrine Components
Handcut 7-5: Advantages/Disadvantages of Latrine Types
Handout 7-6: Siting of Latrines
Handout 7-7: Latrine Site Observation Questions

-

Flipchart A: Session 7 Objectives
Flipchart B: Latrine Diagram
Flipchart C: Basic Variations of Latrines
Flipchart D: Small Group Task-Studying Latrine Types
Flipchart E: Siting

Handout 7-1

Basic Types of L a t h e s
Handout 7-2

Simple improved
pit latrine with cover

Ventilated improved pit latrine (VIP)

Type II

Simple pourflush latrine

Offset pour flush latrine

Raised ~latformlatrine
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Basic Variations of Latrines

I. Simple Latrine with Cover
This is the most basic and inexpensive of sanitary latrines. It consists of a slab, which
can be built as described below, with a cover.
The cover is frequently molded on the slab opening to form an effective seal when the
pit is covered. The cover prevents access by insects and reduces the smell when the
latrine is used. However, the cover is frequently forgotten or underestimated as an
important aspect af the design, partially due to the added inconvenience of having to
replace it after each use.
The superstructure is frequently built without a roof.

11. VIP (Ventilated Improved Pit)
The basic improvTment of a vent differentiates this dry pit latrine from the pit latrine
with cover. Wind passing over the top of the vent creates suction, which pulls air out
of the pit.
The vent can be made from different materials, although a rounded cross section and
smooth interior are the most efficient (e.g., plas,tic pipe).
The efficiency also increases with the diameter, or cross-sectional area, and the height
of the vent, so the determining factor in choosing a vent is bdriking a balance between
efficiency and cost. The top of the vent is screened to prevent the escape of flies after
they have come in contact with the excrement.
The superstructure should be constructed in such a way as to enhance the airflow
through the vent pipe. That is, if the ventilation (screened window), ~i access way, of
the superstructure is situated toward the incoming wind, the efficiency of the latrine
vent will be increased.
The interior of the latrine should be kept dark to ensure that flies try to escape toward
daylight through the latrine vent instead of remaining in the superstructure.
The slab and pit can be constructed as above without the cover, which actually
prevents the flow of air. This design is efficient in reducing smells and the presence of
flies in and around the superstructure (flies do tend to congregate around the outzide
of the screened vent, attracted to the escaping odorous vapors).
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The VIP is more expensive than the basic pit latrinz due to the added cost of the vent
pipe and the probable difference in superstructure.

111. Waterseal/Pour Flush

The waterseal latrine differ? from the above "dry" latrines in the integral waterseal trap
of the latrine slab.

a The waterseal forms a barrier to insects (from entering) and smells (from leaving) the
latrine pit. It can be made of plastic, fiberglass, reinforced cement, or ceramic, and it
is usually made separately from a larger slab that is designed for it.
It permits a greater range of pit designs because the water flow can cany the
excrement to offset pits. That is, pits can, but do not have to, be directly under the
latrine slab.
User preference for this design is usually high due to its similarity to conventional
sewerage. !t does require that a household have excess water, however, and in areas
where this technology is not used, it requires more initial effort and resources to build
the waterseal traps.
It is sonletimes more expensive than the VIP latrine, depending on the cost of the trap
and the fact that all waterseal latrine pits should be lined.

IV. Raised Platform Pit Latrine
The raised platform latrine is not a truly independent latrine type. It can be either a
basic latrine with a cover or a VIP latrine. Because of its importance, hov~ever,the
raised platform design is classified separately.
The main use for this latrine is in areas with a high water table or rocky soil, that is,
soil that is difficult to excavate.
This latrine is generally more expensive than the other types because more materials
are required to build up the pit walls to the specific height necessary.
The pour flush design is rarely used in conjunction with the raised platform pit latrine
because it would partially offset one of the main purposes of this design, which is to
limit the leaching of wastes into a groundwater source.
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A. Shelter

The major differences among the latrine types will be the slab and pit design. The shelter can
be made of any material that provides privacy and is structurally sound, feasible, and
acceptable to the users. The shelter can also limit access by vectors that would otherwise come
into contact with the excreta.
The shelter can be made of a variety of materiak, such as wood, wood and thatch, mud
bricks, concrete block, brick, and so on. The cost in labor and material is thus widely variable,
but the shelter is frequently the most costly latrine component.
The resources devoted to shelter construction also depend on the expected life of the latrine.
A latrine that is designed to last for 10 years is usually built of more substantial and costly
materials than one designed to last 3 years.

B. Pit
The pit is dug in permeable soil and holds the excreta. The bottom of the pit should be at least
1 meter above the groundwater level in the wet season. (In places where the groundwater
level is high, the raised platform latrine could be used.) The sue of pit will vary depending
on the number of users, permeability of the soil, type of anal cleansing material used (if thrown
into the pit), and the desired lifetime of the pit. It could be either sound or square in cross
section, but a round pit is more efficient and slightly more stable than a square pit.
The upper edge of the pit has a base or ring beam, which supports the slab and
superstructure; it is generally slightly elevated to prevent water from entering the pit. A seal
is formed with clay or concrete between the base and slab to prevent insects from gaining
access to the pit contents. A lining for the pit walls may be needed, depending on the stability
of the soil, to prevent the walk from collapsing.
In areas where the water table rises close to the bottom of the pit, the bottom can be lined
with an impermeable material, such as clay. This will inhibit the process of leaching directly
below the latrine.

C. Slab and Fixtures

Four basic slab types will be covered in this section. They are reinforced concrete, ferrocement
slab, concrete without reinforcement (Sanplat), and a wooden slab. All latrine types have one
of these slab types or a variation of them. The pour flush latrine requires a specialized
fixture-the waterseal trap-as an integral part of the latrine slab.
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The slab covers the pit and has a hole near the center through which to defecate. The slab can
vary significantly for the different latrine types. Variations are also possible when dealing with
a single latrine type (e.g., a simple slab with cover can be built of concrete or wood). Latrine
slabs have either a squatting hole or a pedestal and seat for upright W n g during defecation;
this depends on local preference. The slab is generally made of reinforced concrete, but it can
be made of concrete without reinforcement if a specialized design is used. Another alternative
is wood. In all cases, the slab should be smooth for ease of cleaning.
Reinforced Concrete Slab
The reinforced concrete slab is the most widely used slab type. It consists of cement, gravel,
sand, water, and reinforcing material. The reinforcing marerial is usually iron bars, but other
materials can be used, such as bamboo.
This slab has the following advantagea over the other slab types:
It can be easily produced "on siten bj someone with basic experience in building with
concrete.
It is easy to keep clean because it can be made very smooth.
It can be customized to individual preferences, such as by the addition of a pedestal
or foot pads.
There are also disadvantages:
It is heavy, making it difficult to transport.
It is subject to breakage during transport.
It is not as eHdent in use of materials as the fenocement slab or the Sanplat (see
below).
The reinforced concrete slab can also be used in conjunction with latrine types other than the
simple pit with cover and the VIP latrine. The slabs for a waterseal or compost latrine
frequently involve reinforced concrete constriction. In systems with specialized fixtures, such
as the waterseal latrine, the reinforced slab is the base that holds the fixture.
A reinforced concrete slab can be built to smaller dimensions to make it lighter and allow it to
be more easily moved from a slab-making center to the place where it will be installed. It can
then be mounted on a pit with an extended base.
The fad that the slab must overlap the sides of the pit is frequently overlooked. As a result,
an unplanned expense is incurred to either makc the latrine slab larger or to move the ring
beam toward the pit in order to make the slab fit.
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Fer;ocemen t Slab
A ferrocement slab is very similar to the reinforced concrete slab and is, in fact, a type of

reinforced concrete slab. The difference involves the type of reinforcement used and the
amount of cement and sand needed (this slab does not require gravel).
This slab utilizes two layers of a wire screen instead of the iron bars mentioned above.
Materials are conserved in this design because the slab czn be built with less than half the
thickness of the above design. Since it requires less material than the reinforced concrete slab,
it is lighter. It does require more attention in construction, however, because it is more
sensitive to construction flaws.
Sanplat
The Sanplat is a concrete slab that does not need reinforcing material. Its arched design gives
it sufficient strength to withstand the same pressures as the more common reinforced slabs.
The main benefit of the Sanplat is that it is very economical in the use of materials; it uses less
cement than the reinforced concrete slab and no reinforcing material. It is therefore lighter.
The Sanplat can also be used as a slab for the VIP latrine*.
The difficulty encountered with the Sanplat is in its design. A mold must be made to give the
slab its shape. It may be difficult to convince a local builder to undertake the project if he is
not used to building without reinforcement. If this is a problem, it may first be necessary to
build and test a demonstration slab to alleviate the builder's concerns.
Wooden Slab
Slabs can also made of wood or bamboo. Wooden slabs are easily built on-site by local
craftsmen when raw materials are available. They are usually constructed over the pit so there
is no need to transport them. However, care must be taken because wood decomposes rapidly
in tropical climates. The use of pretreated material is recommended to give the slab longer life.
(NOTE:A pretreated ntaterial is recommended, but the cost of the pretreating often exceeds
the cost of a reinforced concrete slab.)
A wooden slab should be covered with an impervious material such as a coat of mortar or
clay, to reduce the presence of pathogens that can exist in a porous slab.

'For additional information on Sanplat design, contact Bj6m Brandberg, General
Manager, SBI Consulting International; Rattaregarden, Box 217, S-53030, TUN,Sweden,
Tel: +46-(0)510 80050 and Fax: + 46-(0)510 80434.
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Waterseal Trap
The waterseal trap can be built of many materials, such as concrete, a?rami~,galvanized
metal, or fiberglass. The trap usually consists of two parts, a bowl and a waterseal. The trap
shculd be made as smooth and as nonporous as possible for the easy passage of excreta.
A latrine with 3 waterseal trap is more difficult to make because a s p e c i d i d mold is needed
when builling it from concrete or ceramic. The initial costs are also higher than for the other
choices. The mold can be manufactured by an individual who is highly skilled in working wrth
these materials. However, the waterseal is well suited for mass production. It can be
manufactured at a central location and, because it is light, it can te transported much more
easily than the reinforced concrete slab.

The waterseal does have difficulty passing solid anal deansing materials. Thus, if the waterseal
is used in an area where this type of material is employed, the users should dispose of this
material outside the latrine; it should then be burned or buried.
The slab, commonly of reinforced concrete, for the waterseal trjp is usually made on or near
the site where the latrine is being installed.
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Advantages /Disadvantages Of Latrine Types

Latrine Types

Advantages

Disadvantages

1. Basic Latrine with Cover

- Inexpensive
- Does not require water

- Disagreeable smell

2. Pour Flush Latrine

- Does not require

- Requires reliable water

permanent superstructure
- Small land requirement
on plot
- Control of flies and
cockroaches if cover is
used

supply
- Difficulty in passing
solid wiping material
- Increase in cost due to
need to line pit

3. Raised Platform Latrine

- Inexpensive
- Does not require water
- Control of flies

- Less smell in latrine
- Small land requirement

- Higher cost of pit
lining and steps ding
to elevated platform

on plot

4. Ventilated Improved Pit
Lawe

- Absence of smell in

- Extra cost of vent pipe

latrine
- Control of flies
- Contents of pit not visible
- Most closely resembles
conventional sewerage
- Control of insects with
cover or vent
Small land requirement
on plot
Can be built in areas
of rocky soil or high
water table

and superstructure
- Darkened interior
inhibits use by some
groups, especially
children

-

Siting of Latrines
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A. Water Sources and Water Table

-

The water table is the distance between the ground level and the level at which water is
encountered. Simply digging a hole and measuring this distance will give the depth of the
water table. One must be cautious, however, because the water table depth will pr~iiably
not be the same in every area in the community; it could also vary in the same area
depending on the season. (In the rainy season it will be higher.)
The water table is frequently "tappedn by using a well for a community or individual water
source. By incorrectly siting the latrine, a water source could be polluted by the latrine
contents. Therefore, it is recommended that the latrine not intrude on a water table that
people are using as a water source.
The latrine shouldalso be sited at a safe distance from a water source such as a we!l. The
"safen distance will be different for the different latrine types.
Due to gravity, the leachate will flow a greater distance vertically down from the bottom of
the pit than laterally from the pit walls. Therefore, the distance from the water table below
the latrine has more relative importance than the distance from a well.

2

B. One's House, Neighbor's House
The following siting considerations are also important:
A large excavation in close proximity to the house could undermine the foundation
of the house.

The opposing argument is that the 1atrir.e should be close enough to be considered
convenient, thus enhancing its use.
a

In the case of a wet system, the increased water content of the soil around the pit
will have an adverse effect on the stability of the soil.

8

A hand-washing facility should be located between the latrine and house io make
hygienic practices more convenient. However, this convinience should not override
the recommended siting distance from a groundwater source.

C. Soil Type
Soil type influences where and what kind of latrine is built. Soil type can vary within a
relatively small area. Some soils will prevent the installation of certain latrine types.
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However, the soil type can change with depth. For this reason, experimentation involving
the excavation of test holes should be tried before installing a latrine, or before looking for
an area with a rnore appropriate topsoil. For example, some areas have a very sandy
topsoil, but beneath the topsoil a suitable soil type may be found.

D. Land Availability
In crowded pen-urban areas, land availability may be so limited that it could affect the
latrine type, or even whether latrines are an appropriate intervention. Latrines are usually
not feasible at population densities above 350 people per hectare, and most peri-urban
areas have more than 350 people per hectare.
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Latrine Site Observation Questions

1. What aspects of siting are involved in the demonstration latrine?
2.

Were all the criteria of good siting followed?

3. What could have been improved in the siting? How?
4.

What type of slab is being prepared?

5. How much/what kind of material is being used?
6 . What steps are involved in slab construction?

7. What is the soil type?

8. Who are the users of the latrine?
9. Do the users know the importance of latrines? Do they know how to use latrines? Do
they like the design of thelatrine?

10. Are there hand-washing facilities in the area?
11. Is there evidence of human excreta in the area? Animal excreta?

Session
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FACTORS IN LATRINE CHOICES

2 hours, 50 minutes

Objectives
By the end of this session, the participants will be able to
identify factors involved in the choice of latrines,
explain the effect of cultural factors on the choice of aspects of latrine design, and
identify methods of financing latrines.

Overview
Appropriate siting and construction of a latrine will not guarantee that people will use it or
maintain it properly. It is critical to consider user preference and personal behavior so that the
individual user becomes an integral part of the sanitation program. Instead of k i n g just a
beneficiary, this person becomes an implementer of the sanitation program.
This session examines the factors involved in personal choice, and it stresses the importance
of taking those factors into consideration in selecting a latrine. The factors are status, current
behaviors, aesthetics, ease of use, privacy, and other cultural aspects. However, designs still
must meet physical requirements, as described in Session 7. In addition, cost is an important
consideration: what the costs are, what people can afford, how costs can be reduced, who is
going to pay, and who is going to be paid for undertaking the work.
After discussing user preferences, participants study case examples of four situations in which
development agents encountered challenges related to choice factors.

Procedures

1.

Introduction

15 minutes

Ask participants if they know of situations in whkh latrines exist, but people do not use them.
Ask if they know why people do not use those latrines.
Possible answers indude the following:
They are too far from the house (therefore inconvenient).

Too many people use them (community latrines).
They are too dirty or smelly.
There is no privacy.
People prefer to dispose of their excreta by other methods than using the latrine, such
as in the field, because they have always done so.
They were imposed from outside the community.
The seat holes are too large for children and they are afraid they will fall in.
The latrines are too dark and children are afraid.
Latrines draw snakes and rats.
Give a brief session overview in your own words and present the objectives on Flipchart A:
"Session 8 Objectives."

Lecturette: Identifying Factors

35 minutes

Present the following factors on Flipchart B:

Flipchart B: Factors In Latrine Choices
User preferences
Design feasibility
Cost/financing

Ask what issues are involved with each of the three factors. Ask what factors would be
inappropriate in selecting a latrine. (Possible responses include the following; when the
program drives the choice. When people are told what their choice will be.)

Use Handouts 8-1, 8-2,and 8-3for a lecturette on latrine choice. (Distribute each handout
as you discuss it.) Make the following key points:

User Preferences (Handout 8-1)

0

0

Status:

increases the family's standing within a community

Aesthetics:

appeals to the eye; has minimal odor

Qualfty:

better-built latrines foster great acceptance

Ease of Use:

requires the least amount of care

Prfvay:

limits the visibility of the user

Behavioral:

considers the defecation behaviors of the user

Cultural:

latrine design and siting are culturally acceptable

Design Feasibility (Handout 8-2)
0

Potential users understand the advantages and constraints of the different options.
Physical conditions have been considered. (Cite the limiting factors from Handout
8-2.)
The ability of the available skilled labor has been considered.
Emphasize that soil suitability has the greatest impact on design feasibility. Remind
them that in Session 7 the unsuitable soil types were mentioned.
Distribute Handout 8-4: "Determining Soil Suitability." Discuss the information
and answer any questions.
Continue the lecturette with the following additional key points:

Cost/Rnandng (Handout 8-3)
Who covers the costs/provides the materials?

Individual
How much can people afford?
What are they wiiling to pay?

Implementing Agency
How much will it provide?
What are its costs?
0

What are its constraints?

Government
Is there a subsidy?
0

Does it provide materials?
Does it provide technical assistance?

Private enterprise
What is available?
0

What is the quality of materials and labor?

1 hour, 40 minutes

Small Group Activity: Case Examples

Explain that you have some case examples that will help them find ways of addressing factors
affecting choices. Briefly go over all cases with the large group, then divide participants into
four groups and assign a case to each group. Distribute Handout 8-5: "Case
Examples-Latrine Choicesn and give them the following task on Hipchart C:

Flipchart C: Case Example Task
Read the case assigned to your group.
Answer the questions.
Be prepared to make a verbal report to the large group.
Take 40 minutes for this task.
Lead the reporting discussion by asking ea,ch group to present briefly its answers to the
questions listed in its case example. (The participants should be given a few minutes to read
each group's case study before it is presented and discussed.)
Distribute Handout 8-6: "~olutionsto Case Examplesn and discuss.

4.

Conc:lusions

1 0 minutes

Ask the participants what they have learned about factors in latrine choices. Write their
answers on a flipchart.

5.

1 0 minutes

Wrap-up

Ask what they think they will need to do differently in their own communities as a result of
this session. Take a few examples from the group. Then, review the session objectives and ask
if they were reached. Say that in the next session they will have an opportunity to gather
additional information that is important in determining the appropriate intervention.

Materials
Handout 8-1: Factors in Latrine Choices-User Preferences
Handout 8-2: Factors in Latrine Choices-Design

Feasibility

Handout 8-3: Factors in Latrine Choices-Cost/Financing
Handout 8-4: Determining Soil Suitability
Handout 8-5: Case Examples-Latrine

Choices

Handout 8-6: Solutions ta Case Examples
Flipchart A: Session 8 Objectives
Flipchart B: Factors in Latrine Choices
Flipchart C: Case Example Task
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Factors in Latrine Choices User Preferences

Satisfying user preferences greatly increases the proFer use and maintenance of the latrine.
in satisfying this fador, :he users become an integral part of the sanitation program. They
become more than the beneficiary: They become the implementer and owner.
Some of the factors involved in personal choice are included below.

A. Status
An individual will want a latrine that is seen as increasing his or her standing in the
community. Frequently, however, the preferred personal choice is not feasible or affordable
to the individual or the implementing agency.
The role of the development agent is to explain the possibilities and the difficulties in the
application of various technologies. Rather than make the choice, the development agent can
assist the community members in making the appropriate choice.

B. Aesthetics
Most people will want a latrine that is appealing to the eye and that emits minimal odor. A
latrine design can be altered superficially without affecting its operation; this allows individuals
to personalize their latrine. The development agent should be ready to make some suggestions
to enhance the aesthetics of a latrine choice.

C. Quality
A single latrine design can be built to many different standards. In general, however, a wellbuilt latrine will have greater acceptance and proper use than one of inferior construction.

D. Ease of Use
The design that requires the least amount of care is a vital aspect in personal choice. Ease of
cleaning, time of operation, problems encountered in operation-all are important
considerations. Moreover, because the abilities and concerns of individual family members
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differ, the "ease of use" to one family member is not necessarily ihe same throughout the
household. An efiort should be made to make all family members comfortable.

E. Privacy
In most cultures, it is an embarrassment to be seen using the latrine. A latrine will have greater
acceptance if it is designed and sited to limit the visibility of the user on entering the latrine and
once inside.

F. Behavioral
The latrine design should consider the defecation behaviors of the user. Do those behaviors
constitute a health risk? How can the behaviors be addressed in the latrine design and the
latrine still be acceptable to the user? Can they be changed? These questions constitute an
important aspect in ensuring continued and proper use of the latrine.

G. Cultural
A design must be appropriately presented, constructed, and sited based on culturally accepted
practices. For example, in some cultures, men and women use different latrines. In this case,
two latrines could be built for a household, and they could be built to satisfy the preferences
of the gender using them.
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Factors in Latrine Choices Design Feasibility

Designs that are feasible should be presented, and in a way that potential users understand
the advantages and constraints of the different op'tions.
Physical conditions generally rule out certain types of latrines. The following are limiting
factors:
Presence of a nearby well or the water table rnay prevent the use of a leeching latrine.
Rocky soil is difficult to excavate, which could make a latrise design with a deep pit
impractical.
Soils that are mostly or all clay inhibit the flow of liquids through them. Thus, fluid
from a leeching latrine will infiltrate the clay around the latrine. very slowly, which
reduces the latrine's life.
Materials for a latrine must be either locally available or transportable.
The siting criteria must be observed, that is, proximity to houses, distance from a water
source, depth of water table, and so on.
A design must also be chosen based on the abilities of the available skilled labor.
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Factors in Latrine Choices Cost /Financing

A. Introduction
Basic cost criteria in making the right latrine choice are as follows:
What are the costs?
How do you reduce them?
Who is going to pay them?
Who is going to be paid?
What is the payoff period for the investment?
There are several perspectives to consider in responding to these questions, including those
of the individual, agency, government, and private enterprise. The combination of all the
factors discussed below will influence the choice of design. The necessary information should
k.quantified and itemized before implementing a sanitation program.

B. Individual
The following questions should be addressed when considering the cost to the individual:
How much can people afford?
How much are they willing to pay, and in what ways (their time or other resources)?
Can the amount they pay be spread over time (credit)?
To answer these questions, it is helpful to examine some of the basic motivations of individuals
with respect to the allocation of personal resources. These motivations revolve around cost
versus benefits, awareness of benefits, and easing costs.
Cost Versus Benefits

The relationship between cost and benefit is a vital one. Because the extent of a person's
resources is limited and must cover a variety of personal needs, the individual must choose
his or her expenditures carefully.
The priority associated with an expenditure is based on the perceived benefits gained from the
expenditure. The benefits can be either short tern, such as food and dothing, or long term,
such as housing.

Previous Bags 9l.zmk
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Any new activity that requires resources necessitates a shifting of priorities. Spending resources
on an improved sanitation facility will reduce resources for other activities. Thus, the benefit
gained or the value placed upon a sanitation facility must be greater or equal to that of the
activity that must be given up or reduced. Often a community member's resources are already
stretched to the limit, so the introduction of an additional cost may be untenable.
As the benefits of a certain activity increase, the resources allocated to that activity also
increase. This linkage relates to the difference between ability to pay and willingness to pay.

Ability to pay is based on the measure of an individual's resources, whereas willingness to pay
involves the measure of resources as well as the individual's willingness and decision to part
with them. The transition from ability to pay to willingness to pay involves an increase in the
user's awareness of benefits. An increase in an individual's willingness to pay may be
accomplished by increasing his or her perception or awareness of benefits associated with the
expenditure.
For example, an individual may be more willing to make a larger investment in an activity if
the benefits are conespondingly greater. If this individual has a choice between two latrines,
one priced at $500 that will last 10 years, and one that costs $300 but will only last 3 years,
what should he or she consider in making the choice? While the $300 latrine costs more
initially, its cost divided over its period of operation would be $100 a year, versus $50 a year
for the $500 latrine.

Awareness of Benefits
One of the major obstacles to getting an individual to docate resources for a personal excreta
disposal system is the difficulty of quantifying the benefits gained from such a system. In
comparison, the benefits of a water system, which supplies a readily accessible supply of water,
are dearly evident in the everyday life of a community member.
While improving individual sanitation on a community-wide basis can be seen as a public
benefit, the initial expenditure required to build a latrine is largely carried by the usel.
Therefore, there must be a personal benefit associated with an improved sanitation facility.
The development agent can overcome this obstacle by building jwareness of the more obvious
benefits, as outlined in the section above on user preferences. These benefits include privacy,
convenience, and status, as well as the less apparent benefits of public health-for example,
costs for medicines and the loss of productivity due to illness can be reduced by improved
sanitation, klduding the addition of a sanitary latrine. The cost of treatment is much greater
than the cost of prevention. The benefit is a reduction of other costs bome by the individual.
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Easing Costs
A high initial investment is required for the installation of a sanitay excreta disposal system,
which can make it unattainable to individuals. In contrast, the installation of a community
water supply system is generally spread out among all community members over time, which
results in affordable monthly payments.
This difference necessitates a higher degree of individual commitment in building a latrine than
does a community water supply. It is for ihis reason that a self-help approach is applied by
many agencies. The agency may supply the basic building materials, slabs, 6ild technical
assistance to offset the individual's costs, but the individual is expected to provide the
remainder of the materials and the labor involved, such as for pit excavation and shelter
construction.
However, the usual self-help approach is limiting. While it does reduce the individual's costs,
it assumes that the user not only has the time to provide this labor but also the ability and
knowledge of certain techniques of construction to carry it out effectively. Because most users
are unskilled in these techniques, it is an inefficient use of their time. Moreover, the time they
spent working on their latrine results in an opportunity cost-while they are working on their
latrine, they do not make money nor are they able to devote time to their families. Hiring a
builder, therefore, tends to be a more efficient use of their resources than building it
themselves.
Another way to reduce the high initial expenditure for a latrine would be to spread the cost
out over time, as is done for a water system. A system of credit could be developed for
affordable monthly payments. This would increase the attainability of the latrine for thosz
unable to afford the installation cost in one lump payment.
In convincing community members to part with resources in order to improve their sanitation
system, it would be helpful to present them with a proven design. This proven design would
increase their understanding and confidence in the system, and thereby reduce the perceived
risk involved in making the investment. This reduction in perceived risk could lead to an
increase in the resources that an individual is willing to devote to the new construction.
With the right combination of lowered costs and increased user's awareness of benefits, the
development agent will boost the access of community members to improved methods of
sanitay excreta disposal.

C. Agency

The parameters of the implementing agency must be understood by the development agent
and community members.
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How much is the implementing agency going to provide?
What are its costs and constraints?
How is the project going to be implemented, and who is going to do it? It is in the
interest of the agency to keep the costs as low as possible in order to reach the largest
number of beneficiaries. At times, an agency's resources are spread too thin in an
attempt to encompass all of the perceived needs of a community. As a result, the
effects are difficult to sustain and project failure is common. With limited resources, the
projects must be targeted more narrowly and with an emphasis on sustainability.
Effective Demand
To target the assistance, the agency must first find the effective demand in any particular
community. The effective demand is a combination of individual demand and all available or
attainable resources that allow the implementation and sustenance of a project. The box on
the next page illustrates effective demand. By targeting the effective demand, the project's
agency can narrow the project's scope and make the project's goals more attainable.
Assodated Costs
The cost of the material and technical assistance that an agency may provide for a sanitation
program is usually far less than the total cost it bears. The agency also bears'the costs
associated with the provision of materials, such as transportation and storage. In addition, the
agency also incurs indirect costs, that is, costs associated with the program that do not fall into
the above categories, such as administrative overhead, personnel (salaries of technical agents
as well as support staff, drivers, and program managers), training, and monitoring and
evaluation.
Cost of the Development Agent's 77me
The cost of the time a development agent spends on community education and supervising
of a sanitation program is borne by the agency. Most agencies have a variety of development
programs, and the development agent's time is split among them. Spending more time with
one program, such as sanitation, reduces the time he or she is able to spend on the other
programs. Thus, the development agent must utilize time efficiently in order to accomplish
various tasks. The cost of the development agent's time is a vital concern to the agency.
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An Example of "Effective Ihmand"

An assessment is made in a community to determine the mernbers' sanitation needs.
This assessment is made by development agents associated with a public health agency.
The assessment is based on the level of diarrheal disease associated with poor
sanitation, the sanitation practices in the community, and the general condition of
sanitation facilities in the community. In the resulting report, based on this information,
80 percent of the homes need a new or improved sanitation facility. This is the NEED.
The agency has a limited budget and cannot afford to supply the materials and labor
required for the construction of latrines for 80 percent of the homes in the community,
so the assessment team is again sent to the community. This time team members go to
each house to ask community members if they are interestod in improving their latrine or
building a new one. The majority of the responses are affirmative. Many of the
community members say they would like a new latrine but they are unable to afford one.
The resultant report from the team is that 8 0 percent of the households need latrines
and 60 percent of them want latrines. This 60 percent is the DEMAND.
This demand percentage would still require too great an expenditure for the meager
resources of the agency. The agency decides on a plan of action whereby it will provide
increased education to the community in general and set up a technical assistance
program. This program will provide the services of a skilled latrine builder to all
community members who decide to improve their latrine or build a new one with their
own resources.
The team again goes into the community, this time to explain the different latrine
options, including rehabilitation and upgrades, and the costs associated with the
different options that the community members would be expected to pay. After the
team members discuss the options, they write down the households whose members are
willing to bear the cost associated with their choice-20 percent of the community. This
percentage represents the EFFECTIVE DEMAND.
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Cost of Community Self-Help Lc~bor
The utilization of commu~lityself-help labor has a direct and negative impact on the time of
the development agent.
In comparison to having a skilled1 builder constructing the latrines, an unskilled community
member will require much more supervision in executing the same tasks. This impact is
especially noticeable when the construction is in a community different from the one where
the supervisor lives because since each time supervision is needed the supervisor must travel
to that community.

Example:
A skilled builder may take three days to build a latrine, due to his technical skills and ability
to spend the entire day working on it as he is contracted to do. On the other hand, an
unskilled cormunity member could take three weeks, because he or she must juggle time
between con.mcting the latrine, making money, and other concerns.

The supervision required for thle construction is also an issue. The skilled builder should
be supervise6 during the important steps of construction, such as slab construction, but that
supervision is confined to the three-day period. The unskilled community member will
need considerably more supervision for the same important steps, as well as supervision
for the less important construction steps, due to his or her lack of proficiency.

D. Government
Is there a govemment subsidy? Does the government supply materials?
Governments face the same resource limitations as do agencies. Their programs and concerns
are much larger in scope and complexity, however.
Many of the government's program objectives may coincide with those of agencies, but due
to the necessity of coverir~gthe wide range of other programmatic concerns, the government
ministry is perhaps less able to co~nmitthe am.2unt of resources needed. Even so, the
govemment ministry involved with sanitation should be consulted in the planning of any
program. While the material resources available may be limited, this ministry wodd have
invaluable information based on past experience. Reviewing this information would
undoubtedly ease thc job of development agents in finding out why projects succeeded or
failed in the past.
Othe;. resources provided by the government may be in the form of personnel such as
teachers, health workers, extension workers, and clinic staff. Such personnel see many people
in the course of their work, and thus they form an important network for development agents.
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If the development agents are informed about the sanitation program and are brought into the
planning process, the amount of time they have to spend on promotion or education can be
reduced.
The key is to seek out and identify the resources that are available and to determine how they
can be most efficiently utilized.

E. Private Enterprise
What is available from the private sector?
An effective demand will create an incentive for the involvement of private enterprise. The
private sector is very efficient at low-cost production, but it may be unaware of the effective
demand in a community. Contacting the market/private enterprise sector, informing them of
the specific needs, and discussing payment options will often be all that is needed to involve
the sector in filling the effective dernand. At times, more education may be needed in order
to accomplish the task.
Some of the latiine components are ideally suited for the involvement of small enterprises,
such as slab, seat, or waterseal trap manufacture. Finding out what the market will offer is a
necessary step in determining the most economical latrine choice.
Apart from materials (cement, bricks, rebar), the market will also supply skilled labor for the
construction of the latrine. As mentioned before, hiring a good local builder will save time and
money.
Quality control will be an issue in utilizing the private sector, because private enterprises will
attempt to fill the demand as cheaply as possible. Their materials can sometimes be inferior.
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Determining Soil Suitability

Determining soil suitability for disposal of excreta is important because some soils cannot safely
be used for disposal systems. Systems in unacceptable soils can cause serious health hazards,
including contaminated drinking water.
Determining soil suitability involves (1) evaluating soil types, (2) locating bedrock and
groundwater levels, and (3) determining soil permeability.

A. Evaluating Soil Types
An important question concerning soil is how fast it will allow waste liquid to percolate or flow
into it. If the waste liquid percolates too quickly, the soil will not have a chance to treat it by
removing disease-causing substances or agents, and the waste liquid may seep into and
contaminate the groundwater. If the waste liquid does not percolate quickly enough, it may
overflow to the ground surface, causing serious health hazards.
Different types of soils percolate waste liquid at different rates. Some types of soil are
acceptable for disposal systems; others are not.

B. Identifying Soil Types
The six basic types of soil are
sand
sandy loam
loam
silt loam
clay loam
clay
They can be identified by sight and feel. When testing soil by feel, test it both when dry and
moist.
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Sand
Individual grains are easily seen and felt. A handful of sand squeezed when dry will not hold
its shape; squeezed when moist, it will barely hold its shape, crumbling when touched.
Sandy Loam
Contains a large percentage of sand, so sand grains can be seen and felt. Squeezed when dry,
a handful of sandy loam will not hold its shape; squeezed when moist, it holds its shape and
forms a cast that will not break when handled carefully.
Loam
Has a fairly smooth, yet slightly gritty feel; clods crumble easily. Squeezed when dry, loam
forms a cast that can be handled carefully without breaking; squeezed when moist, the cast
can be handled freely without breaking.
Silt Loam
Feels soft and floury; clods are easily crumbled. Squeezed when dry or wet, silt loam forms
a cast that can be handled freely without breaking. A small ball of moist soil pressed between
thumb and finger will not form a ribbon.
Clay Loam
Fine-textured; clods are hard. Moist clay loam is plastic and, when squeezed, forms a cast that
can withstand considerable handling without breaking. A small ball of moist clay loam pressed
between thumb and finger forms a thin ribbon that barely sustains its own weight.
Clay
Fine-textured; clods are very hard. Wet clay is plastic and usually sticky. A small ball of moist
clay pressed between thumb and finger forms a long ribbon.
Sandy loams, l o a m , and silt l o a m are suitable soils for disposal systems. Sands, clay loam,
and clays are unsuitable.
Note that soil at depth is almost always heavier than at the surface. For example, a sandy
topsoil will very likely have a sandy loam beneath it, making it suitable for a latrine.
Conversely, a silt loam topsoil may well have a clay loam or clay beneath it, rendering it
unsuitable for a latrine.
Soil testing should be carried out at the surface and when the test hole is about 1meter deep.
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C. Locating Bedrock Levels and Groundwater
Most disposal systems require a minimum of 1meter of pervious soil below the bottom of the
system and above the highest bedrock, impervious layer, or groundwater level. The most
direct method of locating bedrock, impervious layers, and the groundwater is to dig a test
hole. The hole should be 1meter deeper than the bottom of the proposed pit.
Bedrock
Bedrock or impervious layeis are easily identified in a test hole because they become
extremely diflicult to dig and the soil consists mostly of rocks, shale, or tightly packed,
consolidated material.

If bedrock or impervious layers are reached before the test hole reaches the proper depth, the
proposed system cannot be constructed as designed. There are three choices: (1) select
another site; (2) redesign the proposed system, if possible, to make it shallower but still with
its bottom 1meter above bedrock or impervious layers; or (3)select and design an alternative
system that can be used at this site.
Groundwater
The same hole used to test for bedrock can be used to find the groundwater level.
Groundwater is easily located in a test hole. After a few hours, the hole will fill with water to
the groundwater level. Since the highest yearly groundwater level must be found, and since
groundwater levels fluctuate throughout the year, test for groundwater during the wettest
season.
If the highest groundwater level is encountered before the test hole reaches the proper depth,
the proposed system cannot be constructed as designed. There remain the three choices noted
above.
If soil type, bedrock layer, and groundwater level are all acceptable, and the proposed system
is a pit or VIP latrine, the system can be constructed on the site without further testing.
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Case Examples Latrine Choices

Case I

A latrine program was implemented in the small community of Maltopo. The lead agency
involved provided all material components of a VIP latrine and expected the community to
provide for the manual labor needed for the construction. The agency also provided technical
assistance for the construction phase of the project, but very little formal promotion of the
benefits associated with the latrines. The latrines were well built, but they were misused and
became soiled and unsanitary.

The followin3 were some of the problems:
Users did not like the darkness associated with the latrine. Some did not use it. Others
made openings in the walls, without screening, to let in more light, which also allowed
flies to enter.
Several women covered the screened windows to ensure privacy. This inhibited the
flow of air through the latrine, which increased the odors inside the latrine.
The fly screen on the vent was removed and used for other purposes. This allowed
flies to leave the pit after corning in contact with the contents.
People did not properly dispose of their anal cleaning material, which posed a health

risk.
Some of the men considered the latrine as a status symbol to such an extent that they
did not allow other members of the family to use it.

Questions

1. Why did the program suffer these problems?
2. What should the agency do to improve its procedures in future projects?

3. How could a development agent have promoted the program more successfully?

4. What are some possible solutions to the problems that these community members face?

5. How could these solutions be implemented?
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A development agency approached the community of Rincon with the intent to help the
community address its public health problems through the formation of a sanitation program.
The agency attempted to find the most efficient way of increasing user participation and proper
use of latrines.
The agency offered technical assistance to zxplain the range of feasible choices to the
community and to educate the community on the importance of proper excreta disposal. The
choices of latrines offered ranged from an inexpensive pit latrine to a $900 septic system.
Community members were to decide which type of latrine they wanted, provided they pay
one-third of the total cost; the agency provided two-thirds of the cost. For example: (1)For
a latrine that cost $100, $66 would be supplied by the agency and $34 would be supplied by
the community member. (2) If the individual desired a $200 pour flush latrine, the agency
would pay $133 and the individual would pay $67. The agency required that the community
member raise his or her portion of the investment before the agency allocated its portion.
This approach proved very successful in providing very expensive latrines. People realized that
the more resources they devoted to their latrines, the higher the subsidy they received from
the agency, thereby increasing the value of their facility.
The major problem was that a great majority of community members chose the highest priced
latrine, which quickly depleted project funding before all community sanitation needs and
desires were addressed.
Questfons

1. How did the agency avoid the implementation of a design that was not culturally
acceptable?
2. How did the approach used by the development agency ensure the community's
participation in the sanitation program?

3. What effect might this approach have on the proper use and maintenance of the latrine?
4. How could the problem be rectified?

'Adapted from Final Evaluation of the CARE/Bolivia Child Survival and Rural Sanitation
Project by Andrew Karp, Patricia Martin, and Sharon Guild. WASH Field Report No. 312,
August 1990.
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Case 111

The community of Sanae has mainly an urban setting. People live in multistory housing;
livestock are kept on the first floor and the living quarters are above. A squatting slab is located
on the second floor. The excreta falls to an excavated area at the level of the foundation.

An agency tried lo implement a sanitation program that promoted use of the VIP latrine due
to its proven success in reducing odors and controlling disease vectors. The latrines were built
dose to each house and worked as designed.
However, the community nlembers found the VIPs unacceptable and therefore did not use
them. They had several complaints:
The latrines were located outside the homes, which made them inconvenient
compared with their previous systems.

m

The outside location enabled people in the surrounding houses to see who was using
the latrines, which embarrassed the users.
Some of the latrines faced east, which was sacrilegious in the Sanae culture.

Questions

1. Why did the program suffer these problems?
2. What should the agency do to improve its proced.ures in future proj~cts?

3. How could a development agent have promoted the program more successfully?
4. What are some possible solutions to the problems that these individua's face?

5. How could the solutions be implemented?
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Case I V

An agency was involved in the building of pit latrines in the community of Nuhud. The agency
provided the materials necessary for construction and technical assistance to the community.
It also provided public health education, which increased the community members' desire for
a sanitary latrine.
The community members were responsible for the labor involved in the construction of the
facility. The latrine was designed with a wall between two squatting slabs, using the same pit,
for use by the different sexes, as was generally accepted.
The construction went well, but several problems became evident when people started to use
the latrines:
The people of Nuhud were accustomed to using large quantities of water for anal
cleansing and for washing after defecation. The soil around the pit was unable to
absorb this quantity of water. It filled quickly with fluid.
The community members were embarrassed to be seen walking to the latrine by
members of the opposite sex, so they only used the latrine when someone of the
opposite sex was not present.
Questions

1. How was the program successful?
2. What did the agency neglect to consider?
3. What could be done to upgrade the system?

4. How would the upgrades be implemented?

5. What would be the development agent's role in improving the existing situation?
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Solutions to Case Examples

Case I
Each of the problems experienced has a solution. The steps to rectifying the situation begin
with the community. What don't people like about the latrines and what can be done to
address their dislikes? What current behaviors can be accommodated; which ones should be
changed; which ones cannot be changed? The community members must be invited into the
sanitation program and be able to feel confident that it will address their needs. They must be
able to consider themselves participants rather than recipients.

Case I1
Because the community members were able to choose which type of latrine they wanted and
could afford, the question of a culturally acceptable latrine type did not surface. The facility.
was viewed and presented as an investment so that the participants would take pride in their
latrines. This led to proper use and maintenance of the facility. Possible solutions to the major
problem include the following:
A set subsidy could be offered that would not change with differences in latrine choice.
This approach would force those that desire a higher cost system to pay a greater
percentage of the cost.
The percentage subsidy could change baszd on the price level of the system. For example,
if the agency offers to pay two-th:kds the cost of the inexpensive latrine, it might offer to
pay only one-half the cost of the next level of technology. The level of subsidy for the
highest priced system might be only one-fourth or one-fifth of the total cost.
In areas where the effective demand for improving sanitation facilities is great, a form of
competition for the limited agency funding can be used to achieve the widest coverage.
The agency could base the provision of its services on priority. Those community members
who are willing to pay the greatest portion of the expense would be taken care of first.
Thus, the first priority would be given to those people who need technical guidance only
and are able to provide all other resources themselves. This approach would also increase
the status of the sanitation systems by providing them first to those who most desire them.
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Case III

A solution was provided after an in-depth study of the culture, which included personal
preference. The indoor faciiities were altered by combining certain aspects of the VIP latrine
with the existing facility. The solution provided an upgraded and more desirable latrine without
changing the people's cultural habits.

Case IV

After a study of the problems, the agency came up with the

follow in^ solutions:

To avoid overflowing of the pit by the quantity of wash water, a separate enclosure was
constructed, at some distance from the latrine, with a sand and gravel bed. This enclosure
was used for washing after defecation. The water was introduced more slowly to the soil
by first passing through the sand and gravel bed.
The separation walls inside the latrine were extended on the outside to prevent individuals
from being seen as they approached the facility.

Session
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INFORMATION COLLECTION
FIELD EXERCISE

7 hours, 10 minutes

Objectives

By the end of the sodon, participant. will be able to

collect information from a community, induding
physical data,
human and organizational resources, and
material and financial resources;
8

use appropriate methods for colleding this information, induding interviewing
techniques; and

8

analyze collected information.

This session builds on the information collected in Session 5, "Conducting a Survey of Excreta
Disposal Practices," and the information needs identified in Sessions 7 and 8, "Latrine
Conceptsn and "Factors in Latrine Choices."
In Session 5 it was emphasized that collecting and analyzing information in a community prior
to designing an excreta disposal management program enables development agents to
understand better important factors in the comnunfby. In the Session 5 field activity, the
factors that were focused on included the prevalent high-risk behaviors; beliefs, norms, and
other barriers; and the perceived needs and interests of people. In this session, the important
community factors focused on will indude human and physkal factors, such as physical data
available to
upon which to base latrine type and sitfng; human and organizational resoensure program sustainability; and availability on the local market of labor and materials for
the construction of latrines.
As in Session 5, participants involve community members in this process by working wtth local

counterparts. The information coUedon worksheet used in this session follows the same
format as that used in Session 5. Prior to the review of the worksheet, however, partkipants
learn to distinguish quantitative data and qualitative data. They also discuss interviewing
techniques.

Introduction

10 minutes

Refer to the observation and question asking field activity in Session 5, and ask for examples
of information collected and for some Meas of what they would still like to know about the
community before starting a l a t h e project.
Present the objectives on Flipchart A: "Session 9 Objectives," and ask if they are dear.
Explain that this session is divided into three parts:

1. Preparation for the field exerdse - 2 hours
2. Information collection field exercise - 3 hours

3. Analysis of the flcld exercise - 2 hours

Large Group Discussion: laformation Needed

25 minutes

Pick up on the discussion in the introduction of information partidpants would still like to
have. List some of their ideas on a flipchart, and ask for more ideas. Write down all the
ideas they identify for 5 to 10 minutes using the brainstorming technique of not evaluating any
of their contributions.
Distribute Handout 9-1: "Quantitative and Qualitative Data," and explain the differences
between qualitative and quantitative data by asking the participants to read and discuss the
items in the handout.
Ask for some examples of qualitative data from their brainstormed list on the flipchart and
highlight them. Then, ask for examples of quantitative data and highlight them as well. Say
that both types of data are important in understanding a situation.

Team Task: Preparation for Field Activity

45 minutes

Explain that participants now have some time to prepare for gathering information in the
nearby community. Say that this activity will require a combination of observation, informal
question asking, and more formal interviewing.
Disalbute Handout 9-2: "Information Collection Worksheet on Human Excrete Disposal
Practices." Ask participants to read through the questions. Ask which questions involve
quantitative data, and whkh qrrestions involve qualitative data. Emphasize that these are key
questions. Ask how they should go about getting the information, and to whom they should
be posing particular questions.

Tell participants the questions on this worksheet arc! not meant to be exhaustive, and ask them
which questions they would propose to add. Wtte the additional questions on the flipchart
and discuss how much of this information can be collected.
Explain that participants will be conducting the survey in three-person teams, as in Session 5,
but that the teams will be different. Add that each team will work with a community
counterpart, who will help guide them again through the community.

miner Note:The role of the counterpart is to be a resource to the teams and to accompany
the teams in the community. The counterparts should be coached to let the participants ask
the questions.
Ask each team to do the following (Flipchart B):
Ripchart B: Inforrnotfon Gathering Prepamtion Task
Review with your teammates the information you will collect.
Discuss how you will approach and interact with your community counterpart.
Prepare for your field exercise.
Decide what information you will collect by observation, informal questioning, and
interviewing.
0

Agree among the team members who will take the lead for each question.

Take 30 minutes.
Emphasize that one needs to collect data from those directly involved with the activity oi
interest (women, men, children, grandmothers). However, one must be careful to ask the
appropriate people about tasks that concern them. For example, it is not appropriate to ask
men about latrine-cleaning routines 3 wctmcn have the sole responsibility for carrying them
out.
Divide the partkipants into teams of three people each. Move among the teams to answer
questions and provide assistance.

4.

Lechuette: Conducting Interviews

30 minut-

In a plenary group, remind partidpants that in Session 4 they practiced observation and
facilitative skills, two essential skills in collecting infomation. In this session, they will stiU be
relying on those skills, but they will also be using the interview technique to gather
information.
Ask how many have had experience with interviews, and what to keep in mind when
interviewing people. Then distribute Handout 9-3: "Principles for Conducting an Interview."
Explain the principles and ask participants to share their reactions and ideas.

L

Remind participants of the importance of using facilitative skills in conducting an interview.

5.

Set Up and Conduct Field Exercise

3 hours

Describe each step in the field exercise and the amount of the allotted. Explain that each
team will have an assigned area of the community. Explain where each team will be in the
commtVnity,and how the teams can get there (or how they will get there if transportation is
needed and provided). Travel to thz site is estimated at 15 to 20 minutes.
Once at the site, each team will spend about 15 minutes meeting with its community
counterpart to vertfythe appropriateness of its proposed approach before begtnnfng to gather
information. At this point, the trainers are still available for last-minute questions or
comments.
The time allotted for collecting the information is 2 hours. Each team should have a more
formal interview with at least one person. h a l a t e 30 to 45 minutes for each interview.

Trainer Note: These interviews should be arranged in advance with key peaple in the
community, such as the mayor, the school principal, the chairperson of the water committee,
and so on. Ideally, at least two interviews should be scheduled for each team.

5.

Analysis of the Exercise

1 hour, 40 minutes

Once everyone has returned to the classroom, ask each team to meet to discuss the questions
outlined on Flipchart C:

Rlpchart C: Analysts of the Exercfse
What did you do that was successful? Why?
w

What problems did you encounter? How did you overcome them?
Write down one example of information you collected for each area of your inquiry
(physical data, human and organizational resources, and matedals and financial

resources).
w

Why do think this information is important?
Take 35 minutes for this task.

Prepare in advance a fifpchart outline of Handout 9-2. Use thls flipchart with the full group
to record data the partidpants gathered. For example, ask each group to share responses to
question 1.a. Then repeat for l.b., and so on; then move on to questions 2 and 3 in the
same manner. In the discussion, focus on
major points of agreement among the groups

si-qnificant points made by one group but not the others
points that need clarification
additional information they might need in order to draw condusions
Keep the discusdons brief. Ask the following questions if they have not already been
addressed:
What soil types did you encounter in the area surrounding the houses? W a s the soil
type different at different houses? What are the irnplicaticns if the soil types are
different?
What type of water sources are the people using? What problems might they cause
in siting a latrine?
Do people have enough space for the installation of all latrine types? What latrine
types could not be built due to space problem, presence of trees, high water table?
Who is already dong what in the community? What relevant community committees
exist? Who are the key community leaders?
How willing are people to p t r e s o w s into improving their sanitation? What
materials are locally available? How much skilled labor b there in the cornmunitj, and
what type? What are peoples' priofdes with their money?
Then ask how they felt overall about the field exercise.
the most difficult information to collect and why?

7.

Conclusions

Was the exercise useful? What was

20 minutes

Ask the participants to review the -ha.*
generated by the teams and think about what they
learned from the field exercise about collecting sanitation infomation in a community. Ask
some of the following questions (Flipchart D):

Ripchart D: Conduslons
What are the most important Wigs you learned about methods for collecting
information in a community?
What were the advantages and disadvantages in working with a commmunity
counterpart?
Write their answers on a flipchart.

8.

Wrap-Up

20 minutes

Summarize what the participants learned about the field exercise. Then ask how they might
collect data in the communities where they work.
Return to the session objectives and ask if they were reached. Briefly review highlights of
Week 1 of the training course and say that Week 2 of the course will begin with more detailed
work on latrines. Pass out Handouts 10-9and 10-2for weekend reading.

Trainer Notes:
1. As in Session 5, preparing the community for this field exercise is essential. The
community should understand the purpose and structure of the field exercise and what is
expected of them. As in .Session 5, six to eight members of the community (if possible)
should be designated to work with the teams, one per three-member team.

2. Again, it is recommended that a representative of the training staff visit the community the
night before the field exerdse to remind. people of the exerdse and when it will start. If
possible, the individuals to be interviewed should be Mentifled in advance. It would also
be helpful for the same person to return to the community an hour before the scheduled
start of the field exercise.

Materials
Handout 9-1:Quantitative and Qualitative Data
Handout 9-2:Information Collection Worksheet on Human Excreta Disposal Practices
Handout 9-3: Principles for Conducting an Interview
Handout 10-1:Making Good Concrete
Handout 10-2:Key Design Components
Flipchart A: Session 9 Objectives
Flipchart B: Information Gathering Preparation Task
Flipchart C: Analysis of the Exercise
Ripchart D: Conclusions

Handout 9-1
Quantitative and Qualitative Data

Quantitative Data

Qualitative Data

to quantify/count certain things
(latrines, pumps, etc.)

to explain certain practices, beliefs in
detail:
why the latrine is cleaned once
every two weeks; how it is cleaned
explanations of the causes of
diarrhea
why 22 percent of the people do not
use their latrines
- why 44 percent of the people wash
their hands before eating; why 56
percent do not

-

the frequency of certain practices (times
per week that Iatrine is cleaned)
percentage of people's knowledge (16
percent know that dirty water can cause
diarrhea)
percentage of people's practices (22
percent do not use their latrines; 44
percent wash their hands before eating)
usually a large sample but information
is superficial rather than in depth

usually a small sample but information
is in depth
8

methods: observations, individual or
group interviews

method: usually a s w e y
s w e y instrument is rigid; must be used
in same fashion by all interviewers

Methods are flexible. Initial questions
and points to observe are defined by
interviewer/ohserver. He/she must be
alert and use creativity to ask additional
questions or observe additional points
as work proceeds.
Typical qualitative questions:
why ...?
how does...?
what are ihe advantages and
disadvantages of.. .?
what is your opinion as to.. .?

-
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Information Collection Worksheet
on Human Excreta Disposal Pmctices
What Information
to Collect
2 . Physlml Data

a. What is the
predominant soil type
in the community?

From Whom/Wbere

I

b. Where in the
comniunity might the
soil type cause a
problem in the
'Jlstallation of latrines?

c. Where would space
for installation of
latrines be a problem?

d. How high is the water
table?

e.

in dry season

in wet season

Whkh water sources
would affect latrine
siting?

I

How to Collect It

Data Collected
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What Information
to Collect

b. What materials are
available in the market
for latrine construction?

c. What community,

government, or other
groups are willing to
provide a subsidy or
mate* for lahlne
conslxuction?

d. How much skilled labor
is there in the
community, and of what
type?

e. What are peoples'
priorities with their

money?

From WhomIWhere

How to Collect It

Data Collected

Handout 9-3

Principles for Conducting an Interview
Basic Steps in Intexviewing
I. Establish contract, set the climate and
ty to put person at ease.

Examples of Interviewer Actions
Greetings
Welcoming
Ask person how he or she is doing.

2. Establish the pwpose of the
intentiew. Explain that the interview
will be confidential and teU the person
what will happen.

Review why you are interviewing.
Tell the person that you want to find
out information that relates to
sanitation programs.
Explain that you will ask some
questions, and that he or she will have
an opportunity to ask questions as
well.

3. Gather information about the person
by asking questions related to the
interview purpose.

Ask open-ended questions where
appropriate.
Put the person in a situation and ask
what he or she would do.

4. Give the person a chance to talk
about himself or herself.

Answer questions (these are a key to
the way the person thinks).

5. Conclude the intenriew.

Tell the person what will happen next.
Thank the person for his or her time.

Session
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DETAILS OF LATRINE DESIGN

7 hours

Objectives
By the end of this session, the participants will be able to
Identify differences tn the design of latrine components,
describe the details of design for the four variations of latrines, and
deliver a design presentation with visual aids for one latrine type.

The primary purpose of this session is to help parHcipants understand the details of the design
of four types of latrines. A secondary purpose of the session is to provide participants with
an opportunity to prepare and deliver a presentation to their peers.
This session opens Week 2 of the training course. It begins with a quick review of the overall
course purpose and goals, identifying the goals already covered and those yet to be covered.
The procedures for the session itself begin with a lecturette on key design components.
Participants are then divided into four small groups, and each group is assigned one of the
four latrine types. Their task is to discuss in detail the design characteristics of one latrine type
and to make a presentation to the full group on their assigned latrine's specific characteristics
and design coderations. This activity draws on what they have )earned about design
components in previous sessions.
The session ends with a vbtt to the site of the demonstration VIP latrine and a discusdon of
design and construction hues.

Procedures
1.

Opcniag md Climate Setter for Week 2

15 mlnutw

Go back to the overall workshop purpose and goals (Handout 1-1). Dbcuss goals already
covered and identify the goals that will be met in Week 2 of the program. Review the
schedule and mix of field and dassroom time for the second week. Discuss preparations for
returning home and applying learning, &ing in partkular the back-home action-planning
activity in Session 16.

Refer back to partidpants' expectations, identified on Day 1, and give parlicipants an
opportunity to talk about how well those expectations are being met. Be sure to keep the
expectations posted in the group meeting room. This is a good time to have individuals reflect
on their learning so far and review what they want to accomplish by the end of the workshop.

Ask if there are any questions, ideas, or feedback from last week not yet discused. Allow
time for any unresolved issues or problems to be discussed.
2.

Introduction

5 mfnutcr

Present the objectives on Flipchart A: 'Session 10 Objectivesnand rationale for the session.

3.

Lecturette: Latrine Designs

1 hour

Present on a flipchart the key design components. Handout 7-4: 'Latrine Componentsn can
be used here as well to show the relationship of the components. The components that were
not included in Session 7 can be pointed out.

Rrpchart B: Key Design Components
base

pit
pit hfng

slab
ventilation

superstructure (shelter)

Say a few words about each component and ask for examples the participants have seen in
their co.Ask what they think the reasons were fot utUizing a particular component.
Say that the designs can be msiomized to existing physkal conditions, personal preferences,
mrrterhls available, and level of d&d labor. An integration of the designs k also possible.

Emphasize that upgrading an exkting latrine b much cheaper than constructing a new latrtne,
and it may be the best option, based on the latrine's codition, user preferences, and funding
availability.
Htghhght key points from Handout 10-2 on the following 9ipchaits:

Ripchart C: Base
prevents erosion
provides support
prevents access by insects
prevents runoff from entering the pit
can be made of brick, concrete block, poured concrete, wood

can expand the volume of a latrine, such as a raked platform latrine
Ripchart D: Pit Design

.

a round shape is the most stable and efftcient
storage capacity should last several years
should be built in permeable soil
shodd not intrude on a drinking water source

Ripchart E: Pit Llnlng Design
can shore up the pit walls in unstable soils
used h waterborne or sealed system
adds support in unstable soil
requires spaces in the lining
should last for the design life of the pit
Ask,
What percentage of ptts in your communities is lined?
How common are fallen latrines? What is the perceived cause?
Rfpchart F: htrfne Slab

can use various materials
8

cement is most common material

should be smooth and nonporous for easy deaning
can have different components (e.g., a mraller seat for children)
day or cement can form seal between the slab and base
slab fixtures (e.g., waterseal trap) may require a skilled local craftsman

decreases odors
keeps latrine dry
screening prevents access by insects
For VIP vent:
8

a smooth rounded cross section, such as plastic pipe, is the most efficient

8

the larger the cross-sectional area of the vent, the better tt will work

8

should extend from the pit to a height above the sut~~unding
buildings to reduces
odors
orient the ventilation toward the prevailing incoming wind
equip with a fly screen (stainless steel or aluminum)

8

can be constructed from any material
0

structurally sound,
enough space,
acceptable to the user

should provide protection from the elements, privacy, and a pleasant atmosphere
(encourages proper latrine use)
For VIP latrine:
interior should be dark so that flies collect in the vent pipe rather than the
superstructure

What type of superstructure is most prevalent in your co?-

From what material are they made? What are some advantages and disad- anta ages
of the various materials or the supentnrcture design used in their cormmnkks?
Say that there are Watlons in whkh the most bask deslgr.s will not work or are not desirable.

Ask,
What are some possibjlkies for altering any of t))e bask dedgm?

Give examples of some situations in which designs would be altered. Make the point that a
hybrid design can be formed of the different latrine types to increase the options available and
user acceptance.

If participants raise how-to questions on making cement, refer them to Handout 10-1:"Making
Good Concrete," whkh was distributed at the end of Session 9. It k a reference they might
find helpful back in their communities. Emphasize that skill in making cement should be part
of their criteria in hMng a master builder.
Tell participants they may want to refer to Handout 10-2: "Key Design Components," also
distributed at the end of Session 9, during the next activity.

4.

Presentation Pr~paration: Small Group Activity

1 hour, 40 minutes

Trainer Note: Thb activity requires reference to Handout 7-2: "Basic Types of Latrines" and
7-3: "Basic Variations of Latrines."
Explain that participants will now have the opportunity to discuss in detail the design
characteristics of one type of latrine. Say that they will be working in four small gr~ups,that
each group will be assigned one latrine type, and that each group will be making a
presentation on the latrine design assigned to them.
The four latrine types to be presented by the groups are as follows (on flipchart):

Ripchart 1: h M n e Types
Group 1: Basic Latrine with Cover
Group 2: VIP Latrine
Group 3: Waterseal Latrine
Group 4: Raised Platform Pit Latrine
Present the following group task on a flipchart:

For the latrine type and components assigned to your group:
Reach agreement on the following questions:
0

What are the bask design components? What specific compoonent(s) in this
design k uniqus or particularly important?

0

What would seem to be the key cost coderstions?

0

What's your perception d t b lathe's c u b d acceptability?

What required materials might not be readily available? What could be built or
manufactured locally?
G

What would be your argument in support of this latrine type?

Be prepared to make a presentation to the group using a diagram of the latrine.
Record key points on a flipchart.
Take 1 hour and 30 minutes.
Refer partMpants to the drawings in Handout 7-2 and to the infoxmalion provided in 7-3. Ask
them to draw on all the information they have learned thus far about various design
components.

Trainer Note: It may be best to allow participants to self-select for this small group activity.
In this way, they can choose to work with the latrine that they're most interested in. To
ensure that groups are of equal size, however, vou may have to ask some participants to work
with their second-choice latrine. Also, a leader for each group should be assigned by the
trainers-someone who hasn't yet had a chance to be a group leader.
Trainer Note: Remind the team leaders that they have an opportunity to apply their
facilitative skills in order to achieve madts as efficiently as possible.

5.

Smdl Group Presentations

2 hours, 15 mlnutes

Explain that each group has 20 minutes for its presentation and that 10 minutes will be
allowed following each presentation for questions and comments.
After each presentation, ask,
What darifying questions do you have?
What did you like about the group's presentation?
What reactions do you have to the key cost considerations Identified by the group?
To what extent do you agree with their perception of the latrine's d t d a c c e p t a b ~ ?

In your region of the country or your community, what required rnaterhls might not
be readily available? What could be built or manufactured locally?
What nactkns do you have to their argument in suppod of this latrine type?
Trrlaer Note: The sec9nd question is intended to elistt positive feedback for the group on
its flipchart pnscntation. The trainers should also give positive feedback where warranted on
the group's vbual aids, delvey style, completeness of their content, and so on.
After all four groups have presented, ask-

What is the most difficult aspect to understand about a particular design?
What did you find out that you did not know before?
What facilitative skills did the group leader use to help the group be effective?

6.

Field Activity: Demr~nstmtionLatrine Site

1 hour

Trainer note: If a concrete slab was built during Session 7, briefly describe the process of
curing cernent'before the field activity.
Curing

--

a process whereby the slab hardens over time until it attains the strength to
support itself over the pit. The strength of the slab is improved if it is allowed
to cure slowly. This can be accomplished by keeping tt wet for several days
after it is poured. Different methods for accomplishing this are to cover it with
wet sand, straw, or empty cement bags and apply water as it dries.

Trainer Note: The pit walls (if needed) should be built or in the process of being built du;ing
this session.
Before sending participants to the demonstration site, ask them to jot down in their notebooks
the following questions:
Rlpchart K: Demonstrotfon Slte Questions
What is .:he purpose of curing? What is being used to cure the cement? Is the
materlal keeping the slab damp? What other methods could you use for curing?
What design components are included in the construction of this latrine?
What materials are being used? What would have been some other options?
How many workers are there? Skilled? Too many/not enough?
What if anything might you have done Merently?
Say that they will discuss these questions in one hour when they ntum from the
demonstration site.

Tminu Note: The next two procedura could be conducted at the demonstration site as
well.

7.

Luge Group Diacuaoion: Field Activtty
Participants discuss their responses to the above questions.

8.

Conclusions

15 minutes

Review the highlights of the session and present the following question on a flipchart:
Rlpchort L: Concloslons

What condusions did you draw during this session about latrine design?

after a few moments, record a few partkipant responses on a m a r t , and read back over
them when no additional responses are vdunteered.
Then ask,
What are some things that you especially want to remember to do when you're
working in your own program?
Review session objectives and ask if they were met. Pass out Handout 10-3:"Estimating for
Constructionn and ask partidpants to read it as their evening homework &assignment. Say a
few words about Session 11.

Trrriner Note: It is recommended that the stage of construction for the demonstration site visit
in this session be as f~llows:
8

pit lined

slab built and curing
m superstructure half built

Materiais
Handout 10-1: Making Good Concrete
Handout 10-2: Key Design Components
Handout 10-3: Estimating for Conshuction
Flipchart A: Session 10 Objectives

Flipchart B: Key W g n C o m n t s
Ripchart C: Base

Fltpchart D: Pit Design
nipchart E: Pit Ljning Design
Flipchart F: Latrine Slab
Flipchart G: Ventilation

Flipchart H: Superstructure
Ripchart I: Latrine Types
Fbpchalt J: Presentation Preparation
Flipchart K: Demonstration Site Questions
nipchart L: Conclusions
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Making Good Concrete

A. Introduction to Cement
Cement is one of the most useful materials in consbuction. It can easily be mixed wtth sand
and water to make mortar or with gravel, sand, and water to make concrete. Mortar and
concrete are among the strongest and most durable materials used for all types of construction
around the world. Mortar is normally used as the bonding agent between bricks or rocks,and
concrete is normally reinforced with steel bars and molded to the desired size and shape.
Cement is available in almost every country in the world. Sand and gravel are usually
available locally. OccasionaUy it will be difficult to get cement for latrine construction either
because there are other higher priority demands foii the cement or because it is too expensive.
It is impossible here to say how or even whether cement can be obtained in such a
circumstance.

Of the two cement compounds, mortar and concrete, concrete is the stronger. This is because
the rock that makes up the gravel itself is stronger than the concrete and so contributes to its
strength. Sometimes the two can be used interchangeably where iack of materials or working
conditions demand it. Remember that concrete is the stronger product and should be used
whenever possible.
flote; The rest of this discussion deals specifidly with concrete. The same procedures can
and should be followed if mortar is used instead.

B. IngmUents of Concrete
Concrete is made from cement, sand, gravel, and water. These tngredients are combined in
certain proportions to achieve the desired strength. The amount of water used to mix these
ingredients is by )ar the most important factor tn detemdning t h i final strength of the concrete.
Use the least amount of water that will still give you a workable mix. Sand and gravel, whkh
are sometirrres refened to as fine and coarse aggregate, ~rupectively,s h d be dean and
properly graded. Cement and water form a paste, which when mixed, acts as a glue to bind
the aggregates together in a strong, hard mass.
Proportions
8

As noted above, there are four major ingredients in concrete: cement, rand, gravel, and
water.
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Dry ingredients are normally mixed fn certain proportions and then water is added.
Proportions are expressed as follows: 1:2:4, which means that to one part cement you
add two parts sand and four parts gravel. A 'partw usually refers to a unit of volume.
Example: A 1:2:4 concrete mix could be obtained by mixing 1buc'xet of cement with 2
buckets of sand and 4 buckets of gravel.

Proportions are almost always expressed as cement: sand: gavel, and they are usually
labeled that way.
There are many minor variations in the proportions used for mixing concrete. The most
commonly used are 1:2:4, 1:2:3, 1:2.5:5.

m: a 1:2:4 mix wffl go a little farther than the 1:2:3 mix and allows for using less then the
best grade of sand or gravel than a 1:2.5:5 mix.
Normal range for amount of water used to mix each 50 kg bag of cement is between 20
and 30 liters (for a 94 lb bag of cement, the range is between 4.5 and 7 gal).
The watertightness of concrete depends primarily on the water/cement ratio and the length
of moist curing. This is similar to concrete strength in that less water and longer moistcuring promote watertightness.

w:The descriptions and properties given in this handout are specifically of Portland
cement. Tlris is the type most commonly used and hereafter wlll be referred to only as
cement.
When used, cement should be dry,powdery, and free of lumps. When storing cement, try
to avoid all possible contact with moisture. Store it away from exterior walls, off damp floors,
and stacked dose together to reduce air chzulation. If it could be kept completely dry f could
be stored indefinitely. Even exposed to air it will gradually draw moisture, thus limiting even
the covered storage time to between 6 months and 1year depending on conditions.

w:In general, water fit for drinking is &able

for mhhg concrete. Impurities tn the
water may affect concrete setting time,strength, and shrinkage and promote corrosion of
ninforcement.

&grsg&s:
vdume.

Ftne and coatse aggregates together occupy 60 to 80 percent of concrete

Sand should range in stte from less than .25 mm to 6.3 mm. Sand from
seashores, dunes, or river banks k usuany too ftne for normal mixes. (You can sometimes
scrape about 30 cm of fine surface sand off and find coarser, more suitable sand beneath
it.)

:-
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bme

-:
Within the recommended size limits mentioned later, the lager the
gravel you use the stronger and more economical the concrete will be.

The larger the size of the gravel the less water and cement will be required to get the same
strength concrete.
0

The maximum gravel size should not exceed:
one-fifth the minimum dimension of the member;
three-fourths the dear space between reinforcing bars or between reinforcement and
fomrs. (Optimum aggregate size in many situations Ls about 2.0 qn.)

The shape and surface textute of aggregates affect properties of freshly mixed concrete more
than they affect hardened concrete. Rough textured or flat and elongated paltides require
more water to produce workable concrete than do rounded or cubM aggregates, and more
water reduces the final strength of the concrete.
It is extremely important to have the gravel and sand dean. Silt, day, or bits of organic
matter, even in low concentrations, will rum concrete. A very simple test for deanltress
makes use of a dear wide-mouthed far. Fill the jar about half full of the sand and small
aggregate to be tested and cover with water. Shake the mfxture vigorously, and then allow
it to stand for three hours. In almost every case there will be a distinct line dividing the fine
sand suitable for concrete and that which is too fine. If the vey fine material amounts to more
than 10 percent of the suitable material, then the concrete made from it will be weak.
This means that other fine material should be sought, or the available material should be
washed to remove the material that Ls too fine. This can be done by putting the sand (and
gravel if necessary)in some container, such as a drum. Cover the aggregate with water, stir
thoroughly, let stand for a minute, and pour off the Pquid. One or two such treatments will
remove most of the very fine material and organic matter.
Another point to consider in the selection of aggregate is ih strength. About the only simple
t
a
t b to break some of the stones with a hammer. If the effort required to break the majority
of aggregate stones ir greater than the effort required to break a similar-sized piece of concrete,
then the aggregate wlI1make strong conaete. If the stones break easily, then you can expect
that the conaete made of these stones wiU only be as stror.9 as the stones themselves.
In very dry dtmates wveral precautions must be taken. If the sand b perfectly dry, Lt wtIl pack
into a rmaller space. If 20 buckets of dry sand are put in a pile and 2 buckets of water are
stirred in, you could cany away about 27 buckets of damp sand. If your sand is camplctely
dry, add some water to k or else measure by weight instead of vdurne. The surface of the
curing concrete s h o d be kept damp. This is because water evaporating from the surface will
remove some of the water needed to make concrete properly. Cover the concrete with
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building paper, burlap, straw, or anything that will hold m o m r e and keep the direct sun and
wind from the concrete surface. Keep the concrete moist by sprinkling as often as necessary;
this may be as often as three times per day. After the first week of curing, ft is not necessary
to keep the surface damp continuously (see "Curing Concretewbelow).

Estimating Quantiffes of Materials Needed
1. Calculate the volume of concrete needed (length x wldth x depth).

2. Multiply the volume of concrete needed by 1.5 to get the total volume of dry loose
material needed. The cement and sand do W e to add to the volume of the concrete
because they fill in the air spaces between the gravel.
3. Add 10 percent (1/10) for losses due to handling.

4. Add the numbers in the volumetric proportion 1:2:3 = 6 that you will use to get a relative
total. This will allow you later to compute fractions of the total needed for each ingredient.

5. Determine the amount of cement needed by multiplying the volume of dry material needed
(from step 2) by the cement's proportional amount of the total mix (e.g., amount cement
needed = 1/6 x volume of dry materials).
6. Divkle by the unit volume per bag, 33.2 liten per 50 kg bag of cement, or 1cubic foot per
94 Ib bag of cement. When figuring the number of cement bags, round up to the nearest
whole number.

W :This calculation, even \.with the 10 percent addition for handling losses, rarely leaves
any extra concrete, particularly for small jobs requiring fewer than five hand-mixed bags of
cement.

C. Constnrction with Concrete

Outline of Concrete Work
b d d forms
place rebar

mixconcrete

pour concrete
ramove forms
finish surface
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W

cure concrete

Each step in the process is described below.
Materlafs for Forms
The following materials are used to construct interior forms:
m

a:
Forms made of steel are durable and strong but are heavy, awkward, and
expensive.
With a simple triangular interior support, forms made of sheet metal have
Sheet d:
proved to be successful. They are lighter and more maneuverable than steel fonns but
are not as strong and durable.

Jyood: This material is commonly used because it is lightweight and strong. It must
be carefully bent, waterproofed, and reinforced.
By using boards as wide as possible, form construction is made easier and quicker.
It also reduces the number of lines on the concrete surface that form at the junction
of two boards. Plywood is excellent, especially if it has a special highdenstty overlay
surface. This allows for a smoother concrete finish, easier form removal, and less
wear on the f o m .
If unsurfaced wood is used for forms, oil or grease the inside surface to make removal
of the forms easier and to prevent the wood from drawing too much water from the
concrete. Do not oil or grease the wood if the concrete wdace will be painted or
stuccoed.

Earfh:

Any earth that can be dug into and still hdd its shape can also be used as a
form. Carefully dig out the desired shape and fill it with concrete. Once the concrete
has set and cured it can be dug up and used where needed. A new form wiU have
to be dug out for each piece of concrete poured.
_C)thermaterlals: Plastks and fiberglass are also txuubnally used and continue to be
experimented with as form materials. Fiberglass is much tighter than steel and, if
handled carefully, lasts for a long thne. Its cost and av&blUty in developing nations
rcem to be the only fadon hmbg mare wtdupcad trials.

Concrete Relnforc~ment(Rebur)
Reinfoitlng concrete will enable it to bear much greater loads. Design of rainfomd concrete
structures that are large or must cany high loads can become too complicated for a person
without special training.
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Concrete alone has great compression strength but M e tensile strength. Concrete is very
dtfficult to squeeze (compression), but break relatively easily when stretched (put in tension).
Refnfcrcing steel has exactly the oppostte properties; it is strong in tension and weak in
compression. Combining the two m d t s in a material (reinforced concrete) that is strong in
both compression and tension and therefore useful in a large number of situations.
Concrete is best reinforced with spedally made steel rods that can be imttedded in the
concrete. Bamboo has also been used to reinforce concrete with some success, although it
is liable to .deteriorate with time.

Reinforced concrete sections should be at least 7.5 cm thick, although 10 cm is
preferable.
B

The reinforcing bar (rebar) usually comes in long sections of a given diameter.
Exactly how much rebar is needed in a particular pour will depend on the load it will
have to support. For most concrete work, including everything discussed in this
manual, rebar should take up 0.5 to 1percent of the cross-sectional area.
Reinforcing bars should also have dean surfaces free of loose scale and rust. Bars in
poor condition should be brushed thoroughly with a stiff wire brush.
When placing rebar in a form before the concrete is poured, it should be located

o at least 2.5 cm from the form everywhere.
0

in a plane approximately one-third of the way into the thickness of the pour from

the bottom of the structure or slab.

,

0

in a grid so that there is never more than three times the final concrete thickness
between adjacent bars.

0

no doser than 3 cm to a parallel bar.

Rebar strength is approximately additive according to cross-sectional area. Four 4 m m
n b m will be about as sbong as one 8-mrn rebar. The aoss-sectional m a of four 4man reban equals the m#ctional area of a one 8-mm rebar.
The nbam should be manged ban evenly spaced grid-type pattern with more and/or
thlckcr nbar along the longest dfmenslon cf the pour.

AU tntcrsedions where reban aou shoulu .- - -zd with thin wire.
When one rebar is tied onto another to increase the length of the reban, the overlap
should be 20 times the &meter of the rebar and be tied twice with wire.
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Rebar Size

m

shXl.m

Larger sizes of rebar often have raised patterns on them, which are designed to allow
them to be held firmly in place by the concrete. Smaller sizes of rebar are generally
smooth. When using smooth rebar, always make a small hook at the end of each
piece that will be in the concrete. Without the hook, temperature changes may
eventually loosen the concrete from the rebar, thereby destroying much of its
reinforcing effect.
Rebar should be carefully prepared so that the rebar is straight and square. Sloppy
rebar work will result in weaker concrete and waste rebar.
For particularly strong pieces or where small irregular shapes are being formed, the
rebar can be put together in a cage-like arrangement. Use small rebar for the cross
sections and larger rebar for the length. This system is used to retnforce pieces like a
cutting ring, with its irregular shape, or perhaps a well cover, whkh may have many
people standing on ft at one time.
Where possible, it is usually best to assemble rebar inside the form so that it wiU fit
exactly.
The proper distance from the bottom of the pour in a slab can be achieved by Wting
the rebar on a few small stones before the concrete is poured or simply pulling the
rebar grid a couple of centimeters up into the concrete after some concrete has been
spread over the whole pour.

Mixing Concrete by Machlne or by Hand

Concrete must be thoroughly mixed to yield the strongest product. For mache mtK,
allow 5 or 6 minutes after all the materials are tn the dnun. Fbst, put about 10 patent
of the mixfng water in the drum. Then add water uniformly with the dry materials, kaving
mother 10 percent to be added after the dry materials are In the drum.
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bv Hand

On many self-help projects, the amount of concrete needed may be small or it may be
diffkult to get a mechanical mixer. If a few precautions are taken, hand-mixed concrete
can be as strong as concrete mixed in a machine.
The first requirement for mixing by hand is a mixing area that is both dean and watertfght.
This can be a wood and metal mixing trough or simple round mixing floor, as shown
below.

Wood and Metal Mixing Trough

Mixing Floor

Use the following procedure:
1. Spread the fine aggregate evenly over the mixing area.

2. Spread the cement evenly over the fine aggregate and mix these materials by turning
them with a shovel until the cdor is uniform.

3. Spread the mixture out evenly, spread the coarse aggregate on it, and mix thoroughly
again. All dry materials should be thoroughly mixed before water k added.
A workable mix should be smooth and plastic-mu!:tr so wet that It wPI run nor so stiff that
11 wffl aumble. If the mix is too wet, add small amounts of sand and gravel, h the proper
propdon, until the mix is workable. If a concrete mix is too stiff, t will be d d f i d to place
in the forms. If it is not stiff enough, the mix probably doas not have enough a m g a t e , thus
making ft an uneconomical use of oemnt.

When work is finished for the day, be surv , :,rbue conacte from the mtKing area and the
tools to keep them from lusth.rg and to prevent a m n t from caking on them. Smooth shiny
tools and mixing surfaces make mixing rurprbingly easier. The tools will also lad much
longer.
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Pourfng Concrete Into Forms
To make strong concrete structures, it is important to place fresh concrete in the forms
correctly.
The wet concrete mix should not be handled roughly when it Is being carded and put in the
forms. It is very easy, through joggling or throwing, to separate the fine aggregate from the
coarse aggregate. Do not let the concrete drop freely for a distance greater than 90 to 120
an (3to 4.ft). Concrete is strongest when the various sizes of aggregates and cement paste
are well mixed.
Properly proportioned concrete will have to be worked into place in the form. Concrete that
would on its own flow out to fill in a form completely would be too wet and therefore weak.
W , ~ e npouring concrete structures that are over 120 crn high, leave holes in the forms at
intervals of less than 120 cm through whkh concrete can be poured and which can later be
covered to permit pouring above that level. Alternatively, a slide could be used through whkh
concrete (tould flow down to the bottom 'of the form without separating. Any 'U"-shaped
trough wide enough to facilitate pouring concrete into it, narrow enough to fit W e the form,
and long enough so that the concrete can slide down the chute without separating will work.
As the concrete is being placed, it should be compacted so that no air holes, which would
leave weak spot. in the concrete, are left. This can be done by tamping the concrete with

some long thin tools or vibrating the concrete. Tamping can be accomplished with a thin (2
an)&on rod, a wooden pole, or a shovel.
The concrete wffl be compacted to some extent as it is moved into tts final position in the
form. However, s p e d attention must be paid to the edges of the pour to make sure that the
concrete has completely filled in against the form. If the forms are strong enough, they can
be struck with a hammer on the outside to vibrate the concrete just enough to allow it to settle
completely tn against the forms. Too much vibration can force most of the large aggregate
toward the bottom of the pour, thus reducing the overall strength of the concrete.
Rnlshlng
Once the concrete b poured into the fonns, its surface s h d be worked to an even finish.
The a m o h w s of the finish ddepend on what the surface wlll be used for. Where more
conaete or mortar will later be placed on this pour, the area should be leftrelatively rough to
fadhate bonding. Whem the surface w3l later be walked on, as for example, the floor of a
latrine, Y should be somewhat rough to prevent people from slipping on the c o m t e when
Ib surface is wet. Thb somewhat rough texture can be achieved by finishing with a wocden
float or by lightly bnuhing the surface to give it a texture. A very smooth finish can be made

with a metal trowel. Overfinishing (repeated finishing) can lead to powdering and erosion of
the surface.
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Curing Concrete

After the f o m are filled, the concrete must be cured untll it reacher, the required strength.
Curing involves keeping the concrete damp so that the chemlcal reaction that causes the
concrete to harden wffl continue for as long as is necessary to achieve the desired strength.
Once the concrete is allowed to dry the chemical hardening action will gradually taper off and
cease.

The early stage of curing is extremely aftical. Special steps should be taken to keep the
concrete wet. Once the concrete dries, ft will stop hardening; after this happens it cannot be
rewetted in the field to restart the hardening process.
Covering the exposed concrete surfaces is usually easier than continuously sprinkling or
frequently dousing the concrete with water, which would otherwise be necessary to prevent
the concrete surface from becoming dry. Protective covers often used indude canvas, empty
cement bags, burlap, plastlc, palm leaves, straw, and wet sand. The covertng should also be
kept wet so that it wiU not absorb water from the concrete.
Concrete is strong enough for light loads after 7 days. In most cases, forms can be removed
from standing structures, like btidges and walls, after 4 or 5 days, but if they are left in place
they will help to keep the concrete from drying out. Where concreb st~cturesare being cast
on the ground, the forms can be removed as soon as the concrei.2 sets enough to holds its
own shape (3to 6 hours) if there is no load on the structure and measures are taken to ensure
proper curing.
The concrete's final strength wffl result in part from how long it is moist cured. As can be seen
from Figure 10-1, concrete wffl eventually reach about 60 percent of its design strength if not
moist-cured at all, 80 percent if moist-cured for 3 days, and almost 100 percent if moist-cured
for 7 days. If concrete is kept moist, it wiU continue to harden indefinitely.
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Key Design Components
A. Base
8

Prevents erosion arcand the slab.

8

Supports the 4th and mprstmcture,

8

Prevents access

hue&

(if a seal is formed with the slab).

Prevents runoff from entering the pit (if the base is raised).
8

Can be made of any durable material that can be sealed with the slab (e.g., brick,
concrete block, poured concrete, wood).

8

Can be built up to form a wall to expand the volrime of a latrine as for a raised
phtforrn pit latrine.

8

Functions also as foundation of superstructure in certain cases.

8. Pit Derign

Can be made of any cross-sectional shape (although a round shape is the most stable
and efficient).
Should be made with a large enough storage capacity tc! last several years.
8

Should be built in reasonably permeable soil.
Should not intrude on the water table that is utiliwd as a drinking water source. (In
areas of high water tabla, a rabd piiid3m pit latrine can be used. An impemreable
layer of day can also be placfi:d on the pit bottom to inhibit leaching into the water
~ble
.)

C. Pit Liaing h l g a

U x d in undable soil to shore the ptt walls.

Used in waterborne or sealed sptenr (although not needed in all cases).

Ad& support to the base, dab, and supenhucture in unstable sod.
8

Requires spaces in the lining to allow the liquids to infUtrate into the sunounding sou.
Should be built to last for the design life of the pit.
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D.Iatrine Slab
Can be made of various materials (e.g., reinforced concrete, wood) and in various or
different shapes to fit the pit (e.g., round or square).
Cement is the most common slab construction material; it can be used to form
different slabs: reinforced concrete, ferroczment, and SanpIat.
Some slab or slab fixtures are better suited to mas manufadurtng processes.

Must be made smooth and nonporous for easy deaning and to reduce the transmission
of diseases.
Can have different components, such as a pedestal seat, foot pads, or a customized
component for a -specific user (e.g., a smaller seat and drop hole for children).
A seal between the slab and base can be formed of cement or day.

Slab fixtures, such as the waterseal trap, can be built of concrete, oemmic, or sheet
metal, and should be manufactwed by a skilled local aahsman.

Will decrease the odors of the latrine.
Will keep the latrine interior dry.

Must be screened to prevent access to insects.
For VIP vent:
Can be made of many materials, but a smooth, rounded cross sedion is the most
efficient, such as plastic pipe (must be without curves).
8

The larger the cross-sectional area of the vent, the better 3 d work; .a mfnhum of
15cm is recommended for round aoss sections and a mtnbnum of 23 an per dde of
a square one.

Must extend from the pit to a height above the s

u d g M d h z p to redm the
odor; should n d be placed in an area near trees, whkh would InhlbY the flow d wind
.cross the top of the vent.

The ventilabion ofthe supershudure should be orknted towardthe pccvdbg k a m i n g
wind; this will increase the efficiency of the vent tn reduclng the odors d the pit.
Must be equipped with a fly men-stainless steel or m u m is recommended..
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D

Can be constructed from any material that is structurally sound, has enough space,
and is acceptable to the user.

B

Must provide protection from the elements, privacy, and a pleasant atmosphere.
A comfortable atmosphere encourages proper latrine use.

For VIP latrine,
The interior should remain dark to prevent flies ftom escaping from the superstructure
after coming into contact .with the pit contents. If this fador inhibits its use by small
children, an adjustment shodd be made to make it comfortable for all family members.
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Estimating for Construction

A base can be made out of poured concrete, wood, brick, and other material. It must be wide
enough to suppolt the concrete slab. (See Figures 10-2 and 10-5 at the end of this handout.)

The quantity of materials needed to construct the base depends on the type of material and
the size of the pit. One way to estimate the quantity for a brick, concrete Mock, or concrete
base is to calculate the distance wound the top of the pit. This distance is called the
perfphery; ft is equal to twice the length plus twice the width.
Base Made of Brick or Concrete Blocks

When constructing a base made of bricks or concrete blocks, place them side to side, around
the pit.
For example,
If a pit is 1.2 m long and 1m wide, the perimeter (E) equals:

If the width of one concrete block is equal to 20 cm, how many blocks would it take to make
a two-layer base?

If the concrete block width is 20 cm, it will take five of them to make a meter. Multiply the
number of blocks per meter by the number of meters in the periphery by the number of layers:
Number of blocks = 5 x 4.4 x 2 = 44 blocks needed.

Ease Made of Poured Concrete

The quantity of poured concrete needed is the area of the outer base trench minus the area
of the pit aoss sectiotr multiplied by the depth of the base.
For cxraple,
8

A base k 15 ern wide and 7.5 cm thick and the aoss-sectional dimensions of the pit
are 1m by 1m.

-

Stnoe the width of the base extends to both sides of the plt, the outer area is 1.3 x 1.3
1.69 m2; sukractbrg the 1 m2 of the pit gives you the cross-sectional area of the base, which

L 0.69 m2. This number is then multiplied by the thickness (7.5 cm
vdume of concrete needed-0.052 mS of conaete.

-

0.075 m) to get the

A poured concrete base should be reinforced. Iron bars or bamboo can be used.
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B. Pit Design
Common limitations when considefig pit designs are the presence of a high water table or
rocky soil. Some solutions to these problems follow (also see Figure 10-3):
Elevate the pit by extending the pit base above ground level and adding steps up to
the latrine slab, as for a raised platform latrine.
Build pits that are shallower in such a way that the materials used can be aea;'Jy
mcyded because the pit wlll AII more quickly.

W& an above-ground system.
Other major points:
A pit should have a large enough storage capacity to last several years.

It should be built in a reasonably permeable soil (see Handout 8-4 on "Determining
Soil Suitability").
It should not intrude on the water table that is uCUized as a drinking water source (the
bottom of the pit should be at least 2 m above the water table).
Decisions regarding pit design and size should be based on the following faders:
latrine technology (wet or dry system)
number of users
design life of the pit
whether anal deansing solids will be thrown into the pit
The design life of the pit is the time it takes for the latrine to flll, after which the latrine has to
be emptied or rebuilt. The design life depends on the size of the pit, type of latrine, number
of users, and type of solid anal deansing material used (tf thrown into the pit).
As a general rule, it is more economical to dig a deeper pit to tncnasc the volume than to
increase the C K K ~section. It the cross section is increased, the base and dab dtmruions must
also be increased.
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To calculate the pit size, the following formula can ?A?used:'

V = 1.33xCxPxN

-

where,
V

the volume of the pit in ms,

C = the pit design capacity in rn'/per~on-~ear,

P = the number of users, and
N = the design life in years.

C is the amount of excrement from a single person that is left in the pit after a year, along
with deansing material used. The value of C depends on whether it is a dry or wet pit (see
see Table 10-1).
The factor of 1.33 is incorporated to ensure a dear space above the remains of the exmta
at the end of the design period.

TABLE 10-1
The Value of Pa Design Capacity (m3per person per year)

wet Pit

Dry Pit

Anal Cleansing
Water

Anal Cleansing

Anal Cleansing

Sdids

Water

Anal Cleansing
Solids

0.04

0.06

0.06

0.09
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Pit Design urd Size: An Illustration

A family of four wants a waterseal latrine that will last for 10 years. They use a solid
cleansing material but dispose of it outside the latrine by buying it. The sol at the
selected latrine site will readily absorb the water used in flushing the latrine.

-

In this example,

C

0.04 m3/person-year

P = 4 people

N

V

10

= 1.33 zero x 0.04x

4 x 10 = 2.1 m3.

The volume of the pit should be 2.1 m3.
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For a rectangular pit,

V = HxLxW
where,

H

-

height,

L = cross-sectional length, and
W

cross-sectional width.

If we choose to make a square pit, L and W will be equal. If L and W equal 1m, how deep
does the pit have to be to provide a volume of 2.1 m3?

We find that H is equal to 2.1 m.

C. Pit Lining

There are variety of ways and materials for hing a pit: concrete blocks, timber (wood),
bamboo, brick, and so on. (See Figures 10-3 and 10-4.) If the soil is unstable, any of these
materials can be used to shore the pit walls.
The criteria for selecting a material are strength and cost. The material must be strong enough
to last the design life of the pit yet inexpensive enough to be affordable.
To determine the quantity of material needed for lining, you must calculate the overall area
of each side of the pit walls. This is done by multiplying the depth by the width of each wall,
and adding them together. If the walls are extended above the ground level, as in a raised
platform latrine, the area of the extensioi: must be included to obtain total material
requirements.
Example I
If a pit is 2.5 m deep and has a redangular cross section of 0.8 m by 1meter, the quanttty
of material needed would be calculated as follows:

Wall surface area

-

2.5 x (0.8 x 2

-

+ 1x 2)

-

6.5 mg.

If there are 100 bricks per square meter, then
6.5 mzx 100 brkks/m2

650 bricks needed.

If one-third the bag of cement b needed to provide mortar to buDd a 1m2action of wall,
approximataly one-half of the quantity would be needed when constructfng a pH wall.
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In a pit wall, mortar is not used in the vertical spaces between the bricks to allow the
liquids in the pit to soak into the surrounding soil.

-

How much cement is required to build the pit walls?
Bags of cement

1/2 x 1/3 x 6.5 = 1.1bags.

Example 2
If the pit deslgn L used as in Example 1, but the walls are each raised 1m to accommodate
a raised platfom lame, the quantity of materials needed would be calculated as follows:

Wall surface area = 3.5 x (0.8 x 2

+ 1x 2) = 12.6 m2.

Bricks required:
12.6 m2 x 100 bricks/m2 = 1,260 bricks needed.
Cement required:
The calculation for cement required would be slightly different because the w i d above the
ground level would be built with mortar in all the spaces, as for a house. The amount of
cemsnt required for the wall portion below the ground level would be the same as in Example
1, 1.1 bags, so only the mortar needed for the above-ground portion needs be calculated.
Above-ground wall surface area = 1x (0.8 x 2

+ 1 x 2)

-

3.6 m2.

Total cement required:
Bags of cement = 1.1 bag

+ (1/3 x 3.6) = 2.3 bags.

The quantity of any material needed for lfning the pit can be calculated in the same manner.
An easy method for doing this is to measure a square meter of a bulkitng made of the same
material as the lfning will be, then determine the amount of the material in that square meter.
Remember that spaces must be left in the lining to enable the liquids in the plt to infiltrate into
the soil surrounding the pit. If no spaces are left, the latrine dAU more qukkly.

D.Latrine Slab Design
Slabs can be made of many rnaterhls (see Figures 10-6 thrwgh 1@9). Conaate is the most
common, strongest, and most versatile of thue nmterhb. For th& muon, thb dbcussion
facuses on latrine slabs made of concrete.

AIl slabs should overlap the latrine base by 10 a on each side to form a good seal.
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Retnforced Concrete Slab (Figure 10-7)
8

Consists of the following materials: cement, sand, gravel, water, and reinforcing
material (usually steel bars).
A common thickness for reinforced conaete slabs is 10 crn. The width and length
may vary (or the slab may be round), but they are usually not more than 1.5 m.

Concrete is mixed in different ratios:
1:2:3

indicates 1part cement:2 parts sand:3 parts gravel

1:2:4

indicates 1part cement:2 parts sand:4 parts gravel

Constructing a reinforced concrete slab involves the following steps:

1. build f o m
2. place reinforcement

3. mix concrete
4. pour concrete

5. remove forms
6. finish surface

7. cure concrete
See Handout 10-1:'Making Good Concrete" for a dlxussion of each step.

Ferrocement Slab (Figure 10-8)
The femxxment slab is slightly different from the reinforced concrete slab. The material
components of the concrete do not include gravel as in the reinforced concrete slab; the
retnforcement k a large mesh screen (chicken wire) cut to the dimensions of the slab. Two
layers of meen are required, and sometimes three are used.
Wlth h ~ m c n construction,
t
less materhl ir required because the wire mesh forms a
stronger bond wtth the other materhl components. Thw, the fenocernent slab weighs less.
A hmmn! slab can be made with a thicknus of only 2.5 cm and wffl be as strong as a
reinforced concrete dab. The ratio of cement to sand in a slab is 1:2.
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C.lculating the MaterWIP Needed for a
Reinforced Concrete Slab: An Illustration
What are the material requirements of a slab that is 10 cm thick and 1m square if a
1:2:4 mixture is used? How much rebar is needed if the reinforcement is placed evey
20 cm along both axes of the latrine slab?
1. Volume of slab = thickness x length x width

2. The sand and cement add little to the volume of the slab because they All the
spaces (air pockets) within the gravel.
Based on this, 0.1 m3gravel is needed.

3. Stnce the ratio of sand to gravel is 2:4, the sand needed is half as much as the
gravel, or 0.05 m3.
4. The volume of cement needed is one-fourth of the volume of gravel, or 0.025 ms.
5. How many bags of cement is this?

It depends on the size of the bag (they can be Merent from one county to
another).
What if we assume that a bag is 50 kg?
A 50 kg bag has a volume of 33.2 liters (1 mS = 1,000 liders) or 0.0332 mS.
Comparing this number with that in step 4, a W e less than one-thtrd of the bag
will be left over after the slab is made.

6. What is the rebar requirement?

If rebar is placed evey 20 em, four pieces will be needed along each axis for a
total of eight. They are cut to approximately the same length of the dab, so 8 m
of rebar are needed.
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Calculating the Mate*
Needed for a
Fenocement Slab: An Illmtmtiosr

Calculate the material requirements of2 fenocement dab to fit over a square pit with
dimensions of 1 m by 1 m.

1. If the pit is 1 m square, the slab should be 1.2m by 1.2 m in order to overhang
the edges of the pit.
2. Volume of the slab: 1.2 x 1.2 x 0.025 (thickness) = 0.036 mS.

3. How much of this volume b sand and how much is cement?
Since the sand does not form air pockets to the extent of the gravel in the
reinforced concrete slab, it will amount to two-thirds of the volume of the slab.
2/3 x 0.036 m3 = 0.024 m3 sand.
The volume of cement required is half of the sand volume given the 1:2 ratio, or
0.012 ms.

4. H-w many bags of cement are needed if we use 50 kg bags of cement?
We use the same calculation as in the previous example. A 50 kg bag of cement
has a volume'of 33.2liters or 0.0332 mS. We can see by comparing this amount
with the amount of cement required (0.012mS)that the femcerned dab w l use
about one-third of the bag.

5. How much chkken wire Lc required?

T b Lc calculated by multiplying the area of the dab by 2, because two layers of
screen are involved.
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Sanplat

Sanplat is a name for a particular l a m e slab that does not require reinforcement (see Figure
10-9). The unique arch design gives it suffMent structural stability to support itself without
reinforcement. It also requires less cement than a reinforced conuete slab of the same
dimensions.
It can be built as above in terms of the concrete mixture, but a specialized form is required to
create the arch.
Waterseal Trap (Figures 10-8 and 10-10)

The waterseal trap can be made of different materials by a skilled artisan. The basic design
of the traps depends on whether they are to be used for an offset pit or a pit directly under
the slab. Examples of each type (with corresponding latrine diagram) are shown in Figure 1010.

E. Ventilation
Sufficient ventilation wffl help reduce the bad odors in the latrine superstntcture. A screened
window can easily be located between the supershucture walls and the roof. All openings
should be screened to prevent fliesf r ~ m
entering the latzine superstructure. (SeeFigures 10-11
and 10-12).

VIP latrines have a vent pipe. This pipe can be made of local materials, and can be built-just
as the latrine superstructure-by a local builder. The alternative is to make it from plastic
piping. It is generally recommended that the pipe be 15 cm in cross section or larger;
however, a 10 cm pipe has been shown to work in an area with a combtent wind. The
junction of the pipe (of whatever material) and the latrine slab must be sealed to prevent the
escape of flies. A common problem in the operation of the VIP latrine vent pipe is that the
latrine is located near tall buildings or trees. These objects block the flow of wind around the
vent pipe, whkh can reduce or nullify the a&circulation in the latrine.

The function of the fly screen is vital in preventing flies from escaping the pit. It must be
maintained after installation if t is to work effectively.

The superstructure should be built by a l o d house Wer-someone who is familiar with local
rnaterlals (see examples in Figures 10-13 and 10-14). This bulder should be contacted to
assist with calculating the materials needed. He or she should also be a good resource to
Identify where different materials can be obtained.
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Great care should be talten in choosing the materials, as well as the builder, for the
superstructure because tt not only provides privacy for the user but is also the most visible
component of the latrine. As such, the proper and continued use of the latrine can depend
on the quality of the structure.
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ROURE 10-2
Diagrams Showing Bases Made of Various Materials
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RaURE 10-3
Pit Linings Made of Various AAsterials
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Cutaway View of Completed P i t

AOURE 104
Pit Linings for Round Latrine Pits
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Large-volume pits with smollfloom andsuprntnutum

FIGURE 10-5
Base and Pit Variations
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A squatting slab made of timber and soil
FIQURE 10-6
Example of Wooden Slab
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(mllt~metco)

Concrete Squatting Plate

Sttlng Slab wllk Pedrrml Soat and Lld

FIGURE 10-7
Reinforced Concrete Slab with Optionsl Pedestal Seat
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Wurer-seul Sqrmrril~gPlrrrc for

PF

ToiliDf.~
Locured I~~~nrcdiurcly
rrhove rhe fJir

(millirnslcn)

Plan or wrtcr real

Sectional elevation

DcWLc d qurltlng plate

FIQURE 10-8
Ferrocernent Slab and Waterseal Trap
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A pour-Qud~
htrk wilh pm and water-uA trap
directly above the pit. Dimmiom u c in metem.

Rush pan with forward-facing trap

FIOURE 10-10
Diagrams of Latrines with Weterseat Trap
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.

.Fly-Proof Screonlng Coverlng Ventllrtlon

FIQURE 10-11
Examples of Superstructure Ventilation
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Brick vent pipe with arched flyscreen.

Blair Latrine.

FIaURE 10-12
Vent Pipe Variations
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FIGURE 10-13
Simple Superstructutes
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,Mud and m l U c walls and palm-thatch rwl

.Timber w a b and corm~a~cd
iron
or ubutwrcrnrnt roof

FlOURE 10-14
Superstructures Built of Various Materials
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VIP Latrine Design

Session

11

PL4NNIMG A LATRINE CONSmRUCTION PROGFWM

7 hours

Objectives
By the end of this session, participants will be able to

quantify material, transport, and labor requirements and identify potential sources,
develop a material, transport, and labor plan for a latrine program that encompasses
more than one type of latrine, and
Identify key planning considerations.

Overview

In the previous session, participants learned the deslm details for four types of latrine. In this
session, participants will plan for the constnrction of those four types of latrine. This planning
process will not only further clarify for palticipants the labor and material costs end
requirements for each latrine type, but it will also give them a better understanding of the
planning considerations for a program that could require any number of latrines of various
types.

There are several aspects to planning a latrine program. Once it is determined that the latrine
is the d e s e ~ s dsanitation intervention, however, identifying cost factors and dedding what
materials are needed are frequently the most demanding aspects in the process. Thus, this
session stresses these aspects of a latrine program.
The session begins with a lecturette that explains how to cAculate the costs f3r latrine
constxuction-material transport, labor, and indirect cost. Participantsthen practice calculating
materials and costs for a latrine, working in the same small group and with the same latrine
type that they worked with in Session 8.

T k next activity in the session requires participants to plan for the constnrction of several
latrines as part of a latrine program. After a discussion of the critical points in planning
construction, each small grcrup is given a case scenario of a latrine program for which it must
plan the constmction. The groups present to the full group their plans for the case scenario
a g n e d to them.
ends with a large group discussion of key planning considerations and a review
The -ion
uf the Mghts gained in this sessior?.

Procedures
I.

Intrrodudion
Introduce the objectives of the session on nipchart A: 'Session 11Objectives" and give the
session overview.
Explain that thk session will give participants an additional opportunity to work in detail with
the four types of latrine introduced in the last d o n .

2.

Lecturette: Material. Tramport, Labor. and Indirect Casts

40 minutes

Begin the ledurette by making the following key points on a flipchart:
Ripchor~B: Cost Colculatlons
The total cost of a latrine is composed of material, transport, labor, and indirect costs.
Total cost = material cost

+ transport cost + labor cost + indued costs.

Say that these cost calculations ca,; be further broken into subcatctgories.

Trainer Note: TeU partkipants that a handout covering the key points of this lecturette will
be passed out at the conclusion.
Pass out &&out
'Material, Transport, and Labor Requirements and Costs." Ask
pankipants to taka five minutes to look it over.

Present on 5 iiipchart key points from Handout 11-1 on each of the subcategories. Also draw
on Handout 10-3,which participants read as their homework assignment the evening before.

Flfpchort C: Material Cost Cafufatlons
Calculate the amount of materials n e e d ~ dfor each latrine component.
Add together the quantities of each material needed for all the components.

Determfne the unit cost of each material.
Multiply the unit cost of the materhl by the qua*

needed.

Add all the materhl costs together for the total cost.
Walk through an example of material cost calcu)atian. Sc?eHandout 11-2: "Example of
Material Cost Calculations."

Ripchart D: Transport Cost Calculations
Determine where the necessay building materials are located.
I

Contact transporters to determine rate of transport, combining the materials available
in that area.

8

Add the individual transport costs to determine total transport cost.

Walk through an example of a transport cost calculation. See Handout 11-3: "Example of
Transport Cost Cdculations."
Ripchart E: Labor Cost CalculaHons

.

Define the work that needs to be done on each component.
8

Estimate the number of days it will take to accomplish the work.
0

It b advisable to consult with a skilled builder to estimate the days.

Estimate the number of workers needed, skilled and unskilled, to accomplish the task.
Multiply the wage rate of each worker by the number of days that the worker will be
needed to complete the component.
I

Add the labor cost for each component.
The total labor cost wffl be the sum of the labor cost for each component.

m:

At times a sldlled builder will have a crew of assistants who do the work, and the
price quoted will be the combined cost of their labor.

Walk through an example of a labor cost calculation. See Handout 11-4: 'Example of Labor
Cost Calculations."
Ripchart F: lndfrect Cost taiculaffons
The indirect cost is perhaps the most dWicuh to calculate and plan for because it can be
composed of several different/unrelated costs. This activity can be presented as a short
brafnstorming submuion in which m n t s think of the possible costs that would go into
indirect costs (from sextion on agency cost in Handout 8-31,

Some possibk responses are
training costs

program management
personnel costs (e.g., development agent's time spent in ruprvision, etc.)

The training costs may differ for the different latrine options; this is a function of the
complexity of the option as well as the user's familiarity with it.
For the purpose of this exercise, indirect costs are not included, but the importance of the
paxtidpants' consideration of them should be stressed.

3.

Small Group Activity: Calculating
Materials and Costs for One Latrine

1 hour, 30 minutes

Explain to participants that they are now going to practice calculating the materials and costs
for a latnne. Say that they will be working in the same small group and wfth the same latrine
type they worked with in Session 8 (for the presentation of a detailed latrine design).
Pass out Handout 11-5: "Small Group Activity-Material Requirements and Costs," which
includes the dimensions and materials to be used in this practice activity for each latrine type.
Explain that they should assume that every type of material they need is on the handout. Say
that for the purposes of this exercise, the latrine superstructure is not included. Say that the
dimensions and mate~dalshave been selected to make the time requirement for the small group
work about equal among the four groups.
Pass out Handout 11-6: "Cost Sheet."

Trainer Note: If possible, it is recommended that the trainers and partidpants have calculators
for this session.

Trainer Note: Assign a new team leader for each group of four participants; choose
partkipants who haven't yet had a chance to be a group leader (Sessions 5 or 8).
h n t the following small group task on a flipchart:
Ripchart G: Snrafl Group Task- Calcubffon of Materfals and Costs
For the latrine type assigned to your group:
Respond to the questions on Handout 11-5 (for your group only).
0

Use the unit cost price list (Handout 11-6).

0

Record responses on -hart.

0

Take 50 minutes.

Remind parkipants that their flipcharts should also include their calculation steps.
M b u t e and dbcuss Handout 11-7: 'Solutions to Handout 11-5" at the conclusion of the
activity. Ask each group to check tts answers. Ask the participants to read the background
on the latrim assigned to other groups and da* their questions. The groups themulver
can clarify questions on the spec& latrine they were assigned.

Trainer Note: It is suggested that participants take a 15-minute break before they check their
answers. The trainers then can review the group product, and identify problem areas or
miscalculations.
Once participants have had the oppo~tunityto raise questions and clarify points, ask,
What did you find most dlffkdt in calculating the material requirements? Why?
What did you find n~ostdtfflcult in calculating the estimated material costs? Why?
m

4.

How did the leader divide the work? What did the leader do that helped?

Large Group Discuasiorm: Comtrudion P b n b g Logisti-

30 minutes

Stress that typically in planning, program developers
builr! comn~unityexcitement, but
don't plan well enough to get essential materials, and on time.
t s they have had a chance to calculate ccee for one latrine in the last
Tell p d d p ~ i ~that
activity, and that now you want theni to look at some crttical points in construction planning.
Say that construction can be delayed for many unavoidable reasons, but that it is usually the
avoidable ones that hold it up. It is necessay to make a detailed construction plan to limit the
delays.
Present the following flipchart:
Rfpchart H: Construction Planning Logistics
8

Critical points in construction planning that must be observed:
0

timely ordering of materials

Q

following on transporters
establishing tirneline for hbing sWed and unskilled workers

0

locating of storage fadllty for materids

Ask the group t o add other crftical points. Call thetr attention to some of the critical points
and ask,
8

What could happen tf this crttkal point is not obsewed?

Say that in the next activity they will have an opportunity to plan a constauction program that
involves more than one latrine.

5.

Small Group Activity: P l a ~ ~ i n
forg Materials, Transport,
and Labor for o Construction Program

1 hour, 35 minutes

Trainer Note: This activity begins with a 15-minute introduction by the trainers. The
introduction will conskt of
four case scenarios (see Handout 11-8)
reference to the unit cost sheet used in the previous small group activity (see Handout
11-6)
Explain that participants will be forming new small groups, and that each new small group will
indude at least one representative from each of the four previous small groups to bring in the
knowledge of the paxticular latrine typz that each worked with in Session 8.
Pass out the Handout 11-8: 'Small Group Activity-Planning for Materials, Transport, and
Labor in a Construction Program" and briefly talk about each of the case scenarios. Pass out
Handout 11-9: 'Small Group Activity-Information Common to All Scenarios" and discuss.
Explain that each scenario consists d different numbers of latrines to be built in a community.
Refer to the cost sheet they used in the previous activity, and ask tf there are any questions
about it.
Present the following small group task on a flipchart:
Ripchart I: Small Group 7bsk-Planning for h M n e Constructfon
rn

Discuss the case scenario assigned to your group.
Calculate material, labor, and transport: requirements and costs for your scenario.
Record key points on a flipchaxt.

8

Take 1hour and 30 minutes.

Tminer Note: It is suggested that you select the rww group members and group team leaders
and present a flipchart with the new assignments. The new groups should indude at least one
representative uf the Session 8 s d groups and should also be balanced as much as possible
fn terms of parkipant strengths and w e a h 3 s . Check in with the groups and assist them
as needed. You may have to suggest that the groups subdivide to work on different pieces
of their case scenario.

6.

Group Rcrmtatiolu: Lame Canrtruction Plan

1 how, 55 minutw

Explain that each group wUl briefly report out on Ib l a m conrtNction f i n . Partidpants
should hdd comments and questions unt!! a group has completed Its presentation.

Trainer Note: Some groups may not be finished with their task work, but ask them to report
what they have completed.

Tel! participants that presentations will be integral to their efforts to communicate with
individuals and commufiity members. This presentation is not only to acquaint the other
groups udth the different options but &o to provide practke in presentation skills.
After each group's presentation, ask,
What would you like the group to clartfy?
What might you have done differently?
After al! the presentations have been made, ask,
What was the least expensive latrine to build? Did it vary in the different scenarios?
Why?
What were the difficulties in completing the task? Why?
What did the leader do to factlitate the process of planning?
Distribute and discuss Handout 11-10: "Solutions to Handout 11-8."

Luge Group Discurrion: Key P b i n g Consideration

30 mlnutcs

Ask participants to brainstorm key planning considerations, now that they've had a chance to
do a practke planning exercise. Record their resporlses on a flipchart.
Add the following considerations if participants do not mention them:
issue of choke of latrine
value of labor
individual/agency contribution
impact that the season has on construction

benefits of standadzation/economjes of scale
After the brainstorming, ask partictpants to elaborate on some of their responses. Point out
the considerations that you don't agree with or that you see as lower priority. Make the
following points about the above conskleratlons:

h u e of Cholce of Lcrtrlne

The h u e of choice was not a factor in the case scenarios. Remtnd -pants
in real life It is an important factor.

that

Value of Labor
It is necessary to give real value to an individual's labor. A typical assumption is that
an individual's time is free. The amount of time community members spend working
on latrines reduces the time they can spend nai~:*:ngmoney, and, therefore, it
represents a real cost to them. The cost for time rwy vary with the season. For
example, an individual's time is much more valuable at Pimest time, when his or her
livelihood depends on the quality and quantity of th2 hantest.

The contribution that each entity is able to make to a lat~ineprogram will determine
the viability of the program.
Impad of the Season

Certain seasons are typically suited for construction. They tend to be the more
temperate, drier months. Planning a program to start at the beginning of this
"construction seasonwwill enhance ?he program's chances of success.
Benefits of Stclndardfzatfon
When the matelials for latrine construction are purchased in bulk, the price is usually
lower than when they are purchased one at a time. For example, if you are paying
a daily rate fur transport, increasing the amount of a certain item will lower the
transport cost for that item because the same price is spread out over a greater number
of units of that item.

Review highlights from the session. Ask pawpants to reflect on the following question:
What were the most important fnsights that you gained in this session?

After participants have reflected for a few moments, ask for responses to the question. Record
responses on a flipchart. Read back through the flipchart after all responses h c e been
recorded.
Then ask,
8

What do you apedally want to remember to do when you ntum home a d plan for
construction?

Take a few respomes as a way to give dhen some Cdeas to think about.
Review the session objectives and ask if they were met.

Ten partWpants that in the next

usdon they will be dixussing ways to supervtse conshuction.

Materials
Calculatclrs for trainers and participants
Handout 1:-1: Material, Transport, and Labor Requirements and Costs
Handout 11-2:Example of Material Cost Calculations
Handout 11-3:Example of Transport Cost Calculations
Handout 11-4:Example of Labor Cost Calculations
Handout 11-5:Small Group Activity-Material Requirements and Costs
Handout 11-6:Cost Sheet
Handout 11-7:Solutions to Handout 11-5
Handout 11-8:SmaU Group Activity-Planning for Materials. Transport,
and Labor in a Construction Program
Handout 11-9:Small Group Activity-Information Common to All Scena.rios
Handout 11-10:Solutions to Handout 11-8
Flipchart A: Session 11 Objectives
Flipchart B: Cost Calculations
Flipchart C: Material Cost Ca!culations
Flipchart D: Transport Cost Calculatiors
Flipchart E: Labor Cost Calculations
Ripchart F: Indirect Cost Calculations
Flipchart G: Small Group Task-Calculation of Materials and Costs
Ripchart H: Construction Planning Logistics
Flipchart I: Small Group Task-Planning for Latrine Construction
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Material, Transport, and Labor Requirements and Costs

A. Key Points in Cost Calculations
8

The total cost of a latrine is composed of material, transport, labor, and indirect costs.

rn

Total cost = material cost

+ transport cost + labor cost + indirect costs.

B. Calculating Material Costs
8

The total value of all materials that go into the making of the latrine.

8

To calculate the material cost,

1) Calculate the amount of materials needed for each latrine component by
making a list of all materials Involved in that component (e.g., a reinforced
concrete slab is made of cement, sand. gravel, water, and reinforcing material),
calculating the volume or area of the component, and
0

calculating the amount of each material needed to fill that volume or area.

2) Add the quantities of each material needed for all the components (e.g., all the gravel
needed for the components).

3) Determine the unit cost of each material.

4) Multiply the unit cost of the material by the quantity needed.

5) Add all the material costs to yet the total cost.
Keep in mind that,
Each component of a latrine is made from a variety of materials, and different components
could involve the same material, such as wood or cement. Therefore, it is easier to focus
on an individual component, calculate the requirements for a particular material, and then
add the requirements of all the components for that material.

In the best of programs, there is some unavoidable waste of material or unforeseen need
for additional material. To avokl delays at crucial construction steps, an extra amount of
each materlal is usually ordered. An excess of 10 percent of each material should provide
a suffident safety factor.
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C. Calculating Transport Costs
The total cost for bringing all materials to the construction site.
ti

If centraldd manufacturing of components is done, there will also be transport costs
after manufacturing.

Transport usually involves both local and external transport costs.
Transport is often needed for locally available materials, such as gravel and sand.
0

Transport is often needed for materials not available locally, such as cement or brick.

Another factor in transport costs is'the loading and unloading cost.
To czlculate the transport cost,

1) Determine where necessary building materials are located.

2) Contad transporters to determine the rate of transport, combining the materials
available in that area.
3) Add the individual transport costs to determine the total transport cost.

D. Calculating Labor Costs
Labor can be split into two general categories: skilled and unskilled.
0

The time requirements of each category will differ.

0

There are also levels within a categoy, for example skilled labor for latrine
construction could consist of a foreman, mason, and a carpenter.

To determine the labor cost,

1) Define the work that needs to be done on each component.
2) Estimate the number of days it will take to accomplish the work.
It is advisable to consult with a skilled builder to estimate the days.

3) Estimate the number of workers needed, skilled and unskilled, to accomplish the task.
4) Multiply the rate of each worker by the number of days that worker will be needed.

5) Add the labor cost for each component.
6) The total labor cost wffl be the sum of the labor costs for each component.

Handout 11-2

Example of Material Cost Calculations

I. How much would 300 bricks cost if the unit price is $40 for 500 bricks.
To find the cost, multiply the unit price by the ratio of the number of bricks needed
to the number of bricks per unit.
Cost

2.

-

$40 x 300/500

-

$24.

i: SO m of rebar are needed at a cost of $1.50 per meter, the cost of 30 m would be
Cost = 30 m x $1.50/n; = $45.

3.

If 1.6 m3 of cement are needed and the price of a 50 kg bag is $20, how many bags
are needed and what will they cost?
The volume of a 50 kg bag is 0.0332 m3; to calculate the number of bags, divide the
total amount needed by the volume in one bag.
Volume of cement = 1.6 m3/0.0332 m3 = 48 bags.
Cost = 48 x $20 = $960.

Handout 11-3

Example of Transport Cost Calculations

A town is located three days travel from an urban center where building supplies are
available. A total of 1,750 bricks is needed for the construction of latrine shelters. If one
truck costs $60/day for transport and can haul 500 bricks in one load, what is the total

transport cost?
First, find the number of loads necessary by dividing the total number of bricks needed

by the number of bricks per load.
Number of loads = 1,750/500 = 3.5.
The transporter must make four trips to cany all the bricks to the town. The transport
cost is the number of trips multiplied by the number of days per trip and then by the
daily rate of transport.
Total transport cost = 4 x 3 days x $60/day = $720.
Gravel and sand are needed at a construction site. The quantities needed are 1.5 m9
of gravel and 0.75 m3 of sand. The materials are locally available, and'transport (a
horsecart) costs $3 per load. If the transporter can move 0.5 m3in a single load, how
many trip will he have to make? What will be the transport cost?
These items should be moved separately, so divide the volume of each material by the
amount the transporter can move in one trip.
Number of trips
1.5/0.5 = 3 trips for gravel
0.75/0.5 = 1.5 trips for sand
The total number of trips is five.
Total transport cost = 5 x $3 load = $15.

Handout 11-4

Example of Labor Cost Calculations

1. If an unskilled laborer can excavate 0.8 m3 of soil for a pit latrine in one day at a rate of
$7/day, how long will it take him to dig a hole 1.2 m by 1.3 m by 4 m deep? How much
will he be paid?

First, calculate the volume of the pit.
Volume = 1.2 x 1.3 x 4

=

6.24 m3.

Then, divide the pit volume by the amount the laborer can dig in a day in order to
find the number of days it will take.
No. of days = 6.24/0.8 = 7.8 days.
To calculate his pay, multiply the number of days by his daily rate.
Total pay = 7.8 x $7/day = $54.60.
2. If a skilled builder and two unskilled laborers can build 3 latrine bases in a day, how many
days will it take them to build 17 bases? If the daily pay rate of the skilled builder is
$20/day and that of the unskilled laborers is $8/day, how much will the total labor cost
be?
To find the number of days it will take them to build the bases, divide the total number
of bases by the number they can build in a day.
Total umber of days = 17/3 = 5.7 days.
To find the total labor cost, muhiply the total number of days by the daily rates of each
of the workers, then add them together.
Total labor cost = 5.7 x [(2 x $8) + $201 = $205.20.
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Small Group Activity- Material Requiremenb and Costs

The following information is to be used for the calculation of material requirements and costs
for the latrine type assigned to your group.
Given for all
Cement comes in 50 kg bags (33.2 !iiers or 0.0332 mq).
Reinfoxed concrete ratio to be used is 1:2:4 (cement:sand:gravel).
Ferrocement ratio to be used is 1:2 (cementsand).
Material requirements for the superstructure will not be included.

Group 1: Basic Latrine with Cover
Given:
Latrine base: bricks that are 10 cm wide; two layers needed.
0

Base to be made by lining the bricks side by side in two layers.

Pit dirrlensions: 2.5 m deep, 1 m wide, 1.2 m long
0

Lining needed: brick lining that has 65 bricks/m2.
The cement required to make the mortar for the lining is one-sixth of a bag per m2 of
lining surface area.
Slab: fenocement and chicken wire.

Questions:

1. How many bricks in the base?
2. How many bricks in the pit lining wall?

3. How much cement is needed for the mortar in the lining?
4. How much cement, sand, and chicken wire are in the l a m e slab?

5. What are the total material requirements and their cost?
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Group 2: VIP Latrine
Given:

Latrine base of poured concrete: 15 cm wide, 10 crn deep.
Reinforcement of one rebar around the latrine base.
Pit dimensions: 2 m deep, 1m wide, 1.4 m long.
Lining: not needed.
8

Slab: reinforced concrete (10 cm thick) with rebar; rebar is placed every 20 cm in hoth
directions of slab.

Questions:

1. How much cement, sand, gravel, and rebar is needed in the base?

2. How much cement, sand, gravel, and rebar is needed in the slab?
3. What are the total material requirements and iheir cost?

Group 3: Waterseal /Pow Flush
Given:
8

Pit base: poured concrete, 15 cm wide and 7 cm deep with rebar around
circumference.
Pi dimensions: 1.4 m deep, 1 m wide, 1m long.

8

Lining needed: concrete blocks-15 blocks/m2. Assume no mortar needed.

8

Slab: reinforced concrete slab (thickness of 10 cm) with reinforcement every 20 cm
along both axes.

Questions

1. How much gravel, sand, cement, and rebar is needed in the base?
2. How many concrete blocks are required for the lining?

3. How much gravel, sand, cement, and rebar is needed in the dab?

4. What are the total material requirements and their cost?
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Group 4: Raised Platform Latrine
Given:
Latrine base: no real base because lining is continued from pit bottom, up through
the ground surface to support the raised platform.

Pit dimensions:
Cross section: 1 m wide, 1.2 m long
Depth below ground = 1 m

Height of walls extending above ground = 1 m.
8

Material needed for lining and exposed wall: brick is used for both-65 bricks/m2 of
wall sulface area.
The cement required to make the mortar for the portion of the wall below ground level
is one-sixth of a bag per mZof lining surface area. For the above-ground portion, onet h i i of a bag per m2 of wall surface area is needed.
Slab: fenocement and chicken wire.

Questions:

1. How many bricks are needed in the liniig and the wall above ground level?

2. How much cement is required for the lining and wall?
3. How much cement, sand, and chicken wire is needed in the latrine slab?

4. What are the total material requirements and their cost?
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Cost Sheet

Ynlt

Cost/Unit

1 m3

$2

2 loads/m3

1 m3

$2

2 loads/ms

1

$15

- SWed builder

day

$20

- Unskilled laborer

day

$6

Local

load

$4

External

day

$60

k2!D

Trans~ortationReauired

Local Materials

- Gravel
- Sand
- Locally nnade vent

(3m)

External Materials

- Cement (50 kg)

- Concrete blocks
- Bricks
- Rebar

- PVC pipe (15 cm)
- Screen (1 cm)
- Screen (2 mm)
- Waterseal trap
Labor

Transport

---
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Note: Some materials that are located in the urban centers do not require much space for
transport, so they can be induded with other ifems that are being transported. However, if
no other ftcms are being transported from these centers, they must be transported at the
standard daily rate.
Materials can be combined to make up one load if there is sufficient room for all the materials.
This same cost sheet is used in the next small group task. The prices of these items could
reflect the costs in the country where the workshop is being given. The costs of some items
may be negligible, such as fractions of a cubic meter of sand, and transport costs should not
be induded. Some fractions of materials should be rounded up, for example, cement bags
and rebar.
Note that in all cases, the participants will calculate only a portion of the material requirements
(costs) of their latrine. The calculations wiU focus on the most critical or hard-to-calculate
components.
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Solutions to Handout 11-5

Group 1: Basic Latrine with Cover
1. Perimeter = 2 x 1

+ 2 x 1.2 = 4.4 m

Number of bricks = 2(4.4 x 0.1) = 88 bricks.
2. Pit wall area = 2.5 [(2 x 1) + (2 x 1.2)] = 11 m2

Number of bricks = 65 x 11 = 715 bricks.

3. Cement required for mortar in lining

=

1/6 x 11m2

= 1.8 bags.

4. Slab volume = 0.025 x 1.2 x 1.4 = 0.042 m3

Two-thirds of volume is sand, so 2/3 x 0.042 = 0.028 mSsand
Cement = 1/2 sand or 0.014, almost 1/2 bag
Chicken wire = area of slab x 2 = 1.2 x 1.4 x 2 = 2.4 m2 chicken wire.
5. Bricks

803

$321.20

5and

0.028 mS

---

Cement

2.3 bags (3 bags)

$60.00

Screen

2.4 m2

.$7.20

Total cost: $ 388.40.

Group 2: VIP Iatrine
1. Calculate the outer area of the latrine base and subtract the inner area of the pit. This
area is multiplied by the thickness to find the base volume:
Area of base = [ l

+ 2(0.15)] x [1.4 + 2(0.15)] - ( l ' x 1.4) = 0.81 m2

Volume = 0.81 x 0.1 = 0.081 m3
The gravel fills the volume, so 0.081 m9of gravel is needed.
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Volume of sand = 1/2 gravel = 0.04 m3
Cement = 1/4 gravel

=

0.02 m3 (under 2/3 of a bag).

The rebar for the base is simply the measure of the perimeter, or 4.8 m.
2. Volume of slab = 0.1 x 1.6 x 1.2 = 0.192 m3
Gravel volume = 0.192 m3
Sand volume = 0.096 m3
Cement volume = 0.045 m3 or 1 1/3 bags
Length of rebar = 6 x 1 + 4 x 1.4 = 11.6 m.

3. Gravel

0.0273 m3

Sand

0.0136 m3

Cement

2 bags

Rebar

16.4 m (18 m)

Total cost: $58.00.

Group 3: Pour Flush1Waterseal

-

1. Area of base = (1 + (2 x 0.15)] x [I + (2 x 0.15)) lm2 = 0.63 mZ

Volume of base = 0.69 m2 x 0.07 = 0.048 m3
Volume of gravel = 0.048 m3
Volume of sand = 0.024 m3
Volume of cement = 0.012 m3 or over 1/3 bag
Length of rebar

-

4 m.

2. Area of lining= 1.4[2 x 1 + 2 x 11 = 5.6 m2
No. of blocks = 5.6 m2 x 15 blocks/m2

3. Volume of slab

-

-

84 blocks.

0.10 x 1.2 x 1.2 = 0.144 m3

Volume of gravel = 0.144 ms
Volume of sand = 0.072 m3
Volume of cement = 0.036

or just over 1 bag
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Length of reinfxcement = 4 x 1

+ 4 x 1 = 8 m.

0.192 m3

4. Gravel

Sand

0.096 m3

Cement

1.5 bags (2 bigs)

Rebar

12 m

Concrete blocks

84

Waterseal trap

1

Total cost:

$ 96.00.

Group 4: Raised Platform Latrine
1. Pit wall surface area

Height of wall = height below ground
= l m + 1m=2m.

+ height above ground

Therefore, wall area = 2 ((2 x 1) + (2 x 1.2)) = 8.8 m2
Number of bricks = 65 x 8.8 = 572 bricks.
2. Cement requirement in lining and wall:
Because the cement requirement is different depending on whether it is above or
below ground, the surface areas should be calculated separately.
Surface area of lining = 1 ((2 x 1) + (2 x 1.2)) = 4.4 m2
Surface area of wall = 1 ((2 x 1) + (2 x 1.2)) = 4.4 m2
Cement requirement for lining = 1/6 x 4.4 m2 = 0.73 bags
Cement requirement for wall = 1/3 x 4.4 m2 = 1.45 bags
Total cement requirement for lining and wall is 2.2 bags.

3. Slab volume = 0.025 x 1.2 x 1.4 = 0.042 m3
Two-thirds of vdume is sand, so 2/3 x 0.042 = 0.028 m3 sand
Cement = 1/2 sand or 0.014 mJ,almost 1/2 bag
Chkken wire = area of slab x 2 = 1.2 x 1.4 x 2 = 2.4 m2 chkken wire
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4. Bricks

572

Sand

0.028 mS

Cement

2.7 bags (3 bags)

Chicken wire

2.4 m2

Total cost:

$ 296.00.
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-

Small Group Activity Planning for Materials, Transpont,
and Labor in a Construction Program
All of these scenarios are set in the country of Taganis. They involve mainly small
communities located in different parts of the country and with different needs. Each small
group is in charge of a sanitation program for a parHcular community in Taganis.

The monetary unit is the Tagand dollar.
Examples of necessay calculations are included in Handout 11-9.

Scenario I
The community of Taduli is about to begin its first sanitation program. It is a small community
of 20 houses and is quite a distance from the urban center in which certain building materials
can be located.
The program will be initiated with 5 latrines, which will be built at the school, at the
community center, and at houses of community members who expressed an interest in
improved sanitation and were able to make a contribution toward the cost of the latrine.
New latrine construction will consist of

2 basic latrines with cover
2 VIP latrines
8

1pour flush (or waterseal) latrine

Taduli is located 5 days' travel from an urban center where nonlocally made materials can be
purchased; transport time is 5 days.

scenario I1
The large town of Mibalu is upgrading many of its latrines due to the increased affluence of
the community. It is located quite near an urban center, and all construction materials are
readily available there. The community has recently upgraded its water supply to enable the
use of pow flush latrines, which had been previously impractical.
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New latrine construction will consist of
8

1 raised platform latrine

Upgrades will consist of
8

5 basic pit latrines to become 5 VIP latrines

8

5 VIP latrines to become 5 pour flush latrines

Mibalu is located 1days' travel from an urban center where nonlocally made materials can be
purchased; transport time is 1 day.

Scenario 111
In the rural community of Sinkan, the sanitation program is being initiated with some
upgrading and new latrine construction because there are very few latrines in the community.
The community is located at a relatively short distance from the capital, but the roads are very
rough and the trip takes 3 days' travel.
The community had formed an agricultural cooperative for *he purpose of sharing farm
equipment and loans for the purchase of seed hybrids. It has :ecently expanded its program
to include latrines. The latrine "buyers" pay a monthly loan payment toward the full cost of
the latrine. Because it is a generally poor community, the loan payments are spread over two
years.
New latrine construction will consist of

8

2 basic latrines with cover

Upgrades wffl consist of
m

2 basic pit lathes to become 2 VIP latrines

The community is located at 3 days' travel from an urban center where nonlocally made
materials can be purchased; transport time is 3 days.

In the village of Malaro, a latrine program has been initiated with the assistance of the
government on a pilot basis. The cost and success of the pilot wffl be evaluated by the
Department of Health to determine if such a program is viable.
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The govemment is providing 25 VIP slabs and fly screens for use in the program; 5 of the
latrines require elevated platforms because they are to be built in areat with a high water table.
New construction will consist of

20 VIP latrines, with govemment assistance

5 raked platform latrines with vent pipe, with govemment assistance

This community

is located 2 days' travel from an urban center where nonlocally made
materials can be purchased; transport time is 2 days. Transport of the slabs and screens is not
provided. Ten slabs can be transported (with screens) from the urban center in one load.
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Small Group Activity- Information Common to all Scenarios

A. General
8

All latrines have a pit directly below the slab.
Compost latrines have two above-ground compartments.
Cement comes in 50 kg bags with a volume of 0.0332 mS or 33.2 liters.
Reinforced concrete mix of 1:2:4 (cement:sand:gravel) io 'be used.
Ferrocement and mortar mix of 1:2 (cement:sand).

8

Bricks: 15 cm long, 10 cm wide, 6 cm high; for a wall of brick, 65 bricks/m2 of
surface area are needed.
Concrete block: 38 cm long, 18 cm wide, 18 cm high.

All upgrades require the time of one skilled builder and one unskilled laborer for one
day, plus one-half bag of cement, in addition to the specific material requirements.

B. Latrine Bases
8

Basic lahine with cover: base to be built of one layer of concrete block.

VIP: base to be built of two layers of brick.
8

Pour flush/waterseal: base to be built of poured concrete (dimensions: 15 cm wide
and 7 crn thick) with two lengths of reinforcing rebar along each side.
Raised platform latrine: no real base.

C. Material Estimating Requirements for Materials in Base

For a base, bricks are to be laid side by side (with the 10 cm by 6 cm end facing the
pit). If a 2 cm mortar joint is used, the brick width (for calculation purposes) would
be 12 cm.

Previous Page Blank
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To find the number of bricks that would be needed around the perimeter of the pit,
first find the number of bricks for each meter. This number can be calculated by
dividing 1m by the width of the brick plus mortar, or 12 cm.
Assume that 8.3 bricks will make 1 m.
To calculate the total amount of mortar required, the mortar required for 1brick can
be multiplied by the number of bricks needed. In this case, the amount of mortar
required for a single brick is the thickness of the mortar joint (0.02 m)multiplied by
the length (0.2 m), multiplied by the width, plus the depth. In this case the mortar
required for 1 brick is 0.00072 m3. To calculate the amount of mortar needed for
each meter of base, multiply this by the number of bricks in each meter.

If the mortar used is like that used in the ferrocement ratio, 1:2, the amount of sand
required for each meter would be 0.004 m9.
The cement required for each meter would be approximately 0.002 m3, or 0.06 bags.
To calculate the amount of bricks, cement, and sand required for a base, multiply the
amount of each needed for 1m by the number of meters in the perimeter of the base.
For a base of two layers, double the figure.
Concrete Block
Due to the larger size of the concrete block, 1course will be laid for the base, with tts
long side (38 cm by 18 cm)facing the pit. Making the same calculations as above,
The area of 1block face = 0.072 m2
The length of a block with a 2 cm mortar joint = 40 cm
The number of blocks per meter = 1m/0.4 m = 2.5 blocks
The amount of mortar required for 1 block = 0.0021 m3
0

The amount of mortar required for each meter = 0.0021 mSx 2.5 = 0.0053 mS
The amount of sand required for each meter = 0.0035

0

d

The amount of cement required for each meter = 0.00175 m3, or 0.05 bags.

To calculate the amount of blocks, sand, and cement for a base, muhiply the amount
of each needed for 1m by the number of meters in the perimeter of the base.
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Pcured Concrete
To calculate the amount of cement, sand, and gravel in a poured concrete base, first
find the volume of the base. This volume can be calculated by finding the area of the
base and then multiplying it by the thickness. The area of the base is the area of the
outer edge of the base minus the inner area of the pit.
Example:

If a square pit has dimensions of 1 m by 1 m and a base that is 20 cm wide and 10
cm thick, how much gravel, sand, and cement is needed?
The area of the base's outer edge is

The inner area is 1 m2.
The area of the base = 1.96 - 1 = 0.96 m2.
The volume of the base = 0.96 x 0.1 = 0.096 m3.
The amount of gravel needed would be the same as the volume, because the other
components take up the volume of the spaces between the gravel.
Volume of gravel = 0.096 m3
Volume of sand = 1/2 x 0.096 = 0.048 m9
Volume of cement = 1/4 x 0.096 = 0.024 m3
No. of bags of cement = 0.024/0.0332 = 0.72 bags, or almost 3/4 bag.

D. Labor Requirement and Labor Cost for Base
Three bases/day require 1skilled, 1 unskilled laborer.
Three bases, of any type, can be built in 1 day by a skilled and unskilled laborer.
8

To calculate the labor cost,
divide the number of bases needed by three to obtain the number of days needed
to construct all the bases;
0

multiply the number of days needed by the daily rate f a skilled labor and
unskilled labor separately.

Add the amounts to obtain the total labor cost for base construction.
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E. Dimensions of Latrine Pit
VIP and basic latrine with cover: square pit- 1 m long, 1m wide,
2.5 m deep.
Pour flush/waterseal: square pit-1 m long, 1m wide, 1.5 m deep.
rn

Raised platform latrine pit dimensions:

-

1.2 m depth below ground

-

1 m above ground (total pit depth = 2.2 m)

-

1 m by 1 m square pit.

F. Labor Requirement and Labor Cost for Excavation
Excavation rate: 2 m3 soil/day for 1unskilled laborer.
An unskilled laborer can excavate 2 m3 of soil per day.
The total number of days needed for the excavation is the volume of the pit divided
by the excavation rate.
The labor cost is the number of days multiplied by the unskilled labor rate.
The volume of the pit = width x length x depth.
For the raised platform latrine, excavation is needed only for the portion of the pit
below ground level.

G. Pit Lining
All waterseal latrines need a lining; lining material to be built of concrete block; assume
no mortar needed.

VIP and basic latrines are built in stable soil, so they do not need a lining.
Lining and walls of raised platform latrine are to be made of brick; 1/3 bag of cement
required per square meter of surface area of wall above ground, 1/6 bag per square
meter of lining below ground surface.
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H. Estimating Material for Lining
To calculate the material needed for the latrine lining, first calculate the area of the pit
walls. That number is then multiplied by the amount of lining material that will fit into
each square meter.
For the example of the concrete block:
0

The area of 1concrete block face.with the mortar joint = 0.072 m2.

0

The number of the blocks in a square meter is

1 m2/0.072 m2 = 13.9 blocks/m2.
0

If a pit has a wall area of 16 m2, the number of blocks required would be 13.9 x
16 = 222 blocks.

For an example of the calculation for a brick lining, see Handouts 11-5 and 11-7.

I. Labor Requirement and Labor Cost for Pit Lining
For concrete block lining--4 m2/day by 1 skilled, 1unskilled laborer.
For brick lining--3 m2/day by 1skilled, 1 unskilled laborer.
The above lining areas can be built in 1 day by 1 skilled builder and 1 unskilled
laborer. The total labor required would be
0

the area of the pit walls divided by the labor requirement.

This calculation would give the number of days required to build the lining. There is
no difference between the time required for constructing the lining below the ground
surface and the walls extending above the surface, as in a raised platform latrine.
To find the labor cost, multiply the number of days by the rates for skilled labor and
unskilled labor separately; then add the costs to obtain the total cost for constructing
the ptt lining.

J. Slab Construction
VIP, waterseal, and raised platform l a m e : use fenocement slabs (dimensions: 1.2
m by 1.2 m by 0.025 m) with two layers of reinforcing screen.
Basic latrine with cover: use reinforced concrete slabs (dimensions: 1.2 m by 1.2 m
by 0.075 m) wfth reinforcement of rebar evey 15 cm along width and length of slab.
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K. Materials Estimate for Slabs
To calculate the amount of materials in a slab, first calculate the volume.
E~amDle1: Reinforced Concrete
What are the material requirements of a reinforced concrete slab with dimensions of
1.3m by 1.4 m by 0.1 m, with rebar spaced every 15 crn along both axes of the slab?
Volume of slab= 1.3 x 1.4 x 0.1 = 0.182 m3
Volume of gravel = 0.182 m3
Volume of sand = 1/2 x 0.182 = 0.091 m3
Volume of cement = 1/4 x 0.182 = 0.046 m3
Bags of cement = 0.046 m3/0.0332 m3 = 1.4 bags, or almost 1 1/2 bags.
0

To calculate the rebar, divide the width and the length of the slab by the spacing
between the rebar and subtract 1. This calculation will give the number of rebar
pieces. Then multiply the number of pieces by the length and width to find the
total length.
Number of rebar pieces along the length = 1.3/0.15 - 1 = 7.7

-

1.4/0.15

-1

-

0

Number of rebar pieces along the width

0

Total length of rebar = (7.7 x 1.3) + (8.3x 1.4) = 22 m.

8.3

Exam~le2: Ferrocement
What are the material requirements in a ferrocement slab that is 1.5 by 1.4 by 0.03
and has two layers of reinforcing screen?
The volume of the slab is calculated in the same way as above; however, the
material components are different.
0

Volume of slab = 1.5 x 1.4 x 0.03 = 0.063

-

The volume of sand required is two-thirds of the total slab volume of 2/3 x 0.063
0.042 m9
Volume of cement = 1/2 x 0.042 = 0.021 ms
0

Number of bags = 0.021/0.0332 = 0.63 bags

-

The reinforcement required is the area of the slab multiplied by 2 = 2 x (1.5 x
1.4) 4.2 m2
1

The calculation of poured concrete walls is deternined in the same manner.
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L. Slab Labor Requirement and Labor Cost
For reinforced concrete slabs and ferrocement slabs:

1skilled builder and 2 unskilled laborers can build 3 slabs/day.
To calculate the number of days required for the construction of latrine slabs,
divide the number of slabs needed by 3. Multiply that amount by the daily rate
of 1 skilled builder and 2 unskilled laborers separately to find +he labor cost of
each; Add the two amounts to obtain the total labor cost.

M. Superstructure
In a typical situation, a picture of the shelter would be given to a master builder for an estimate
of the material requirements and labor requirements and costs, as he or she is f a d i a r with
local construction practices and material estimates. He or she would then make up a list of
requirements and costs for submission to the program implementer for approval. Listed below
are materials, labor, and transport costs to be used for each type of superstructure in the
scenarios:
Wood
material cost: $60
labor cost: $30
transport cost: $10 (wood is locally available in each scenario)
Concrete Block
material cost: $110
labor cost: $60
0

transport cost: $20 for each traveling day from urban center

Brick
0

material cost: $150
labor: $80
transport cost: $20 for each traveling day from urban center

This cost does not include
vent pipes (each vent also requires 0.04 m2 screen)
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screening material for windows (1mZrequired for each superstructure)
For example, if 5 VIP latrines are to be made of concrete blocks in a town that is located
3 days travel from an urban center, the following calculations would be made to determine
the costs for the 5 superstructures (excluding cost of fly screen and vent pipe).
0

material cost = 5 x $110 = $550

0

labor cost = 5 x $80 = $400
transport cost = 5 x 3 days x $20 = $300

For the total cost, the cost of 5 vent pipes and screening material would be added.
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Solutions to Handout 11-8

Material and labor requirements for the construction of each latrine type are calculated below.
The quantities are then multiplied by the number of the types in each scenario.
If upgrades are being made, only the new materialls necessary for the upgrade (plus 1skilled
builder, 1 unskilled laborer, 1/2 bag of cement) need to be determined. The old latrine
components can' be salvaged.
From this information, the transport cost can be calculated for each scenario.
&&: The only real choice involved is the type of shelter. Since different shelter types can
be used, a solution for the superstructure is not included here.

A. Material and Labor Requirements for Each Latrine Type
1. Bask Latrine with Cover

Base
Materials: concrete block, mortar (sand, cement)
No. of blocks =
Volume of sand =
Bags of cement =

2.5 blocks/m x 4 m = 10 blocks
0.0035 m3/m x 4 m = 0.014 m3
0.05 bags/m x 4 m = 0.2 bags

Labor required:
Skilled =
Unskilled =

Volume of pit
Unskilled labor required =
5

1x 1/3 day = 1/3 day
1 x 1/3 day = 1/3 day
1 m x 1m x 2.5 m = 2.5 mS
2.5 days/2 = 1.25 days
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Materials: gravel, sand, cement, rebar
Volume of slab =
Volume of gravel =
Volume of sand =
Volume of cement =
Bags.of cement =
Length of rebar =

1.2 m x 1.2 m x 0.075 m = 0.11 m3
0.11 m3
1/2 x 0.11 m3 = 0.055 m3
1/4 x 0.11 m3 = 0.022 m3
0.022 m/0.0332 m3 = 0.7 bags
2 x [(1.2m/0.15 m) -11 = 14 m

Labor required:
Skilled =
Unskilled =

1 x 1/3 day = 1/3 day
2 x 1/3 day = 2/3 day

One of the three types.

Miscellaneous
Screen for windows (2rnrn) .= 1 m2

Gravel
Sand
Cement
Concrete blocks
Rebar
Superstructure
Screen (2mrn)

0.11 m3
0.069 m3
0.9 bag
10 blocks
14 m
1
1 m2

Totul Labor Reauired
Skilled
Unskilled

0.7 day
2.25 days
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2. VIP Latrine
Base
Materials: bricks, sand, cement
No. of bricks =
Volume of sand =
Bags of cement =

2 (layers) x 8.3 bricks/m x 4 m = 67
2 x 0.004 m3/m x 4 m = 0.032 m3
2 x 0.06 bags/m x 4 m = 0.5 bags

Labor required:
Skilled =
Unskilled =

1x 1/3 day = 1/3 day
1 x 1/3 day = li3 day

Pit E x c a v q m

Volume of pit =
Unskilled labor required =

1 m x 1 m x 2.5 m = 2.5 m3
2.5 days/2 = 1.25 days

Materials: sand, cement, screen (1crn)
Volume of slab =
Volume of sand =
Volume of cement =
Bags of cement =
Screen (I cm)=

1.2 m x 1.2 m x 0.025 m = 0.036 m3
2/3 x 0.036 m3 = 0.024 mS
1/2 x 0.024 m3 = 0.012 m3
0.012 m3/0.0332 m3 = 0.4 bags
2 (layers) x 1.2 m x 1.2 m = 2.9 m2

Labor required:
Skilled =
Unskilled =

1x 1/3 day = 1/3 day
2 x 1/3 day = 2/3 day

One of the three types.

Screen for windows and vent (2 mm) = 1 m2
Vent pipe (3m) = 1
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Total Materials Reouired

Sand
Cement
Brick
Screen (1cm)
Superstructure
Screen (2 mm)
Vent pipe (3m)

0.056 m3
0.9 bag
67 bricks
2.9 m2
1
1 m2
1

Total Labor Reaulred

Skilled builder
Unskilled laborer

0.7 day
2.25 days

3. Pour Flush/Waterseal LaMne

Materials: gravel, sand, cement, rebar
Area of base =
Volume of base =
Volume of gravel =
Volume of sand =
Volume of cement =
Bags of cement =
Length of rebar =

(1.3m x 1.3 m) - 1 m2 = 0.69 m2
0.07 m x 0.69 m2 = 0.048 m3
0.048 m3
1/2 x 0.048 m3 0.024 m3
1/4 x 0.048 m3 = 0.012 m3
0.012 m3/0.0332 m3 = 0.4 bags
2 x (4 x 1.3 m) = 10.4 m

-

Labor required:
Skilled =
Unskilled =

Volume of pit =
Unskilled labor required =

1 x 1/3 day = 1/3 day
1 x 1/3 day = 1/3 day

1m x 1m x 1.5 m = 1.5 m3
1.5/2 = 0.75 day

Materials: concrete block
Area of walls =
No, of blocks =

4 x (1m x 1.5 m) = 6 m2
6 m2 x 13.9 blocks/m2 = 84
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Labor required:
6(m2)/4(m2/day) = 1.5 days
1x 1.5 days = 1.5 days
1 x 1.5 days = 1.5 days

Time =
Skilled =
Unskilled =

Materials: ferrocement of sand, cement, screen (1cm)
Volume of slab =
Volume of sand =
Volume of cement =
Bags of cement =
Screen (1crn) =

1.2 m x 1.2 m x 0.025 m = 0.036 m3
2/3 x 0.036 m3 = 0.024 m3
1 / 2 x 0.024 m3 = 0.012 m3
0.012 m3/0.0332 m3 = 0.4 bags
2 (layers) x 1.2 m x 1.2 m = 2.9 m2

Labor required:
SWed =
Unskilled =

1 x 1/3 day = 1/3 day
2 x 1/3 day = 2/3 day

One of the three types.
Miscellaneous
Screen for windows (2 mrn) = 1 m2
Waterseal trap

Total Uerfols Reaulrea
Gravel
Sand
Cement
Concrete block
Rebar
Screen (1cm)
Superstructure
Screen (2 mrn)
Waterseal trap

0.048 m
0.048 m
0.8 bags
84
10.4 m
2.9 mZ
1
1m2
1

Skilled builder
Unskilled laborer

2.2 days
2.5 days
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4. Raised Platform Latrine

No base required.
Pit Excavation

Volume of pit below ground = 1m x 1 m x 1.2 m = 1.2 m3
Unskilled labor required =
1.2/2 = 0.6 days

Materials: brick and cement
Area of lining
wall below ground =
Area of walls extending
above ground =
Total wall surface area =
No. of bricks =
Cement required =

4 x (1m x 1.2 m) = 4.8 m2

4 ( 1 m x l m ) = 4m2
8.8 m2
8.8 m2x 65 bricks/m2 = 572 bricks
1/6 bag x 4.8 m2 + 1/3 bag x 4 m2=
0.8 + 1.3 = 2.1 bags

Labor required:
Time =
SWed =
Unskilled =

8.8 m2/3 m2/day = 2.9 days
1 x 2.9 days = 2.9 days
1x 2.9 days = 2.9 days

Materials: ferrocement of sand, cement, screen (1cm)
Volume of slab =
Volume of sand =
Volume of cement =
Bags of cement =
Screen (1cm) =

1.2 m x 1.2 m x 0.025 m = 0.036 m3
2/3 x 0.036 m3 = 0.024 m3
1/2 x 0.024 m3= 0.012 m3
0.012 mg/0.0332 m3 = 0.4 bags
2 (layers) x 1.2 m x 1.2 m 2.9 mZ

Labor required:
SWed =
Unskilled =

1x 1/3 day = 1/3 day
2 x 1/3 day = 2/3 day

-
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One of the three types.
Miscellaneous
Screen for windows (2 mm) = 1 m2

Total Materials Reaufred
Sand
Cement
Brick
Screen (1cm)
Superstructure
Screen (2 mrn)

--2.5 bags
572
2.9 m2
1
1mZ

J'otal Labor ReSkilled builder
Unskilled laborer

3.2 days
4.2 days

B. End Solution to Each Scenario
The material quantities can be put onto a cost sheet and multiplied by the unit cost to find the
cost associated with each program (excluding the shelter).
scenario I
New latrine construction:

-

2 basic latrines with cover

2 VIPlatrines
1pour flush (or waterseal) latiine

For the total materials required in Scenario I,
multiply

2 x materials in 1basic latrine
2 x materials in 1VIP l a t h e
1 x materials in 1pour flush latrine.
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These materials added together will be the total material requirements.
The amount of labor is calculated in the same manner.

Gravel (m9)
Sand (m3)
Cement (bags)
Concrete block
Bricks
Rebar (nl)
Screen (1cm)(m2)
Superstructure
Screen (2 mm) (m2)
Vent pipe (3m)
Waterseal trap
'

2 x 0.11 + 1 x 0.048 = 0.27 mS
2 x 0.069 + 2 x 0.056 + 1 x 0.048 = 0.3 m3
2 x 0.9 + 2 x 0.9 + 1x 0.8 = 4.4 (5 bags)
2 x 10 + 1 x 84 = 94 blocks
2 x 67 = 134 bricks
2 x 14 + 1 x 10.4 = 38.4 m (or 7 lengths of 6 m rebar)
2 x 2.9 + 1 x 2.9 = 8.7 (9 m2)
2 x l + 2 x l + lx1=5superstructures
2 x 1 + 2 x 1 + 1 x 1 = 5m2
2 x 1 = 2 vent pipes
1 x 1 1 trap

-

Total Labor Rewired
SWed builder (days) 2 x 0.7 + 2 x 0.7 + 1 x 2.2 = 5 days
Unskilled laborer (days) 2 x 2.25 + 2 x 2.25 + 1 x 2.5 = 11.5 days

New latrine construction:

-

1 raised platform latrine

Upgrades:

-

5 basic pit latrines upgraded to 5 VIP latrines

-

5 VIP latrines upgraded to 5 pour flush latrines

In this scenario, the materials for one complete raised platform latrine are needed. For ths
upgrades, new slabs will only be needed for the 5 pour flush latrines, because the slabs for the
5 VIP latrines that are being converted to pour flush latrines can be used for the basic pit
latrines that are to be upgraded to VIPs. The vent pipes from the VIPs being converted can
also be used, assuming that they are not built as part of the superstructure. It Fs assumed that
the superstructures for the upgraded latrines can be reused. .
Recall that each upgrade requires one-half bag of cement and a day's work from a skilled
budder and an unskilled laborer. For the total cement and labor required for the upgrade
(aside from the new slabs for the pour flush latrines), multiply the number of upgrades by the
above values.
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Total Materials Reaulred
Sand (m9)

5 r< 0.024 = 0.44 m3

Cement (bags)

1x 2.5

+ 5 x 0.4 + LO x 0.5 = 9.5 (10 bags)

Screen (1crn) (m2)

1 x 2.9

+ 5 x 2.9

Screen (2 rnrn) (m2)

1 x 1 = lm2

Waterseal trap

5 x 1 = 5 traps

= 17.4'(18 mZ)

Total Labor Reaulred
Skilled builder (days)
Unskilled laborer (days)

1 x 3.2
1 x 4.2

+ 5 x 1/3 + 10 x 1 = 14.9 days

+ 5 x 2/3 + 10 x 1 = 17.5 days

Scenario I11
New latrine construction:

-

2 VIP latrines
2 basic latrines with cover

Upgrade:
.,

2 basic pit latrines --- > 2 VIP latrines

In this scenario the materials needed for the new construction would be
,4

2 x materials for 1 VIP latrine
2 x materlals for 1 basic latrine.
The inputs needed for the upgrade would be vent pipes, cement, and labor, as noted above.
As above, it is assumed that the superstructures and slabs can be reused for the upgrades.

Gravel (m9)

Sand (m3)
Cement (bags)
Concrete block
Bricks
Rebar (m)
Screen ( l c m ) (m2)

2 x 0.11 = 0.22 m3
2 x 0.069 + 2 x 0.056 = 0.25 m3
2 x 0.9 + 2 x 0.9 + 2 x 0.5 = 4.6 (5 bags)
2 x 10 = 20 blocks
2 x 67 = 134 bricks
2 x 14 = 14 m (or 3 lengths of 6 m rebar)
2 x 2 . 9 = 5.8 (6m2)
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-

2 x 1 + 2 x 1 4 superstructures
Superstructure
Screen (2 mm) (m2) 2 x 1 + 2 x 1 = 4 m2

Vent pipe (3m)

2 x 1 = 2 vent pipes

Total Labor Reaulred
Skilled builder (days)
Unskilled laborer (days)

2 x 0.7 + 2 x 0.7 + 1x 2 = 4.8 days
2 x 2.25 + 2 x 2.25 + 1 x 2 = 11 days

Scenario IV
New latrine construction:

-

20 VIP latrines, with agency assistance

-

5 raised platform latrines with vent pipes

In this scenario the slabs and fly screens are provided (transport is not), so the material
calculations will indude the following components:

-

pit excavation
construction of bases for VIP latrines
superstructure
construction of raised lining for raised platfonn latrirlczr,

Total Matettals Reaulred
Sand (m3)
Cement (bags)
Bricks
Superstructure
Screen (2 mrn) (m2)
Vent pipe (3 m)

20 x 0.032 = 0.64 m3
5 x 7.1 20 x 0.5 = 20.5 (21 bags)
5 x 572 + 20 x 67 4,200 bricks
5 x 1 2 0 x 1 = 25superstructures
5 x 1 + 20 x 1 = 25 m2
5 x 1 20 x 1 = 25 vent pipes

+

-

+
+

SWed builder (days) 5 x 2.9 + 20 x 1/3 = 21.1 days
Unskilled laborer (days) 5 x 3.5 20 x 1/3
20 x 1.25 = 49.2 days

+

+

m: Materials and labor for slab construction are not necessary in this scenario.

This
scenario provides the only example of integrating the VIP and raised platform latrine types.

Session
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SUPERVISION OF CONSTRUCTION
Objectives

2 hours

-

By the end of this session, the participants will be able to
describe their role as supervisors of latrine construction,
identdy quality control points in latrine consiruction, and
develop strategies for addressing common supervisory problems.

Overview
The main focus of this session is on supervision of construction. It is intended to clarify further
participants' role in an excreta disposa! management program.
In particular, the session examines work progress issues and quality control points. A series
of critical incidents provides partidpants with an opportunity to explore possible responses to
some common constmction situations that they might face.

Procedures

1.

Introduction

5 minutes

Present the session objectives on Flipchart A: "Session 12 Objectives" and the rationale for this
session.

Lecturette: Role of the Supervisor of Construction

15 minutes

Start the ledurette with a short brainstorming exercise by asking the following question (on a
nipchar 2) :
What comes to mind when you think of an effective supervisor?
In doing the brainstorming, suggest to partkipants that they think of a person they think is an
especially good supervisor. Some examples can come from the group activities.

Add the follolwing key points if not mentioned by paeicipants:
monitors progress of work
anticipates needs of program
ensures quality of the work (quality control)
manages the contracts with !abor (skilled/unskilled)
troubleshoots

-

facilitates the interaction between key parties (for example, the builder and community
members)
Emphasize the following points:

Progress of Work
A delay can be encountered on a construction site for a variety of reasons, such as late

arrival of materials. This problem can lead to a program-wide stoppage, which wastes
money and time. The supervisor's responsibility is to conduct an ongoing assessment
in order to apply corrective measures before much time is lost.
Quality of Work

A supervisor evaluates the quality of work and enforces the contract with the builder.
A community member can also play a role in quality control. If good rapport is
developed between the community member and the builder, the program's success
and community satisfaction are enhanced.

3.

Large Group Discussion: Identifying Quality Control Points

25 minutes

Expand the discussion of quality control with the following question:
What do you think are the important quality control points in constructing a latrine?

List the responses on a flipchart and be sure the following are included:
slab construction
pit lining construction
base construction
superstructure construction
Tell the partidpants that high-quality construction of all of these latrine components is vital to
the overall success of the program. To ensure high quality, the supervisor should make
frequent visits to the project site during the construction of these components.

Tell the participants that of these components, the slab is the most crucial and is most
frequently constructed incorrectly. It must be structurally sound, easy to clean (smooth and
without undue indentation to inhibit cleaning), and easily used by each member of the family.
Ask participants if they can identify some common slab construction problems. Include the
problems below if not mentioned by participants:
It is not made to fit onto the base with sufficient overlap. At times it is made to the
zxad dimensions of the pit, which makes it impossible to mount it safely.
E

2 . 4 sealant
~
is appligd between the slab and the base.
The hole in the slab is too big, so it is frightening to children.
The upper surface of the slab is not sloped downward, toward the hole in the slab,
which causes water to pool on the latrine floor.
It does not have a smooth surface.
It is not cured conectly and so it is weak.
It is not made to suit the user; if the user is accustomed to using a pedestal seat during
defecation, one should be provided.

Point out that .;he pit lining can also be a crucial component. It is often omitted because of
cost and the fact that it is not a visible component of the finished latrine. In unstable soil,
however, this omission creates a real hazard for use and will eventually cost additional money
to correct.
Next, ask about the demonstration latrine:
What are some of the quality control points?
What were some of the problems of supervision with our own latrine?
What was the impact of some of these problems?
What suggestions do you have to fix our supervisory problems?

4.

m

e Group Discussion: Critical Incidents

1 hour

Explain to participants that they're now going to be presented with some problem situations.
Tell them that they will be given a few minutes to discuss the situation in their table group and
deckle on a group response.
Present the following task:

Flipchart

B: Crftfcal lncldent Task

Mxuss the situation at your table.

Agree on the best response.

Trainer Note: Go through the critical incidents fairly quickly with the full group. Allow 3
or 4 minutes for the small group discussion, then in the full group get a quick verbal response
from each group. Spend no more than 10 minutes on each incident.
Present the following situations (on flipcharts) one at a time:
You visit one of your latrine construction sites and find that very little work has been
done in the few days since your previous vbit. When you ask the master builder why
progress has been dow, he says, "I'm working as fast as I can."
What would you do?

Trainer Note: Some possible responses are induded below.
Remind him of his contractual obligations.
Write a new contract based on a set payment for a finished product as opposed
to paying a daily rate (e.g., $5 for every well-made slab).
Find out if there is a problem. If it is something that you can help with, offer
assistance.
Explain the situation to the community, and ask for their suggestions.
You visit your construction site and find the unskilled workers beginning the slab
construction without supervision from the master builder. The master builder, you
discover, has gone off to locatz some materials for the superstructure.
What would you do?

Trainer Note: Some possible responses are induded below.
Have all necessa ry building materials on site.
Meet with the builder to discuss his reason for leaving the site. Possible response:
Work was left in hands of qualified apprentice.
Remind the master builder of his contractual obligations.
0

Offer your assistance In a supervisory capacity.

0

Encourage community leaders to talk with the builder.

The master builder comes to you and says that two 50 kg bags of cement are missing
from the storage shed.
W h a ~would you do?

Trainer Note: Some possible responses are included below.
Encourage community leaders and the builder to work together to discover what
is going on and try to stop it.
You go to the construction site and find that a serious altercation is taking place
between the son of the senior neighborhood elder and the master builder. People
have started to gather around the scene.
What would you do?

-

Trainer Note: Some possible responses are included helow.
Ask community leaders to try to solve the problem.

If your help is requested, try to clarify what the dispute is about, and avoid
apportioning blame.
You learn that the altercation is taking place between the son of the senior
neighborhood elder and the master builder because the master builder is a member of
a minority ethnic group and is not well liked.
What would you do?

Trainer Note: Some possible responses are included below.
0

Ask community leaders to find out the problem and solve it. Give assistance if
asked.
Let community leaders make the decision about whether to stop work on the
latrine.

Despite providing regular feedback, you continue to find the construction is
substandard. Each time you give the master builder feedback, he responds: "11' 1 do
better." He's the only master builder in town. He's worked for you before and you
remember that he did a reasonable job.
What would you do?

Trainer Note: Some possible responses are included below.
0

Inform the community of the problem, and try to come to an agreement with the
community to cancel the building contract and find a new builder.

What if you are half way through the construction-the pit is lined and you have a
slab-and discover that you can't get additional supplies?
What if midway in your program the cost of ccment doubles?

Trainer Note: Some possible responses are included below.
Every effort should be made to avoid both these situations by buying enough
material at the beginning of the program.
If the situation can't be avoided, talk to community leaders, explain the situation,
and ask for suggestions.

5.

Conclusions

-

15 minutes

Briefly touch on major session points. Ask,
What were the most important lessons for you that came out of this session?
Record lessons on a flipchart.
Then ask,
'

m

How will you apply some of these lessons in your own programs?

Review the session objectives, and say a few words about the next session.

Materials
Flipchart A: Session 12 Objectives
Flipchart B: Critical Incident Task

Flipcharts of Critical Incidents
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SANITATION EDUCATION METHODS
Objectives

4 hours, 15 minutes

-

By the end of this session, the participants will be able to
describe techniques for making effective sanitation education presentations,
identify skills for group facilitation and one-on-one advising, and
develop presentation plans for sessions on excreta disposal management, latrine
maintenance, and the disease cycle.

Overview

One of the most challenging aspects of a sanitation program is influencing people to adopt
good excreta disposal practices. The intention of this session is twofold: to assist participants
in (1) determining how best to link their education messages to a problem and chosen
solutions and (2) preparing and delivering effective presentations.
In this session, participants work again with the facilitative skills they leamed in Session 4 as
a mean of making their presentations more interactive. They'are then given the opportunity
to prepare presentations, which they will deliver in Session 16 to comrnuntty members.

Rocedures
1.

Introduction

10 minutes

Make a transition into this session by recalling Part 2 of the three-part model. Say that
sanitation education is one intervention that plays a central role in most excreta disposal
management programs. The important question in sanitation education is how best to link the
education messages to the problem-for example, the high-risk behavior(s)-and the chosen
solutions. Another important question is how to deliver the presentation in a way that's most
appropriate for the target audiences, both in content and delivery. This session will focus
primarily on delivey, but wiU tap into the subject matter learned in this course.

Ask participants to recall what was the impact of using the facilitative skills in their information
collection field exercise. Say that effective two-way communkation skills-and facilitative

skills, in particular-are essential for convincing people to adopt good sanitation practices and
that they will be relying on those skills again in this session.
Briefly present the overview in your own words and the objectives on Flipchart A: "Session
13 Objectives."

Ledurette: Sanitation Education

15 minutes

Say that in thk session sanitation education is defined as specifically refetdng to excreta
disposal practices-how individuals can be educated to modify their high-risk behaviors.
State that sanitation education is important at various stages in the development of a sanitation
program. Present Flipchart B.
FIIpchart B: Sanltatfon Educatfon at Various Stages
Awareness building
clarifying the problem
identifying needs and interests
providing information
0

creating a demand

Facilitating choice
helping to determine appropriate interventions
D

assisting the community and individuals to make an informed choice

Implementing the choice
organizing the community and individuals to cany out their decisions
Monitoring and evaluation
assisting the community in building on lessons learned

Stress that sanitation education sessions and meetings are important at each of the various
stages of program development. Also, the content of their sanitation education activities will
vary somewhat depending on the stage of program development.

Large Group Discussion: Making Sanitation Education Effective

50 minutes

Ask,
What are ways that this course has made sanitation education presentations
interactive?
Add the following points if not volunteered:
small group activities
the use of leading questions (like the question just asked)
role plays and case examples to encourage discussion
visual aids that increase clarity of understanding
the trainer's facilitative skills
Emphasize the following initial preparation steps when developing a sanitation education
presentation:
Ripchart C: Initial Preparation Steps

Clarify who the audience will be.
Identify the specific high-risk behaviors associated with excreta disposal practices for
that audience, and identify the spedfic low-risk behaviors that you wish the audience
to adopt.
Determine some fun and interesting ways to deliver your sanitation messages to
different audiences:
children

o illiterates

0

farmers

What are some fun and interesting ways to get messages across to these various
groups?
Examples from the group might include songs, theater, role plays, and visu&.
Add additional points on getting the message across by using as a guide Handout 13-1:
'Effective Presentations-A Planning Checklist." To summarize your discussion, and add
remaining points, cover the following key points on Flipchart D.

Flipchart D: Effective Presentations -Key Polnts
B

Clear, simple objectives
Short, with a few key messages (20 to 30 minutes maximum)
Facilitative skills-paraphrasing, asking questions, summarizing, and using encouragers
Examples to reinforce key messages

-

Visual aids to illustrate key messages
Distribute Handout 13-1.

Ask participants to note what techniques you used to deliver this interactive presentation. Ask
them how they felt about participating. Their responses should be positive. You can then use
their reactions to reinforce the importance of interactive presentations.

Ask how such a presentation could be made in a one-on-one advisory session, such as in a
person's home. Explain that the steps are identical, but the delivery would be more informal.
Note the use of facilitative skills. Ask what are some of the similarities between using them
for interviews and for leading a discussion. Reinforce the following points on Flipchart E:

Ripchart E: Skills for Fadlltatlng and Advlslng
Open-ended questions encourage people to reflect more and to participate actively.
Paraphrasing helps to
0

clarify meaning
move the discussion along
encourage more people to participate in a group by keeping talkative people from
dominating

0

provide a tool for gently interrupting someone who has been talking too long
provide a basis for summarizing points

8

Summarizing makes it possible to
reinforce key points
0

check f i x progress

0

verify c~~mprehension
review agreements

Using encoriragers reinforces all the other communication skills.

4.

Preparing for Presentations

3 hours

Explain that in Session 16 on Day 10 participants will practice rrraking presentations with a real
audience-members of a community. F i , they must prepare a presentation plan.
To help guide their preparation, lead a discussion about possib!e topics based on the
inf~mnation they collected in the community about excreta disposal practices. Divide
participants into two groups, one per trainer. When in these groups, choose topics and
iderltify objectives for two presentations.
.

Then, divide each group into three teams of three or four people each and give them the task
on Flipchart F.
Flipchart F: Presentution Preparation
Prepare a 15- to 20-minute presentation.
Follow the preparation steps in Handout 13-1.
Prepare visual aids as needed.
Decide who will deliver which part of the presentation to community members (it may
be that not everyone has a part in the delivey).
Take 3 hours.
Explain that they will be delivering their presentations on the last day of the course-Sesion
16.
Say that in the next session (the following day) they will be going back to the topic of latrines,
looking specifically at operation and maintenance.
Trainer Notes:

1. Because Day 8 ends here, participants have the option of taking more time in the
evenings to prepare for the Day 10 delivery.
2. If possible, invite members of the community where the information collection was
done to participate in the presentations that the workshop participants will give on Day
10. You probably want to invite the community counterparts who assisted the
participants in the community visits, as well as other members of the community,
including leaders of various community groups. Another possible audknce would be
schoolchildren. Their involvement will make the sessions very realistic, help workshop
participants to think seriously about preparing their presentations, and reinforce
education messages in the community.

3. You may need to predetermine the "audiencen for participant presentations based on
the availability of the various options for the Day 10 delivey (see Session 16).

Materials

Handout 13-1: Effective Presentations-A Planning Checklist
Flipchart EL: Session 13 Objectives
Flipchart B: Sanitation Education at Various Stages
Flipchart C: Initial Preparation Steps
Flipchart D: Effective Presentations-Key Points

-

Flipchart E: Skills for Facilitating and Advising
Flipchart F: Presentation Preparation

Handout 13-1, Page 1

-

E£fective Presentations A Planning Checklist

A. Key Points
P

Develop clear, simple objectives. Identify key messages and write them down for
yourself. Orient the key messases to what the participants will be able to do or say
by the end of yoursession with them.
In your planning, think about the following questions:
What do I want the participants to Isarn/remember? What's really important?
0

What are the principal points I want to make? How will I sequence them?
What visual aids will I use? How do I want them to look?

0

What fun activities could I use to get my messages across-songs, theater, or role
plays?
What examples wU I use to illustrate what I mean?

Keep the presentation short, with a few key points (20 to 30 minutes maximum for
the entire presentation).
Use all the facilitative skills (asking questions, paraphrasing, summarizing, using
encouragers). Ask open-ended questions to encowage discussion of people's own
experience and their reactions to the subject matter.
8

Give examples and anecdotes to reinforce key points. Make sure they are familiar to
participants and that you understand them well.
Show simple visual aids to illustrate key p~:nts,such as pictures, clear drawings, and
written material where appropriate.

B. Proceed Using Three Steps
1. Introduction
Greetings.

Describe what you want to discuss (objectives).
Ask related questions drawing on the participants' expetiences.

Handout 13-1, Page 2

2. Dfscuss Key Points
Explain key points.

Use illustrations or other visual aids if possible
Ask questions to relate points to participants' experiences.

3. Conclusion

-

Review and summarize key points.
Ask questions to verify comprehension and draw conclusions.
Discuss how the participants can apply the key points.
Thank them for participating.

Session
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O&M CONCERNS AND UPGRADING
EXISTING LATRINES
Objectives

5 hours, 30 minutes

.-

By the end of the session, the participants will be able to
identify operation and maintenance (O&M) concerns relevant to latrines,
identify the repair needs of existing latrines, and
determine possibilities for upgrading existing latrines.

Overview
This is a two-part session involving the same skill areas. The first part col. ' s of the relatively
minor upkeep of a latrine, and the second part involves decision-makin!, 'n renovating or
upgrading latrines.
Nearly all communities have had some experience with latrines. Thus, any sanitation program
should take into account existing facilities and their condition. This session enables the
participants to gain firsthand practice at assessing existing facilities in a nearby community. It
will give them additional experience in better determining program parameters-how much
new construction is necessary versus how much upgrading can be done, what are the
problems with existing facilities, and how those problem can be overclcme with a oanhtion
program.
As part of this session, participants, in two teams, will visit four existing latrines 1'4) ~ s s s s stheir

cunent state of repair and the possibilities for upgrading them. They will n!so visit the
demonstration latrine to assess the quality of its construction.

Procedures

1.

Introduction

5 minutes

Present Flipchart A: "Session 14 Objectives." Explain the rationale for doing the session.

Team Discussion: O&M Concerns

30 minutes

Open the discussion by asking the participants about the possible problems during the life of
a latrine-that is, from when it is built to when it is filled to capacity. Write their responses
on a flipchart and ask them to rate their importance and explain why.
Responses should include the following:
Operation
capacity

-

ventilation
waterseal trap
Maintenance
cleanliness
repairs
Make key points from Handout 141:"Operation and Maintenance Concerns." Distribute the
handout.

3.
3
'

*i

Team Field Activity: Aswssing Existing Latrines

3 hours, 30 minutes

Tell participants that they will be going out into the community to assess existing latrines-their
current state of repair and the possibilities for upgrading them. Say that they will also be
assessing the quality of construction of the demonstration latrine.

Trainer Note: Prior to this exercise it will be necessary to prepare the community for the
visit. Permission should be gained from the owners of each latrine to be assessed. The
IaMnes to be assessed should indude one or more latrines at schools, medical centers, or
markets. The timing of this session allows for 30-minute visits to four latrines, plus the
demonstration latrine. Approximately 50 minutes is allowed for transport to and from the
community, and transport or walking between latrine sites. If this is insuffkient time given the
distances involved, one option would be to reduce the number of latrine visits from four to
three.
Explain that they will be working in two teams to complete this activity. Say that,
They will be looking at four existing latrines in the community, in addition to the
demonstration latrine.
Each team will be accompanied by a trainer and will start at dtfferent points.
Pass out Handout 142: "Team Task: Assessing Existing Latrines," and present the task on
a flipchart.

Flipchart B: Team Task

The team will be given 30 minutes at each latrine:

20 minutes to inspect the latrine and make notes
10 minutes for discussion
gxistina Latrines
At each site, address the following questions:

-

How would you assess the original construction?
What is the age of the latrine?
What building materials were used?
What was the level of quality of construction?
How would ljou assess siting?
0

What is the proximity to water sources?
What is the water table?

0
0

- What is the likelihood of flooding during heavy rains?
Is the soil of a suitable type to allow percolation of wastewater?

To what extent is the latrine being used properly?
What is the current state of repair?
superstructure
slab
pit (look for cracks in cement, signs of subsidenc~)

-

What are the possibi!ities for upgrading the latrine? (For example, to convert a pit
latrine to a VIP latrine, do you need a new slab? Can the superstructure be reused?)
How would you assess the state of maintenance?

How ,would you assess the quality of construction?

What might you have done differently?
Mvkie the group into two teams and have each trainer take a team to the first latrine site.

Trainer Note: It wohd be best to choose different ldnds of lablnes if possible. Choose some
that are in good condition and others that are in various stages of disuse and disrepair.

4.

Large Group Discussion: Assessing Existing Latrines

1 hour

Once participants are back in the classroom, go over the questions in the task, asking
participants for examples of what they saw.
Ask the following questions as part of the general discussion:
What were the different upgrade possibilities?
What were the major design or construction flaws that.you saw?
How could these flaws have been avoided?
What were common maintenance problems?
'

Why do you think these problems existed?
How could some of these maintenance problems be addressed?

Trainer Note: This last question should be given the most discussion time.
Then ask,

How did you assess the quality of construction of the demonstration latrine?
What might you have done differently?

5.

Conclusions

15 minutes

Summarize some of the session highlights.
Ask,
What for you were the key lessons of this session?
Record the lessons on a flipchart, and read through the comp!eted list.

6.

Wrap-up

10 minutes

Ask,
What do you especially want to remember to do in your own program?
Review the session objectives, and make a link to the next session.

Materials
Handout 14-1: Operation and Maintenance Cczcems
Handout 14-2: Team Task: Assessing Exbting Latrines
Flipchart A: Session 14 Objectives
Flipchart

B: Team Task

Handout 14-1, Page 1

Operation and Maintenance Concerns

.

Operation
capacity
ventilation
waterseal trap

Capacity
The most evident operational concern common to all latrine technologies deals with the
capacity of the latrine. Eventually, all latrines fill, so an effort must be made to plan for a
transition.
Depending on the resources involved, this transition presents an opportunity for upgrading the
latrine. Whether this option is utilized or not, all salvageable materials are taken from the old
latrine site for use in constructing the new latrine or for some other purpose. Doing so can
substantially reduce the cost of the new latrine.
It is generally accepted that the transition should occur when the excrement in the latrine
reaches a level of 1 to 0.5 m below the slab. The latrine is then filled with earth or a
combination of earth and organic waste. This distance (1to 0.5 m) prevents pathogens from
making their way to the surface where users will be exposed.

Ventilation
Blocked ventilation will lessen the air currents flowing through the latrine, which could cause
the interior of the latrine superstructure to become or to remain damp. Good air cirmlation
will also result in lessening smells in the latrine.
Occasionally, the vent pipe of the VIP becomes partially blocked, thus reducing the
effectiveness of the technology. Typically the problem is caused by spider webs. Eliminating
this problem is a relatively easy procedure but the vent should be checked periodically.

Waterseal Tmp
As mentioned previously, utilization of the pour flush technology requires an excess of water

for its proper and continued functioning. A minimum of 10 Iiters/person/day is
recommended in excess water. For example, an eight-member family using the latrine would
require an excess 80 liters of water per day.
At times, the waterseal can become dogged by waste material or wiping material that is
thrown into the latrine. Another cause is the use of insufficient water in flushing the latrine.

-F!Previous Page EIUaAY.,
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Maintenance

cleanliness
repairs
Cleanliness
Perhaps the most simple, yet the most important, maintenance for a latrine is keeping it clean.
This wffl limit contact with excreta, reduce flies in the latrine, reduce smells, increase latrine
use, and improve the appearance of latrines.

The repairs needed by a latrine will, in most cases, be obvious, as maintenance problems are
commonly manifested in the superstructure or latrine slab.
Cracks in the slab or slabs with broken masonry constitute the most serious problems. The
resulting weakness of the slab could cause it to fall into the pit along with whoever is on it, not
to mention allowing the access of vectors to the fecal material. These problems should be
rectified immediately. Whether the slabs need to be replaced or can be repaired should be
decided by an experienced builder.

Cracks or breakage can also occur in the waterseal trap. This can result in higher water
requirement for flushing; access of vectors to excreta; increase in smell; leakage of water onto
latrine floor; or total nodunctioning. Most waterseal traps are difficult to repair so will
probably need to be replaced.
Common problems in the superstructure usually consist of small repairs such as rips in the fly
screen, repairing the door hinges, etc. While the repairs needed for these items are minor,
thcy are often neglected, which allows access to insect vectors and could lead to reduced use.
A well-maintained latrine encourages use.

Handout 14-2

Team Task: Assessing Existing Latrines

The team will be given 30 minutes at each latrine:
0

20 minutes to inspect the latrine, and complete their notes
10 minutes for discussion

At each site, address the following questions:
How would you assess the original construction?
0

What is the age of the latrine?
What building materials were used?
What was the level of quality of construction?

How would you assess siting?
What is the proximity to water sources?
What is the water table?
0

What is the likelihood of flooding during heavy rains?
Is the soil of a suitable type to allow percolation of wastewater?

0

To what extent is the latrine being used properly?

What is the current state of repair?
0

superstructure
slab

0

pit (look for cracks in cement, signs of subsidence)

What are the possibilities for upgrading the latrine? (For example, to convert a pit latiine
to a VIP, do you need a new slab? Can the superstructure be reused?)
How would you assess the state of maintenance?

Demonstration Latrine
How would you assess the quality of construction?
What might you have done differently?

Session
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MONITORING A N D EVALUATION

3 hours, 40 minutes

Objectives
*

By the end of the session, participants will be able to
define monitoring and evaluation,
identify key indicators and questions for the monitoring of behavioral change and
interventions, and
identify key indicators and questions for evaluating program outcomes.

The successful installation of interventions (e.g., latrines) is no guarantee of either their
continued use or the practicing of appropriate sanitation behaviors. This session involves
discussions on the reasons why monitoring and evaluation exercises contribute to an effective
ongoing sanitation program involving both interventions and modifications of behavior. The
session builds on the knowledge and skills related to high-risk behaviors that participants
gained in Session 5, and it explores key elements of monitoring and evaluation, in part
through two small group activities.

Procedures
1.

Introduction

10 minutes

Begin by reminding participants of the three-part model for excreta disposal marragement.
Ask the group,
Why do we need to monitor activities once they've been initiated?
Take a few responses, then ask,
Why is it important to evaluate the effectiveness of the activities?
Emphasize that in Part 3 of the model, monitorir~gand evaluation, lessons learned-and
problems-in the ongoing program are identified. Say that if Part 1of the model, problem
clarification, was not well done, there will not be a good baseline of infomiation against which

to monitor and evaluate. Remind them of the baseline information on high-risk behaviors that
they gathered in Session 5.
Stress that monitoring and evaluation are not useful unless they are followed by problem
clarification and a subsequent intervention. Say that in this session participants will be
examining how monitoring and evaluation of latrine operations and maintenance and other
sanitation program activities contribute to long-term sustainability.
Go over the session objectives on Flipchart A: "Session 15 Objectives," and briefly describe
the session procedures.
,-

2.

Lecturette: Monitoring

30 minutes

Say that monitoring has two key components (Flipchart B).
Ripchart B: M~~nltorfng
8

Continued observation of the prevalence of high-risk behavior, both the frequency and
the degree of exposure to excreta.

8

Continued observation of ongoing interventions.

Ask,
8

What does continued mean to you? How often should one monitor an ongoing
sanitation program?

Emphasize that participants should plan to monitor each time they visit the community, or at
least once a month. Say that monitoring helps one adjust his or her expectations.
Focusing on the first component of monitoring:
a

Let's remind ourselves, what high-risk behaviors are we monitoring?

Remind participants that high-risk behaviors are defined as behaviors that allow (or even
promote) exposure to excreta. Give once again some examples, such as:
8

defecation in areas where excreta may come into contact with the individual or others
or contaminate a water supply,
nonwashing of hands (with soap) after defecation,
allowing domestic animals to defecate in areas where their excreta may come into
direct contact with people or a water supply,
handling of properly isolated excrement before it has decomposed to the extent that
all pathogens are inviable,

not maintaining the cleanliness of the latrine, and

not properly disposing of wiping material.
Focus on the second component of monitoring arid ask,
What should you be monitoring?
Possible responses and associated questions are listed below:
Sanitation education activities
How well are people understanding the message?
0

To what exteni are appropriate groups (groups exhibiting high-risk behaviors)
being targeted?

Newly completed latrines
How would you rate user satisfaction?
How well does the facility satisfy the main purpose of latrines, that is, isolation of
excreta?
0

Are acceptance and use of the facility achieved by all members of the family?

Then ask,
Pow does one cany out monitoring?
Emphasize that observation during site visits is the best way to monitor (as opposed to written
letters and reports or secondhand accounts). Stress again that observation during site visiis
requires sensitivity.

3.

Small Group Activity: Monitoring Modified Behaviors

40 minutes

Split the group icto their Session 5 behavioral survey teams and assign the following task for
each group on Flipchart C.
Hipchart C: Group Task-Monftorlng Modlfied Behovlors
Review your survey results, especially the high-risk behaviors your team saw as most
important to modify.
For the two most serious high-risk behaviors identified by your team, how would you
monitor the extent of modified behavior?
For example,
What questions might you ask, and of whom?
0

What "indicators of change" might you look/listen for?

Record your answers on a flipchart.
Take 35 minutes for the task.

4.

Group Reports: Monitoring of Modified Behaviors

30 minutes

Have each group post its flipcharts. Ask participants to get up and review the flipcharts at the
front of the room.
Note any indicators of chahge that may not have been evident in the survey:
cleanliness of a latrine
signs of latrine use
absence of improperly discarded wiping material
absence of excreta around the latrine or house
basic pit latrines are covered when not in use
small children know how to use the latrine properly
observance of hand washing after latrine use

5.

Lectwette: Evaluation

25 mlnutes

Present on a flipchart the foUowing definition of evaluation:
Ripchart D: Evaluation
Planned review of program successes and failures, cost to benefit ratio, and
recommendations for future programs.

How often do you think one should evaluate?
Reinforce that, in general, programs shodd be evaluated once a year.

In an evaluation, what would be the important questions to answer in looking back
over the past year?
Record their responses and add the following questions if not mentioned:
To what extent are latrines being used, and used properly?
What is the remaining life of oach latrine?

What have been the major problems?
How strong is community interest?
What does the community view as the benefits of the program?
What are benefits of the program? (In terms of improved health status, reduced
diarrhea, and sickness and death among small children.)
How have the interventions affected the high-risk behavio~?
Which high-risk behavicm are still evident? To what degree?
Then ask,
How would you rate the success of interventions based on the indicators you identified
in Session 5?
Say that one important outcome of an evaluation is clarification of the key questions that
should be considered over the coming year. Ask,
What would be the important questions to ask in looking ahead to the corning year?
Record their responses and add the following questions if not mentioned:
To what extent is there interest in upgrading latrines? In constructing new latrines?
How has the situation changed in the community? (FOYexample, does it have an
increased or reduced water supply that would make other latrine options feasible?)
In what ways would the community benefit from a refresher course in sanitation
education?
How could the gap between current high-risk behaviors and improved behaviors be
bridged? (problem clarification)
Have new high-risk behaviors been identified? How could they bc addm~;ol,,d?
Ask,
What questions might you ask in considering overall program recommendations?
What's going well? What could be improved?
What lessons have been learned from the past year?
How should these lessons be applied to ~ t h e communities?
r
Ask,
How should the evaluation be carried out?
Emphasize that-as in monitoring-the best evaluation method is observation dudng site visits.

6.

Small Group Activity: Evaluation of Program Achievements

30 minutes

Tell participants that in this small group activity they will consider evaluations that could
indicate the success or failure of the sanitation program's interventions.
Separate the group into four table groups. Assign two of the groups the topic of sanitation
education for latrines and the other two groups the topic of new/upgraded latrine construction
intervention.
Assign the groups the following task on Flipchart E:

RIpchart E: Small ~ r & Evaluatton Task
For the evaluation topic assigned to your table group,
Identify specifically what you would be lookinp for in an evaluation of program
effectiveness.
For example,
What observable results would you want to look for?
0

What questions would be key in gathering information?

Take 20 minutes for this task.

Large Group Discussion: Evaluation of Program Achievements

35 mlnutes

Start with the topic, latrine construction intervention, and get three or four responses from
each group.
Possible responses:

LaMne Construction Intervention
nur.~berof latrines built compared with the number planned
percentage of households that have latrines; number of households that want latrines
percentage of latrines that are well constructed
percentage of latrines that have doors
percentage of l a t h e s that have a roof
latrine appearance: Have any cosmetic improvements been made? For example,
IJ

Have the walls been painted?

IJ

Are the surroundings clean?

IJ

Have owners set up hand-washing facilities by the latrine?

Do owners express pride in the latrine?
Then take the next topic, sanitation education for latrines, and get three or four responses
from each group.
Possible responses:
Sanitatfon Education for LaMnes

Latrine use: To what extent is the entire family using the latrine?
Latrine maintenance: How dean is it? Does it smell?
For a pit latrine: Is the cover in place? Does the cover make a good seal?
For the VIP latrine: Is the fly screen in place?
Can members of the community list three reasons why latrines are used?
Do members of the community know they should wash their hands after using the
latrine?

Is there evidence that people have not been using the latrines in the community?
Distribute "Handout 15-1: Monitoring and Evaluation."

8.

Conclusions

10 minutes

Refer back to the definitions of monitoring and evaluation and emphasize key points made in
the session about partidpants' role in monitoring and evaluation.

What for you was most meaningful about this session?
After a few moments of reflection, take responses and record them on a flipchart. Review the
completed list.

10 minutes

In thinking about your own potential program, what are some steps you'll want to be
sure to take?
Go back over the session objectives and ask if they were met. Say a few words about the next
session, "Sanitation Education Presentations"

Materials

Handout 15-1: Monitoring and Evaluation
Flipchart A: Session 15 Objectives
Flipchart B: Monitoring
Flipchart C: Group Task-Monitoring Modified Behaviors
Flipchart D: Evaluation
Hipchart E: Small Group Evaluation Task
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Monitoring and Evaluation

A. Monitoring
Monitoring has two key components:
Continued observation of the prevalence of high-risk behavior, both the frequency and
the degree of exposure to excreta.
Continued observation of ongoing interventions.
Prevalence of High-Risk Behaviors

High-risk behaviors are defined as behaviors that allow (or even promote) exposure to excreta.
Examples include
B

defecation in areas where excreta may come into contact with the individual or others
or contaminate a water supply,
nonwashing of hands (with soap) after defecation,
allowing domestic animals to defecate in areas where their excreta may come into
direct contact with people or a water supply,
handling of properly isolated excrement before it has decomposed to the extent that
all pathogens are inviable,

8

not maintaining the cleanliness of the latrine, and
not properly disposfng of wiping material.

Ongoing Interventions
Examples of key questions for monitoring ongoing interventions include
Sanitation education activities
0

How well are people understanding the message?

0

To what extent are appropriate groups (groups exhibiting high-&k behaviors)
being targeted?

Newly completed laW'es
0

How would you rate user satisfaction?

0

How well does the facility satisfy the main purpose of latrines, that is, isolation of
excreta?
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Are acceptance and use of the facility achieved by all members of the family?
Observation during site visits is the best way to monitor, as opposed to written letters and
reports or secondhand accounts. Observation during site visits requires sensitivity.
Observable indicators of change may include

a cleanliness of a latt4ne
signs of iatrine use
absence of improperly discarded wiping material
absence of excreta arsund the latrine or house
basic pit latrines are covered when not in use
small children know how to use the latrine properly
observance of hand washing after latrine use

B. Evaluation
Evaluation is defnzd as follows:
Planned review of plogram successes and failures, cost to benefit ratio, and
recommendations for future programs.
Looking Back over the Year
In general, programs should be evaluated once a year. Important questions to ask in looking
back over the year might include the following:
To what extent are the latrines functioning properly?
To what extent are they being used?
What is the remaining life of each IzitrIne?
What have been the major problems?
VJ

How strong is community interest?
What does the community view as the benefits of the program?
What are benefits of the program? (In t e r n of improved health status, reduced
diarrhea, and skkness and death among small children.)
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How have the interventions affected the high-risk behaviors?
I

Which high-risk behaviors are still evident? To what degree?

Looking Ahead to the Coming Year
One important outcome of an evaluation is dadcation of the key questions that should be
considered over the coming year. Important questions to ask in looking ahead to the coming
year might include the following:
To what extent is there interest in upgrading latrines? In constructing new latrines?
How has the situation changed in the community? (For example, does it have an
increased or reduced water supply that would make other latrine options feasible?)
In what ways would the community benefit from a refresher course in sanitation
education?
How could the gap between current high-risk behaviors and improved behaviors be
bridged? (problem clarification)
Have new high-risk behaviors been identified? How could they be addressed?
Considering Overall Recommendations
Important questions in considering overall progrzm recommendations would include
n What's going well? What could be improved?

What lessons have been learned from the past year?
How should these lessons be applied to other communities?
Emphasize that-as in monitoring-the best evaluation method is observation during site visits.

Session
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SANITATION EDUCATION PRESENTATIONS 3 hours, 55 minutes
Objectives

-

By the end of this session, the participants will be able to
deliver a sanitation education presentation.

In this session, participants deliver the presentations on sanitation topics that they prepared in
Session 13. The audience for these presentations is selected by the trainers. Following the
presentations, participants receive feedback from the trainers as well as their peers.

Procedures

1.

10 minutes

Introduction
Brief partkipants on how the logistics for the presentations will work.

2.

Practice Session

3 hours, 15 minutes

Remain in the two subgroups that were established in Session 13. Schedule each of the
presenters in the following manner:
Round 1: 20-minute presentation
10-minute feedback (from trainer and observers)
Then take a short break to allow the second presentation group to set up. Proceed with
Round 2 and Round 3 in the same way.
Set up the room so that the partidpants who are observers are discreetly sitting in the back.

Trainer Note: If these d o n s are held for 'real participants" in other settings-!or example,
primary school students in a school dassroom-you may have to adjust the practice xhedule
to fit within the xhedule of the redpient group.

Lead each feedback session by asking observers what was effective, focusing on the
presentation sieps and use of facilitative skills. Then, ask for suggestions for improvement.
Keep the feedback session brief, limiting your comments to two or three key points so as not
to overwhelm the practice presenters. At appropriate points, especially at the end of all
sessions, ask the community members who were participants for their feedback.

3.

Conclusions

20 minutes

Reconvene all participants in one room. Then ask them what insights they gained about
preparing presentations
delivering presentations
Write their answers on a flipchart.

8.

Wrap-up

10 minutes

Ask participants to write down what they will focus on in their next presentations with their
communities. When they have finished, ask for a few examples from the group.

Session
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ACTION PLANNING
Objectives

2 hours, .I5 minutes

-

By the end of this session, participants will be able to
state and c l a r i unresolved questions that have surfaced on the basis of the workshop
experience, and
develop a thee-month action plan for developing or improving an excreta disposal
management program back home.

Overview
This session is designed as a workshop wrap-up. It should allow the participants to review
critically the work they have done to date, answer any lingering questions, and plan the next
steps for their own program back home.

1.

Introduction

5 minutes

Introduce Hipchart A: "Session 17 Objectives." Briefly review the content in the overview and
add any appropriate comments.

Unresolved Questions

40 minutes

Ask the participants individual to think through all of the things they have done during the
two-week program. Have them look through their notes and the c o w handouts. As they
d o this they should write down all of the questions that still remain about the development of
an excreta disposal management program.
After 15 minutes, review briefly the entire course, refeming to key course flipcharts that have
been posted around the classroom.
Then, list all their unresolved questions on a flipchart (this enables you to see if most people
have the same questions and gives you time to think about them).

Select the most important questions and hold a general discussion, answering the generated
questions.

3.

Individual Action Planning

45 minutes

Say that the easy part-the course-is almost over. The hard part is the application of the
ideas and skills developed during the course.
Say that in this last phase of the course-in some ways the most important phase-you want
to give them an oppoltunG to plan how they will put to use the ideas and skills learned in this
course. Present the individual task on Flipchart B.
Ripchart B: Indiuidual Actfon Planning
Identify the steps you will take in the next three months to begin applying the cours
e ideas and skills, including the following:
0

people to contact
when

n resources needed

activities you will undertake, and how
Take 40 minutes.
DisMbute Handout 17-1: "3-Month Action Plan."

4.

Pair Task: Sharing Action Plans

25 minutes

After the individual task is completed, give the following pair task on Flipchart C:
Rlpchart C: Pair Task
8

After you have completed an "action plann for three months, pair up with another
person to exchange ideas and advice.

8

Take 20 minutes.

Say thai each person will have 10 minutes to talk about his or her plan.

5.

Luge Group Discussion: Action P h s

15 minutes

Bring the participants back together and ask them to share with the full group a sample of their
action planning so that others may get Ideas.

6.

Closure

5 minutes

Review the objectives of the session. Ask if any questions have been left unanswered;

Materials
Handout 17-1: 3-Month Action Plan
Flipchart A: Session 17 Objectives

..

Flipchart B: Individual Action Planning
Flipchart C: Pair Task

Handout 17-1

Three-Month Action Plan

Activities to Undertake

L-

Hesources Needed

People to Contact

By When

Session
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'IRAINPNG PROGRAM EVALUATION
Objectives

1 hour and 10 minutes

,-

By the end of the session, participants wffl have
completed the training program evaluation lorn, and
provided oral feedback to the trainers.

Overview
It is assumed that the trainers wffl be able to evaluate the workshop in a variety ~f ways,
formally and informally. Each session contains objectives Chat are generally verifiable by
observation. Skills can be either demonstrated or not. It is also assumed that the recipients
of this tmining are well-motivated adults who wffl seek help if they don't understand
something. The ultimate evaluation measure, however, wi!! be demonstrated long after the
course, when the participant is implementing excreta disposd r.rlanagemer.: programs. It the
training has been successful, the participant wffl be able to use tl .e learning from the course
to promote a program that is technically and socially sound.
This evaluation session provides one additional source of data. It is based on patticipants'
feelings and observations about the course. The information gained from this session can be
used to improve future courses and to help the trainer do a better job next time in conducting
this course. This session uses two took, a written evaluation form and an informal oral
feedback session. The written form should be administered to provide a record for the trainer
and the sponsoring agency. It is intended to be done anonymously to ensure more open
feedback. The oral portion is designed to gather information about the workshop that wll help
explain ~ n interpret
d
the wrftten data and provide an opportunity for give and take between
the trainers and the partkipants.

Introduce the evaluation session by explaining that the evaluation is importar.. ,?athr t;*tir'rer:;
as a way of learning how the training has k e n received and for future trainit:#gk J T O S 2 : i .
Describe the t w parts
~
of the evzluation (written and oral) and the time constr?fnts.

2.

Review of Training Program Goals

5 minutes

Go back over the goals for the training progvam, reminding participants of some of the
activities they did to achieve the goal.

I

3.

30 minutes

Written Evaluation

Distribute Handout 18-1: "Evaluation Formnand answer any questions about the instructions
on the form. Then give the group time to fill it out.

4.

20 minutes

Oral Feedback
Write on the top of a flipchart the following headings that follow:
Course Strengths

Suggestions for Improvement

Ask the group to volunteer comments on both sides of the question. Record comments as
they are given. At each comment, it is good to verify the comment with others in the group
to see if the comment :. shared by others or is only one person's opinion. It is particularly
important that the trainer not act defensively and spend a lot of time explaining weaknesses.
This will only serve to discourage constructive feedback.
5.

Closure

10 mlnutcs

Close the session in the locally appropriate manner and express appreciation for the group's
patticipation in the training program.

Materials
Handout 18-1: Evaluation Form
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Evaluation Form

1. Goal Attainment

Please circle the appropriate number to indicate the degree to which the workshop goals
have been achieved. On the scale of 1to 5, 1equals "not achievednand 5 equals "vey
much achieved."
A. Describe appropriate approaches for developing an ew- eta management program in
the community.
Not
Achieved

Vey Much
Achieved

Somewhat
Achieved

Comments:

B. Identdy the excreta disposal behaviors of a community and the impad of those
behaviors on health.
Not
Achieved

Vey Much
Achieved

Somewhat
Achieved

Comments:

C. Collect Information to assist in the development of an excreta management strategy.
Not
Achieved

Very Much
Achkved

Somewhat
Achieved

I

1

I

I

I

1

2

3

4

5

Comments:
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D. Analyze critical factors in determining appropriate latrine selection.
Somewhat
Achieved

Not
Achieved

Very Much
Achieved

Comments:

E. De~cribethe design requirements for four types of latrine.
Not
Achieved

Somewhat
Achieved

Very Much
Achieved

I

I

I

I

I

1

2

3

4

5

Comments:

F. Develop a latrine construction program plan, supervise construction, and assess and
upgrade existing latrines.
Not
Achieved

Somewhat
Achieved

Very Much
Achieved

Comments:
G. Apply intzractive techniques to sanitat' In educatlsn.

Not
Achieved

Comments:

Somewhat
Achieved

Vely Much
Achieved
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H. Monitor and evaluate sanitation inierventions.
Not
Achieved

Somewhat
Achieved

Very Much
Achieved

Comments:

I.

Develop an actior. plan to implement a sanitation improvement program "back home."
Somewhat
Achieved

Not
Achieved

Very Much
Achieved

I

I

I

I

I

1

2

3

4

5

Comments:

2. Course Feedback and Learning

Please answer the following questions as fully as possible so that the trainers can learn how
effective the training course methodology was.
A. What have been the most positive things about this course? Comments:

B. What have been the most negative things about this course? Comments:

C. What one thing stands out as important to you in this workshop? Comments:
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D. What things have you learned that you did not know before? Comments:

3. Course Organization and Training
A. What comments do you have about the way the course was planned and organized?

B. What can be done in the future to improve a course l i e this?

C. What specific steps in developing a community sanitation and latrine improvement
program d o you feel you will need to learn more about in order to promote and
develop a program successfully in the future?

D. What feedback do you have for the trainers?

Appendix

VIP LATRINE DESIGN AND MATaIALS CHECKLIST
Ideally, the construction of the demonstration latrine will involve materials readily available in
the parts of the country where the workshop participants will be working. The list of materials
given here provides an example. It will have to be customized to each workshop area to take
into account the differences in the dimensions of building materials from place to place and
he cost of building materials. The design for the VIP latrine is shown in the figure on the next
Page
The design should also be customized to the place where it will be utilized. For examples, for
a school a multiple vault system may be desired.
For this example, the following standard building units and construction practices are used:
cement bag: 50 kg or 33.2 liter (0.0332 m3)
cinder block: 1 0 by 15 by 20 cm
concrete mix:
slab 1:2:4 (cement:sand:gravel)
mortar 1:3 (cement:sand)
mortar joint: 1cm

A.

Materials List

The materials list is provided in two forms: the first part is a list of the building materials
needed to consbrud each component of the latrine; the second is a collated list of building
materials.

m
-

rials Rgp,~r

Latrine slab (reinforced concrete: 1:2:4), 1by 1by 0.07 m
gravel

0.07 m3

sand

0.04 m3

cement

0.5 bags

tie wire

1m

pedestal seat

forms for slab
wood (2"by 4"by 3.5'N)

4

Pit lining (cinder block of dimension 10 by 15 by 20 cm)
cinder block

300

sand

0.08 m3

cement

0.75 bags

Superstructure (cinder blkk of dimension 10 by 15 by 20 an: mortar of 1:3)
by 1.2 by 1.8 m
cinder block

260

sand

0.09 m9

cement

1 bag

Roof
corrugated tin (4' by 8')

1

roofing nails (1.5")

16

wood (2" by 4" by 4')

4

tar for sealant

1/2 liter

Door
corrugated tim (4' by 8')
wood (2" by 4" by 6')
(2" by 4" by 2.5')
(2" by 4" by 2.5')
roofing nails (1.5")
wood nails (3")
hinges
Door frame
wood (2" by 4" by 6')
(2" by 4" by 2.5')
concrete nails (3")

wood nails (3")

Ventilation
vent pipe (PVCpipe 6")
sleeve (6")
fly screen (lmby lm)
wood (window frame)

(1" by 3' by 2.5')

-

(1" by 3"by 6")
wood nails (2")

Total Materials
Gravel
Sand

2.5 bags

Cement
Rebar
Tie wire

Cinder blocks
Cormgated Int (4'by 8')
Roofing nails (1.5")
Concrete nails (3")
Wood nails (3")
Wood nails (2")
Door hinges
Fly screen

(m3

PVC pipe (6")
PVC pipe sleeve (6")
Tar

B.

Construction Schedule

To ensure that the construction timetable is met, a master builder should be "on callnduring
the entire c o m of the Norkshop, including the preliminary latrine excavation. This will
necessitate an increased labor expense because the construction wodd take considerably less
time for a master builder to complete without the partidpants' interruptions and course
scheduling.
Before start of workshop
Excavate Pit

Days 1to 3
Construct Base and Pit Lining
In the afternoon of Day 3, the mason should prepare for the construction of the slab.
This would entail building the forms, cutting and tying the regar, and having ready the
appropriate amount of sand, gravel, cement, and water.
Day 4
Construct Slab
In the morning, the mason should construct the slab after the arrival of the
participants. They should be able to see the process involved in slab construction.
Days 4 to 6
Curing of Slab
Construct Pedestal Seat (if one is desired)
Initiate Construction of Fuundation Superstructure

The foundation amd half of the superstructure should be build. The visit scheduled for
the afternoon would allow partkipants to observe construction.
Days 6 to 9
Placernen,t of Slab and Vent Pipe

Use Cement and/or Tar to Seal Structure Against Vectors
The mason should finish the superstructure with plaster and roof by the time of the
visit in the afternoon of Day 9. During the visit, he should install the slab.
Day 10
Placement of Fly .Screen in Windows and Vent Pipe
Door
Loose ends
Install the pipe, screen, and door and finish a1 loose ends. Participants should also
see latrine in finished form.

C.

Notes on Construction

Excavate a pit of dimensions lm2 by 2.5m deep. If soil is too unstable for the pit to be selfsupporting, the cinder block lining should be constructed as the pit is excavated. The first
three courses of cinder blocks should be built with a two cinder block thickness to form a base
upon which the slab and superstructure will rest (in som. cases in independent foundation
should be built). Below the third course (from the top) the vertical joints between the cinder
blocks should not be mortared so as to provide an avenue for the escape of liquids in the pit.
The pit walls should extend above the ground level to inhibit rainwater nrnoff from entering
the pit. With the pit walls in place, the pit opening should be narrowed to 0.8m2.
The slab should be constructed as pictured in Figure 6 of Handout 10-3. The placement of
rebar is shown. The rebar should also be tied with thin malleable wire to form a rigid skeleton.
rransport of the slab is facilitated by forming handles of rebar and tying it to the rebar frame.
Threading a stout pole enables three or four persons to transport the slab. The slab should
extend 10 crn over the base on each side: It is not necessay to make the slab integral with
the base as its weight will keep it from moving. This also allows the slab to be used over again
when the pit fills. The edge between the slab and the base should be sealed with mortar,
however, to restrict the access of vectors and rescue smells around the latrine.
To form a hole in the slab for the vent pipe, a PVC pipe sleeve of $hesame dimensions can
be used; it is put in place as the concrete is being poured and becomes an integral part of the
slab. (Pouring concrete with the PVC pipe itself as an integral part makes the slab difficult to
transport.) When the slab is placed over the pit, the pipe can be installed. The installation of
the slab and vent pipe should take place before the construction of the roof, becaust in this
design the pipe extends through the roof. The tin roofing material should be cut just larger
than the vent pipe; the space between the vent pipe and the roof should be sealed with tar.
The vent pipe should e ~ t e n dat least l m above the roof, and the opening should be covered
with fly screen.
Note I:

It is sometimes argued that the vent pipe should stand on the outside of the
superstructure because the thermal heating by the sun increases the air circulation

efficiency of the vent pipe. However, the difference in effectiveness has proven
to be minimal. On the other hand, by concealing the pipe on the inside of the
superstructure the pipe is protected from the elements and children are kept from
climbing on it.
Note 2:

Although a 15 cm (6")vent pipe is recommended, vent pipes of lesser diamete;
have proven to be effective and much less costly.

An exact replication of the hole and footpad dimensions is not necessary. In cases where a
pedestal and seat are required, they can ke constructed form the leftover cinder blocks with
a wooden frame as a seat. The hole in the seat should be smaller than, and directly over, the
hole in the slab to avoid the soiling of the slab.

Pit Lining and Slab

Latrine Superstructure

Workshop Goals

Describe appropriate approaches for developing a sanitation improvement program
in the community.
Identify the excreta disposal behaviors in a community and their impact on health.
Collect information to assist in the development of a sanitation improvement strategy.
Analyze critical factors in determining appropriate latrine selection.
Describe the design requirements for four types of latrines.
Develop a material, labor, and transport plan for a latrine program; supervise
ccnstruction; and assess existing latrines for possible upgrading.
Apply appropriate preparation and delivery techniques to sanitation education.
Monitor and evaluate sanitation interventions.
Develop an action plan to implement a sanitation improveinent program "back home."

Workshop Schedule

DAY

,

W

1

2

3
-

1. Introduttion to
the Training Course
(1 hr., 50 min.)

2. Approaches to
Improved Excreta
Disposal Mgrnt .
(1 hr., 45 rnin.)
3. Problem
Clarification
(3hr., 25 rnin.)

4. Skills for Conducting
Behavioral Surveys
(3 hr.)

5. Conducting a
Si~rvey
of Excreta Disposal
Practices (4 hr.)

5. Conducting a Survey
-continued

(2 hr.)

6. Determining
Appropriate
lntewenticns
(4 hr., 20 min.)

9. Information
Collection Field
Exercise (7 hr., 10
min.)

7. Latrine Concepts
-continued
(4 hr., 5 min.)

8. Factors in Latrine
Choices (2 hr.,
50 min.)

7. Latrine Concepts
(1 hr., 10 min.)

--

6

DAY

W

1. Details of Latrine
Cesign (7 hr.)

E

11. Planning a Latrine
Construction
Program (7 hr.)

12. Supervision ol
Construction (2 hr.)

13. Sacitation
Education Methods
(4 hr., 15 min.)

E
K
2
i

14.. Sustained O&M
and Upgrading
Existiilg Latrines
(5 hr., 30 min.)

15. Monitoring and
Evaluhtion
(3 hr., 40 rnin.)

16. Sanitation Education
Presentations (3hr.,
55 min.)
17. Action Planning
(2 hr., 15 min.)
18. Training Program
Evaluation (1hr., 10
rnin.)
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A Program Framework for Improved Community Health

A. Equal Consideration t o Safe Excreta Disposal
Although the 1980s saw the provision of safe water to thousands of communities worldwide,
health benefits have not lived up to expectations. It is now widely recognized that potable
water alone cannot bring about the health benefits anticipated from the Water Decade (19801990).
Recent findings provide convincing evidence that safe excreta disposal is equally as important
as proper water usage and safe water supply in achieving long-term health benefits-one
without the others will likely not result in an improved health status for the community. These
findings suggest that much more attention should be given to developing or improving
community-level excreta management programs. They also suggest that such programs should
be carried out in conjunction with water usage and water supply programs, and not at their
expense.

Improved Community Health

Proper Water Usage
Behaviors and Safe Water Supply

Safe E x c r e t a Disposal
Behaviors

,.
Hygiene Education

Note: This handout is based on WASH Technical Repolt No. 72, Rethinking Sanitcl~on:
Adding Behavioral Change to the Prolect Mix. Prepared by May Yacoob, Bani Braddy, and
Lynda Edwards. July 1992.
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B. Understanding the Problem in Light of Excreta Disposal Behaviors
Failures in past sanitation programs have been blamed on many reasons. In some cases, blame
has gone to the excessive emphasis that was placed on technological
improvements-constructing new latrines, for example-at the expense of behavioral
considerations, such as latrine usage and upkeep and general hygienic practices. In other
cases, blame has gone to the lack of understanding by program planners of the religious and
cultural context within which the latrine or other sanitation promotional activities took place.
Regardless of the reasons, many inappropriate latrines were constructed-inappropriate in
terms of the type constructed, where they were constructed, or for whom they were
constructed. Consequently, there is ample evidence that the provision of new latrines does not
guarantee usage or improved health.
Most experts agree that understanding excreta disposal behaviors is a prerequisite to
determining the appropriate intervention. The progression of understanding could be viewed
as follows:
Influence of Environment
on Behavior

Health Conditions Relevant
to Sanitation

Indicators of
Behavioral
Change

free-roaming domestic
animals

pathogen-related illness
(e.g., diarrhea)

application
for latrine

children defecating
indiscriminately

Intervenff ons
rn sanitation
education

attending
sanitation
sessions

rn latrines

teaching
children
to use
latrines

rn policy

changes
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In this progression, solutions to health problems are linked to specific behaviors. What are the
individual behaviors that are contributing to the problem? What steps should be taken to help
change those behaviors?' If children are defecating indiscriminately-behavior that causes
pathogen-related illness-how can that behavior be changed? One part of the solution might
be to teach children how to use latrines. Another part of the solution might be to have older
children accompany younger children to the latrine, especially if they are frightened by it.
Building more latrines may or may not be part of the solution. The important point is that until
the excreta disposal behaviors of children and adults are clearly understood, and thus the
behavioral chanpes required to improve health conditions, one can never be certain that the
best, most appropriate solution has been identified.

C. Definition of Proper Management of Excreta Disposal
Taking the lessons learned from the past into account, the following definition is proposed for
the proper management of excreta disposal:
The isolation of.human excreta in ways that prevent excreta from becoming a threat
to health, that are acceptable to all members of the local population, and that are
sustainable.
The key terms in understanding this definition are:
Isolation
Human excreta must be isolated to prevent oral-fecal contamination. There are many ways
to isolate human excreta effectively, including low- and high-technology options.
Acceptable
If a percentage of the community's population is not isolating its excreta, oral-fecal
contamination can occur and can adversely affect everybody in the community, including
those who are isolating their feces. Therefore, ways must be found for safe excreta disposal
that all members of a community-men, women, children-are willing to adopt.

Sustainable
If lasting improvements in community health are to be achieved, the ways selected for
feces isolation must not only be appropriate and acceptable to all members of a given
community, but they must also be readily affordable and maintained by the local users.

This definition is intended to take into consideration the technology introduced, the individual
Lehavior of users, and the religious and cultural context within which the promotion of an
excreta disposal management program is to take place.
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D. Three-Part Model An Effective Excreta Disposal Management Program
To achieve effective excreta management, as defined above, the following three-part model
is recommended:

1. Problem Clarification

2. Appropriate !nteiventions

3. Monitoring and Evaluation

In general this model signrifies the following:
Effective excreta management is an ongoing process of clarifying the poblem,
introducing appropriate interventions, and then monitoring and evaluating those
interventions and the resulting behavioral changes, if any, to clarify additional
problems.
Planners should first clarify the problem in order to determine what changes in excreta
disyosal can reasonably be introduced within the com~unity,and only then choose
the technologies and supporting interventions to be implemented.

If Part 1 was not well executed, Part 2 of the rnodd will likely not result in the best
interventions for the right problems.
Specifically, the three parts of this model are delineated as follows:
Problem Clarification
What is the prevailing oral-fecal contamination route?
8

What are the contributing environmental conditions?
What are cunent excreta disposal behaviors?
What are barriers to modifying behaviors?

~ ~ ~ r o ~ rlnteruenti
f a t e ons
What is the problem(s)?
What do people say they need? What are they interested in?
What has been done before?
What local or natbnal polkies impinge on sanitation practices or latrine choices?
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What interventions would help reduce or eliminate high-risk behaviors associated with
excreta disposal?
latrines
sanitation education, referring specifically to isolation of human excreta
local and national policy changes
What are the techliological options?
What interventions would help overcome religious or other barriers to changing
behavior?
What human and organizational resources are available to ensure program
sustainability?
Monitoring and Evaluation
To what extent are the interventions resolving the excreta disposal problems?
current versus desired excreta disposal behaviors
contributing environmental conditions
Which interventions are working well? W1hy?
indicators of success exhibited
Which are not working well? Why?
U indicators of success not exhibited

What addiiional problems have been uncovered?
With this model, the basis for future problem; solving in the managernerd of excreta
disposal is based on
knowing what the existing hygiene behaviors and practices are, and
knowing what behavioral changes the ~::omrnunitymust undeltake to achieve better
health.
This three-part model presents development and change as a process of modification that
solves problems relating to what people currently do, rather than as a means by which "newern
and "betterntechnologies replace existing practices and arrangements. If this process is adhered
to in planning new or improved excreta disposal management programs, the chances for
program success and better community health will be improved.
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Key Steps in Problem Clarification

I. Understand the extent of oral-fecal contamination in a community.
2. Identify current high-risk behaviors associated with excreta disposal in the
community.
High-risk behaviors are actions by men, women, and children that allow exposure to
human excreta.

3. Identify indicators of modified behavior.
An indicator is an observation or a verbal response that would prove or suggest that a
high-risk behavior has been modified or eliminated. Examples are observing that lids cover
latrine holes, and seeing a soap dish with soap and a bucket of water next to the family
latrine and observing family members use the soap to wash their hands after defecating.

4. Identify the barriers t o changing high-risk behaviors.
A barrier is a belief, a n o m , an attitude, or a condition that either reinforces the high-risk
behavior or limits the modified behavior. Barrier; can be religious, cultural, social,
economic, or technological in nature; and they may not be readily observable.
For example, a crumbling slab or a dark latrine are conditions that may cause people to
fear using the latrine; or religious beliefs may dictate that women and men cannot use the
same latrine; or it may be a community norm that a certain abandoned field or lot is an
acceptable place for children to defecate. These are all examples of barriers to changing
behaviors.
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Case Study- Cause and Effect of Oral-Fecal Contamination

Hawa lives in a community of about 100 families. The government installed two wells many
years ago. Both wells were well constructed and provided with hand pumps. One pump broke
down a while back and the people in the village took it out and now get water from it by
dropping a bucket on a rope down the well. The area around this well is always wet, and the
animals in the village often come to drink from the puddles.
Hawa understands about hygiene and tries very hard to keep her family clean and healthy.
She dug a latrine near her house sometime ago and trains her children to use it as soon as
they are big enough. Hawa has had eight children, two of whom died very young after severe
bouts with diarrhea. She has been very careful with her most recent child, who is now two
years old.
For the first year, the youngest child did very well, only suffering minor bouts of diarrhea that
cleared up very quickly. However, the child now seems to be sick more and more, and near!y
always with diarrhea. Hawa works hard at keeping the child clean and is doing well in training
her to always use a chamber pot for defecation.
Hawa is very upset about her daughter, because it seems to her that no matter what she does
the child still gets sick. In fact, it seems that the more mobile the chid gets, the more often she
gets sick.

If this wasn't enough, Hawa has noticed that her husband and eldest son, both fishermen at
the nearby lake, seem to have less energy and interest in things than they used to have. The
son also seems to be getting a swollen belly, almost like a lopsided pregnancy. Hawa talks to
her husband, who confirms that he is indeed feeling tired a lot.
Not everyone in Hawa's community is as enlightened as she. In fact, the majority of the
people use the surrounding bush and lakeside for defecation, and small children are allowed
to go almost anywhere. As Hawa's daughter gets older, she comes into greater contact with
other children and animals, and possibly their feces. Both Hawa's husband and son are
suffering from cholera, a cornmon disease when i n f ~ d e dpeople defecate near fresh water.
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Case Exampies

1. The people of Dombashawa traditionally defecate in the bus3. They are aware of the
dangers of fecal contamination and always bury their feces. They use a small hoe-like
implement for this purpose and always carry it with them when going to relieve
themselves.
Is this an appropriate means of waste disposal?
2. Bambung is a village close to a river. The people have built defecation platforms over the
river. Mothers throw their children's feces into the river. Health workers have tried to
convince the people to start using latrines, but the people are not interested and say that
their current method is much better. They talk of the smell from latrines and point out that
they cannot come into contact witt, fecal matter by using their current method. The
incidence of typhoid and dysentery infection is very high in the community.
Is this an appropriate means of excreta disposal?

3.

At Bhaktapur in Nepal, community members thought themselves to be healthy. A
deworrning campaign was canied out, which included 2 competition to produce the
greatest number of ascarides-roundworm that are large and easily seen in feces.
Mothers were shocked to discover that their children produced the greatest number of
worms. The health workers explained that the worms were caused by improper
defecation habits.
Why were the children the most infected?
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Cause-and-Effect Relationships in Oral-Fecal Contarnir,?iI:.;

Interaction between a practice and its effects:
It is important to remember that the effect of a practice may not be "seen" for a very
long time, if at all. Pi can be very difficult for people to understand the link between
things -for example, defecating in lakes today and a swollen abdomen from
schistoso~niasisfive years later.
Feces and water contamination:
It is important to understand that water is an ideal medium for the t~ansmissionof
most pathogens. Once pathogens enter a water source, they have a greater chance
r.? infecting a large number of people.
Feces and direct transmission of disease:

The above point refers to this issue: Harmful organisms will cause disease once
ingested by a new host. Disease organisms cannot be seen err hands, and even if
hands do not appear to be dirty, they may well be contaminated.
Feces and indued transmission through animals:
Disease organisms are tiny and can live a long time in the mouth of a dog that has
been touching feces. Many disease organisms, for example, schistosomes, spend part
of their life in another animal (intermediate host), then leave that animal and enter a
new, human host.
Contamination of food by poor personal hygiene behavior:
Otherwise c!ean hands may well harbor disease organisms if not washed after
defecation. Food is also an excellent medium for the growth and reproduction of most
disease organisms.
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Problems of Sanitation

A. Isolatiorn of Fecal Matter
Throwing waste in rivers or lakes does not guarantee isolation.
Many diseases are perpetuated by animals-pigs, snails, fish, for example-coming
into contact with excrement.
3

The need to isolate the feces of small children often goes unaddressed. It is a
misconception that children's feces are not dat~gerous.
Latrines are not the only method of isoiation.

B. Persona! Cleanliness
8

The crucial times for handwashing are
after defecation,
before preparing food,
0

before offering food,
before eating, and
before and after attending to babies.

It is important to use soap.
Small children should be bathed daily, and their hands should be washed with soap
before they eat.

C. Contact with Excreta
Direct contact:
0

touching or treading in your own or other people's feces.
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Indirect contact:
r~ feces on food,

flies on food,
dogs licking people,
animals eating feces, then beitrg eaten by people-pigs,
0

cows, fish, and

coming into contact with parasites that came from feces, for example, guinea
worm.

D. Consequences of Sanitation Problems

m

death,
pathogen-related diseases,
economic ;as-cost

of treatment, loss of productivity, and

constant illness among children: they will put almost anything in their mouths.
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Disease Transmission

A disease-causing o;:;;nisr,

i s known as a pathogen. Four types of pathogens cause disease:

Viruses-Many v h s e s infect the intestinal tract of people and can be passed on in
feces. They can survive outside the body in an inactive @ate. They can infect a new
human host by ingestion or inhalation.
Bacteria-They are found almost everywhere. They can enter a new host by
ingestion (in water, food, or dirt), inhalation, through the eye (rubbing eye with fecally
contaminated fingers), or by contact with an open wound. During infection, large
numbers of bacteria will be passed in feces, thus allowing the spread of infection.
Protozoa-They are often found in the intestinal tracts of humans and animals.
infective forms are passed as cysts in feces. They can often survive in this state for a
long time until ingested by a new host.

Helminths (worms)-They have massive powers of reproduction, producing great
numbers of eggs, which are often passed in feces and which help to guarantze
infection of a new host.
Main methods of disease transmission:

1. Fecal-oral, either directly or through water and food, for exa;nple, diarrhea, cholera,
typhoid, and poliomyelitis. Example: Water in a protected well may be contaminated from
a latrine that is situated too close to the well.

2. Fecal-oral, or through the skin, requiring a length of time outside the body in a suitable
environment (usually warm, moist soil). For example, with axaris (roundworm), trichuris
(whipwow), and Ancylostoma (hookworm), infective larvae penetrate unbroken skin,
usually the foot.

3. Infections requiring intermediate hosts-three main types:
Infections with aquatic intermediate hosts.
Schistosomiasis. Excreta from an infected person enters water. Eggs of parasite
hatch and enter snail (inteimediate host); parasite develops into infectious stage,
leaves snail, and penetrates human skin.
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Guinea worm. Eggs break out of skin of infected person in water and enter
Cyclops (intermediatehost, a tiny water crustacean). Cyclops ingested by humans
when drinking.
Clonorchiasis (liver fluke). Infected excreta enter water, parasite enters snail (first
intermediate host). Snail is eaten by fish (second intermediate host). Undercooked
fish eaten by humans.

Infections with land animals as intermediate hosts.
Taenia (pig and cow tapeworms). Pig or cow (intermediate host) ingests parasite
eggs from infected person's feces; undercooked pork or beef is eaten by human.
Infections with insects as intermediate hosts.
Most of these insects are water related, because the insects involved need water
to breed, for example, plasmodium (malaria),Onchocerca (river blindness), filaria
(elephantiasis in severe cases). Parasite passed from infected human to
intermediate hosts-mosquito (malaria,filariasis) or blacldly (riverblindness) when
insects take a blood meal. Insects infect the next person they feed on.
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Blocking Transmission Routes

This handout gives several examples of the ways certain contaminating activities can be
blocked.

Object: Hands
Means of Contamination

Means of Blocking Transmission

1. Touching Feces

Wash hands after defecation
Isolate feces
Wash hands after attending to babies

2. Contact with fecally
contaminated soil

Wash hands
Stop defecation in fields

3. Contact with dogs' mouths

Wash hands dter touching dogs
Avoid touching dogs

Object: Food
Means of Contamination

Means of Blocking Transmission

1. Touched by hands

Wash hands before preparing, offering, or
eating food

2. Touched by animals

Keep food in protected place

3. Touched by dirty utensils

Clean all utensils before cooking and eating

4. Contaminated in the field

Wash all fruits and vegetables thoroughly

5. Contaminated by parasites

Cook all meat and fish very well isolate feces
so animals and fish cannot come into contact
with them
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Using Observation to Collect 1nformat.ion

Information collection by observation c3n prove as valuable as more formal means of
information collection-meetings and interviews, for example-especially as an initial approach
to a community.
Using observation to couect information is important, for the reasons outlined below.
Observation can easily be camed out during initial visits while you are getting to know
the community and they are getting to know you.
Information gathered will help tu direct a more formal survey to be camed out at a
later date.
Observation may yield information that people are reluctant to give if asked formally.
Observation gives 'true" information. In more f o d meetings and interviews, people
sometimes respond to questions with answers that they think the questioner wants to
hear, or with information about what they indeed sometimes do when the situation is
right-for example, when they are dose to a latrine, when they have time, when
they're not occupied doing something else.
For these reasons, especially, observation is important in determiniig children's
behaviors and mothers' behaviors with small children.
Observation allows you to see the community interacting and to see who is respected
and influential.
Because observation provides "true" information on practices, it can give a starting
point for modifying excreta disposal behaviors.

Handout 4-2
Case Example: Observing Excreta Disposal Behavior

A development worker collecting data on the disposal of children's feces paid an early morning
visit to the young mother of a one-year-old child. She has visited with the young mother in
the past, and they have had general discussions on infant care.

h i v i n g just after dawn, the develapment worlcer found that the mother had already lit the
fire and swept the tenace in front of the house. When the mother neticed that her child had
defecated on the ground, she covered the feces with sand, swept them up, and threw them
in the dry drainage chzmel behind the courtyard.
The mother then dressed the child in a pair of light cotton pants, in which the child again
defecated. The mother rinsed off the child with plain water and rinsed the pants in plain water,
as well. The dirty water was then thrown on the ground in a comer close to the cooking area.
The mother then went to wash herself with soap, dressed herself in clean clothing, and bathed
the chid with medicinal soap.
The same mother, in an earlier questionnaire survey, had responded to a question about
children's feces disposal by saying that the chid defecated in a pot, whose contents were
thrown in a latrine.

Note: This case example is based on an actual occurrence. From WASH Technical Report
No. 72, Rethinking Sanltatlon: Adding Behavioral Change to the Project Mix. Prepared by
May Yacoob, Bam Braddy, and Lynda Edwards. July 1992.
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Facilitative Skills

A. Introduction
Communication seems like a simple process of sending and receiving information among
people :

I
1

SENDER

I
1

4

I
I

SENDER

RECEIVER

/
1

But it is one of the more complex things that humans do. We may think we are sending a
clear message, but the person who receives it hears it differently from the way it was intended.
Sometimes we are distracted and do not "hearwor listen very carefully. One way to ensure
that effective communication is really taking place is to use the skills of paraphrasing,
summarizing, and question asking-facilitative skills.

8. Facilitative Skills Contribute to Effective Meetings

Meetings can be called for a variety of purposes. Some are held simply as a means to pass
information. But, when held for the purpose of planning or problem solving, or whenever
group participation is required, meetings need special leadership. For such meetings,
development agents must be able to use facilitative skills competently. In addition to
encouraging participation, using facilitative skills ensures that communication will be clearer
and more accurate.
When a meeting leader or chairperson uses facilitative skills well, people contribute, meetings
are productive, and the leader's work appears effortless. It looks natural. Because it 1001s so
natural, people cften assume that meeting leaders are born and not made. Although there is
some truth in this, certain meeting leadership skills can be learned, and those sMlls wiU
significantly improve your ability to lead meetings.
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There are three very important facilitative skiils that a meeting leader must use effectively:
paraphrasing, asking questions, and summarizing. These skills are simple in concept and
simple to unders?and, but they are not necessarily simple to carry out. With continued practice,
one can become very adept in their use, however.

@. Paraphrasing

Paraphrasing is "capturing the meaning of a statement and saying it back to the other person
in your own wordsw:

El
SENDER

original message -------)

paraphrase

RECEIVER

I

Paraphrasing usually begins with such phrases as,
"You are saying ..."
"In other words
"I gather that

[then say in your own words what has been said]

..."

..."

"If I understood what you are saying
"You mean

..."

..."

The best way to paraphrase is to listen very intently to what the other person is saying. If,
while the other person is talking, you wony about what you are going to say next or are
making mental evaluations and critical comments, you are not likely to hear enough of the
message to paraphrase it accurately.
It is helpful to paraphrase, so that you develop a habit of doing so. You can even interrupt
to d o so, since people generally don't mind interruptions that communicate understanding.
For example, "Pardon my intemption, but let me see if I understand what you are saying.. .."
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Example:
Person A

-

It seems the basic problem is that some of the people don't know how
to use the survey worksheet.

Person B

-

In other words, you see the problem as lack of know-how.

Another example:
Person A -

I think the most important thing is to help people understand clearly
how current practices are contributing to the problem.

Person B -

So you are saying it's important to tell the people directly what kind of
impact their behavior b having on the problem.

D. Asking Questions
Asking questions is a critical facilitative skill. Questions can be asked in two ways-as closed
questions and as open-ended questions.

Closed Questions
Closed questions generally result in yesjno or other one-word arswers. They should only be
used wh:.,? J ~ Q Uwant precise, short answers. Otherwise, they tend to inhibit discussion. The
closed question can be answered with one word.
Example:
Meeting leader:

Do you think that recommendation will work?

Participant:

No.

Open-Ended Questions
The open-ended question requires elaboration. Asking, "What do you like about that
recommendation?" seeks information. How? What? Why? are words that often begin openended questions.
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Examples:
Meeting leader:

What did you like about that recommendation?

Participant:

1 think it is a good strategy for resolving the Issue, one that can
be implemented without expending a lot of resources.

Meeting leader:

What kind of progress are you making against your financial
goals for this quarter?

Participant:

Let's consider the first one a minute
follows.. ..

... our numbers are as

E. Summarizing
The purpose of summarizing is to
pull important ideas, fads, or data together;
establish a basis for further discussion, or to make a transition;
review progress; or
check for clarity and agreement.
By using summarizing in a meefing, you can encourage people to be more reflective about
their positions as they listen for accuracy and emphasis.
Sumrfiarizing requires that you listen carefully so you can organize and present information
systematically. Summarized information ensures that everyone in the meeting is clear about
what transpired in the just-completed portion of the discussion.
For example, as a meeting leader, you may summarize to ensure that participants remember
what has been said or to emphasize key points made during a group discussion. Or, perhaps
most important, you may use summarizing as a way to reach a decision or bring closure to a
topic and move the meeting on to the next agenda item. In these instances, summarizing is
vey useful. The following are some starter phrases to help you begin a summary:
There seem to be some key Ideas expressed here ....

.

lj 1 understand you, you feel this way about the situation.. .

I think we agree on this decision- what we are saying is that we intend to... .
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An important value of summarizing is that it gives you the opportunity to check for agreement.
If people do not agree, it is better for you to know during the meeting than to find out lat-.r
when a task is not completed or a dead!ine is mlssed. One of the most common meeting
complaints is that some meeting participants think an agreement has been reached, yet later
things do not occur as planned. In many instances that is because there was not really
agreement du:ing the meeting.
As an example of summarizing, assume that someone named Joseph has talked for three or
four minutes, and you summarize as follows:

Let me see if 1 have it straight, Joseph. Rrst, you say the work b behind schedule, not
carefully supervised, and finally, you are concerned about the number of hours laborers are
taking to do the work, correct?
As another example, the meeting discussion has gone on for several minutes and you
summarize as follows:

In talking about this issue, we have come up with three main points ....

In summary, this facilitative ski!l is a deliberate effort on the part of a meeting leader to pull
together the main points made by the person or persons involved in the discussion.

F. Other Facilitative Skills
There a n a number uf other helpful facilitative skills, some verbal, some nonverbal. Examples
are
nodding one's head
picking up on the last word or two of someone else's sentence
repeating a sentence, or part of a sentence
saying, "That's good-anybody
saying, "Uh-huh"

else have anything to add?"
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Extension Agent Role Play Sheet

You are an extension agent from the Community Development Agency of the Ministry of
Public Health. One of the communities where you work is Koulika, where the Community
Sanitation Committee has worked very hard to promote the construction of family latrines.
You want to begin a sanitation education program in Koulika to make sure that people in the
community will maintain the new latrines and make proper use of them.
You think that it is very important to cany out a survey of current excreta disposal practices
in the community in order to plan appropriate sanitation education activities. The committee
president thinks he knows that information already; you think he is not in touch with many
parts of the community, and do not trust the information he claims to have. You think the
survey should be conducted in a very organized manner, and you have specific ideas about
what should be done and who should help you do it.
You want to do this survey next week, startino on Tuesday. It will take five days. On each of
these days you will need two people to accompany you to translate and take notes, two to
inspect existing family latrines for general maintenance and cleanliness practices, and two to
spend time observing excreta behavior practices in each section of the community. You have
to conduct the survey on these days because you are commit?ed to work in another
community the following week.
You are about to meet with the committee president to gain his support for the survey.
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Committee President Role Play Sheet

You are the president of the Community Sanitation Committee in Koulika. You and others
on the committee have worked very hard to promote the constnrction of family latrines in your
community. You are one of the elders in the community, and your role as president has made
you very popular with other people in the community.
You have been working with a young extension agent from the Ministry of Public Health to
prepare for sanitation education activities. He is well intentioned, but his suggestions always
seem unnecessarily complicated. For example, before receiving approval for ministry funding
to support some of the latrine construction costs, he insisted on meeting not only with your
committee, but with several other individuals in the community. He asked these people a lot
of questions you thought were not important. In any case, you could have given him all of
the information he needed, saving everyone a lot of time and trouble.
Now, this extension agent wants to start some kind of an educational program. You do not
see the need to educate people about latrines, since they obviously know how to use themthey have been very excited about the new latrines. But you are willing to let him organize a
few sessions, just to keep him happy. After all, it is important to maintain good relations with
the Ministry of Public Health. However, he insists on talking to several people once again,
even before he starts the educational program.
You are annoyed with this insistence, and you plan to talk him out ~f bothering more people
in the community with a bunch of questions. You would be willing to give him all tho,
information he needs yourself, since, after all, you represent the community, and they trust
you.
You are about to meet with the extension age;.t to discuss ycur views on what he wants to
do to prepare for the educational program.
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Facilitative and Observational Skills

Reflection Questions

1. What do you want to espzcially remember to do or keep in mind when using
observstional techniques?
2.

What are the important things you want to remember about using facilitative skills in this
course and in your work?
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Information Collection Worksheet
on Human Excreta Disposal Practices

'The word accepted implies that the behavior is a general community norm.
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What Information

to Collect

b. Types of anal
cleansing materials

c. Existing sanitation
facilities/systerns

d. What do people describe
as good sanitation
practices?

e . What do people say they
need?

f. What do people believe
regarding the danger of
feces?
adult feces

child/infant feces

From Whom / Where

How to Collect It

Data Collected
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Sample of Completed Page of Information Collection Worksheet
What Information
to Collect .

1. Accepted Behavior
a. Places where people
defecate
Men

Women

Children

Infants

b. Places where infant
diapers/feces are
disposed of

From Whom / Where

How to Collect It

Data Collected
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Problems and Needs Exercise

Development agents must to be able to distinguish between community problem and needs
so that they can help the community identify its real problems and not just its needs. Review
the following list of statements and write 'Pw next to the problems and 'N" next to the needs.

- 1.

Eighty percent of the adults in our community defecate in the community woodlot,
leaving feces exposed.

- 2.

Most of the children 10 years old and under defecate indiscriminately in the
community.

- 3.
- 4.

There is no health professional in the community.
We need one latine for each family in the community to improve sanitary
conditions.

- 5.

Twenty-five percent of the chii6ren in the community die before they are five
years old. We need better health care.

- 6.

There is no place to buy oral-rehydration solution (ORS)in the community, so
children suffer from diarrhea.

- 7. Our children die of

measles because the immunization team did not come to
vaccinate the babies last year.

- 8.

Women are collecting drinking water from the swamp during the rainy season, and
they do not boil it. We need clean water in the community. The closest good
water is 5 kilometers away.

- 9.

We do not eat enough meat to stay healthy.

-10.

Latrines attract flies and snakes. That is why some families don't want latrines near
their homes.
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Distinguishing Problems from Needs

Here are some answers to the problems and needs exercise.
The first four statements are easy to distinguish. The first two are problems and the next two
ar2 needs. That 80 percent of adults defecate in the community woodlot and that children
defecate indiscriminately within the community are clearly problems. Both can have several
causes and several solutions. The lack of a health professional in the community is a need that
can be met by getting a health professional to work in the community. The lack of sanitary
conditions in the community may be a generalized problem, but the need for a latrine for each
house can be met by building one for each house. Whether this solution will provide sanitary
conditions for the community depends on all the other reasons for the unsanitary conditions
of the community.
The remaining statements are less clear and may be open to different points of view. In the
opinion of the author,
Statement 5 is a consequence of one or more problems-one of which may be
improper excreta disposal. Possible solutions cannot be identified until the problem is
further clarified-that is, why children are dying before they are five years old.
Statement 6 is a need because the situation can be improved by having someone sell
oral-rehydration solution (ORS) in the community. Even if ORS is available in the
community, children will still suffer from diarrhea, because using ORS is only one of
the things that people can do to resolve the prevalence of diarrhea. The lack of ORS
is not a problem.
Statement 7 is also a need because it focuses on the absence of the immunization
team as a cause of the problem of measles.
Statement 8 is a problem. The high-risk behavior identified is that women collect
drinking water from the swamp and do not treat or boil it to make it safe for drinking.
The statement describes a problem, for which the solution is to eliminate or modify the
behavior-getting people to boil or treat the water before drinking it or bringing clean
water closer to the community.
Statement 9 is a need because a! that has to be done is to provide more meat in
people's diet. The statement that they need meat to stay healthy is not describing the
problem that people are not healthy. Eating more meat may not in fact result in
healthier people if the people are exposed to excreta and consequently suffer from
dysentey, typhoid, and other diseases.
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Statement 10 describes a barrier to proper excreta disposal. The issue is not the
location of latrines near the family home, but the perception that latrines attract flies
and snakes. The presence of flies and snakes is caused by a number of situations that
can be addressed; ways can be found to keep flies and snakes away from latrines.
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Basic Types of Latrines
Handout 7-2
Ventilated improved pit latrine (VIP)

Type I1

Simple pourflush latrine

Offset pour flush latrine

Type Ill

Raised platform latrine

Type IV
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Basic Variations of Latrines

I. Simple Latrine with Cover
This is the most basic and inexpensive of sanitary latrines. It consists of a slab, which
can be built as described below, with a cover.
The cover is frequently molded on the slab opening to form an effective seal when the
pit is covered. The cover prevents access by insects and reduces the smell when the
latrine is used. However, the cover is frequently forgotten or underestimated as an
important aspect of the design, partially due to the added inconvenience of having to
replace it after each use.
The superstructure is frequently built without a roof.

11. VIP (Ventilated Improved Pit)

The basic improvement of a vent differentiates this dry pit latrine from the pit latrine
with cover. Wind passing over the top of the vent creates suction, which pulls air out
of the pit.
The vent can be made frorr? different materials, although a rounded cross section and
smooth interior are the most efficient (e.g., plastic pipe).
The efhciency also increases with the diameter, or cross-sectional area, and the height
of the vent, so the determining factor in choosing a vent is striking a balance between
efficiency and cost. The top of the vent is screened to prevent the escape of flies after
they have come in contact with the excrement.
The superstructure should be constructed in such a way as to enhance the airflow
through the vent pipe. That is, if the ventilation (screened window), or access way, of
the superstructure is situated toward the incoming wind, the efficiency of the latrine
vent will be increased.
The interior of the latrine should be kept dark to ensure that flies try to exape toward
daylight through the latrine vent instead of remaining in the superstructure.
The slab and pit can be constructed as above without the cover, which actually
prevents the flow of air. This design is efficient in reducing smells and the presence of
flies in and around the superstructure (flies do tend to congregate around the outside
of the screened vent, attraded to the escaping odorous vapors).
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The VIP is more expensive than the basic pit latrine due to the added cost of the vent
pipe and the probable difference in superstructure.

111. Waterseal /Pour Flush

The waterseal latrine differs from the above "dry" latrines in the integral waterseal trap
of the latrine slab.
The waterseal forms a barrier to insects (from entering) and smells (from leaving) the
latrine pit. It can be made of plastic, fiberglass, reinforced cement, or ceramic, and it
is usually made separately from a larger slab that is designed for it.
It permits a greater range of pit designs because the water flow can carry the
excrement to offset pits. That is, pits can, but do 1109 have to, be directly under the
latrine slab.
User preference for this design is usually high due to its similarity to conventional
sewerage. It does require that a household have excess water, however, and in areas
where this technology is not used, it requires more initia'l effort and resources to build
the waterseal traps.
It is sometimes more expensive than the VIP latrine, depending on the cost of the trap
and the fact that all waterseal latrine pits should be lined.

IV. Raised Platform Pit Latrine
The raised platfonn latrine is not a truly independent latrine type. It can be either a
basic latrine with a cover or a VIP latrine. Because of its importance, however, the
raised platform design is classified separately.
m

The main use for this latrine is in areas with a high water table or rocky soil, that is,
soil that is difficult to excavate.
This latrine is generally more expensive than the other types because more materials
are required to build up the pit walls to the specific height necessary.
The pour flush design is rarely used in conjunction with the raised platform pit latrine
because it would partially offset one of the main purposes of this design, which is to
limit the leaching of wastes into a groundwater source.
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LATRINE COMPONENTS
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A. Shelter
The major differences among the latrine types will be the slab and pit design. The shelter can
be made of any material that provides privacy and is structurally sound, feasible, and
acceptable to the users. The shelter can also limit access by vectors that would otherwise come
into contact with the excreta.
The shelter can be made of a variety of materials, such as wood, wood and thatch, mud
bricks, concrete block, brick, and so on. The cost in labor and material is thus widely variable,
but the shelter is frequently the most costly latrine component.
The resources devoted to shelter construction also depend on the expected !!fe of the latrine.
A latrine that is designed to last for 10 years is usually built of more substantial and costly
materials than one designed to last 3 years.

B. Pit
The pit is dug in permeable soil and holds the excreta. The bottom of the pit should be at least
1meter above the groundwater level in the wet season. (In places where the groundwater
level is high, the raised platform latrine could be used.) The size of pit will vary depending
on the number of users, permeability of the soil, type of anal cleansing material used (if thrown
into the pit), and the desired lifetime of the pit. It could be either round or square in cross
section, but a round pit is more efficient and slightly more stable than a square pit.
The upper edge of the pit has a base or ring beam, which supports the slab and
superstructure; it is generally slightly elevated to prevent water from entering the pit. A seal
is formed with clay or concrete between the base and slab to prevent insects from gaining
access to the pit contents. A lining for the pit walls may be needed, depending on the stability
of the soil, to prevent the walls from collapsing.
In areas where the water table rises close to the bottom of the pit, the bottom can be lined
with an impermeable material, such as clay. This will inhibit the process of leaching directly
below the latrine.

C. SIab and Fixtures

Four bas%slab types will be covered in this section. They are reinforced concrete, ferrocement
slab, concrete without reinforcement (Sanplat), and a wooden slab. AU latrine types have one
of these slab types or a variation of them. The pour flush latrine requires a specialized
fixture-the waterseal trap-as an integral part of the latrine slab.
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The slab covers the pit and has a hole near the center through which to defecate. The slab can
vary significantly for the different latrine types. Variations are also possible when dealing with
a single latrine type (e.g., a simple slab with cover can be built of concrete or wood). Latrine
slabs have either a squatting hole or a pedestal and seat for upright sitting during defecation;
this depends on local preference. The slab is generally made of reinforced concrete, but it can
be made of concrete without reinforcement if a specialized design is used. Another alternative
is wood. In all cases, the slab should be smooth for ease of cleaning.

Reinforced Concrete Slab
The reinforced concrete slab is the most widely used slab type. It consists of cement, gravel,
sand, water, and reinforcing material. The reinforcing material is usually iron bars, but other
materials can be used, such as bamboo.
This slab has the following advantages over the other slab types:
It can be easily produced "on site" by someone with basic experience in building with
concrete.
It is easy to keep clean because it can be made very smooth.
It can be customized to individual preferences, such as by the addition of a pedestal
or foot pads.
There are also disadvantages:
It is heavy, making it difficult to transport.
It is subject to breakage during transport.
1t.b not as efficient in use of mathals as the ferrocement slab or the Sanplat (see
below).
The reinforced concrete slab can also be used in conjunction with latrine types other than the
simple pit with cover and the VIP latrine. The slabs for a waterseal or compost latrine
frequently involve reinforced concrete construction. In systems with specialized fixtures, such
as the waterseal latrine, the reinforced slab is the base that holds the fixture.
A reinforced concrete slab can be built to smaller dimensions to make it lighter and allow it to
be more easily moved from a slab-making center to the place where it will be installed. It can
then be mounted on a pit with an extended base.
The fact that the slab must overlap the sides of the pit is frequently overlooked. As a result,
an unplanned expense is incurred to either make the latrine slab larger or to move the ring
beam toward the pit in order to make the slab fit.
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Ferrocement Slab
A ferrocement slab is very similar to the reinforced concrete slab and is, in fact, a type of
reinforced concrete slab. The difference involves the type of reinforcement used and the
amount of cement and sand needed (this slab does not require gravel).

This slab utilizes two layers of a wire screen instead of the iron bars mentioned above.
Materials are conserved in this design because the slab can be built with less than half the
thickness of the above design. Since it requires less material than the reinforced concrete slab,
it is lighter. It does require more attention in construction, however, because it is more
sensitive to construction flaws.

The Sanplat is a concrete slab that does not need reinforcing material. Its arched design gives
it sufficient strength to withstand the same pressures as the more common reinforced slabs.
The main benefit of the Sanplat is that it is very economical in the use of materials; it uses less
cement than the reinforced concrete slab and no reinforcing material. It is therefore lighter.
The Sanplat can also be used as a slab for the VIP latrine*.
The difficulty encountered with the Sanplat is in its design. A mold must be made to give the
slab its shape. It may be difficult to convince a local builder to undertake the project if he is
not used to building without reinforcement. If this is a problem, it may first be necessary to
build and test a demonstration slab to alleviate the builder's concerns.
Wooden Slab
Slabs can also made of wood or bamboo. Wooden slabs are easily built on-site by local
craftsmen when raw materials are available. They are usually constructed over the pit so there
is no need to transport them. However, care rnust be taken because wood decomposes rapidly
in tropical climates. The use of pretreated material is recommended to give the slab longer life.
(NOTE:A pretreated material is recommended, but the cost of the pretreating often exceeds
the cost of a reinforced concrete slab.)
A wooden slab should be covered with an i;mpervious material such as a coat of mortar or
clay, to reduce the presence of pathogens that can exist in a porous slab.

'For additional information on Sanplat design, contact Bjlim Brandberg, General
Manager, SBI Consulting International; Rattaregarden, Box 217, S-53030, TUN, Sweden,
Tel: 46-(0)510 80050 and Fax: + 46-(0)518 80434.

+
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Waterseal Trap
The waterseal trap can be built of many materials, such as concrete, ceraml,, galvanized
metal, or fiberglass. The trap usually consists of two parts, a bowl and a waterseal. The trap
should be made as smooth and as nonporous as possible for the easy passage of excreta.
A latrine with a waterseal trap is more difficult to inake because a specialized mold is needed
when building it from concrete or ceramic. The initial costs are also higher than for the other
choices. The mold can be manufactured by an individual who is highly skilled in working with
these materials. However, the waterseal is wel! suited for mass production. it can be
manufactured at a central location and, because it is light, it can be transported much more
easily than the reinforced concrete slab.

The waterseal does have difficulty passing solid anal cleansing materials. Thus, if the waterseal
is used in an area where this type of material is employed, the users should dispose of this
material outside the latrine; it should then be burned or buried.
The slab, commonly of reinforced concrete, for the waterseal trap is usually made on or near
the site where the latrine is being installed.
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Advantages /Disadvantages Of Latrine Types

Latrine Types
1 1. Basic Latrine with Cover

1

2. Pour Flush Latrine

- Inexpensive
- Does not require water

- Does not require
permanent superstructure

- Small land requirement
on plot

- Control of flies and
cockroaches if cover is
used

3. Raised Platform Latrine

Disadvantages

Advantages

- Inexpensive
- Does not require water

- Control of flies

- Less smell in latrine

I

I

-

- Disagreeable smell
- Requires reliable water
supply

- Difficulty in passing
solid wiping material

- Increase in cost due to
need to line pit

- Higher cost of pit
lining and steps ding
to elevated platform

- Small land requirement
on plot

4. Ventilated Improved Pit
Latrine

- Absence of smell in

- Extra cost of vent pipe

latrine
- Control of flies
- Contents of pit not visibie
- Most closely resembles
conventional sewerage
- Control of insects with
cover or vent
- Small land requirement
on plot
- Can be built in areas
of rocky soil or high
water table

and superstructure
- Darkened interior
inhibits use by some
groups, especially
children

Siting of Latrines
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A. Water Sources and Water Table
The water table is the distance between the ground level and the level at which water is
encountered. Simply digging a hole and measuring this distance will give the depth of the
water table. One must be cautious, however, because the water table depth will probably
not be the same in every area in the community; it could ako vary in the same area
depending on the season. (in the rainy season it will be higher.)
The water table is frequently "tappedwby using a well for a community or individual water
source. By incorrectly siting the latrine, a water source could be polluted by the latrine
contents. Therefore, it is recommended that the latrine not intrude on a water table that
people are using as a water source.
The latrine should also be sited at a safe distance from a water source such as a well. The
"safen distance will be different for the different latrine types.
Due to gravity, the leachate will flow a greater distance vertically down from the bottom of
the pit than laterally from the pit walls. Therefore, the distance from the water table below
the latrine has more relative importance than the distance from a well.

B. One's House, Neighbor's House
The following siting considerations are also important:
A large excavation in dose proximity to the house could undermine the foundation

of the house.
The opposing argument is that t h e latrine should be dose enough to be considered
convenient, thus enhancing its use.
In the case of a wet system, the increased water content of the soil around the pit
will have an adverse effect on the stability of the soil.

A hand-washing facility should be located between the latrine and house to make
hygienic practices more convenient. However, this convinience should not override
the recommended siting distance from a groundwater source.

C. Soil Type
Soil type influences where and what kind of latrine is built. Soil type can vary within a
relatively small area. Some s o 5 will prevent the 'Installation of certain latrine types.
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However, the soil type can change with depth. For this reason, experimentation involving
the excavation of test holes should be tried before installing a latrine, or before looking for
an area with a more appropriate topsoil. For example, some areas have a very sandy
topsoil, but beneath the topsoil a suitable soil type may be found.

D. Land Availability
In crowded peri-urban areas, land availability may be so limited that it could affect the
latrine type, or even whether latrines are an appropriate intervention. Latrines are usually
not feasible at population densities above 350 people per hectare, and most pen-urban
areas have momrethan 350 people per hectare.
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Latrine Site Observation Questions

1. What aspects of siting are involved in the demonstration latrine?
2.

Were all the criteria of good siting followed?

3. What could have been improved in the siting? How?
4.

What type of slab is being prepared?

5.

How much/what kind of material is being used?

6.

What steps are involved in slab coi~struction?

7.

What is the soil type?

8. Who are the users of the latrine?
9. Do the users know the importance of latrines? Do they know how to use latrines? Do
they like the design of ihe latrine?

10. Are there hand-washing facilities in the area?
11. Is there evidence of human excreta in the area? Animal excreta?
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Factors in Latrine Choices -User Preferences

Satisfying user preferences greatly increases the proper use and maintenance of the latrine.
In satisfying this factor, the users become an integral part of the sanitation program. They
become more than the beneficiary: They become the implementer and owner.
Some of the factors involved in personal choice are included below.

A. Status
An individual will want a latrine that is seen as increasing his or her standing in the
community. Frequently, however, the preferred personal choice is not feasible or affordable
to the individual or the implementing agency.
The role of the development agent is to explain the possibilities and the difficulties in the
application of various technologies. Rather than make the choice, the development agent can
assist the community members in making the appropriate choice.

B. Aesthetics
Most people will want a latrine that is appealing to the eye and that emits minimal odor. A
latrine design can be altered superficially without affecting its operation; this allows individuals
to personalize their latrine. The development agent should be ready to make some suggestions
to enhance the aesthetics of a latrine choice.

C. Quality

A single latrine design can be built to many different standards. In general, however, a wellbuilt latrine will have greater acceptance and proper use than one of inferior construction.

D. Ease of Use
The design that requires the least amount of care is a vital aspect in personal choice. Ease of
cleaning, time of operation, problems encountered in owration-all are important
considerations. Moreover, because the abilities and concerns of individual family members
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differ, the "ease of use" to one family member is not necessarily the same throughout the
household. An effort should be made to make all family members comfortable.

E. Privacy
In most cultures, it is an enrbarrassment to be seen using the latrine. A latrine will have greater
acceptance if it is designed and sited to limit the visibility of the user on entering the latrine and
once inside.

F. Behavioral
The latrine design should consider the defecation behaviors of the user. Do those behaviors
constitute a health risk? How can the behaviors be addressed in the latrine design and the
latrine still be acceptable to the user? Can they be changed? These questions constitute an
important aspect in ensuring continued and proper use of the latrine.

G. Cultural
A design must be appropriately presented, constructed, and sited based on culturally accepted
practices. For example, in some cultures, men and women use different latrines. In this case,
two latrines could be built for a household, and they could be built to satisfy the preferences
of the gender using them.
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Factors in Latrine Choices Design Feasibility

Designs that are feasible should be p~esented,and in a way that potential users understand
the advantages and constraints of the different options.
Physical conditions generally rule out certain types of latrines. The following are limiting
factors:
Presence of a nearby well or the water table may prevent the use of a leeching latrine.
Rocky soil is difficult to excavate, which could make a latrine design with a deep pit
impractical.
Soils that are mostly or all clay inhibit the flow of liquids through them. Thus, fluid
from a leeching latrine will infiltrate the clay around the latrine very slowly, which
reduces the latrine's life.
Materials for a latrine must be either locally available or trarlsportable.
The siting criteria must be observed, that is, proximity to houses, distance from a water
source, depth of water table, and so on.
A design must also be chosen based on the abilities of the available skilled labor.
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Factors in Latrine Choices Cost /Financing

A. Introduction
Basic cost criteria in making the right latrine choice are as follows:
What are the costs?
8

How do you reduce them?

8

Who is going to pay them?

8

Who is going to be paid?
What is the payoff period for the investment?

There are several perspectives to consider in responding to these questions, including those
of the individual, agency, government, and private enterprise. The combination of all the
factors discussed below will influence the choice of design. The necessary information should
be quantified and itemized before implementing a sanitation program.

B. Individual
The following questions should be addressed when considering the cost to the individual:
How much can people afford?
How much are they wiiling to pay, and in what ways (their time or other resources)?
8

Can the amount they pay be spread over time (credit)?

To answer these questions, it is helpful to examine some of the basic motivations of individuals
with respect to the allocation of personal resources. These motivations revolve around cost
versus benefits, awareness of benefits, and easing costs.
Cost Versus Benefits

The relationship between cost and benefit is a vital one. Because the extent of a person's
resources is limited and must cover a variety of personal needs, the individual must choose
his or her expenditures carefuliy.
The priority associated with an expenditure is based on the perceived benefits gained from the
expenditure. The benefits can be either short term, such as food and dothing, or long term,
such as housing.
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Any new activity that requires resources necessitates a shifting of priorities. Spending resources
on an improved sanitation facility will reduce resources for other activities. Thus, the benefit
gained or the value placed upon a sanitation facility must be greater or equal to that of the
activity that must be given up or reduced. Often a community member's resources are already
stretched to the limit, so the introduction of an additional cost may be untenable.
As the benefits of a certain activity increase, the resources allocated to that activity also
increase. This linkage relates to the difference between ability to pay and willingness to pay.

Ability to pay is based on the measure of an individual's resources, whereas willingness to pay
involves the measure of resources as well as the individual's willingness and decision to part
with them. The transition from ability to pay to willingness to pay involves an increase in the
user's awareness of benefits. An increase in an individual's willingness to pay may be
accomplished by increasing his or her perception or awareness of benefits associated with the
expenditure.
For example, an individual may be more willing to make a larger investment in an activity if
the benefits are correspondingly greater. If this individual has a choice between two latrines,
one priced at $500 that will last 10 years, and one that costs $300 but will only last 3 years,
what should he or she consider in making the choice? While the $300 idtrine costs more
initially, its cost divided over its period of operation would be $100 a year, versus $50 a year
for the $500 latrine.

Awareness of Benefits
One of the major obstacles to getting an individual to allocate resources for a personal excreta
disposal system is the difficulty of quantifying the benefits gained from such a system. In
comparison, the benefits of a water system, which supplies a readily accessible supply of water,
are clearly evident in the everyday life of a community member.
While improving individual sanitation on a community-wide basis can be seen as a public
benefit, the initial expenditure required to build a latrine is largely carried by the user.
Therefore, there must be a personal benefit associated with an improved sanitation facility.
The development agent can overcome this obstacle by building awareness of the more obvious
benefits, as outlined in the section above on user preferences. These benefits include privacy,
convenience, and status, as well as the less apparent benefits of public health-for example,
costs for medicines and the loss of productivity due to illness can be reduced by improved
sanitation, including the addition of a sanitary latrine. The cost of treatment is much greater
than the cost of prevention. The benefit is a reduction of other costs borne by the individual.
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Easing Costs
A high initial investment is required for the installation of a sanitary excreta disposal system,
which can make it unattainable to individuals. In contrast, the installation of a community
water supply system is generally spread out among all community members over time, which
results in affordable monthly payments.

This difference necessitates a higher degree of individual commitment in building a latrine than
does a community water supply. It is for this reason that a self-help approach is applied by
many agencies. The agency may supply the basic building materials, slabs, and technical
assistance to offset the individual's costs, but the individual is expected to provide the
remainder of the materials and the labor involved, such as for pit excavation and shelter
construction.
However, the usual self-help approach is limiting. While it does reduce the individual's costs,
it assumes that the user not only has the time to provide this labor but also the ability and
knowledge of certain techniques of construction to carry it out effectively. Because most users
are unskilled in these techniques, it is an inefficient use of their time. Moreover, the time they
spent working on their latrine results in an opportunity cost-while they are working on their
latrine, they do not make money nor are they able to devote time to their families. Hiring a
builder, therefore, tends to be a more efficient use of their resources than building it
themselves.
Another way to reduce the high initial expenditure for a latrine would be to spread the cost
out over time, as is done for a water system. A system of credit could be developed for
affordable monthly payments. This would increase the attainability of the latrine for those
unable to afford the installation cost in one lump payment.
In convincing community members to part with resources in order to improve their sanitation
system, it would be helpful to present them with a proven design. This proven design would
increase their understanding and confidence in the system, and thereby reduce the perceived
risk involved in making the investment. This reduction in perceived risk could lead to an
increase in the resources that an individual is willing to devote to the new construction.
With the right combination of lowered costs and increased user's awareness of benefits, the
development agent will boost the access of cominunity members to improved methods of
sanitary excreta disposal.

C. Agency
The parameters of the implementing agency must be understood by the development agent
and community members.
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How much is the implementing agency going to provide?
What are its costs and constraints?
How is the project going to be implemented, and who is going to do it? It is in the
interest of the agency to keep the costs as low as possible in order to reach the largest
number of beneficiaries. At times, an agency's resources are'spread too thin in an
attempt to encompass all of the perceived needs of a community. As a result, the
effects are difficult to sustain and project failure is common. With limited resources, the
projects must be targeted more narrowly and with an emphasis on sustainability.

Effective Demand
To target the assistance, the agency must first find the effective demand in any particular
community. The effectivedemand is a combination of individual demand and all available or
attainable resources that allow the implementation and sustenance of a project. The box on
the next page illustrates effective demand. By targeting the effective demand, the project's
agency can narrow the project's scope and make the project's goals more attainable.

Associated Costs
The cost of the material and technical assistance that an agency may provide for a sanitation
program is usually far less than the total cost it bears. The agency also bears the costs
associated with the provision of materials, such as transportation and storage. In addition, the
agency also incurs indirect costs, that is, costs associated with the program that do not fall into
the above categories, such as administrative overhead, personnel (salaries of technical agents
as well as support staff, drivers, and program managers), training, and monitoring and
evaluation.

Cost of the Development Agent's Time
The cost of the time a development agent spends on community education and supervising
of a sanitation program is bome by the agency. Most agencies have a variety of development
programs, and the development agent's time is split among them. Spending more time with
one program, such as sanitation, reduces the time he or she is able to spend on the other
programs. Thus, the development agent must utilize time efficiently in order to accomplish
various tasks. The cost of the development agent's time is a vital concern to the agency.
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An Example of "Effective Demand"

An assessment is made in a community to determine the members' sanitation needs.
This assessment is made by development agents associated with a public health agency.
The assessment is based on the level of diarrheal disease associaced with poor
sanitation, the sanitation practices in the community, and the general condition of
sanitation facilities in the community. In the resulting report, based on this information,
80 percent of the homes need a new or improved sanitation facility. This is the NEED.
The agency has a limited budget and cannot afford to supply the materials and labor
required for the construction of latrines for 80 percent of the homc!s in the community,
so the assessment team is again sent to the community. This time team members go to
each house to ask community members if they are interested in innproving their latrine or
building a new one. The majority of the responses are affirmative. Many of the
community members say they would like a new latrine but they are unable to afford one.
The resultant report from the team is that 80 percent of the households need latrines
and 60 percent of them want latrines. This 80 percent ,is the DEMAND.
This demand percentage would still require toc great an expenditure for the meager
resources of the agency. The agency decides on a plan of action whereby it will provide
increased education to the community in general and set up a technical assistance
program. This program will provide the services of a skilled latrine builder to all
community members who decide to improve their latrine or build a new one with their
own resources.
The team again goes into the community, this time to explain the different latrine
options, including rehabilitation and upgrades, and the costs associated with the
different options that the community meihbers would be expected to pay. After the
team members discuss the options, they write down the households whose members are
willing to bear the cost associated with their choice-20 percent of the community. This
percentage represents the EFFECTIVE DEMAND.
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Cost of Community Self-Help Labor
The utilization of community self-help labor has a direct and negative impact on the time of
the developn~entagent.
In comparison to having a skilled builder constructing the latrines, an unskilled community
member will require much more supervision in executing the same tasks. T'+s impact is
especially noticeable when the construction is in a community different from thd. one where
the supervisor lives because since each time supervbion is needed the supervisor must travel
to that community.

Example:
A skilled builder may take three ,: rys to build a la(: . . . due to his technical skills and ability
to spend the entire day working an it as he is cor;:: .,ted to do. On the other hand, an
unskilled community member could take three weeks, because he or she must juggle time
between constructing the latrine, making money, and other concems.

The supervision required for the construction is also an issue. The skilled builder sholrld
be supervised during the important steps of construction, such as slab construction, but that
supervision is confined to the three-day period. The unskilled community member will
need considerably more supervision for the same important steps, as well as supervision
for the less important construction steps, due to his or her lack of proficiency.

D. Government
Is there a government subsidy? Does the govemment supply materials?
Governments face the same resource limitations as do agencies. Their programs and concems
are much larger in scope and complexity, however.
Many of the government's program objectives may coincide with those of agencies, but due
to the necessity of covering the wide range of other programmatic concerns, the govemment
ministry is perhaps less able to commit the amount of resources needed. Even so, the
govemment ministry involved with sanitation should be consulted in the p!- -,mg of any
program. While the material resources available may be limited, this ministr, :fould have
invaluable information based cn past experience. Reviewing this information would
undoubtedly ease the job of development agents in finding out why prc ects succeeded or
failed in the past.
Other resources provided by the government may be in the form of personnel such as
teachers, health workers, extension workers, and clinic staff. Such personnel see many people
in the course of their work, and thus they form an important network for development agents.
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If the development agents are informed about the sanitation program and are brought into the
planning process, the amount of time they have to spend on promotion or education can be
reduced.
The key is to seek out and identify the resources that are available 2nd to determine how they
can be most efficiently utilized.

E. Private Enterprise
What is available from the private sector?
An effective demand will create an incentive for the involvement of private enterprise. The
private sector is very efficient at low-cost production, but it may be unaware of the effective
demand in a community. Contacting the market/private enterprje sedor, informing them of
the specific needs, and discussing payment options will often be 41 that is needed to involve
the sedor in filling the effective demand. At times, more education may be needed in order
to accomplish the task.
Some of the latrine components are ideally suited for the involvement of small enterprises,
such as slab, seat, or waterseal trap manufacture. Finding out what the market will offer is a
necessary step in determining the most economical latrine choice.
Apart from materials (cement, bricks, rebar), the market will also supply skilled labor for the
construction of the latrine. As mentioned before, hiring a good local builder will save time and
money.
Quality control will be an issue in utilizing the private sector, because private enterprises will
attempt to fill the demand as cheaply as possible. Their materials can sometimes be inferior.
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Determining Soil Suitability

Determining soil suitability for disposal of excreta is important because some soils cannot safely
be used for disposal systems. Systems in unacceptable soils can cause serious health hazards,
including contaminated drinking water.
Determining soil suitability involves (1) evaluating soil types, (2) locating bedrock and
groundwater levels, and (3)determiaing soil permeability.

A. Evaluating Soil Types
An important question concerning soil is how fast it will allow waste liquid to percolate or flow
into it. If the waste liquid percolates too quickly, the soil will not have a chance to treat it by
removing disease-causing substances or agents, and the waste liquid may seep into and
contaminate the groundwater. If the waste liquid does not percolate quickly enough, it may
overflow to the ground surface, causing serious health hazards.
Different types of soils percolate waste liquid at different rates. Some types of soil are
acceptable for disposal systems; others are not.

B. Identifying Soil Types
The six basic types of soil are
sand
8

sandy loam
loam
silt loam
clay loam
clay

They can be identified by sight and feel. When testing soil by feel, test it both when dry and
moist.
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Sand
Individual grains are easily seen and felt. A handful of sand squeezed when dry will not hold
its shape; squeezed when moist, it will barely hold its shape, crumbling when touched.

Sandy Loam
Contains a large percentage of sand, so sand grains can be seen and felt. Squeezed when dry,
a handful of sandy loam will not hold its shape; squeezed when moist, it holds its shape and
forms a cast that will not break when handled carefuIly.

Loam
Has a fairly smooth, yet slightly gritty feel; dods crumble easily. Squeezed when dry, loam
forms a cast that can be handled carefully without breaking; squeezed when moist, the cast
can be handled freely without breaking.

Sflt Loam
Feels soft and floury; dods are easily crumbled. Squeezed when dry or wet, silt loam forms
between
a cast that can be handled freely without breaking. A small ball of moist soil p-d
thumb and finger will not form a ribbon.
Clay Loam
Fme-textured; dods are hard. Moist clay loam is plastic and, when squeezed, forms a cast that
can withstand considerable handling without breaking. A small ball of moist day loam pressed
between thumb and fmger forms a thin ribbon that barely sustains its own weight.

Clay
Fme-textured; dods are very hard. Wet day is plastic and usually sticky. A small ball of moist
day pressed between thumb and finger forms a long ribbon.
Sandy loams, loam, and silt loams are suitable soils for disposal systems. Sands, day loams,
and days are unsuitable.
Note that soil at depth is almost always heavier than at the surface. For example, a sandy
topsoil will very likely have a sandy loam beneath it, making it suitable for a latrine.
Conversely, a silt loam topsoil may w d have a day loam or day beneath it, rendering it
unsuitable for a latzine.
Soil testing should be canied out at the surface and when the test hole is about 1meter deep.
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C. Locating Bedrock Levels and Groundwater
Most disposal systems require a minimum of 1meter of pervious soil below the bottom of the
system and above the highest bedrock, impervious layer, or groundwater level. The most
direct method of locating bedrock, impervious layers, and the groundwater is to dig a test
hole. The hole should be 1 meter deeper than the bottom of the proposed pit.

Bedrock
Bedrock or impervious layers are easily identified in a test hole because they become
extremely difficult to dig and the soil consists mostly of rocks, shale, or tightly packed,
consolidated material.

If bedrock or impervious layers are reached before the test hole reaches the proper depth, the
proposed system cannot be constructed as designed. There are three choices: (1)select
another site; (2) redesign the proposnc' 'ystem, if possible, to make it shallower but still with
its bottom 1meter above bedrock or ,. - wious layers; or (3)select and design an alternative
system that can be used at this site.

Groundwater
The same hole used to test for bedrock can be used to find the groundwater level.
Groundwater is easily located in a test hole. After a few hours, the hole will fill with water tc!
the groundwater level. Since the highest yearly groundwater l e ~ emust
l
be found, and bince
groundwater levels fluctuate throughout the year, test for groundwater during the wettest
season.

If the highest grcundwater level is encountered before the test hole reachez the proper depth,
the proposed system cannot be constructed as designed. There remain the three choices noted
above.
If soil type, bedrock layer, and groundwa.er.ie..ls!l :ye al! acceptable, and the proposed system
is a pit or VIP latrine, the system can be col~:.:ti,:lc%ed
on the site without further testing.
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Case Examples Latrine Choices

Case I

A latrine program was implemented in the small community of Maltopo. The lead agency
involved provided all material components of a VIP latrine and expected the community to
provide for the manual labor needed for the construction. The agency also provided technical
assistance for the construction phase of the project, but very little formal promotion of the
benefits associated with the latrines. The latrines were well built, but they were misused and
became soiled and unsanitary.

The following were some of the problems:
Users did not like the darkness associated with the latrine. Some did not use it. Others
made openings in the walls, without screening, to let in more light, which also allowed
flies to enter.
'

Several women covered the screened windows to ensure privacy. This inhibited the
flow of air through the latrine, which increased the odors inside the latrine.
The fly screen on the vent was removed and used for other purposes. This allowed
flies to leave the pit after coming in contact with the contents.
People did not properly dispose of their anal cleaning material, which posed a health
risk.
Some of the men considered the latrine as a status symbol to such an extent that they
did not allow other members of the family to use it.

Questf ons

1. Why did the program suffer these problems?
2. What should the agency do to improve its procedures in future projects?

3. How could a development agent have promoted the program more successfully?

4. What are some possible solutions to the problems that these community members face?

5. How could these solutions be implemented?
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Case I1

A development agency approached the community of Rincon with the intent to help the
community address its public health problems through the formation of a sanitation program.
The agency attempted to find the most efficient way of increasing user participation and proper
use of latrines.

The agency offered technical assistance to explain the range of feasible choices to the
community and to educate the community on the importance of proper excreta disposal. The
choices of latrines offered ranged from an inexpensive pit latrine to a $9UO septic system.
Community members were to decide which type of latrine they wanted, provided they pay
one-third of the total cost; the agency provided two-thirds of the cost. For example: (1)For
a latrine that cost $100, $66 would be supplied by the agency and $34 would be supplied by
the community member. (2) If the individual desired a $200 pour flush latrine, the agency
would pay $133 and the individual would pay $67. The agency required that the community
member raise his or her portion of the investment before the agency allocated its portion.
This approach proved very succe.csful in providing very expensive latrines. People realized that
the more resources they devoted to their latrines, the higher the subsidy they received from
the agency, thereby increasing the value of their facility.
The major problem was that a great majority of community members chose the highest priced
latrine, which quickly depleted project funding before all community sanitation needs and
desires were addressed.
Questions

1. How did the agency avoid the implementation of a design that was not culturally
acceptable?

2. How did the approach used by the development agency ensure the community's
participation in the sanitation program?

3. What effect might this approach have on the proper use and maintenance of the latrine?
4. How could the problem be rectified?

'Adapted from Fmal Evaluation of the CARE/Bolivia Child Survival and Rural Sanitation
Project by Andrew Karp, Patricia Martin, and Sharon Guild. WASH Field Report No. 312,
August 1990.
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Case 111

The community of Sanae has mainly an urban setting. People live in multistory housing;
livestock are kept on the first floor and the living quarters are above. A squatting slab is located
on the second floor. The excreta falls to an excavated area at the level of the foundation.
An agency tried to implement a sanitation program that promoted use of the VIP latrine due
to its proven success in reducing odors and controlling disease vectors. The latrines were built
close to each house and worked as designed.
However, the comn~unitymembers found the VIPs unacceptable and therefore did not use
them. They had several complaints:
The latrines were located outside the homes, which made them inconvenient
compared with their previous systems.
8

The outside location enabled people in the surrounding houses to see who was using
the latrines, which embarrassed the users.
Some of the latrines faced east, which was sacrilegious in the Sanae culture.

Questions

1. Why did the program suffer these problems?
2. What should the agency do to improve its procedures in future projects?
3. How could a development agent have promoted the program more successfully?

4. What are some possible solutions to the problems that these individuals face?

5. How could the solutions be implemented?
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Case

IV

An agency was involved in the building of pit latrines in the community of Nuhud. The agency
provided the materials necessary for construction and technical assistance to the community.
It also provided public health education, which increased the community members' desire for
a sanitary latrine.
The community members were responsible for the labor involved in the construction of the
facility. The latrine was designed with a wall between two squatting slabs, using the same pit,
for use by the different sexes, as was generally accepted.
The construction went well, but several problems became evident when people started to use
the latrines:
The people of Nuhud were accustomed to using large quantities of water for anal
cleansing and for washing after defecation. The soil around the pit was unable to
absorb this quantity of water. It filled quickly with fluid.
The community members were embarrassed to be seen walking to the latrine by
members of the opposite sex, so they only used the latrine when someone of the
opposite sex was not present.
Questions

1. How was the program successful?
2. What did the agency neglect to consider?

3. What could be done to upgrade the system?

4. How would the upgrades be implemented?

5. What would be the development agent's role in improving the existing situation?
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Solutions to Case Examples

Case I

Each of the problems experienced has a solution. The steps to rectifying the situation begin
with the community. What don't people like about the latrines and what can be done to
address their dislikes? What current behaviors can be accommodated; which ones should be
changed; which ones cannot be changed? The community members must be invited into the
sanitation program and be able to feel confident that it will address their needs. They must be
able to consider themselves participants rather than recipients.

Case I1

Because the community members were able to choose which type of latrine they wanted and
could afford, the question of a culturally acceptable latrine type did not surface. The facility
was viewed and presented as an investment so that the participants would take pride in their
latrines. This led to proper use and maintenance of the facility. Possible solutions to the major
problem include the following:
A set subsidy could be offered that would not change with differences in latrine choice.
This approach would force those that desire a higher cost system to pay a greater
percentage of the cost.

The percentage subsidy could change based on the price level of the system. For example,
if the agency offers to pay two-thirds the cost of the inexpensive latrine, it might offer to
pay only one-half the cost of the next level of technology. The level of subsidy for the
highest priced system d g h t be only one-fourth or one-fifth of the total cost.
In areas where the effective demand for improving sanitation facilities is great, a form of
competition for the limited agency funding can be used to achieve the widest coverage.
The agency could base the provisio~of its services on priority. Those community members
who are willing to pay the greatest portion of the expense would be taken care of first.
Thus, the first priority would be given to those people who need technical guidance only
and are able to provide all other resources themselves. This approach would also increase
the status of the sanitation systems by providing them first to those who most desire them.
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Case 111

A solution was provided after an in-depth study of the culture, which included personal
preference. The indoor facilities were altered by combining certain aspects of the VIP latrine
with the existing facility. The solution provided an upgraded and more desirable latrine without
changing the people's cultural habits.

Case IV

After a study of the problems, the agency came up with the following solutions:
To avoid overflowing of the pit by the quantity of wash water, a separate enclosure was
constructed, at some distance from the latrine, with a sand and gravel bed. This enclosure
was used for washing after defecation. The water was introduced more slowly to the soil
by first passing through the sand and gravel bed.
The separation walls inside the latrine were extended on the outside to prevent individuals
from being seen as they approached the facility.
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Quantitative and Qualitative Data

Quantitative Data

Qualitative Data

to quantify/count certain things
(latrines, pumps, etc.)

to explain certain practices, beliefs in
detail:
- why the latrine is cleaned once
every two weeks; how it is cleaned
- explanations of the causes of
diarrhea
- why 22 percent of the people do not
use their latrines
- why 44 percent of the people wash
their hands before eating; why 56
percent do not

the frequency of certain practices (times
per week that latrine is cleaned)
percentage of people's knowledge (16
percent know that dirty water can cause
diarrhea)
percentage of people's practices (22
percent do not use their latrines; 44
.percent wash their hands before eating)
usually a large sample but information
is superficial rather than in depth

usually a small sample but information
is in depth
methods: observations, individual or
group interviews

method: usually a survey
survey instrument is rigid; must be used
in same fashion by all interviewers

Methods are flexible. Initial questions
and points to observe are defined by
interviewer/observer. He/she must be
alert and use creativity to ask additional
questions or observe additional points
as work proceeds.
Typical qualitative questions:
- why ...?
how does...?
what are the advantages and
disadvantages of.. .?
- what is your opinion as to...?

-
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Information Collection Worksheet
on Human Excreta Disposal Practices
What Information
t o Collect

a. What is the
predominant soil type
in the community?

b. Where in the
community might the
soil type cause a
problem in the
Installation of latrines?

c. Where would space
for installation of
latrines be a problem?

d. How high is the water
table?

-

in dry season

in wet season

e. Which water sources
would affect latrine
siting?

From Whom/Where

How to Collect It

Data Collected
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What Information
to Collect

From Whom / Where

How to Collect It

Data Collected
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Principles for Conducting an Interview
Basic Steps irr Interviewing

Examples of Interviewer Actions

1. Establish contract, set the climate and
try to put person at ease.

rn Greetings

Establish the purpose of the
interview. Explain that the interview
will be confidential and tell the person
what will happen.

3. Gather information about the person
by asking questions related to the
interview purpose.

Welcoming
Ask person how he or she is doing.
Review why you are interviewing.
rn Tell the person that you want to find
out information that relates to
sanitation programs.
Explain that you will ask some
questions, and that he or she will have
an opportunity to ask questions as
well.

rn Ask open-ended questions where
appropriate.
Put the person in a situation and ask
what he or she would do.

4. Give the person a chance to talk
about himself or herself.

Answer questions (these are a key to
the way the person thinks).

5. Conclude the interview.

Tell the person what will happen next.
Thank the person for his or her time.
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Malclng Good Concrete

A. Introduction to Cement
Cement is one of the most useful maraials in cssrstruction. It can easily be .nixed with sand
aild water to make mortar or with gravel sand, and waier to make concrete. Mortar and
concrete are among the strongest and ~ncjst:
durable materials used for all types of construction
around the world. Mortar is normally used as the bonding agent between bricks or rocks, and
concrete is normally reinforced with steel bars and molded to the desired size and shape.
Cement is available in almost every country in the world. Sand and gravel are usually
available locally. Occasionally it will be difficult to get cement for latrine construction either
because there are other higher priority demands for the cement or because it is too expensive.
It is impossible here )o say how or even whether cement can be obtained in such a
circumstancz.

Of the two cement compounds, mortar and concrete, concrete is the stronger. T?.i:;is because
the rock that makes up the gravel itself is stronger than the concrete and so contribut;.z to its
strength. Sometimes the two can be used interchangeably where lack of materials or ::~;.:rking
conditions demand it. Remember that concrete is the stronger product and should be used
whenever possible.
Note: The rest of this discussion deals specifically with concrete. The same procedures can
and should be followed if mortar is used instead.

R. Ingredients of Concrete
Concrete is made from cement, sand, gravel, and water. These ingredients are combined in
certain proportions tu achieve the desired strength. The amount of water used to mix these
ingredients is by far the most important factor in dst.ermining the final strength of the concrete.
Use the least amount of water that will still give you a workable mix. Sand and gravel, which
are sometimes referred to as fine and coarse aggregate, respectively, should be clean and
properly graded. Cement and water form a paste, which when mixed, acts as a glue to bind
the aggregates together in a strong, hard mass.
Proportions
As noted above, there are four major ingredients in concrete: cement, sand, gravel, and
water.
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Dry ingredients are normally mixed in certain proportions and then water is added.
Proportions are expressed as follows: 1:2:4, which means that to one part cement you
add two parts sand and four parts gravel. A 'partw usually refers to a unit of volume.
Example: A 1:2:4 concrete mix covld be obtained by mixiig 1bucket of cement with 2
buckets of sand and 4 buckets of gravel.

Proportions are almost always expressed as cement: sand: gravel, and they ilre usually
labeled that way.
There are many minor variations m the proportions used for mixing concrete. Thc: most
commonIy used are 1:2:4, 1:2:3, 1:2.5:5.

Note: a 1:2:4

mix will go a little farther than the 1:2:3 mix and allows for using lcss then the

best grade of sand or gravel than a 1:2.5:5 mix.

Normal range for amount of water used to mix each 50 kg bag of cement is betwcen 20
and 30 liters (for a 94 Ib bag of cement, the range is between 4.5 and 7 gal).

The watertightness of concrete depends primarily on the water/cement ratio anc' the length
of moist curing. This is similar to concrete strength in that less water and lonszr moistcuring promote watertightness.
Choice of Ingredients
Cement: The descriptions and properties given in this handout am :?ecificaUy of Portland
cement. This is the type mod commonly used and hereafter will be referred to only as
cement.
When used, cement should be dry, powdery, and free of lumps. When storing cement, try
to avoid all possible contad wah moisture. Store it away from exterior walls, off damp floors,
and stacked dose togsther to reduce air cidation. If it could be kept completely dry it could
be stored indefinitely. Even exposed to a&it will gradually draw moi-ture, thus limiting even
the covered storage time to between 6 months and 1year depending on conditions.
Wate~!: In general, water fit for drinking is suitable for mixing concrete. Impurities in the
water may affect canaete setting time,strength, and shrinkage and promote corrosion of
reinforcement.
Aaareaates: Fme and coarse aggregates together occupy 60 to 8 0 percent of concrete
volume.

Fine:-a

Sand should range m size from less than -25mrn to 6.3 mm. Sand from
seashores, dunes, or river banks is usually too fine for n o d mixes. (You can sometimes
scrape about 30 an of fine surface sand off and find comer, more suitable sand beneath
it.)
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Lawe assrecrate: Within the recommended size limits mentioned later, the larger the
gravel you use the stronger and more economical the concrete will be.
I

The larger the size of the gravel the less water and cement will be required to get the same
strength concrete.
The maximum gravel size should not exceed:
one-fifth the minimum dimension of the member;
three-fourths the clear space between reinforcing bars or between reinforcement and
forms. (Optimum aggregate size in many situations is about 2.0 cm.)

The shape and surface texture of aggregates affect properties of freshly mixed concrete more
than they affect hardened concrete. Rough textured or flat and elongated particles require
more wat,?r to produce workable concrete than do rounded or cubical aggregates, and more
water reduces the final strength of the concrete.
It is extremely important to have the gravel and sand clean. Silt, clay, or bits of organic
matter, even in low concentrations, will ruin concrete. A very simple test for cleanliness
makes use of a clear wide-mouthed jar. Fill the jar about half full of the sand and small
aggregate to be tested and cover with water. Shake the mixture vigorously, and then allow
it to stand for three hours. In almost every case there will be a distinct line dividing the fine
sand suitable for concrete and that which is too fine. If the very fine material amounts to more
than 10 percent of the suitable material, then the concrete made from Y will be weak.
This means that other fine material should be sought, or the available material should be
washed to remove the material that is too fine. This can be done by putting the sand (and
gravel if necessary) in some container, such as a drum. Cover the aggregate with water, stir
thoroughly, let stand for a minute, and pour off the liquid. One or two such treatments will
remove most of the very fine material and organic matter.
Another point to consider in the selection of aggregate is its strength. About the only simple
test is to break some of the stones with a hammer. If the effort required to break the majority
of aggregate stones is greater than the effort required to break a similar-sized piece of concrete,
then the aggregate will make strong concrete. If the stones break easily, then you can expect
that the concrete made of these stones will only be as strong as the stones themselves.
In very dry climates several precautions must be taken. If the sand is perfectly dry, it will pack
into a smaller space. If 20 buckets of dry sand are put in a pile and 2 buckets of water are
stirred in, you could cany away ab'out 27 buckets of damp sand. If your sand is completely
dry, add some water to it or else measure by weight instsad of volume. The surface of the
curing concrete should be kept damp. This is because water evaporating from the surface will
remove some of the water needed to make concrete properly. Cover the concrete with
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building paper, burlap, straw, or anything that will hold moisture and keep the direct sun and
wind from the concrete surface. Keep the concrete moist by sprinl*lingas often as necessary;
this may be as often as three times per day. After the first week of curing, it is not necessary
to keep the surface damp continuously (see "Curing Concrete" below).
Estimating Quantities of Materials Needed

1. Calculate the volume of concrete needed (length x width x depth).
2. Multiply the volume of concrete needcd by 1.5 to get the total volume of dry loose
material needed. The cement and sand do little to acld to the volume of the concrete
because they fill in the air spaces between the gravel.
3. Add 10 percent (1/10) for losses due to handling.

4. Add the numbers in the volumetric proportion 1:2:3 = 6 that you will use to get a relative
total. This will allow you later to compute fractions of the total needed for each ingredient.

5. Determine the amount of cement needed by multiplying the volume of dry material needed
(from step 2) by the cement's proportional amount of the total mix (e.g., amount cement
needed = 1/6 x volume of dry materials).

6. Divide by the unit volume per bag, 33.2 liters per 50 kg bag of cement, or 1cubic foot per
94 Ib bag of cement. When figuring the number of cement bags, rounld up to the nearest
whole number.
&&: This calculation, even with the 10 percent addition for handling losses, rarely leaves
any extra concrete, particularly for small jobs requiring fewer than five hand-mixed bags of
cement.

C. Construction with Concrete
Outline of Concrete Work

build forms
place rebar

mix concrete
pour concrete
remove f o m
finish surface
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cure concrete
Each step in the process is described below.

Matertols for Forms
The following materials are used to construct interior forms:

Steel: Forms made of steel are durable and strong but are heavy, awkward, and
expensive.
Sheet metal: With a simple triangular interior support, forms made of sheet metal have
proved to be successful. They are lighter and more maneuverable than steel f m n s but
are not as strong and durable.
Wood: This material is commonly used because it is lightweight and strong. It must
be carefully bent, waterproofed, and reinforced.
By using boards as wide as possible, f o m construction is made easier and quicker.
It also reduces the number of lines on the concrete surface that form at the junction
of two boards. Plywood is excellent, especially if it has a special high-density overlay
surface. This allows for a smoother concrete finish, easier form removal, and less
wear on the forms.
If unsurfaced wood is used for forms, oil or grease the inside surface to make removal
of the forms easier and to prevent the wood from drawing too much water from the
concrete. Do not oil or grease the wood if the concrete surface will be painted or
stuccoed.
Earth: Any earth that can be dug into and still hold its shape can also be used as a
form. Carefully dig out the desired shape and fill it with concrete. Once the concrete
has set and cured it can be dug up and used where needed. A new form will have
to be dug out for each piece of concrete poured.
Other materials: Plastics and fiberglass rare also occasionally used and continue to be
experimented with as form materials. Fiberglass is much lighter than steel and, if
handled carefully, lasts for a long time. Its cost and availability in developing nations
seem to be the only factors l i n g more widespread trials.

Concrete Reinforcement (Rebor)
Reinforcing concrete will enable it to bear much greater loads. Design of reinforced concrete
structures that are large or must cany high loads can become too complicated for a person
without special training.
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Concrete alone has great compression strength but little tensile strength. Concrete is very
difficult to squeeze (compression), but breaks relatively easily &hen stretched (put in tension).
Reinforcing steel has exactly the opposite propexties; it is strong in tension and weak in
compression. Combining the two results in a material (reinforced concrete) that is strong in
both compression and tension and therefore useful in a large number of situations.
Concrete is best reinforced with specially made steel rods that can be imbedded in the
concrete. Bamboo has also been used to reinforce concrete with some success, although it
is liable to deteriorate with time.

Reinforced concrete sections should be at least 7.5 cm thick, although 10 cm is
preferable.
The reinforcing bar (rebar) usually comes in long sections of a given diameter.
Exactly how much rebar is needed in a particular pour will depend on the load it will
have to support. For most concrete work, including everything discussed in this
manual, rebar should take up 0.5 to 1 percent of the cross-sectional area.
Reinforcing bars should also have clean surfaces free of loose scale and rust. Bars in
poor condition should be brushed thoroughly with a stiff wire brush.
When placing rebar in a form before the concrete is poured, it should be located
at least 2.5 cm from the form everywhere.
in a plane approximately one-third of the way into the thickness of the pour from
the bottom of the structure or slab.
in a grid so that there is never more than three times the final concrete thickness
between adjacent bars.
no closer than 3 cm to a parallel bar.
Rebar strength is approximately additive according to cross-sectional area. Four 4-mm
rebars will be about as strong as one 8-mm rebar. The cross-sectional area of four 4mrn rebars equals the cross-sectional area of s one 8-mm rebar.
The rebars should be arranged in an evenly spaced grid-type pattern with more and/or
thicker rebar along the longest dimension of the pour.
All intersections where rebars cross should be tied with thin wire.
When one rebar is tied onto another to increase the length of the rebars, the overlap
should be 20 times the diameter of the rebar and be tied twice with wire.
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Rebar Size

Larger sues of rebar often have raised patterns on them, which are designed to allow
them to be held firmly in place by the concrete. Smaller sizes of rebar are generally
smooth. When using smooth rebar, always make a small hook at the end of each
piece that will be in the concrete. Wihout the hook, temperature changes may
eventually loosen the concrete from the rebar, therebjr destroying much of its
reinforcing effect.
Rebar should be carefully prepared so that the rebar is straight and square. Sloppy
rebar work will result in weaker concrete and waste rebar.
For particularly strong pieces or where small irregular shapes are being formed, the
rebar can be put together in a cage-like arrangement. Use small rebar for the cross
sections and larger rebar for the length. This system is used to reinforce pieces like a
cutting ring, with its irregular shape, or perhaps a well cover, which may have many
people standing on it at one time.
Where possible, it is usually best to assemble rebar inside the form so that it will fit
exactly.
The proper distance from the bottom of the pour in a slab can be achieved by setting
the rebar on a few small stones before the concrete is poured or simply pulling the
rebar grid a couple of centimeters up into the concrete after some concrete has been
spread over the whole pour.

Mixing Concrete by Machine or by Hand

mix in^ bv Machine
Concrete must be thoroughly mixed to yield the strongest product. For machine mix,
allow 5 or 6 minutes after all the materials are in the drum. First, put about 10 percent
of the mixing water in the drum. Then add water uniformly with the dry materials, leaving
another 10 percent to be added after the dry materials are in the drum.
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Mixino bv Hand
On many self-help projects, the amount of concrete needed may be small or it may be
difficult to get a mechanical mixer. If a few precautions are taken, hand-mixed concrete
can be as strong as concrete mixed in a machine.
The first requirement for mixing by hand is a mixing area that is both clean and watertight.
This can be a wood and metal mixing trough or simple round mixing floor, as shown
below.

Wood and Metal Mixing Trough

Mixing Floor

Use the following procedure:

1. Spread the fine aggregate evenly over the mixing area.

2. Spread the cement evenly over the fine aggregate and mix these materials by turning
them with a shovel until the color is uniform.

3. Spread the mixture out evenly, spread the coarse aggregate on it, and mix thoroughly
again. All dry materials should be thoroughly mixed before water is added.
A workable mix should be smooth and plastic-neither so wet that it will run nor so stiff that
it will crumble. If the mix is too wet, add small amounts of sand and gravel, In the proper
proportion, until the mix is workable. If a concrete mix is too stiff, it will be difficult to place
in the forms. If it is not stiff enough, the mix probably does not have enough aggregate, thus
making it an uneconomical use of cement.

When work is finished for the day, be sure to rinse concrete from the mixing area and the
tools to keep them from rusting and to nrevent cement from caking on them. Smooth shiny
tools and mixing surfaces make mixing surprisingly easier. The tools will also last much
bngm:
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Pouring Concrete In to Forms
To make strong concrete structures, it is important to place fresh concrete in the forms
correctly.
The wet concrete mix should not be handled roughly when it is being carried and put in the
forms. It is very easy, through joggling or throwing, to separate the fine aggregate from the
coarse aggregate. Do not let the concrete drop freely for a distance greater than 90 to 120
cm (3to 4 ft). Concrete is strongest when the various sizes of aggregates and cement paste
are well mixed.
Properly proportioned concrete will have to be worked into place in the form. Concrete that
would on its own flow out to fill in a form completely would be too wet and therefore weak.
When pouring concrete structures that are over 120 cm high, leave holes in the forms at
intervals of less than 120 cm through which concrete can be poured and which can later be
covered to permit pouring above that level. Alternatively, a slide could be used through which
concrete could flow down to the bottom of the form without separating. Any "Un-shaped
trough wide enough to facilitate pouring concrete into it, narrow enough to fit inside the form,
and long enough so that the concrete can slide down the chute without separating will work.
As the concrete is being placed, it should be compacted so that no air holes, which would
leave weak spots in the concrete, are left. This can be done by tamping the concrete with
some long thin tools or vibrating the concrete. Tamping can be accomplished with a thin (2
cm) iron rod, a wooden pole, or a shovel.
The concrete will be compacted to some extent as it is moved into its final position in the
form. However, special attention must be paid to the edges of the pour to make sure that the
concrete has completely filled in against the form. If the forms are strong enough, they can
be struck with a hammer on the outside to vibrate the concrete just enough to allow it to settle
completely in against the forms. Too much vibration can force most of the large aggregate
toward the bottom of the pour, thus reducing the overall strength of the concrete.

Once the concrete is poured irlto the forms, its surface should be worked to an even finish.
The smoothness of the finish will depend on what the surface will be used for. Where more
concrete or mortar will later be placed on this pour, the area should be left relatively rough to
facilitate bonding. Where the surface will later be walked on, as for example, the floor of a
latrine, it should be somewhat rough to prevent people from slipping on the concrete when
its surface is wet. This somewhat rough texture can be achieved by finishing with a wooden
float or by lightly brushing the surface to give it a texture. A very smooth finish can be made
with a metal trowel. Overfinishing (repeated finishing) can lead to powdering and erosion of
the surface.
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Curing Concrete
After the forms are filled, the concrete must be cured until it reaches the required strength.
Curing involves keeping the co~cretedamp so that the chemical reaction that causes the
concrete to harden will continue for as long as is necessary to achieve the desired strength.
Once the concrete is allowed to dry the chemical hardening action will gradually taper off and
cease.
The early stage of curing is extremely critical. Special steps should be taken to keep the
concrete wet. Once the concrete dries, it will stop hardening; after this happens it cannot be
rewetted in the field to restart the hardening process.
Covering the exposed concrete surfaces is usually easier than continuously sprinkling or
frequently dousing the concrete with water, which would otherwise be necessary to prevent
the cohcrete surface from becoming dry. Protective covers often used include canvas, empty
cement bags, burlap, plastic, palm leaves, draw, and wet sand. The covering should also be
kept wet so that it will not absorb water from the concrete.
Concrete is strong enough for light loads after 7 days. In most cases, forms can be removed
from standing structures, like bridges and walls, after 4 or 5 days, but if they are left in place
they will help to keep the concrete from drying out. Where concrete structures are being cast
on the ground, the forms can be removed as soon as the concrete sets enough to holds its
own shape (3to 6 hours) if there is no load on the structure and measures are taken to ensure
proper curing.
The concrete's final strength will result in part from how long it is moist cured. As can be seen
from Figure 10-1, concrete will eventually reach about 60 percent of its design strength if not
moist-cured at all, 8 0 percent if moist-cured for 3 days, and almost 100 percent if mo'ist-cured
for 7 days. If concrete is kept moist, it will continue to harden indefinitely.
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Key Design Components

A. Base

Prevents erosion around the slab.
Supports the slab and superstructure.
Prevents access by insects (if a seal is formed with the slab).
Prevents runoff from entering the pit (if the base is raised).
Can be made of any durable material that can be sealed with the slab (e.g., brick,
concrete block, poured concrete, wood).
Can b~ built up to form a wall to expand the volume o l a latrine as for a raised
platform pit latrine.
Functions also as foundation of superstructure in certain cases.

B. Pit Design
Can be made of any cross-sectional shape (although a round shape is the most stable
and efficient).
Should be made with a large enough storage capacity to last several years.
Should be built in reasonably permeable soil.
Should not intrude on the water table that is utilized as a drinking water source. (In
areas of high water table, a raised platform pit latrine can be used. An impermeable
layer of clay can also be placed on the pit bottom to inhibit leaching into the water
table.)

C. Pit Lining Design
Used in unstable soil to shore the pit walls.
Used in waterborne or sealed system (although not needed in all cases).
Adds support to the base, slab, and superstructure in unstable soil.
Requires spaces in the lining to allow the liquids to infiltrate into the surrounding soil.
Should be built to last for the design life of the pit.
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D. Latrine Slab
Can be made of various materials (e.g., reinforced concrete, wood) and in various or
different shapes to fit the pit (e.g., round or square).
Cement is the most common slab construction material; it can be used to form
different slabs: reinforced concrete, ferrocement, and Sanplat.
Some slab or slab fixtures are better suited to mass manufacturing processes.
Must be made smooth and nonporous for easy cleaning and to reduce the transmission
of diseases.
Can have different components, such as a pedestal seat, foot pads, or a customized
component for a specific user (e.g., a smaller seat and drop hole for children).
A seal between the slab and base can be formed of cement or clay.

Slab fixtures, such as the waterseal trap, can be built of concrete, ceramic, or sheet
metal, and should be manufactured by a skilled local craftsman.

E. Ventilation
Will decrease the odors of the latrine.
Will keep the latrine interior dry.
Must be screened to prevent access to insects.
For VIP vent:
Can be made of many materials, but a smooth, rounded cross section is the most
efficient, such as plastic pipe (must be without curves).
The larger the cross-sectional area of the vent, the better it will work; a minimum of
15 cm is recommended for round cross sections and a minimum of 23 crn per side of
a square one.
Must extend from the pit to a height above the surrounding buildings to reduce the
odor; should not be placed in an area near trees, which would inhibit the flow of wind
across the top of the vent.
The ventilation of the superstructure should be oriented toward the prevailing incoming
wind; this will increase the efficiency of the vent in reducing the odors of the pit.

Must ,. be. equip&.

witha,.fly.screen-staidw..steel .oraluminurn is.recommended.

.

,
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F. Superstructure
11

Can be constructed from any material that is structurally sound, has enough space,
and is acceptable to the user.
Must provide protection from the elements, privacy, and a pleasant atmosphere.
A comfortable atmosphere encourages proper latrine use.

For 'AF latrine,
The interior should remain dark to prevent flies from escaping from the superstructure
after corr~lnginto contact with the pit contents. If this factor inhibits its use by small
children, an adjustment should be made to make it comfortable for all family members.
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Estimating for Construction

A. Base Design
A base can be made out of poured concrete, wood, brick, and other material. It must be wide
enough to support the concrete slab. (See Figures 10-2 and 10-5 at the end of this handout.)

The quantity of materials needed to construct the base depends on the type of material and
the size of the pit. One way to estimate the quantity for a brick, concrete block, or concrete
base is to calculate the distance around the top of the pit. This distance is called the
periphery; it is equal to twice the length plus twice the width.
Base Made of Brfck or Concrete Blocks
When constructing a base made of bricks or concrete blocks, place them side to side, around
the pit.
For example,

If a pit is 1.2 m long and 1 m wide, the perimeter

a equals:

If the width of one concrete block is equal to 20 cm, how many blocks would it take to make
a two-layer base?
If the concrete block width is 20 cm, it will take five of them to make a meter. Multiply the
number of blocks per meter by the number of meters in the petphery by the number of layers:
Number of blocks = 5 x 4.4 x 2 = 44 blocks needed.
Base Made of Poured Concrete
The quantity of poured concrete needed is the area of the outer base trench minus the area
of the pit cross section multiplied by the depth of the base.
For example,
A base is 15 cm wide and 7.5 cm thick and the cross-sectional dimensions of the pit
are 1 m by 1 m.
Since the width of the base extends to both sides of the pit, the outer area is 1.3 x 1.3 =
1.69 mZ;subtracting the 1m2 of the pit gives you the cross-sectional area of the base, which
is 0.69 m2. This number is then multiplied by the thickness (7.5 cm = 0.075 m) to get ahe
volume of concrete needed-0.052 m3 of concrete.
A poured concrete base should be reinforced. iron bars or bamboo can be used.
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B. Pit Design
Common limitations when considerkg pi&designs are the presence of a high water table or
rocky soil. Some solutions to these problem follow (also see Figure 10-3):
Elevate the pit by extending the pit base above ground level and adding steps up to
the latrine slab, as for a raised platform latrine.
I

Build pits that are shallower in such a way that the materials used can be readily
recyded because the pit will fill more quickly.

Use an abo-~e-groundsystem.
Other major points:
I

A pit should have a large enough storage capacity to last several years.

u

It should be built in a reasonably permeable soil (see Handout 8-4 on "Determining
Soil Suitabii') .

I

It should not intrude on the water table that is utiliid as a drinking water source (the
bottom of the pit should be at least 2 rn above the water table).

Decisions regarding pit design and size should be based on the following factors:
latrine technology (wet or ~cirysystem)
number of users

design iife ofthe pit
whether anal deansing solids will be thrown into the pit
The design life of the rJit if the time it takesfor the latrine to fill, after which the latrine has to
be emptied or rebuih. The design life depends on the size of the pit, type of latrine, number
of users, and type of solid anal deansing material used (id thrown into the pit).
As a general rule, it is more economical to dig a deeper pit to increase the volume than to

increase the cross section. it the cross section is increased, the base and slab dimensions must
also be increased.
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To calculate the pit size, the following formula can be used:
V = 1.33xCxPxN

where,

V = the volume of the pit in m3,
C = the pit design capacity in m3/person-year,

P = the number of users, and
N = the design life in years.

C is the amount of excrement from a single person that is left in the pit after a year, along
with cleansing material used. The value of C depends on whether it is a dry or wet pit (see
see Table 10-1).
The factor of 1.33 is incorporated to ensure a clear space above the remains of the excreta
at the end of the design period.

TABLE 10-1.
The Value of Pit Design Capacity (m3per person per year)
Wet Pit

Dry Pit

Anal Cleansing
Water

Anal Cleansing
Solids

Anal Cleansing
Water

Anal Cleansing
Solids

0.04

0.06

0.06

0.09

-
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Pit Design and Size: An Illustration

A family of four wants a waterseal latrine that will last for 10 years. They use a solid
cleansing material but dispose of it outside the latrine by burying it. The soil at the
selected latrine site will readily absorb the water used in flushing the latrine.

In this example,

C

= 0.04 m3/person-year

P = 4 people
N = 10

V

= 1.33 zero x 0.04 x 4 x 10 = 2.1 m3.

The volume of the pit should be 2.1 m3.
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For a rectangular pit,

V = HxLxW
where,

H

=

height,

L = cross-sectional length, and
W

=

cross-sectional width.

If we choose to make a square pit, L and W will be equal. If L and W equal 1m, how deep
does the pit have to be to provide a volume cf 2.1 m3?
2.1 = H x l x l
We find that H is equal to 2.1 m.

C. Pit Lining

There are variety of ways and materials for lining a pit: concrete blocks, timber (wood),
bamboo, brick, and so on. (See Figures 10-3 and 10-4.) If the soil is unstable, any of these
materials can be used to shore the pit walls.
The aitena for selecting a material are strength and cost. The material must be strong enough
to last the design life of the pit yet inexpensive enough to be affordable.
To determine the quantity of material needed for lining, you must calculate the overall area
of each side of the pit walls. This is done by multiplying the depth by the width of each wall,
and adding them together. If the walls are extended above the ground level, as in a raised
platfonn latrine, the area of the extension must be included to obtain total material
requirements.

Example 1

If a pit is 2.5 m deep and has a rectangular cross section of 0.8 m by 1meter, the quantity
of material needed would be calculated as follows:

Wall surface area

=

2.5 x (0.8x 2 + 1 x 2)

=

6.5 m2.

If there are 100 bricks per square meter, then
6.5 m2x 100 bricks/m2 = 650 bricks needed.

If one-third the bag of cement is needed to provide mortar to build a 1m2section of wall,
approximately one-haif of the quantity would be needed when constructing a pit wall.
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In a pit wall, mortar is not used in the vertical spaces between the bricks to allow the
liquids in the pit to soak into the surrounding soil.
How much cement is required to build the pit walls?
Bags of cement = 1/2 x 1/3 x 6.5

=

1.1 bags.

Example 2

If the pit design is used as in Example 1, but the walls are each raised 1m to accommodate
a raised platform latrine, the quantity of materials needed would be calculated as follows:
Wall surface area = 3.5 x (0.8 x 2

+

1 x 2)

=

12.6 m2.

Bricks required:
12.6 m2 x 100 bricks/m2 = 1,260 bricks needed.
cement required:
The calculation for cement required would be slightly different because the wall above the
ground level would be built with mo;;. in all the spaces, as for a house. The amount of
cement required for the wall portion below the ground level would be the same as in Example
1, 1.1 bags, so only the mortar needed for the above-ground portion needs be calculated.
Above-ground wall surface area = 1 x (0.8 x 2

+ 1 x 2) = 3.6 m2.

Total cement required:
Bags of cement = 1.1 bag

+

(1/3 x 3.6) = 2.3 bags.

The quantity of any material needed for lining the pit can be calculated in the same manner.
An easy method for doing this is to measure a square meter of a building made of the same
material as the lining will be, then determine the amount of the material in that square meter;
Remember that spaces must be left in the lining to enable the liquids in the pit to infiltrate into
the soil surrounding the pit. If no spaces are left, the latrine will fill more quickly.

D. Latrine Slab Design
Slabs can be made of many materials (see Figures 10-6 through 10-9). Concrete is the most
common, strongest, and most versatile of these materials. For this reason, this discussion
focuses on latrine slabs made of concrete.
All slabs should overlap the latrine base by 10 cm on each side to form a good seal.
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Reinforced Concrete Slab (Figure 10-7)
Consists of the following materials: cement, sand, gravel, water, and reinforcing
material (usually steel bars).
A common thickness for reinforced concrete siabs is 10 cm. The width and length
may vary (or the slab may be round), but they are usually not more than 1.5 m.

Concrete is mixed in different ratios:
1:2:3

indicates 1 part cement:2 parts sand:3 parts gravel

1:2:4

indicates 1 part cemenk2 p...dssand:4 parts gravel

Constructing a reinforced concrete slab involves the following steps:

1. build forms

2. place reinforcement

3. mix concrete
4. pour concrete

5. remove forms
6. finish surface
7. cure concrete
See Handout 10-1: 'Making Good Concreten for a discussion of each step.
Ferrocement Slab (Figure 10-8)
The ferrocement slab is slightly different from the reinforced concrete slab. The material
components of the concrete do not include gravel as in the reinforced concrete slab; the
reinforcement is a large mesh screen (chicken wire) cut to the dimensions of the slab. Two
layers of screen are required, and sometimes three are used.
With fenocement construction, less rnatelial is required because the wire mesh forms a
stronger bond with the other material components. Thus, the fenocement slab weighs less.
A fenocement slab can be made with a thickness of only 2.5 cm and will be as strong as a
reinforced concrete slab. The ratio of cement to sand in a slab is 1:2.
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Calculating the Materials Needed for a
Reinforced Concrete Slab: An llluatratian

What are the material requirements of a slab that is 10 cm thick and 1 m square if a
1:2:4 mixture is used? How much rebar is needed if the reinforcement is placed every
20 cm along both axes of the latrine slab?

1. Volume of slab

=

thickness x length x width

2. The sand and cement add little to the volume of the slab because they fill the
spaces (air pockets) within the gravel.
Based on this, 0.1 m3 gravel is needed.
3. Since the ratio of sand to gravel is 2:4, the sand needed is half as much as the
gravel, ~r 0.05 m3.

4. The volume of cement needed is one-fourth of the volume of gravel, or 0.025 m3.

5. How many bags of cement is this?
It depends on the size of the bag (they can be different from one country to
another).
What if we assume that a bag is 50 kg?
A 50 kg bag has a volume of 33.2 liters (1 m3 = 1,000 liters) or 0.0332 m3.
Comparing this number with that in step 4, a little less than one-third of the bag
will be left over after the slab is made.

6. What is the rebar requirement?
If rebar is placed every 20 cm,four pieces will be needed along each axis for a
total of eight. They are cut to approximately the same length of the slab, so 8 m
of rebar are needed.
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Calculating the Materials Needed for a
Ferrocement Slab: An Illustration

Calculate the material requirements of i t ferrocement slab to fit over a square pit with
dimensions of I m by 1 m.

1. If the pit is 1 m square, the slab should be 1.2 m by 1.2 m in order to overhang
the edges of the pit.
2. Volume of the slab: 1.2 x 1.2 x 0.025 (thickness) = 0.036 m3.

3. How much of this volume is sand and how much is cement?
Since the sand does not form air pockets to the extent of the gravel in the
reinforced concrete slab, it will amount to two-thirds of the volume of the slab.
2/3 x 0.036 m3 = 0.024 m3 sand.
The volume of cement required is half of the sand volume given the 1:2 ratio, or
0.012 m3.
4. How many bags of cement are needed if we use 50 kg bags of cement?
We use the same calculation as in the previous example. k 50 kg bag of cement
has a volume of 33.2 liters or 0.0332 m3. We can see by comparing this amount
with the amount of cement required (0.012 m3)that the ferrocement slab will use
about one-third of the bag.

5. How much chicken wire is required?
This is calculated by multiplying the area of the slab by 2, because two layers of
screen are involved.

2 x (1.2 x 1.2)

=

2.88 m2.
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Sanplat
Sanplat is a name for a particular latrine slab that does not require reinforcement (see Figure
10-9). The unique arch design gives it sufficient structural stability to support itself without
reinforcement. It also requires less cement than a reinforced concrete slab of the same
di~nensions.
It can be bliist as above in terms of the concrete mixture, but a specialized form is required to
create the arch.
Waterseal Trap (Figures 10-8 and 10-10)
The waterseal trap can be made of different materials by a skilled artisan. The basic design
of the traps depends on whether they are to be used for an offset pit or a pit directly under
the slab. Examples of each type (with corresponding latrine diagram) are shown in Figure 1010.

E. Ventilation
Sufficient ventilation will help reduce the bad odors in the latrine superstructure. A screened
window can easily be located between the superstructure walls and the roof. All openings
should be screened to prevsnt fliesfrom entering the latrine superstructure. (See Figures 10-11
and 10-12).
VIP latrines have a vent pipe. This pipe can be made of local materials, and can be built-just
as the latrine superstructure-by a local builder. The alternative is to make it from plastic
piping. It is generally recommended that the pipe be 15 an in cross section or larger;
however, a 10 cm pipe has been shown to work in an area with a consistent wind. The
junction of the pipe (of whatever material) and the latrine slab must be sealed to prevent the
escape of flies. A common problem in the operation of the VIP latrine vent pipe is that the
latrine is located near tall buildings or trees. These objects block the flow of wind around the
vent pipe, which can reduce or null& the air circulation in the latrine.
The function of the fly screen is vital in preventing flies from escaping the pit. It must be
maintained after installation if it is to work effectively.

The superstructure should be built by a local house builder-someone who is fimiliar with local
marcrlek-(~~~~
-inFlguns .iO.P.3 and lG.14):..This builder: &odd. be .contacted&a.- ..
assist with calculating the materials needed. He or she should also be a good resource to
identify where different materials can be obtained.

.

.

.

,
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Great care should be taken in choosing the materials, as well as the builder, for the
superstructure because it not only provides privacy for the user but is also the most visible
component of the latrine. As such, the proper and continued use of the latrine can depend
on the quality of the structure.
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FIGURE 10-2
Diagrams Showing Bases Made of Various Materials
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FIGURE 104
Pit Linings for Round Latrine Pits
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FIGURE 10-5
Baso and Pit Variations

C
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wovdcrr sticks,

A squatting slab made of timber and soil

FIGURE 10-6
Example of Wooden Slab
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Colicrere Squorring Plare

Silling Slab wilh Pedestal. Seal and Lld

Hole
Footrest

I

6-mm diameter
reinforcing bars

b - l
Plan

Squalling Slab

Section a-a

Section b-b

FIGURE 10-7
Reinforced Caiicrete Slab with Optional Pedestal Seat
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(millimc~crs)

Plan of water seal
Sectional clcvalion

Details of squatting plate

1.us0

25-mm dashing

Section .-a

.

'60-mm-thick
lcrrocement

FIGURE 10-8
Ferrocement Slab and Waterseal Trap

1

FIGURE 10-9
Sanplat Latrine Slab
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A pour-flush latrine with pan and water-sealtrap
diractly above the pit. Dimensions u e in meters.

A pour-flush latrine with two pits. Drains and receptaclesstill to be covered.

Flush pan wirh forward-facing trap

FIGURE 10-10
Diagrams of Latrines with Waterseal Trap
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.Fly-Proof Screenlng Covering Ventilation Openings

.
.

.

FIGURE 10-11
Examples of Superstructure Ventilation
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Air currents

Blair Latrine.

FIGURE 10-12
Vent Pipe Variations
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FIGURE 10-14
Superstructures Built of Various Materials
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Front view (superstructure:
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Side view (section)

Noft: In the side view. a pedestal seat
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squatting plzte. A n opening for de-sludging may be provided next to the
Vent. Dimensions of the bricks or concrete blocks may vary according to locjl
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FIGURE 10-15
VIP Latrine Design
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single-nu11 pit)
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Material. Transport, and Laibor Requirements and Costs

A. Key Points in Cost Calculations
The total cost of a latrine is composed of material, transport, labor, and indired costs.
Total cost = material cost

+ transport cost + labor cost + indired costs.

B. Calculating Material Costs
The total value of all materials that go into the making of the latrine.
To calculate the material cost,

1) Calculate the amount of materials needed for each latrine component by
making a list of all materials involved in that component (e.g., a reinforced
concrete slab is made of cement, sand, gravel, water, and reinforcing material),
calculating the volume or area of the component, and
0

calculating the amount of each material needed to fill that volume or area.

2) Add the quantities of each material needed for all the components (e.g., all the gravel
needed for the components).

3) Determine the unit cost of each material.
4) Multiply the unit cost of the material by the quantity needed.

5) Add all the material costs to get the total cost.
Keep in mind that,
Each component of a latrine is made from a variety of materials, and different components
could involve the same material, such as wood or cement. Therefore, it is easier to focus
on an individual component, calculate the requirements for a particular material, and then
add the requirements of all the components for that material.

In the best of programs, there is some unavoidable waste of material or unforeseen need
for additional material. To avoid delays at crucial constmction steps, an extra amount of
each material is usually ordered. An excess of 10 percent of each material should provide
a sufficient safety factor.
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C. Calculating Transport Costs
The total cost for bringing all materials lo the construction site.

If centralized manufzc!uring of tomponents is done, there will also be transport costs
after manufacturinil. .
Transport usually involve5 ';7c?hI.:,cal and external transport costs.
Transport is often needed for locally available materials, such as gravel and sand.
Transport is often needed for materials not available locally, such as cement or brick.
Another factor in transport costs is the loading and unloading cost.
To calculate the transport cost,

1) Determine where necessary building materials are located.
2) Contact transporters to determine the rate of transport, combining the materials
available in that area.

3) Add the individual transport costs to determine the total transport cost.

D. Calculating Labor Costs
Labor can be split into two general categories: skilled and unskilled.
The time requirements of each category will differ.
There are also levels within a category, for example skilled labor for latrine
construction could consist of a foreman, mason, and a carpenter.
To detennine the labor cost,

1) Define the work that needs to be done on each component.
2) Estimate the number of days it will take to accomplish the work.
0

It is advisable to consult with a skilled builder to estimate the days.

3) Estimate the number of workers needed, skilled and unskilled, to accomplish the task.

4) Multiply the rate of each worker by the number of days that worker will be needed.

5) Add the labor cost for each component.
6).. The ,totallabor , c o s t , dbe fhe,sum .af the labor costs for each comuonent.
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Example of Material Cost Calculations

1. How much would 300 bricks cost if the unit price is $40 for 500 bricks.
To find the cost, multiply the unit price by the ratio of the number of bricks needed
to the number of bricks per unit.
Cost = $40 x 300/500 = $24.
2.

If 30 m of rebar are needed at a cost of $1.50 per meter, the cost of 30 m would be
Cost = 30 m x $1.50/m = $45.

3.

If 1.6 m3 of cement are needed and the price of a 50 kg bag is $20, how many bags
are needed and what will they cost?

The volume of a 50 kg bag is 0.0332 m3; to calculate the number of bags, divide the
total amount needed by the volume in one bag.
Volume of cement = 1.6 m3/0.0332 m3 = 48 bags.
Cost = 48 x $20 = $960.
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Example of Transport Cost Calculations

A town is located three days travel from an urban center where building supplies ar2
available. A total of 1,750 bricks is needed for the construction of latrine shelters. If one
truck costs $60/day for transport and can haul 500 bricks in cne load, what is the total

transport cost?
First, find the number of loads necessary by dividing the total number of bricks needed
by the number of bricks per load.

Number of loads = 1,750/500 = 3.5.
The transporter must make four trips to cany all the bricks to the town. The transport
cost is the number of trips multiplied by the number of days per trip and then by the
daily rate of transport.
Total transport cost = 4 x 3 days x $60/day = $720.
Gravel and sand are needed at ,., construction site. The quantities needad are 1.5 m3
of gravel and 0.75 m3 of sand. The materials are locally available, and transport (a
horsecart) costs $3 per load. If the tramporter can move 0.5 m3 in a single load, how
many trip will he have to makz? What will be the transport cost?
These items should be moved separately, so divide the volume of each material by the
amount the transporter can move in one trip.
Number of trips

1.5/0.5 = 3 trips for gravel
0.75/0.5 = 1.5trips for sand
The total number of trips is five.
Total transport cost = 5 x $3 load = $15.
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Example of Labor Cost Calculations

1. If an unskilled laborer can excavate 0.8 m3 of soil for a pit latrine in one day at a rate of
$7/day, how long will it take him to dig a hole 1.2 m by 1.3 m by 4 m deep? How much
will he be paid?
First, calculate the volume of the pit.
Volume = 1.2 x 1.3 x 4 = 6.24 m3.
Then, divide the pit volume by the amount the laborer can dig in a day in order to
find the number of days it will take.
No. of days = 6.24/0.8 = 7.8 days.
To calculate his pay, multiply the number of days by his daily rate.
Total pay = 7.8 x $7/day = $54.60.
2. If a skilled builder and two unskilled laborers can build 3 latrine bases in a day, how many
days will it take them to build 17 bases? If the daily pay rate of the skilled builder is
$20/day and that of the unskilled laborers is $8/day, how much will the total labor cost
be?
To find the number of days it will take them to build the bases, divide the total number
of bases by the number they can build in a day.
Total number of days = 17/3 = 5.7 days.
To find the total labor cost, multiply the total number of days by the daily rates of each
of the workers, then add them together.
Total labor cost = 5.7 x [(2 x $8)

+ $201 = $205.20.
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Small Group Activity- Material Requirements and Costs

The following information is to be used for the calculation of material requirements and costs
for the latrine type assigned to your group.
Given for all assignments:
Cement comes in 50 kg bags (33.2 liters or 0.0332 m3).
Reinforced concrete ratio to be used is 1:2:4 (cement:sand:gravel).
Ferrocement ratio to be used is 1:2 (cement:sand).
Material requirements for the superstructure will not be included.

Group 1: Basic Latrine with Cover
Giuen:

Latrine base: bricks that are 10 cm wide; two layers needed.
Base to be made by lining the bricks side by side in two layers.
Pit dimensions: 2.5 m deep, 1 m wide, 1.2 m long.
Lining needed: brick lining that has 65 bricks/m2.
The cement required to make the mortar for the lining is one-sixth of a bag per m2 of
lining surface area.
Slab: ferrocement and chicken wire.
Questions:

1. How many bricks in the base?

2. How many bricks in the pit lining wall?
3. How much cement is needed for the mortar in the lining?

4. How much cement, sand, and chicken wire are in the latrine slab?

5. What are the total material requirements and their cost?
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Group 2: VIP Latrine
Given:
Latrine base of poured concrete: 15 crn wide, 10 cm deep.
Reinforcement of one rebar around the latrine base.
Pit dimensions: 2 m deep, 1m wide, 1.4 m long.
Lining: not needed.
Slab: reinforced concrete (10 cm thick) with rebar; rebar is placed every 20 cm in both
directions of slab.
Questions:
1. How much cement, sand, gravel, and rebar is needed in the base?
2. How much cement, sand, gravel, and rebar is needed in the slab?

3. What are the total material requirements and their cost?

Group 3: WatersealIPour Flush
Given:
Pit base: poured concrete, 15 cm wide and 7 cm deep with rebar around
circumference.
Pit dimensions: 1.4 m deep, 1 m wide, 1 rn long.
Lining needed: concrete block-15 blocks/m2. Assume no mortar needed.
Slab: reinforced concrete slab (thickness of 10 crn) with reinforcement every 20 cm
along both axes.
Questions

1. How much gravel, sand, cement, and rebar is needed in the base?
2. How many concrete block are required for the lining?
3. How much gravel, sand, cement, and rebar is needed in the slab?

4. What are the total material requirements and their cost?
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Group 4: Raised Platform Latrine
Given:

Latrine base: no real base because liimg is continued from pit bottom, up through
the ground surface to suppor: the raised platform.
Pit dimensions:
Cross section: 1 m wide, 1.2 m long
Depth below ground = 1 m
Height of walls extending above ground

=

1 m.

Material needed for lining and exposed wall: brick is used for both-65 bricks/'m2 of
wall surface area.
The cement required to make the mortar for the portion of the wall below ground level
is one-sixth of a bag per m2of lining surface area. For the above-ground portion, onethird of a bag per m2 of wall surface area is needed.
Slab: fenocement and chicken wire.
Questions:

1. How many bricks are needed m the liniig and the wall above ground level?
2. How much cement is required for the lining and wall?

3. How much cement, sand, and chicken wire is needed in the latrine slab?
4. What are the total material requirements and their cost?
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Cost Sheet

Item
-

Unit

Cost/Unit

- Gravel

1 m3

$2

2 loads/m3

- Sand

1m3

$2

2 loads/m3

- Locally made vent (3m)

1

$15

day

$20

day

$G

Local

load

$4

External

day

$60

Trans~ortationReauired

Local Materials

-

External Materials

- Cement (50 kg)
- Concrete blocks

- Bricks
- Rebar
- PVC pipe

(15 cm)

- Screen (1cm)

- Screen (2 mrn)
- Waterseal trap
Labor

- Skilled builder
- Unskilled laborer
Transport

---
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Note: Some materials that are located in the urban centers do not require much space for
transport, so they can be included with other items that are being transported. However, if
no other items are being transported from these centers, they must be transported at the
standard daily rate.
Materials can be combined to make up one load if there is sufficient room for all the materials.
This same cost sheet is used in the next small group task. The prices of these items could
reflect the costs in the country where the workshop is being given. The costs of some items
may be negligible, such ar, fractions of a cubic meter of sand, and transport costs should not
be included. Some fractions of materials should be rounded up, for example, cement bags
and rebar.
Note that in all cases, the participants will calculate only a portion of the material requirements
(costs) of their latrine. The calculations will focus on the most critical or hard-to-calculate
components.
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Solutions to Handout 11-5

Group 1: Basic Latrine with Cover
1. Perimeter = 2 x 1 + 2 x 1.2

=.

4.4 m

Numb~rof bricks = Z(4.4 x 0.1) = 88 bricks.
2. Pit w2ll area

-

2.5 ((2 x 1) + (2 x 1.2)] = 11 m2

Number of bricks = 65 x 11 = 715 bricks.

3. Cement required for mortar in lining = 1/6
=

x

11 m2

1.8 bags.

4. Slab volume = 0.025 x 1.2 x 1.4 = 0.042 m3
Two-thirds of volume is sand, so 2 / 3 x 0.042 = 0.028 m3 sand
Cement = 1 / 2 sand or 0.014, almost 1/2 bag
Chicken wire = ares of slab x 2 = 1.2 x 1.4 x 2 = 2.4 m2 chicken wire.
5. Bricks

803

$321.20

Sand

0.028 m3

---

Cement

2.3 bags (3 bags)

$60.00

Screen

2.4 m2

$7.20

Total cost: $ 388.40.

Group 2: VIP Latrine
1. Calculate the outer area of the latrine base and subtract the inner area of the pit. This
area is multiplied by the thickness to find the base volume:
Area of base = [ I

+ 2(0.15)] x [1.4 + Z(0.15)) - (1x 1.4) = 0.81 m2

The gravel fills the volume, so 0.081 m3 of gravel is needed.
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Volume of sand = 1/2 gravel = 0.04 m3
Cement = 1/4 gravel

=

0.02 m3 (under 2/3 of a bag).

The rebar for the base is simply the measure of the perimeter, or 4.8 m.
2. Volume of slab = 0.1 x 1.6 x 1.2

=

0.192 m3

Gravel volume = 0.192 m3
Sand volume = 0.096 m3
Cement volume = 0.045 m3 or 1 1/3 bags
Length of rebar = 6 x 1 + 4 x 1.4 = 11.6 m.
3. Gravel

0.0273 m3

Sand

0.0136 m3

Cement

2 bags

Rebar

16.4 m (18m)

Total cost: $ 58.00.

Group 3: Pour Flush / Waterseal

1. Area of base = [ I

+ (2 x 0.15)] x [ I +

(2x 0.15)] - lm2 = 0.69 m2

Volume of base = 0.69 m2 x 0.07 = 0.048 m3
Volume of gravel = 0.048 m3
Volume of sand = 0.024 m3
Volume of cement = 0.012 m3 or over 1/3 bag
Length of rebar = 4 m.

2. Area of lining- i.4[2 x 1 + 2 x 11 = 5.6 m2
No. of blocks = 5.6 m2 x 15 blocks/m2 = 84 blocks.

3. Volume of slab = 0.10 x 1.2 x 1.2 = 0.144 m3
Volume of gravel = 0.144 m3

Vakrmc.d sand. =.0.072 m3,.-

.

.

.

Volume of cement = 0.036 m3 or just over 1bag
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Length of reinforcement = 4 x 1 + 4 x I
4. Gravel

8 m.

0.192 m"

Sand

0.096 m3

Cement

1.5 bags (2 bags)

Rebar

12 m

Concrete blocks

84

Waterseal trap

1

Total cost:

'

=

$

96.00.

Group 4: Raised Platform Latrine
1. Pit wall surface area

Height of wall = height .below ground
= l m + 1m=2m.
Therefore, wall area = 2 ((2x 1)

+

+ height above ground

(2 x 1.2)] = 8.8 m2

Number of bricks = 65 x 8.8 = 572 bricks.
2. Cement requirement in lining and wall:

Because the cement requirement is different depending on whether it is above or
below ground, the surface areas should be calculated separately.
Surface area of lining = 1 [(2 x 1) + (2 x 1.2)) = 4.4 m2
Surface area of wall = 1 [(2 x 1)

+ (2 x 1.2)) = 4.4 m2

Cement requirement for lining = 1/6 x 4.4 m2 = 0.73 bags
Cement requirement for wall = 1/3 x 4.4 m2 = 1.45 bags
Total cement requirement for lining and wall is 2.2 bags.

3. Slab volume = 0.025 x 1.2 x 1.4 = 0.042 m3
Two-thirds of volume is sand, so 2/3 x 0.042 = 0.028 m3 sand
Cement = 1/2 sand or 0.014 m3, almost 1/2 bag
Chicken wire = area of slab x 2 = 1.2 x 1.4 x 2 = 2.4 m2 chicken wire
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4. Bricks

572

Sand

0.028 m3

Cement

2.7 bags (3bags)

Chicken wire

2.4 m2

Total cost:

$ 296.00.
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Small Group Activity-Planning for Materials, Transport,
and Labor in a Construction Program
All of these scenarios are set in the country of Taganis. They involve mainly small
communities located in different parts of the country and with different needs. Each small
group is in charge of a sanitation program for a particular community in Taganis.
The monetary unit is the Tagani dollar.
Examples of necessary calculations are included in Handout 11-9.

Scenario I
The community of Taduli is about to begin its first sanitation program. It is a small community
of 20 houses and is quite a distance from the urban center in which certain building materials
can be located.
The program will be initiated with 5 latrines, which will be built at the school, at the
community center, and at houses of community members who expressed an interest in
improved sanitation and were able to make a contribution toward the cost of the latrine.
New latrine construction will consist of

2 basic latrines with cover
2 VIP latrines
1 pour flush (or waterseal) latrine
Taduli is located 5 days' travel from an urban center where nonlocally made materials can be
purchased; transport time is 5 days.

Scenario I1
The large town of Mibalu is upgrading many of its latrines due to the increased affluence of
the community. It is located quite near an urban center, and all construction materials are
readily available there. The community has recently upgraded its water supply to enable the
use of pour flush latrines, which had been previously impractical.
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New latrine construction will consist of

1 raised platform latrine
Upgrades will consist of

5 basic pit latrines to become 5 VIP latrines
5 VIP latrines to become 5 pour flush latrines
Mibalu is located 1days' travel from an urban center where nonlocally made materials can be
purchased; transport time is 1 day.

Scenario 111
In the rural community of Sinkan, the sanitation program is being initiated with some
upgrading and new latrine construction because there are very few latrines in the community.
The community is located at 3 relatively short distance from the capital, but the roads are very
rough and the hip takes 3 days' travel.
The community had formed an agricultural cooperative for the purpose of sharing farm
equipment and loans for the purchase of seed hybrids. It has recently expanded its program
to include latrines. The latrine "buyers" pay a ~nonthlyloan paymu,r,t toward the full cost of
the loan payments are spread over two
the latrine. Because it is a generally poor ~orm~runity,
years.

New latrine construction will consist of
2 VIP latrines
2 basic latrines with cover
Upgrades will consist of

2 basic pit latrines to become 2 VIP latrines
The community is located at 3 days' travel from an urban center where nonlocally made
materials can be purchased; transport time is 3 days.

Scenario IV
In the village of Malaro. a lahine program has been initiated with the assistance of the
government on a pilot basis. The cost and success of the pilot will be evaluated by the
Department of Health to determine if such a program is viable.
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The government is providing 25 VIP slabs and fly screens for use in the program; 5 of the
latrines require elevated platforms because they are to be built in areas with a high water table.
New construction will consist of

20 VIP latrines, with government assistance

5 raised platform latrines with vent pipe, with government assistance
This community is located 2 days' travel from an urban center where nonlocally made
materials can be purchased; transport time is 2 days. Transport of the slabs and, screens is not
provided. Ten slabs can be transported (with screens) from the urban center in one load.
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Small Group Activity- Information Common to all Scenarios

A. General
m

All latrines have a pit directly below the slab.

m

Compost latrines have two above-ground comp~arhnents.

m

Cement comes in 50 kg bags with a volume of 0.0332 mS or 33.2 liters.
Reinforced concrete mix of 1:2:4 (cement:sand:gravel) to be used.
Ferrocement and mortar mix of 1:2 (cement:sand).

m

Bricks: 15 cm long, 10 cm wide, 6 cm high; for a wall of brick, 65 bricks/mz of
surface area are needed.
Concrete block: 38 cm long, 18 cm wide, 18 cm high.
All upgrades require the time of one skilled builder and one unskilled laborer for one
day, plus one-half bag of cement, in addition to the specific material requirements.

B. Latrine Bases
Basic latrine with cover: base to be built of one layer of concrete bib~k.
m

VIP: base to be built of two layers of brick.

8

Pour flush/waterseal: base to be built of poured concrete (dimensions: 15 cm wide
and 7 cm thick) with two lengths of reinforcing rebar along each side.
Raised platform latrine: no real base.

C. Material Estimating Requirements for Materials in Base

m

For a base, bricks are to be laid side by side (with the 10 cm by 6 cm end facing the
pit). If a 2 cm mortar joint is used, the brick width (for calculation purposes) would
be 12 cm.
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To find the number of bricks that would be needed around the perimeter of the pit,
first find the number of bricks for each meter. This number can be calculated by
dividing 1 m by the width of the brick plus mortar, or 12 cm.
Assume that 8.3 bricks will make 1 m.
To calculate the total amount of mortar required, the mortar required for 1brick can
be multiplied by the number of bricks needed. In this case, the amount of mortar
required for a single brick is the thickness of the mortar joint (0.02 m) multiplied by
the length (0.2 m), multiplied by the width, plus the depth. In this case the mortar
required for 1 brick is 0.00072 m3. To calculate the amount of mortar needed for
each meter of base, multiply this by the number of bricks in each meter.

If the mortar used is like that used in the ferrocement ratio, 1:2, the amount of sand
required for each meter would be 0.004 m3.
The cement required for each meter would be approximately 0.002 m3, or 0.06 bags.
To calculate the amount of bricks, cement, and sand required for a base, multiply the
amount of each needed for 1m by the number of meters in the perimeter of the base.
For a base of two layers, d ~ u b l ethe figure.
Concrete Block
Due to the larger size of the concrete block, 1course will be laid for the base, with its
long side (38 cm by 18 cm)facing the pit. Making the same calculations as above,
The area of 1 block face

=

0.072 m2

The length of a block with a 2 cm mortar joint = 40 cm
The number of blocks per meter = 1 m/0.4 m = 2.5 blocks
The amount of mortar required for 1 block = 0.0021 mS
IJ

The amount of mortar required for each meter = 0.0021 m3 x 2.5 = 0.0053 m3
The amount of sand required for each meter = 0.0035 ms
The amount of cement required for each meter = 0.00175 m3, or 0.05 bags.

To calculate the amount of blocks, sand, and cement for a base, multiply the amount
of each needed for 1 m by the number of meters in the perimeter of the base.
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Poured Concrete
To calculate the amount of cement, sand, and gravel in a poured concrete base, first
find the volume of the base. This volume can be calculated by finding the area of the
base and then multiplying it by the thickness. The area of the base is the area of the
outer edge of the base minus the inner area of the pit.
Example:
If a square pit has dinlensions of 1 m by 1m and a base that is 20 cm wide and 10
cm thick,' how much gravel, sand, and cement 4 needed?
The area of the base's outer edge is

The inner area is 1 m2.
The area of the base = 1.96 - 1 = 0.96 m2.
The volume of the base = 0.96 x 0.1 = 0.096 m3.
The amount of gravel needed would be the same as the volume, because the other
components take up the volume of the spaces between the gravel.
Volume of gravel = 0.096 m3
Volume of sand = 1/2 x 0.096 = 0.048 m3
Volume of cement = 1/4 x 0.096 = 0.024 m3
No. of bags of cement = 0.024/0.0332 = 0.72 bags, or almost 3/4 bag.

D. Labor Requirement and Labor Cost for Base
Three bases/day require 1 skilled, 1unskilled laborer.
Three bases, of any type, can be built in 1 day by a skilled and unskilled laborer.
To calculate the labor cost,
divide the number of bases needed by three to obtain the number of days needed
to construct all the bases;
multiply the number of days needed by the daily rate for skilled labor and
unskilled labor separately.
Add the amounts to obtain the total labor cost for base construction.
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E. Dimensions of Latrine Pit
VIP and basic latrine with cover: square pit-1 m long, 1 m wide,
2.5 m deep.
Pour flush/waterseal: square pit-1 m long, 1 m wide, 1.5 m deep.
Raised

latrine pit dimensions:

-

1.2 m depth below ground

-

1 m above ground (total pit depth = 2.2 m)

-

1 m by 1 m square pit.

F. Labor Requirement and Labor Cost for Excavation
Excavation rate: 2 m3 soil/day for 1 unskilled laborer.
An unskilled laborer can excavate 2 m3 of soil per day.
The total number of days needed for the excavation is the volume of the pit divided
by the excavation rate.
The labor cost is the number of days multiplied by the unskilled labor rate.
The volume of the pit = width x length x depth.
For the raised platform latrine, excavation is needed only for the portion of the pit
below ground level.

G. Pit Lining
All waterseal latrines need a lining; lining material to be built of concrete block; assume
no mortar needed.

VIP and basic latines are built in stable soil, so they do not need a lining.
Lining and walls of raised platform latine are to be made of brick; 1/3 bag of cement
required per square meter of surface area of wall above ground, 1/6 bag per square
meter of lining below ground surface.
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H. Estimating Material for Lining
To calculate the material needed for the latrine lining, first calculate the area of the pit
walls. That number is then multiplied by the amount of lining material that will fit into
each square meter.
For the example of the concrete block:
0

The area of 1 concrete block face with the mortar joint = 0.072 m2.
The number of the blocks in a square meter is

If a pit has a wall area of 16 m2, the number of blocks required would be 13.9 x
16 = 222 blocks.
For an example of the calculation for a brick lining, see Handouts 11-5 and 11-7.

I. Labor Requirement and Labor Cost for Pit Lining
For concrete block lining--4 m2/day by 1 skilled, 1unskilled laborer.
For brick lining--3 m2/day by 1 skilled, 1unskilled laborer.
The above lining areas can be built in 1 day by 1 skilled builder and 1 unskilled
laborer. The total labor required would be
the area of the pit walls divided by the labor requirement.
This calculation would give the number of days required to build the lining. There is
no difference between the time required for constructing the lining below the ground
surface and the walls extending above the surface, as in a raised platform latrine.
To find the labor cost, multiply the number of days by the rates for skilled labor and
unskilled labor separately; then add the costs to obtain the total cost for constructing
the pit lining.

J. Slab Construction

VIP, waterseal, and raised platform latrine: use fenocement slabs (dimensions: 1.2
m by 1.2 m by 0.025 m) with two layers of reinforcing screen.
Basic latrine with cover: use reinforced concrete slabs (dimensions: 1.2 m by 1.2m
by 0.075 m)with reinforcement of rebar every 15 cm along width and length of slab.
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K. Materials Estimate for Slabs
To calculate the amount of materials in a slab, first calculate the volume.
Example 1: Reinforced Concrete
What are the material requirements of a reinforced concrete slab with dimensions of
1.3m by 1.4 m by 0.1 m, with rebar spaced every 15 cm along both axes of the slab?
Volume of slab= 1.3 x 1.4 x 0.1 = 0.182 m3
Volume of gravel = 0.182 m3
Volume of sand = 1/2 x 0.182 = 0.091 m3
Volume of cement = 1/4 x 0.182

=

0.046 m3

Bags of cement = 0.046 m3/0.0332 m3 = 1.4 bags, or almost 1 1/2 bags.

To calculate the rebar, divide the width and the length of the slab by the spacing
between the rebar and subtract 1. This calculation will give the number of rebar
pieces. Then multiply the number of pieces by the length and width to find the
total length.
Number of rebar pieces along the length = 1.3/0.15
Number of rebar pieces along the width = 1.4/0.15

- 1 = 7.7
- 1 = 8.3

Total length of rebar = (7.7 x 1.3) + (8.3 x 1.4) = 22 m.
Example 2: Ferrocement
What are the material requirements in a ferrocement slab that is 1.5 by 1.4 by 0.03
and has two layers of reinforcing screen?
The volume of the slab is calculated in the same way as above; however, the
material components are different.
Volume of slab = 1.5 x 1.4 x 0.03 = 0.063
0

The volume of sand required is two-thirds of the total slab volume of 2/3 x 0.063
= 0.042 m3
Volume of cement = 1/2 x 0.042 = 0.021 m3
Number of bags = 0.021/0.0332 = 0.63 bags

-

The reinforcement required is the area of the slab multiplied by 2 = 2 x (1.5 x
1.4) ,4.2 ms
The calculation of poured concrete walls is determined in the same manner.
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L. Slab Labor Requirement and Labor Cost
For reinforced concrete slabs and ferrocement slabs:

1 skilled builder and 2 unskilled laborers can build 3 slabs/day.
To calculate the number of days required for the construction of latrine slabs,
divide the number of slabs needed by 3. Multiply that amount by the daily rate
of 1 skilled builder and 2 unskilled laborers separately to find the labor cost of
each. Add the two amounts to obtain the total labor cost.

M. Superstructure
In a typical situation, a picture of the shelter would be given to a master builder for an estimate
of the material requirements and labor requirements and costs, as he or she is familiar with
local construction practices and material estimates. He or she would then make up a list of
requirements and costs for submission to the program implementer for approval. Listed below
are materials, labor, and transport costs to be used for each type of superstructure in the
scenarios:
Wood
material cost: $60
0

labor cost: $30
transport cost: $10 (wood is locally available in each scenario)

Concrete Block
material cost: $110
0

labor cost: $60
transport cost: $20 for each traveling day from urban center

Brick
0

material cost: $150
labor: $80
transport cost: $20 for each traveling day from urban center

This cost does not include
0

vent pipes (each vent also requires 0.04 m2 screen)
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screening material for windows (1 m2 required for each superstructure)
For example, if 5 VIP latrines are to be made of concrete blocks in a town that is located
3 days travel from an urban center, the following calculations would be made to determine
the costs for the 5 superstructures (excluding cost of fly screen and vent pipe).
material cost = 5 x $110 = $550
labor cost = 5 x $80 = $400
transport cost
Cost = $550

=

5 x 3 days x $20 = $300

+ $400 + $300

= $1,250

For the total cost, the cost of 5 vent pipes and screening material would be added.
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Solutions to Handout 11-8

Material and labor requirements for the construction of each latrine type are calculated below.
The quantities are then multiplied by the number of the types in each scenario.

If upgrades are being made, only the new materials necessary for the upgrade (plus 1skilled
builder, 1 unskilled laborer, 1/2 bag of cement) need to be determined. The old latrine
comuonents can be salvaged.
From this information, the transport cost can be calculated for each scenario.

Note: The only real choice involved is the type of shelter.

Since different shelter types can
be used, a solution for the superstructure is not included here.

A. Material and Labor Requirements for Eirch Latrine Type
1 . Basic Latrine with C o v e r
Base
Materials: concrete block, mortar (sand, cement)
No. of blocks =
Volume of sand =
Bags of cement =

2.5 blockj/m x 4 m = 10 blocks
0.0035 m3/m x 4 m = 0.014 m3
0.05 bags/m x 4 m = 0.2 bags

Labor required:
Skilled =
Unskilled =

1 x I/?, day = 1/3 day
1x 1/3 day = 1/3 day

Pit Excavation
Volume of pit =
Unskilled labor required =

1m x 1 m x 2.5 m = 2.5 m3
2.5 days/2 = 1.25 days
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Slab
Materials: gravel, sand, cement, rebar
Volume of slab =
Volume of gravel =
Volume of sand =
Volume of cement =
Bags of cement =
Length of rebar =

1.2 m x 1.2 m x 0.075 m = 0.11 rn3
0.11 m3
1/2 x 0.11 m3 = 0.055 m3
1/4 x 0.11 m3 = 0.022 m3
0.022 m/0.0332 m3 = 0.7 bags
2 x [(1.2 m/0.15 m) -11 = 14 m

Labor required:
.

1 x 1/3 day = 1/3 day
2 x 1/3 day = 2/3 day

Skilled =
Unskilled =

Superstructure
One of the three types.
Miscellaneous
Screen for windows (2 mm) = 1 m2
Total Materials Reauired

Gravel
Sand
Cement
Concrete blocks
Rebar
Superstructure
Screen (2 mm)

0.11 m3
0.069 m3
0.9 bag
10 blocks
14 m
1
1 m2

Total Labor Reoutred

Skilled
Unskilled

0.7 day
2.25 days
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2. VIP Latrine

Materials: bricks, sand, cement
No. of bricks =
Volume of sand =
Bags of cement =

2 (layers) x 8.3 bricks/m x 4 m = 67
2 x 0.004 m3/m x 4 m = 0.032 m3
2 x 0.06 b;igs/m x 4 m = 0.5 bags

Labor required:
Skilled =
Unskilled =

1 x 1/3 day
1 x 1/3 day

=
=

1/3 day
1/3 day

Pit Excavation
Volume of pit =
Unskilled labor required =

1 m x 1m x 2.5 m = 2.5 m3
2.5 days/:! = 1.25 days

Materials: sand, cement, screen (1 cm)
Volume of slab =
Volume of sand =
Volume of cement =
Bags of cement =
Screen (I crn) =

1.2 m x 1.2 m x 0.025 m = 0.036 m3
2 / 3 x 0.036 m3 = 0.024 m3
1 / 2 x 0.024 m3 = 0.012 m3
0.012 m3/0.0332 m3 = 0.4 bags
2 (layers) x 1.2 m x 1.2 m = 2.9 m2

Labor required:
Skilled =
Unskilled =

1x 1/3 day = 1/3 day
2 x 1/3 day = 2/3 day

Su~erstructure
One of the three types.
Miscellaneous
Screen for windows and vent (2 mm) = 1m2
Vent pipe (3m) = 1
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Total Materials Reauired
Sand
Cement
Brick
Screen (1cm)
Superstructure
Screen (2 mm)
Vent pipe (3m)

0.056 m3
0.9 bag
67 bricks
2.9 m2
1
1 m2
1

Skilled builder
Unskilled laborer

0.7 day
2.25 days

3. Pour Flush/Waterseal Latrfne

Materials: gravel, sand, cement, rebar
Area of base =
Volume of base =
Volume of gravel =
Volume of sand =
Volumeofcement==
Bags of cement =
Length of rebar =

(1.3m x 1.3 m) - 1 m2 = 0.69 m2
0.07 m x 0.69 m2 = 0.043 m3
0.048 m3
1/2 x 0.048 m3 = 0.024 m3
1/4x0.048m3=0.012m3
0.012 m3/0.0332 m3 = 0.4 bags
2 x (4 x 1.3 m) = 10.4 m

Labor required:
Skied =
Unskilled =

1 x 1/3 day = 1/3 day
1 x 1/3 day = 1/3 day

Pit Excavation

Volume of pit =
Unskilled labor required =

1 m x 1 m x 1.5 m = 1.5 m3
1.5/2 = 0.75 day

Materials: concrete block
Area of walls =
No. of blocks =

4 x (1m x 1.5 m) = 6 m2
6 m2 x 13.9 blocks/rn2 = 84
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Labor required:
6(m2)/4(m2/day)= 1.5 days
1 x 1.5 days = 1.5 d a ~ , . .
1 x 1.5 days = 1.5 days

Time =
Skilled =
Unskilled =
Slab
-

Materials: ferrocement of sand, cement, screen (1cm)
Voltme of slab =
Volume of sand =
Volume of cement =
Bags of cement =
Screen (I cm) =

1.2 m x 1.2 m x 0.025 m = 0.036 m3
2 / 3 x 0.036 m3 = 0.024 m3
1 / 2 x 0.024 m3 = 0.012 m3
0.012 m3/0.0332 m3 = 0.4 bags
2 (layers) x 1.2 m x 1.2 m = 2.9 m2

Labor required:
Skilled =
Unskilled =

1 x 1/3 day = 1/3 day
2 x 1/3 day = 2/3 day

Onz of the three types.

Miscellaneous
Screen for windows (2 mm)
Waterseal trap

=

Gravel
Sand
Cement
Concrete block
Rebar
Screzn (1cm)
Superstructure
Screen (2 mm)
Waterseal trap

0.048 m
0.048 m
0.8 bags
84
10.4 m
2.9 m2
1
1 m2
1

Skilled builder
Unskilled laborer

2.2 days
2.5 days

1 m2
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4. Raised Platform Latrine
Base
No base required.
Pit Excavation
Volume of pit below ground
Unskilled labor required =

=

1 m x 1 m x 1.2 m = 1.2 m3
1.2/2 = 0.6 days

Materials: brick and cement
Area of lining
wall below ground =
Area of walls extending
above ground =
Total wall surface area =
No. of bricks =
Cement required =

4 x (1m x 1.2 m)

=

4.8 m2

4 ( 1 m x l m ) = 4m2
8.8 m2
8.8 m2x 65 bricks/m2 = 572 bricks
1/6 bag x 4.8 m2 + 1/3 bag x 4 m2=
0.8 + 1.3 = 2.1 bags

Labor required:
Time =
Skilled =
Unskilled =

8.8 mV3 m2/day = 2.9 days
1 x 2.9 days = 2.9 days
1 x 2.9 days = 2.9 days

Materials: ferrocement of sand, cement, screen (1cm)
Volume of slab =
Volume of sand =
Volume of cement =
Bags of cement =
Screen (1cm) =

1.2 rn x 1.2 m x 0.025 m = 0.036 m3
2/3 x 0.036 m3 = 0.024 m3
1/2 x 0.024 m3= 0.012 m3
0.012 m3/0.0332 m3 = 0.4 bags
2 (layers) x 1.2 m x 1.2 m = 2.9 m2

Labor required:
Skilled =
Unskilled =

1 x 1/3 day = 1/3 day
2 x 1/3 day = 2/3 day
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Su~erstructure
One of the three types.
Miscellaneous
Screen for windows (2 mm) = 1 m2
Total Materials Required

Sand
Cement
Brick
Screen (1cm)
Superstructure
Screen (2 mm)

Skilled builder
Unskilled laborer

--2.5 bags
572
2.9 m2
1
1 m2

3.2 days
4.2 days

B. End Solution to Each Scenario
The material quantities can be put onto a cost sheet and multiplied by the unit cost to find the
cost associated with each program (excluding the shelter).
Scenario I
New latrine construction:

-

2 basic latrines with cover

-

2 VIP latrines
1pour flush (or waterseal) latrine

For the total materials required in Scenario I,
multiply

2 x materials in 1basic latrine

2 x materials in 1VIP latrine
1x materials in 1pour flush latrine.
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These materials added together will be the total material requirements.
The amount of labor is calculated in the same manner.

Gravel (m3)
Sand (m3)
Cement (bags)
Ccncrete block
Bricks
Rebar (m)
Screen (1 cm) (m2)
Superstructure
Screen (2 mm) (m2)
Vent pipe (3m)
Waterseal trap

2 x 0.11 + 1 x 0.048 = 0.27 m3
2 x 0.069 + 2 x 0.056 + 1 x 0.048 = 0.3 m3
2 x 0.9 + 2 x 0.9 + 1 x 0.8 = 4.4 (5 bags)
2 x 10 + 1 x 84 = 94 blocks
2 x 67 = 134 bricls
2 x 14 + 1 x 10.4 = 38.4m (or 7 lengths of 6 m rebar)
2 x 2.9 + 1 x 2.9 = 8.7 (9 m2)
2 x 1 + 2 x 1 + 1 x 1 = 5 superstructures
2 x 1 + 2x1+ 1 x 1 =5m2
2 x 1 = 2 vent pipes
1 x 1 = 1 trap

Lotal Labor Requfred
Skilled builder (days) 2 x 0.7 + 2 x 0.7 + 1 x 2.2 = 5 days
Unskilled laborer (days) 2 x 2.25 + 2 x 2.25 + 1 x 2.5 = 11.5 days
Scenario 11
New latrine construction:

-

1 raised platform latrine

Upgrades:

-

5 basic pit latrines upgraded to 5 VIP latrines

-

5 VIP latrines upgraded to 5 pour flush latrines

In this scenario, the materials for one complete raised platform latrine are needed. For the
upgrades, new slabs will only be needed for the 5 pour flush latrines, because the slabs for the
5 VIP latrines that are being converted to pour flush latrines can be used for thz basic pit
latrines that are to be upgraded to VIPs. The vent pipes from the VIPs being converted can
also be used, assuming h a t they are not built as part of the superstructure. It is assumed thar
the superstmctures for the upgraded latrines can be reused.
Recall that each upgrade requires one-half bag of cement and a day's work from a skilled
builder.and .an unskilled.laborer. For the. total cement and labor required for the upgrade
(aside from the new slabs for the pour flush latrines), multiply the number of upgrades by the
above values.
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=Materials

Reaulred

Sand (m3)

5 x 0.024

Cement (bags)

1 x 2.5

Screen (1cm) (m2)

1 x 2.9

Superstructure

l x l = 1

Screen (2 mm) (m2)

1x1 =lm2

Waterseal trap

5 x 1 = 5 traps

Skilled builder (days)
Unskilled laborer (days)

1 x 3.2
1 x 4.2

=

0.44 m3

+ 5 x 0.4 + 10 x 0.5 = 9.5 (10 bags)
+ 5 x 2.9 = 17.4 (18 m2)

+ 5 x 1/3 +
+ 5 x 2/3 +

10 x 1 = 14.9 days
10 x 1 = 17.5 days

Scenario I11
New latrine construction:

-

2 VIP latrines

2 basic latrines with cover

Upgrade:

-

2 basic pit latrines --- > 2 VIP latrines

In this scenario the materials needed for the new construction would be

2 x materials for 1 VIP latrine
2 x materials for 1 basic latrine.
The inputs needed for the upgrade would be vent pipes, cement, and labor, as noted above.
As above, it is assumed that the superstructures and slabs can be reused for the upgrades.
Total Materfals Reaufred
Gravel (m3)
Sand (m3)
Cement (bags)
Concrete block
Bricks
Rebar (m)
Screen (1cm) (m2)

2 x 0.11 = 0.22 m3
2 x 0.069 + 2 x 0.056 = 0.25 m3
2 x 0.9 + 2 x 0.9 + 2 x 0.5 = 4.6 (5 bags)
2 x 10 = 20 blocks
2 x 67 = 134 bricks
2 x 14 = 14 m (or 3 lengths of 6 m rebar)
2 x 2.9 = 5.8 (6 m2)
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2 x 1 + 2 x 1 = 4 superstructures
Superstructure
Screen (2 mm) (m2) 2 x 1 + 2 x 1 = 4 m2
Vent pipe (3m)

2 x 1 = 2 vent pipes

Total Labor Reouired
Skilled builder (days)
Unskilled laborer (days)

2 x 0.7 + 2 x 0.7 + 1 x 2 = 4.8 days
2 x 2.25 + 2 x 2.25 + 1 x 2 = 11 days

Scenario IV
New latrine construction:

-

20 VIP latrines, with agency assistance

-

5 raised platform latrines with vent pipes

In this scenario the slabs and fly screens are provided (transport is not), so the material
calculations will include the following components:

-

pit excavation
construction of bases for VIP latrines
superstructure
construction of raised lining for raised platform latrines

Sand (m3)
Cement (bags)
Bricks
Superstructure
Screen (2 mm) (m2)
Vent pipe (3m)

20 x 0.032 = 0.64 m3
5 x 7.1 + 20 x 0.5 = 20.5 (21 bags)
5 x 572 + 20 x 67 = 4,200 bricks
5 x 1 + 20 x 1 = 25 superstructures
5 x 1 + 20 x 1 = 25 m2
5 x 1 + 20 x 1 = 25 vent pipes

Totat tabor Reaulred
Skilled builder (days) 5 x 2.9 + 20 x 1/3 = 21.1 days
Unskilled laborer (days) 5 x 3.5 + 20 x 1/3 + 20 x 1.25 = 49.2 days

.Nete2:. Matcrids arrdlhhrfar dab>cbnstruct)anare.not necessary this .scenario., ,Thisscenario provides the only example of integrating the VIP and raised platform latrine types.
in7
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Effective Presentations A Planning Checklist

A. Key Points
Develop dear, simple objectives. Identdy key messages and write them down for
yourself. Orient the key messages to what the pdrticipants will be able to do or say
by the end of your session with them.
In your planning, think about the following questions:
What do I want the participants to learnhemember? What's really important?
What are the principal points I want to make? How will I sequence them?
What visual aids will I use? How do I want them to look?
0

What fun activities could I use to get my messages across-songs, theater, or role
plays?
What examples will I use to illustrate what I mean?

Keep the presentation short, with a few key points (20 to 30 minutes maximum for
the entire presentation).
Use all the facilitative skills (asking questions, paraphrasing, summarizing, using
encouragers). Ask open-ended questions to encourage discussion of people's own
experience and their reactions to the subject matter.
Give examples and anecdotes to reinforce key points. Make sure they are familiar to
participants and that you understand them well.
Show simple visual aids to illustrate key points, such as pictures, clear drawings, and
written material where appropriate.

B. Proceed Using Three Steps
1. Introdudlon
Greetings.

Describe what you want to discuss (objectives).
Ask related questions drawing on the participants' experiences.
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2. Discuss Key Points
Explain key points.
Use illustrations or other visual aids if possible
Ask questions to relate points to participants' experiences.

3. Conclusion
Review and summarize key points.
Ask questiqns to venfy comprehension and draw conclusions.
Discuss how the participants can apply the key points.
Thank them for participating.
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Operation and Maintenance Concerns

Operation
capacity
ventilation
waterseal trap
Capacity
The most evident operational concern common to all latrine technologies deals with the
capacity of the latrine. Eventually, all latrines fill, so an effort must be made to plan for a
transition.
Depending on the resources involved, this transition piesents an opportunity for upgrading the
latrine. Whether this option is utilized or not, all salvageable materials are taken from the old
latrine site for use in constructing the new latrine or for some other purpose. Doing so can
substantially reduce the cost of the new latrine.
It is generally accepted that the transition should occur when the excrement in the latrine
reaches a level of 1 to 0.5 m below the slab. The latrine is then filled with earth or a
combination of earth and organic waste. This distance (1to 0.5 m) prevents pathogens from
making their way to the surface where users will be exposed.
Ventilation
Blocked ventilation will lessen the air currents flowing through the latrine, which could cause
the interior of the latrine superstructure to become or to remain damp. Good air circulation
ufill also result in lessening smells in the latrine.
Occasionally, the vent pipe of the VIP becomes partially blocked, thus reducing the
effectiveness of the technology. Typically the problem is caused by spider webs. Eliminating
this problem is a relatively easy procedure but the vent should be checked periodically.
Waterseal Trap
As mentioned previously, utilization of the pour flush technology requires an excess of water
for its proper and. continued functioning. A minimum of 10 liters/person/day is
recommended in excess water. For example, an eight-member family using the latrine would
require an excess 80 liters of water per day.
At times, the waterseal can become clogged by waste material or wiping material that is
thrown into the latrine. Another cause is the use of insufficient water in flushing the latrine.
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Maintenance
cleanliness
repairs
Cleanliness
Perhaps the most simple, yet the most important, maintenance for a latrine is keeping it clean.
This will limit contact with excreta, reduce flies in the latrine, reduce smells, increase latrine
use, and improve the appearance of latrines.
Repairs
The repairs needed by a latrine will, in most cases, be obvious, as maintenance problems are
commonly manifested in the superstructure or latrine slab.
Cracks in the dab or slabs with broken masonry constitute the most serious problems. The
resulting weakness of the slab could cause it to fall into the pit along with whoever is on it, not
to mention allowing the access of vectors to the fecal material. These problems should be
rectified immediately. Whether the slabs need to be replaced or can be repaired should be
decided by an experienced builder.
Cracks or breakage can also occur in the waterseal trap. This can result in higher water
requirement for flushing; access of vectors to excreta; increase in smell; lezkage of water onto
latrine floor; or total nonfunctioning. Most waterseal traps are difficult to repair so will
probably need to be replaced.
Common problems in the superstructure usually consist of small repairs such as rips in the fly
screen, repairing the door hinges, etc. While the repairs needed for these items are minor,
they are often neglected, which allows access to insect vectors and could lead to reduced use.
A well-maintained latrine encourages use.
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Team Task: Assessing Existing Latrines

The team will be given 30 minutes at each latrine:

20 minutes to inspect the latrine, and complete their notes
10 minutes for discussion
At each site, address the following questions:
How would you assess the original construction?
What is the age of the latrine?
What building materials were used?
What was the level of quality of construction?
How would you assess siting?
What is the proximity to water sources?
What is the water table?
0

What is the likelihood of flooding during heavy rains?
Is the soil of a suitable type to allow percolation of wastewater?
To what extent is the latrine being used properly?

What is the current state of repair?
superstructure
slab
pit (look for cracks in cement, signs of subsidence)
What are the possibilities for upgrading the latrine? (For example, to convert a pit latrine
to a VIP, do you need a new slab? Can the superstructure be reused?)
How would you assess the state of maintenance?

Demonstration Latrine
How would you assess the quality of construction?
What might you have done differently?
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Monitoring and Evaluation

A. Monitoring
lllonftoring has two key components:

Continued observation of the prevalence of high-risk behavior, both the frequency and
the degree of exposure to excreta.
Continued observation of ongoing interventions.
Prevalence of High-Risk Behaviors

High-risk behaviors are defined as behaviors that allow (or even promote) exposure to excreta.
Examples include
defecation in areas where excreta may come into contact with the individual or others
Gr contaminate a water supply,
nonwashing of hands (with soap) after defecation,
allowing domestic animals to defecate in areas where their excreta may come into
direct contact with people or a water supply,
handling of properly isolated excrement before it has decomposed to the extent that
all pathogens are inviable,
not maintaining the cleanliness of the latrine, and
not properly disposing of wiping material.
Ongoing Interventions

Examples of key questions for monitoring ongoing interventions include
Sanitation education activities
How well are people understanding the messaga?
To what extent are appropriate groups (groups exhibiting high-risk behaviors)
being targeted?
Newly completed latrines
How would you rate user satisfaction?
0

How well does the facility satisfy the main purpose of latrines, that is, isolation of
excreta?
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Are acceptance and use of the facility achieved by all members of the family?

Observation during site visits is the best way to monitor, as opposed to written letters and
reports or secondhand accounts. Observation during site visits requires sensitivity.
Observable indicators of change may include

m

cleanliness of a latrine
signs of latrine use
absence of improperly discarded wiping material
absence of excreta around the latrine or house
basic pit latrines are covered when not in use
small children know how to use the latrine properly
observance of hand washing after latrine use

B. Evaluation
Evaluation is defined as follows:
Planned review of program successes and failures, cost to benefit ratio, and
recommendations for future programs.

Looking Back over the Year
In general, programs should be evaluated once a year. Important questions to ask in looking
back over the year might include the following:
To what extent are the latrines functioning properly?
To what extent are they being used?
What is the remaining life of each latrine?
What have been the major problems?
How strong is community interest?
What does the community view as the benefits of the program?

What..are,.laedk.d.theprngram? .Qn .terms.of.imprpued. health status, reduced
diarrhea, and sickness and death among small children.)
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How have the interventions affected the high-risk behaviors?
Which high-risk behaviors are still evident? To what degree?
Looking Ahead to the Coming Year
One important outcome of an evaluation is clarification of the key questions that should be
considered over the coming year. Important questions to ask in looking ahead to the coming
year might include the following:
To what extent is there interest in upgrading latrines? In constructing new latrines?
How has the situation changed in the community? (For example, does it have an
increased or reduced water supply that would make other latrine options feasible?)
In what ways would the community benefit from a refresher course in sanitation
education?
How could the gap between current high-risk behaviors and improved behaviors be
bridged? (problem clarification)
Have new high-risk behaviors been identified? How could they be addressed?
Considering Overall Recommendations
Important questions in considering overall program recommendations would include
0

What's going well? What could be improved?
What lessons have been !earned from the past year?
How should these lessons be applied to other communities?

Emphasize that-as in monitoring-the best evaluation method is observation during site visits.
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Three-Month Action Plan

Activities to Undertake

Resources Needed

People t o Contact

By When
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Evaluation F a m

1. Goal Attainment
Please circle the appropriate number to indicatz the degree to which the workshop goals
have been achieved. On the scale of 1to 5, 1equals "not achieved and 5 equals "very
much achieved."
A. Describe appropriate approaches for developing an excreta management program in
the community.
Not
Achieved

Somewhat
Achieved

Very Much
Achieved

Comments:

B. Identify the excreta disposal behaviors of a community and the impact of those
behaviors on health.
Not
Achieved

Somewhat
Achieved

Very Much
Achieved

Comments:

C. Collect information to assist in the development of an excreta management strategy.
Not
Achieved

Comments:

Somewhat
Achieved

Very Much
Achieved
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D. Analyze critical factors in determining appropriate latrine selection.
Not
Achieved

Somewhat
Achieved

Very Much
Achieved

Cornlrents:

E. Describe the design requirements for four types of latrine.
Not
Achieved

Somewhat
Achieved

Very Much
Achieved

I

I

I

I

I

1

2

3

4

5

Comments:

F. Develop a latrine construction program plan, supervise construction, and assess and
upgrade existing latrines.
Not
Achieved

Somewhat
Achieved

Very Much
Achieved

Comments:

G. Apply interactive tsrhiques to sanitation education.
Not
Achieved

Somewhat
Achieved

Very Much
Achieved

I

I

I

I

I

1

2

3

4

5

Comments:
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H. Monitor and evaluate sanitation interventions.
Not
Achieved

Somewhat
Achieved

Very Much
Achieved

I

I

I

I

I

1

2

3

4

5

Comments:

I.

Develop an action plan to implement a sanitation improvement program "back home."
Not
Achieved

Somewhat
Achieved

Very Much
Achieved

Comments:

2. Course Feedback and Learning
Please answer the following questions as fully as possible so that the trainers can learn how
effective the training course methodology was.
A. What have been the most positive things about this course? Comments:

B. What have been the most negative things about this course? Comments:

C. What one thing stands out as important to you in this workshop? Comments:
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D. What things have you learned that you did not know before? Comments:

3. Course Organization and Training
A. What comments do you have about the way the course was planned and organized?

B. What

be done in the future to improve a course like this?

C. What specific steps in developing a community sanitation :6 latrine improvement
program do you feel you will need to learn more about in order to promote and
develop a program successfully in the future?

D. What feedba1.1; do you have for the trainers?

